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years

25th – 27th Oktober, 2013
For ﬁfty years now the Munich Show is the
meeting point for collectors and fans of
mineral specimen.
Join us at this amazing special event and
be curious to see an extraordinary special
exhibition 2013: Gold!

www.munichshow.com
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Come Visit us in Tucson for the best Prices and Quality!
Pueblo Gem & Mineral Show at The Riverpark Inn
350 South Freeway Mineral Pavilion Tent (At Main Entrance)
Feb 2nd - 14th, 2013
●

Cell: 212-666-069-062

●

Email: khalid.fossils@yahoo.fr

February 2013
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More Gems, More Jewelry, More Energy
Heaven & Earth has the largest array of Metaphysical Jewelry and Stones Anywhere!

Moldavite: Starborn Stone of Transformation

TM

We offer a wider array of Moldavite than anyone else, including fine raw pieces, jewelry, faceted gems, beads,
pyramids, Merkaba stars, nugget necklaces, carvings, tumbled pieces, even Moldavite incense, oils and books!

SPECIAL: 14K Gold Moldavite Jewelry as low as $50/gram!

Adularian
Moonstone
2 / 3 OFF!

Golden
Labradorite

Amethyst
2 / 3 OFF!

TM

TM

Visit our website: www.heavenandearthjewelry.com

Pink Lazurine
2 / 3 OFF!

Tanzan Aura
Quartz
Imperial Gold 2 / 3 OFF!
Quartz
2 / 3 OFF!

Oregon
Opal

TM

Satya Mani Quartz
2 / 3 OFF!

TM

Azeztulite

TM

Chakra
Jewelry
Siberian Blue
Quartz

Herkimer
Iolite
Jewelry 2 / 3 OFF!

Aquamarine

Nuummite

Gaia
Stone

Heaven & Earth LLC

PO Box 249, East Montpelier, VT 05651 Ph 802-476-4775 Fax 802-479-5923 email: heavenandearth@earthlink.net

In Tucson: Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room (110 S. Freeway)
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Visit us in Tucson, or contact us for our FREE color catalog of over 5000 items!

The Tucson MetaGuide

More Color, More Beauty, More Fun!
Heaven & Earth Offers New Stones in Vivid Hues, plus Unique Designs & Gem Combinations!

SALE: 14K Gold Jewelry as low as $50/gram!

O
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Howard Jo ear!
hnson’s
Ca
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ctus Ballro

om

Blue
Sapphire*
2 / 3 OFF!

Labradorite
2 / 3 OFF!

Yellow
Sapphire*
2 / 3 OFF!

Alexandrite*
*Russian Lab
Grown Gems

Herkimer
“Diamonds”

Radiance
Jasper

Padparadsha
Sapphire*
2 / 3 OFF!

Synergy & Ascension
Jewelry

Cinnabar
Quartz

Ruby*
2 / 3 OFF!

Blue
Aragonite
2 / 3 OFF!

Healers’
Gold

SPECIAL: 2/3 OFF Many Jewelry Items and Gems!

Rhodocrosite

Rainbow
Moonstone
2 / 3 OFF!

Seraphinite

Moonstone

Turquoise
2 / 3 OFF!

Visit our website: www.heavenandearthjewelry.com

Healing
Hands

Pentacles

Lapis
Lazuli

Merkaba
Stars

Sacred Symbols: These & Many More!

Heaven & Earth LLC

Lilac
Lepidolite
2 / 3 OFF!

Goddesses, Angels, Ankhs

POB 249, E. Montpelier, VT 05651
Ph: 802-476-4775; Fax: 802-479-5923

Rainbow
Serpent

February 2013
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MIDWEST MINERALS
3 Locations in Tucson!
(Wholesale Only)

Don’t miss our

HUGE WAREHOUSE
right here in Tucson!

Opening Jan. 30th, 2013 (1p.m. - 6p.m.)
Jan. 31th - Feb. 15th, 2013 (10a.m. - 5p.m.)

Also at:
Hotel Tucson City Center

And:
Tucson Electric Park

(Wholesale Ballroom)

(Kino Sports Complex)

February 2 - 16 , 2013

February 2nd - 17th, 2013

nd

th

* Cabs at this location only *

* Wholesale Only *

635 W. Lester Street

Tucson, AZ 85705

Featuring the Best Selections
and Prices Direct from the Mines:
Fluorite
Selenite
Calcite
Azurite

Mexico
China
Arizona
Morocco

Celestite
Pyrite Suns
Fluorite Octos
Cabs & Slabs

Illinois
Madagascar
Ohio
Missouri

And Much More!
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Pink Halite

635 W. Lester Street
Phone: 520-622-1262

The Tucson MetaGuide

●
●

Tucson, AZ 85705
Cell: 520-360-1141

Calcite

February 2013
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Vibrant, Gem Grade Meteorites
Cosmic Li. Desert Glass

fr.SWAfrica
eric@mars.li
February 2013
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Vibrant, Gem Grade Meteorites
Cosmic Li. Desert Glass

fr.SWAfrica
eric@mars.li
February 2013
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2013 Tucson Show

Pueblo Gem & Mineral Show
Riverpark Inn (Feb 2nd - 14th)
Court Pavilion (Big Tent)
at main entrance turn right,
Booths 5 & 6 (See Map Below)

Larimar & Meteorites
gest
r
a
L
h
d’s
Worl rite Watc
o
Mete llection!
Co

Made in Germany

Pueblo Gem & Mineral Show
(Court Pavilion - Big Tent)

www.conlightmeteorite.com conlight@web.de
www.larimar.info conlight@larimar.info
●

●

September 2013: The Denver Coliseum Show - Now 9 Days!
February 2013
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Semi-Precious Stones

Mabe Pearls

Fancy Bracelets
Semi-Precious Stones

Pearls
Stabilised Turquoise

Please visit our fair:
G & L W Tucson Show - U.S.A.
(Feb 2 - Feb 15, 2013)
Gem Mall Booth No. 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603

G & L W Show / Holidom - Tucson U.S.A.
(Feb 7 - Feb 15, 2013)
Booth No. 683, 782, 783, 882, 885, 887, 889, 891, 893, 897

February 2013
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TUCSON 2013 - NOW ONE GREAT LOCATION!
GRANADA AVENUE MINERAL SHOW
Visit the Magical
Mineral Kingdom
Agate, Amethyst, Cabochons, Carvings,
Fossils, Geodes, Jewelry, Meteorites,
Mineral Specimens, Polished Points,
Quartz Crystals, Rutilated Quartz,
Spheres, Tourmaline & Much More!

Tucson 2013
February 1st - 16th, 2013
350 North Granada Ave.
Next To Inn Suites Hotel
* Aurora Mineral Corp.
* Matrix India
* Tom Epaminondas
* Memory of Time
CALL FOR DEALER
SPACE IN 2013!
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TUCSON 2013

42 years as Miners & Importers of Minerals for
Collectors, Museums, Interior & Architectural Design
Clear Quartz ● Rose Quartz,
Smokey Quartz ● Amethyst
Citrine ● Agate ● Kyanite ● Fossils
Petriﬁed Wood and MORE!
We Also Have Hearts ● Spheres
Candle Holders ● Slices ● Jewelry
Pyramids ● Obelisks ● Single Points
Double-Terminated ● Clusters
Crystal Balls ● Bookends ● Lamps
and MUCH, MUCH MORE!

Only Location In Tucson!!
*Globe-X / Days Inn / Feb. 1-16, 2013*
222 S Freeway, Tucson AZ 85745

“Aurora West ... Your Source
for the highest quality and
greatest selection of
Amethyst, Citrine & Agate”
Michael Siegel, Owner
Oregon Warehouse Open by Appointment Only:
PO Box 307 Seal Rock, OR 97376 541-563-3580
contact@Aurorawest.com In Tucson Call 541-961-1270
●

●

●

V E R 201 3
N
E
D
NEW LOCATION

Denver Coliseum Show
September 7-15 4600 Humboldt Str.
●

February 2013
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Beads

Presents:

101

Morado Opal
from Mexico

“Morado Opal stimulates spiritual
awareness. It links one to the higher
planes of angelic communication ,
aiding one in connecting with
guardian angels and helping spirits.”
—Robert Simmons

In Tucson:

Howard Johnson’s
(1010 S. Freeway)
Booth TL3
February 1-16, 2013
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Tijeras, NM 87059

●

Phone: (505) 710-2178

February 2013
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Come Visit the Largest Exhibition of Moroccan
Minerals, Fossils & Selenites in Tucson!

The Electric Park
on Ajo Way

Best Quality and Best Prices!
Rachid & Aziz Adnane

www.mineralsfossilsmeteorites.com
Cell: 212-66-12-23-980

●

●

Email: tantana2003@yahoo.fr

Cell: 212-65-01-48-875

●

Fax: 212-53-55-80-229

Are you ready to plan your Holiday in Morocco?
We can organize your Mineral, Fossil and Meteorite Vacation!
For more information please contact us:

*HOTEL

TADDART*

Tel: 00 212 535 58 02 28
Email: hoteltaddart@gmail.com

●

●

Fax: 00 212 535 58 02 29
Website: www.hotel-taddart.com

The Museum at Hotel Taddart has a Large Collection of Fossils, Minerals & Meteorites!

February 2013
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2013 Tucson Gem Show:

Clarion Hotel - Room 220 (750 West Starr Pass Blvd.)
34
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Come Visit us at the Following Tucson Shows this Year!
Pueblo Gem & Mineral Show at The Riverpark Inn
Room 171 (The International Fine Mineral Building)
Jan. 29th - Feb 17th, 2013

The 7th Annual Tucson Gem & Jam
The Hut (305 North 4th Avenue)
Feb 7th - 9th, 2013

Tucson Store Fixtures Wholesale Show
500 W. Grant Road
Feb 5th - 6th, 2013
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Hotel Tucson City Center

- Rooms 409, 411 & Tent #25

1820 Oracle Show - Location #5

40
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SWEETWATER
SWEETWATER -- YOUR
YOUR SOURCE
SOURCE FOR
FOR UNIQUE
UNIQUE
HAND
HAND GATHERED
GATHERED ARIZONA
ARIZONA STONES
STONES
Black Raven Obsidiantm
BlackHandpieces
Raven Obsidiantm
Handpieces

Lingham Beads
Lingham Beads

Key Lime Silica
Key Lime Silica

Glitterstonetm
Glitterstonetm

Selenite Windows
Selenite Windows

Elestitetm s 6ENTIFACT
Elestite
s 6ENTIFACT
(“white tmmoldavite”)
(“white moldavite”)

Dragon’s Teeth
tm
Dragon’s
Teeth
Calcite
Calcitetm

Mica Flakes
Mica Flakes

Scarlet Phantom
Scarlet
Phantom
Quartz Crystals
Quartz Crystals

Arizona Sunstone
Arizona Sunstone

Green Catseye
Sillimanite
Green
Catseye
Sillimanite

Sacred Red
tm
OcherRed
Sacred
Ochertm

6IOLET 1UARTZ
6IOLET 1UARTZ

Midnight Quartz
Crystals
Midnight
Quartz
Crystals

Moon Beam Quartztm
Moon Beam Quartztm

Black Jade Sculpted Hand Pieces
Black Jade Sculpted Hand Pieces

SWEETWATER P.O. BOX 3494, PRESCOTT, AZ 86302
SWEETWATER
P.O.
BOX
3494,COURTYARD
PRESCOTT,
AZND
86302
'RANT
RD  )  2OOM
INSIDE
s&EB
FEB TH
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FOR

UNIQUE ARIZONA GEMSTONES

$%3)'.%2 "%!$3 s #54 34/.%3 s 2/5'( 34/.%3
Natural Face Black jade

I
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Absolute Black Jade

"EADS s #ABS s 0ENDANTS

Violet Quartz

Cosmic
Spot
Jasper
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Druzy
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Natural Face

Specular Hematite

Graphic Jasper

Jasper

Psilomelane
B

Moon Quartz

A
M J
B A
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O P
E
R

Arizona Zebra Jasper

SWEETWATER P.O. BOX 3494, PRESCOTT, AZ 86302
'RANT )NN 'RANT RD  )  2OOM  INSIDE COURTYARD s&EB ND &EB TH 

0(&!8 s sweetwaterstones@gmail.com
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Metaphysical Dynamos:

The Giants in Power Stones

In this world full of ills, God has also showered countless blessings in the form of healing plants,
minerals and crystals and to the enlightened believer all ills - mental and physical - are just
manifestation of imbalances in the cosmic energy system that makes us all.
Like every herb has some medicinal value, every rock has metaphysical elements. But just like some
herbs have intense medicinal value…..some rocks are above others in their aura and energies and these
rocks are the prized metaphysical dynamos that can bend and modify energies to strongly perceptible
levels. Of all the metaphysical stones, three stand out like giants amongst midgets.

Chlorite Quartz from Mt Ganesh
(Vighnantak Quartz)
Mt.Ganesh, The abode of Lord Ganesha, the elephant
headed god, the destroyer of obstacles and the
fountainhead of wisdom. These beautiful elongated
green and clear crystals are found in small caves at over
15000 feet above sea level and it is an arduous trek to get
these crystals. These are known to be full of the obstacle
and evil removing energies of Lord Ganesha and are
particularly helpful in chronic diseases like cancer.
Very rare, very hard to get, it is not often that a good
quantity of chlorite and other Mt.Ganesh crystals are
seen and their beauty and power amazes.

Left Hand Coiling Druzy Shells (Dakshinavarti)
These are a relatively new discovery. While “Dakshinavarti” (left hand coiling
in Sanskrit) shells have been known and prized since time immemorial as
the rare type of shell carried by the Preserver of Hindu Trinity “Vishnu”,
these shells with stunning druzy crystals have been a new find and have
been amazing practitioners with their amazing and amplified energy. The
Dakhsinavarti shell is known to purify its surroundings and help focus during
meditation and drive away evil energies, with the rare crystals in these shells
amplifying these oscillating energies many fold. These shells have been
recently discovered in a 100 million year old hard rock deposit and are
painstakingly extracted with only 5 percent of the shells having crystals.
The crystals vary from clear quartz, citrine, amethyst and many other minerals
and very unique energies emanate from the resonating oscillations between
the internal crystal growth and the host Dakhsinavarti shell. Singly or
collectively with the different crystal types creating crystal amplifiers,
these shells boost the power of other crystals manifold.

Dendritic Agate Paintings by God!
Natural dendritic agates have been known to man for some time now but good
specimens are really hard to come by and the finest are known to be produced
in the quarries of central India with one individual, Tarun Adlakha from Indus
Valley Commerce known to possess the largest and finest collection of these
stones. These stones have been prized in many diverse cultures around the
world for their ability to protect the person carrying one from sudden dangers
and lies. They are also known to shower abundance. There are many theories
about their formation but they can undoubtedly be called paintings by God
…the greatest artist of all!

These three dynamos have been exclusively made available worldwide in small quantities by the
House of Indus, the parent of Indus Valley Commerce and shall be exhibiting in
Tucson at the Hotel Tucson City Center (Inn Suites Hotel)
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www.pelhamgrayson.com
Your Online Wholesale Source
for Everything in the World of
Metaphysical Stones, Jewelry,
Books, Specialty Items & Supplies
Rose Quartz Stones and Products

These are just a few of the thousands of items
on our huge, user-friendly WHOLESALE website. We are constantly adding new items and
offering special discounts. You can order online
or visit our “Guardian of the Stones” wholesale
warehouse, the largest in the Northeast USA.

FREE COPY

with
ALL
Orders
of $100
or more!
(while
they last)

(See our website for hours and other details)

Auralite-23 Crystals

Metaphysical Tools

Exclusive U.S. “Mine Direct” Supplier

Natural Crystal Wands
Tumbled Stones Pendulums
Cut & Polished Wands, Points and Shapes
Cutting Rough
●

●

●

Moldavite

●

●

Aqua Aura Crystals, Tumbled, etc.
Rock Bottom Offers

Chakra Jewelry in Sterling Silver

Merkaba Stars

Crystal Lamps

Angel Carvings and Jewelry

Fluorite Polished Shapes

Gemstone Candle Holders

Gem Tree on Apophyllite

Original Azeztulite is an energetically
unusual and rare type of Quartz, found
only in Vermont and North Carolina
in the USA. Its spiritual properties
facilitate attunement to the vibrations of
the Great Central Sun, spiritual core of the
Universe––dissolving patterns of negativity, moving one into
higher states of awareness, spiritual healing and enlightenment.

Stone of the Nameless Light™

Azeztulite™
Azeztulite™

This Card Guarantees that you have purchased
real Azeztulite™. The stone or jewelry item
accompanying this card has been selected, attuned
and activated. Accept no substitutes!
Azeztulite™
is a trademark of
Heaven and Earth LLC.

Original White Azeztulite™ , Himalaya Gold Azeztulite™ , Sanda
Rosa Azeztulite™ , Pink Azeztulite™ , Satyaloka Azeztulite™

Selenite Layouts

Selenite Cleansing Stands

23

Shungite Spheres

Pelham Grayson Inc. ● 300 Taugwonk Road, Stonington CT, 06378
Phone: 860-535-1166 ● Fax: 860-535-1278 ● Email: pgicustomerservice@att.net
52
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CELEBRATING

YEARS
1990 - 2013

Vibrant, Gem Grade Meteorites
Cosmic Li. Desert Glass

fr.SWAfrica
eric@mars.li
February 2013
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Zeppo Merchandisers, Inc.
800-326-4367
303-841-7391
Established 1974

www.zeppomerch.com

HZZjh^cIjXhdc/

Gem Mall
Booth #1310
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The John of God Crystals
Casa Quartz, Programmed by the Entities

S

everal years I received a telephone call from
a man who had an amazing story to tell, and
some powerful stones to back it up. Mark
Agnew began his journey of healing and spiritual
awakening with an awful occurrence. In 1987,
he was mugged and blinded in one eye by his
attackers. This difficult event initiated a spiritual
journey that included a period of disillusionment
with the materialistic life he had lived until then,
accompanied by the wish for healing, not only of
the physical wound, but of the spiritual malaise it
had revealed. In that sense, I would say that Mark’s
condition was emblematic of many people, blind in
one eye, only partially able to see the fullness of the
world around us, especially its important dimensions of soul and spirit.
Through the circuitous routes Spirit often takes
in revealing our true path, Mark eventually heard
of the renown Brazilian spiritual healer known
as “John of God.” He wrote: “In January 2003 I
found myself in central Brazil, dressed in white,
standing in line waiting to meet a man whose
body (I was told) was under the control of another
soul. The woman behind me, a total stranger, had
just told me she loved me. She was there with her
husband who needed heart surgery. There were
people in wheelchairs, with disfigurements, children with severe palsy, and lot of normal looking
people with fear in their eyes. I was looking pretty

by Robert Simmons

good with only one yellow eye to be fixed.”
Mark’s reason for going was his desire for a
miraculous physical healing, and the reports that
the “Entities” working through John of God had
healed many people of supposedly incurable ailments and injuries were numerous. Sometimes,
however, the healing was of the soul or spirit rather
than the body, and this certainly was true for Mark.
He has returned to the “Casa,” (John of God’s free
healing clinic where the medium offers his services
to whoever wishes to come) many times, and the
spiritual benefits of his trips are obvious to him, as
well as those who know him.
John of God’s healing clinic, the Casa, sits
atop what is known as the world’s largest quartz
deposit. There is considerable speculation that the
particular healing atmosphere of the Casa is facilitated by the presence of all of this quartz, resonating in harmonious accord with the healing entities
who work through “Medium Joao.” (Joao does
sometimes travel to other locales to do his work,
and the results tend to be just as wonderful and
amazing as in the Casa. However, some severely ill
people have only been able to “hold” their healings
while remaining at the Brazil sanctuary. Whether
the quartz has something to do with this is not yet
known.)
What is known, however, is that quartz from the
Casa area can be spiritually programmed to carry

and hold the energies
of the healing beings
working through
Medium
Joao.
During the course
of his many visits,
Mark learned of this,
and asked permission of the Entities
to bring some of
this powerfully programmed quartz into
the wider world, as a
means of spreading
the beneficial effects
of the work done at
the Casa. When he
received the permission he sought, Mark
began purchasing
and marketing the
what he called Casa Crystals. That’s how I met
him. In 2004, Mark approached me to see whether
my company, Heaven and Earth, would help him
to spread the information and market the Casa
Crystals.
My wife and I accepted Mark’s invitation and
put the Casa stones in our catalog, including polished crystals, faceted gems and jewelry. Since then
we have added round beads as well. I can feel the
currents emanating from these stones, and they are
very “clean,” pure and powerful. The stones have a
very wholesome look and feel, as if there are abundant positive and loving qualities coming through
them.
Continued on Page 106

Heaven & Earth GOLD JEWELRY SALE
2/3 off Regular Prices on Most Gold and Gemstone Jewelry
Quantity Purchasers Can Buy by Weight!
$60 per gram for 50+ grams $50 per gram for 100+ grams
●

Sale includes Moldavite, Danburite, Azeztulite, Pink Lazurine,
Aqua Lemuria, Moonstone and
dozens of other gemstones!
Some items are excluded. No further discounts apply. Wholesale buyers only.

in Tucson:

Heaven & Earth

Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room
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(1010 S. Freeway) Showroom Phone : 802-477-2505

Fine Quartz Items programmed with the
Healing Energies of the Entities working
through the famed Spiritual Medium known as

John of God

Available Exclusively in Tucson from:

Heaven & Earth

Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room
Catalog: 802-476-4775 or www.heavenandearthjewelry.com

Top Quality Beads

Fine
Faceted
Gems

Sterling Silver Jewelry
Polished Crystal Points

February 2013
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John of God

and the Miracles of Casa Stones
by Digby Bertram

J

ohn of God is perhaps the most powerful healer
on the planet at this time. He has helped more
than 30 million people of all faiths and walks
of life.
The Casa De Dom Inacio is located in Abidiana
Brazil and is a spiritual healing center open to all. The
Casa serves as a point of contact, a vortex of powerful
energies that assist in transformation, healing and spiritual growth that is divine, miraculous and unlimited.
The Casa crystals and stones carry the frequency of
healing that John of God channels. Within them is the
energy of unlimited possibility and transformation.
Two years ago I first encountered this energy while
selecting high vibrational unset gems at Heaven and
Earth in Vermont––the jewelry made by my spiritual
family. As I experienced the incredible energies of
Moldavite, Phenacite, Petalite and Danburite I suddenly came across the Casa stones. As I picked them
up, I was immediately struck with a feeling of love and
an energy that was the strongest I had ever felt from the
mineral kingdom. An overwhelming sense of gratitude
for the gift of life overtook me and I felt the presence
of Angels and loving spirit guides all around me.
I asked the staff at Heaven and Earth, “Who is
this John of God?” and was shown the book John of
God by Heather Cummings and Karen Leffler. This
book is wonderful and is very inspiring. It recounts
the life story of of Joaa Texeira de Faria who came
to known as John of God. At the age of twelve, he
started his mission when St. Rita worked through
him as he started performing miraculous healings.
He is a humble man, who with has devoted his life
to the service of God and man. In trance he is able to
channel healing entities who facilitate transformation
and spiritual healing. John of God takes no credit for
the healing. He has said, “I have never healed anyone.
God heals.”
After experiencing this powerful energy from the
Casa Stones, I felt inspired to share this energy with
the world. I envisioned them being able to connect
with people though their use in beautiful jewelry. I
wanted my spiritual family who I have worked with
for twenty-five years creating one of a kind hand
crafted gemstone jewelry to incorporate these powerful stones into special jewelry designs. I was amazed
at how quickly these original pieces sold as people
experienced their powerful energy.
My next vision was to ask Paul Jenson, who creates
Vogel Jewelry to combine the Casa Stones with his
high energy gemstone jewelry. The synergistic effect
of combining the Vogel power cuts with the Casa
stones created a new level of healing and transformation. We introduced them at Serenity Now, a holistic
healing center in Palm Harbour, Florida. This store is
very close to the location in Clearwater where Mother
Mary appeared and is a vortex of love and healing.
Staff and customers started to tell us of the miracles
they experienced.
Julie, an employee of Serenity Now, had never
felt the energy of stones before. After wearing
the John of God pendants she has been healed of
lower back pain and lupus enabling her to now
work full time after many year of chronic pain.
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“The John of God energies have completely
changed my life and given me a passionate life
purpose. I have received physical, spiritual and emotional healing from simply wearing the very high
vibration pendant.”
Julie tells how the John of God stones brought
many kinds of miracles, to people even if they had not
experienced the power of stones before.
“I gifted a John of God stone with chlorite (which
is known to be a money draw) to the manager of a
new store in the plaza where I work. He was sharing
the ‘tales’ of John of God stones with an employee
who was holding the stone in the prayer position as
instructed. Although the employee exclaimed his disbelief, he won $9,000 that night in the lotto. Another
woman, a customer, won $500 the night she held the
stone even though she had never won anything before.
The next week she won again. This time $5,000.
We have found that approximately 90% of customers who have never experienced the energy of
stones feel it in the John of God stones.”
Brooke Anthony the co owner of Serenity Now
shared another amazing miracle. One of her clients, a
Harvard trained surgeon on active duty in the United
States Army, is sent with medical relief teams to disasters all over the world. When the earthquake hit in
Haiti she spend over two months working seven days
a week providing medical care.
This doctor was drawn to the energy of the John
of God and purchased a pendant to wear. Two months
later her teenage daughter faced a healing crisis that
threatened her life. A resistant staph infection resulted
in the doctors recommend the amputation of her
below the elbow as the only possible way to save her
life.
Out of faith the mother gave her John of God
pendant to her daughter who then miraculously
recovered without the need for amputation.
I was then drawn to see John of God in person
and have been blessed to go to Brazil three times this
year. Each time I have witnessed miracles that defy
expectations and have met fellow seekers from all over
the world. The first visit I met a young man from
Illinois who had been given just months to live go into
remission from cancer over Easter at the Casa.
Two weeks later at the Sun Valley Wellness Festival
I met Juliana Benzinger, a registered respiratory
therapist, who seven years ago went to the Casa with a
breast cancer diagnosis. Juliana had lost seven immediate family members to breast cancer. Within the first
week at the Casa she went into remission and has
remained cancer free ever since. She is now a cancer
coach and now takes people to the Casa for their own
healing.
On my second visit I met Nancy Grace Marder of
the Infinity Foundation of Chicago and her husband
Dr. Benjamin Shain, a Harvard trained psychiatrist.
What made an impression on me was that this highly
educated an loving couple chose to spend their annual
vacations to partake of the healing energy of the Casa
which they said assisted them to do their healing work
in the world.
I also met a man from California, Bob Dinga,

who had his sight restored from visits to John of God.
Bob and his wife Diane Rose lead tours to the Casa
after his miraculous recovery from near blindness.
On my third visit this December I met Marat
Pashkevich, a Russian American from Atlanta, who
two years ago became a quadriplegic after a tragic
diving accident. His father is a neurologist and Marat
had received exceptional care at the Shepherd Center
in Atlanta. From the beginning he never lost his vision
for walking again to be able to return to competitive
hockey and his many athletic activities.
The family who is open to holistic healing, journeyed with Marat to Brazil to see John of God. During
his visit Marat heard a voice that instructing him to
walk two miles up a hill; that would have been a physical impossibility before this visit. After this miracle,
the family has returned several times to the Casa and
his recovery continues to improve each time. Marat is
currently writing a book to inspire others.
Recently Marybeth Moorehead of Warwick Rhode
Island shared with me her three year journey of breast
cancer recovery. During that time she adopted a wild
cat that she says gave her the inspiration to live. The
cat then came down with feline aids, but after sleeping with her John of God crystal has now gone into
complete remission.
These miracles inspired within me a profound
sense of gratitude to God and to all the staff at the
Casa who lovingly provide a sanctuary of healing. Just
recently Dr. Wayne Dyer has shared of his healing
from Lupus and Leukemia after working with John of
God.
For those wishing to visit John of God in Brazil,
please go to www.friendsoftheCasa.org for logistics
of visiting the Casa and www.abadianiaportal.com
for accommodation and travel needs.
We were blessed to share this energy at the Hay
House I Can Do It Conference in Tampa, Florida. Best
selling authors Cheryl Richardson and Denise Linn
experienced the energy and were delighted to wear the
John of God pendants. Louise Hay also has a John of
God ring. Carol King was delighted to receive a John
of God Radiant Ring.
My dear friend Terri Sarche Blanco has been
working in the holistic medicine field for 35 years.
She tells of miracles she has witnessed with the John
of God jewelry and crystals.
“I have seen a friend who has progressive MS was
wheel chair bound, actually stand for the first time in
seventeen years after three days of wearing a John of
God blessed pendant. In my remote healing, using the
John of God crystals with a woman diagnosed cervical
cancer and scheduled for surgery confuse the doctors
as right before the surgery her biopsies could no longer
detect any cancer. There are countless other healings,
miracles are no surprise to me anymore.”
The Casa stones make all other crystals they are
combined with 10 times more powerful. They are
excellent for feng shui, meditation and healing.
We are blessed to share this energy with the world.
Please check our website at www.avalontradingcompany.com for our show schedule as we do expos all
over the world. You can also find us in Tucson at The
Grant Inn room 173.
(Publishers’ Note: Although we know of the Casa
and the John of God crystals, and like them, the
author’s opinions and assertions are his own,
and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
MetaGuide Magazine. We do not counsel people to
use stones or spiritual healing as a substitute for
traditional medical care.) f

AVALON TRADING CO.

We offer sterling silver jewelry hand crafted by artisans from all over the world.
Our product lines feature the largest collection of precious and semi precious stones
anywhere. We personaly hand select each and every piece so that we can bring
you only the very best in Metaphysical and Holistic Jewelry.

Avalon Trading Presents the Casa Collection Jewelry & Crystals
Activated by John of God (as seen on Oprah)

Moldavite &
“John of God”
Quartz

Phenacite &
“John of God”
Quartz

“John of God”
Quartz

Butterfly Wing
Pendants

Moldavite &
“John of God”
Quartz

“John of God”
Quartz
Angel Aura Drusy
& “John of God”
Quartz

“John of God”
Magnetic Bracelets

Crystal Bowls Salts Lamps
Moldavite Herkimers
●

●

Tanzine Aura &
“John of God”
Quartz

Best-Selling
Galactic Pendants

Worlds Largest Range of Pendulums
Aura Cameras Aura Photos

●
●

●

SEE US IN TUCSON:

GRANT INN GEM & MINERAL SHOW 1365 W. GRANT ROAD
ROOM 173 FEBRUARY 2ND TO 15TH, 2013
●

●

SHOWROOM BY APPOINTMENT ONLY a
201 Hannibal Square Winter Park, FL 32789
Toll Free: 1-800-811-4193 www.avalontradingcompany.com
a

●

●
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A Master of Stone Carving
by Robert Simmons

I

f you’ve been a visitor to the Tucson shows
over the past ten years or so, you may have
encountered Geraldo Leandro da Souza, the
talented carver from Brazil who has made himself
famous among crystal skull afficionados. Leandro
exhibits each year in room 137 of the Pueblo Gem
& Mineral Show. His pieces are known for their
quality, fine detail and uniqueness, and a wide
variation of materials and sizes. In addition to
crystal skulls, he has created beautiful carvings of
nudes, animals and several striking renditions of
the Virgin Mary.
Leandro has created many skulls which are
half-carved and half natural, so that the form and
articulation of the original crystal is worked into
the design. These pieces are felt to be among those
with the greatest energetic potency, and they are
not easily copied, for Leandro lets each crystal “tell
him” what its most efficacious form should be. He
has also carved what is likely the world’s largest
crystal skull, the 350 pound Akator.
Leandro is more than a carver of crystal skulls;
he is an artist as well. As can be seen on the
pages of his website,
his skills as a sculptor run the gamut of
forms––from animal
to aquatic to avian
to human to reptilian up to and including abstract and
free form sculpture.
And his mediums
cover the full spectrum of stone species
and subspecies. His
renown and skills
have been earned by
over twenty five years
of constant improvement and refinement of his
works with his hands, his heart, and his mind.
In his own words: “My interest in and appreciation of art began during my childhood. When
I was a boy, my family was poor so, I began to
make my own toys from wood and clay. Stones
were already of interest to me and throughout my
teenage years this interest grew daily.
“I am still fascinated by stones, but even more
fascinated by the energy the stones give me and my
sculptures. I do not choose what will become of a
stone; the stone itself moves me to create the form
that it wishes to exist in.
“I love art, stones, the people who work with
me, and I love knowing that people truly appreciate the sculptures that have been created by my
hands.”
Leandro has recently begun a speaking career;
his premier engagement was at the 2008 Angel
Valley Crystal Skulls Conference in Sedona, AZ.
He was very well accepted by both the audi-
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ence and other speakers, and held his own
quite well amongst the
likes of Jaap van Etten,
Kirby Seid, and other
regulars on the circuit.
In the course of the
engagement Leandro
was highly honored by
Flordemayo, one of The
Thirteen Indigenous
Grandmothers, who
presented him with
prints of three paintings
that her son, an internationally renowned artist, was moved to create upon
viewing one of his Crystal Skulls. Two of these
paintings are on display in preeminent museums
in America and Europe and the third is part of an
eminent art collector’s personal gallery.
Leandro’s company, Designs em Pedras LTDA,
has existed as a lapidation in the city of Governador
Valadares in Minas Gerais, Brazil for over twenty
years. It started as a small shop in Leandro’s mother’s home, but within a year he moved his lapidary
to larger quarters and has moved two other times,
graduating to larger quarters each time. It is now
housed in a modern building, complete with rough
stock areas, a modern equipped lapidation, offices
and showroom. Its focus is on producing both ultra
high quality individual sculptures for collectors and
high quality wholesale lots for retailers.
If you’ve been tuned in to the crystal realm at
all, you’ve heard of crystal skulls. You may have
seen the recent Indiana Jones movie, in which a
crystal skull was the central treasure around which
the plot revolved. You may know that crystal skulls
have been reputed since ancient times, especially
in the Mayan culture, to be the dwellings or the
embodiments of powerful spirit entities. Some
of the largest and finest crystal skulls which are
reputed to be of ancient origin have made their
way, with their keepers, onto the metaphysical
workshop circuit, and people who have encounter
these skulls often report significant spiritual experiences which the skulls have apparently engendered
in them. For the past ten to twenty years, untold
thousands of people have chosen to purchase their
own crystal skulls, made from every material from
Rose Quartz to Azeztulite.
Leandro’s skull carvings each seem to have a
personality--a life of their own. In the metaphysical community, there are collectors who specialize
in buying Leandros’ pieces, some of whom have
whole “tribes” of crystal skulls in their homes. I
have spoken to some of these collectors, and they
insist that each skull is the residence of a benevolent spiritual entity with whom they can sometimes
communicate. This phenomenon harkens back to
ancient times when shamans of indigenous cultures

believed crystals, and especially crystal skulls, to be
magical objects that housed their allies from the
spirit world.
Leandro continually expands his repetoire of
carving designs. Recently he ban doing a series of
images of Mother Mary, carved from fine Quartz.
These pieces are already being sought and purchaed
by collectors.
Leandro Designs em Pedras’ wholesale lots for
retailers are produced with the aid of his small staff
of personally trained apprentices. The majority
of these pieces having been formed by Leandro
himself, then finish detailed and polished under
his watchful oversight. No piece passes without
meeting his high standards or leaves his lapidation
until it has met with his personal approval. Those
interested can visit the Leandro Designs em Pedras
sites wholesale pages to see the width and breadth
of pieces available for retail outlets.

Leandro Designs em Pedras LTDA has been
a long standing exhibitor at the Tucson Gem &
Mineral Show in Tucson, Arizona. He also attends
both the the Denver Gem & Mineral Show in
Denver, Colorado and Mineralientage Munchen
show in Munich, Germany.
In Tucson 2013, Leandro will bring forth his
crystal heirlooms of the future. For those interested
souls who are willing to open themselves to new
and unexpected experiences, Leandro and his crystalline creations will be waiting. If you are curious
about his work and are fortunate enough to be in
Tucson, you can visit him at the Riverpark Inn,
room 137. f

-FBOESP%FTJHOT
“Carving stones like they want to continue their existence”

www.pedraseartesdobrasil.com

See the World Renowned Crystal
Skull Carver in Tucson:
Pueblo Gem & Mineral Show
(Riverpark Inn, Room 137)
February 2-14, 2013

Rua Sete De Setembro 5581
Bairro Planalto
Governador Valadares - MG - Brasil, 35053680
Phone: 55+33+32774613 / Cell: 55+33+99872965
Facebook: LeandroCrystalSkulls
Email: leandro.pedras@hotmail.com
or leandrocrystalskulls@gmail.com

Stone and Art from Brazil
U.S.A. Contact: Mr. Expedito Junior
Home Phone: 508-879-2359
Cell: 774-217-3999
12 Foster Drive
Framingham,
FebruaryMA
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Good Vibrations: A Selected Array of Stones and their
body, mind & spirit/crystals

THE POCKET

A WORLD OF STONES IN YOUR POCKET!

“There is no one more heart-filled with the Wisdom of Stones than Robert Simmons.”
—Robert Sardello, PhD, author of Love and the Soul

Praise for The Book of Stones

“Filled with information and beauty!”
—Melody, author of Love Is in the Earth: A Kaleidoscope of Crystals

“This beautiful and unusual work opened a new and unknown world for me.”
—Joseph Chilton Pearce, author of The Crack in the Cosmic Egg
Robert Simmons is the cofounder of Heaven and Earth, a company offering more than
5,000 gem and jewelry items for self-healing and spiritual and emotional development.
He is a lecturer and crystal teacher offering Stone Intensives around the world.

the harmonious accord of awareness, love and will,
empowering one to manifest these more fully than
ever before. Those engaged in self-healing or in
facilitating the healing of others will find a valuable
ally in this wholesome and powerful stone.
Healerite energizes the Liquid Crystal Body
Matrix, creating revitalization on the cellular level.
Its currents encourage all of the cells and internal
systems to harmonize with one another, and with
the Divine Blueprint of the holistic perfection of
the body. This is a stone to carry or wear for the
maintenance of one’s resonance with this pattern,
as well as for re-connecting with it if one is ill.
On the emotional level, Healerite is an excellent ally for encouraging the optimal emotional
states of joy, expansiveness, generosity, intimacy
and heart-centered awareness. This stone is a great
aid for those seeking to heal old wounds to the
emotional body--even those carried unconsciously
from past lives. It is excellent for facilitating the recollection of past lives, and for learning the lessons
which allow one to correct dysfunctional patterns
and move forward. Healerite can also help practitioners break the pattern of being the ‘wounded
healer”--one who engages in helping others but
neglects one’s own self-healing. It is one of the
most profoundly wholesome, balancing, energizing
stones I have ever encountered, and I feel it can
help one bring about amazing shifts into health and

Heaven & Earth
P U B LI S H I N G

Healerite

Healerite is the name given to a newly discovered magnesium silicate mineral (possibly a form
of chrysotile) from the Northwestern USA. It is a
bright lime green color, reminding some observers
of Key Lime pie! It has a soft feeling in the hand,
and is pleasant to hold. It was all hand-dug from a
single deposit in a remote mountain area.
This is a stone of profound healing energy,
working on multiple levels to restructure misaligned
chakras, meridians, and systems in the organic and
etheric bodies, bringing a great beneficial infusion
of subtle matter-energy. Healerite’s currents move
into the body quite readily at any point, carrying
emanations of well-being to body and soul. This
stone resonates strongly with the heart, solar plexus
and third eye chakras, facilitating an elevation and
alignment of the vibratory qualities of these three
chakras and one’s entire vibrational field. Through
the linking of these chakras, Healerite stimulates

BOOK OF STONES
who they are & what they teach

wholeness.
For self-healing of the body,
ROBERT SIMMONS
I suggest placing
Healerite on the
afflicted areas, as well as in energy grids around the
body. One can also carry or wear the stone to keep
its influence in the auric field throughout the day.
On the spiritual level, Healerite is a stone
of planetary healing. Planting this stone in areas
where damage has been done to the etheric body
of the Earth through the traumas of war, pollution,
deforestation or environmental exploitation can
affect the spiritual repair of such areas. If one does
such planting with clear intention and ritual, the
effects are much enhanced.
Healerite is the perfect stone for healing practitioners to place in their treatment rooms, providing
a wholesome influence for the well-being of both
healer and client. It is also ideal for meditation
spaces, as it stimulates a connection of one’s awareness with the higher spiritual realms. Healerite
resonates with angels, devas and Nature spirits, and
those wishing to enter into conscious relationship
with such entities are likely to find their connections much improved and enriched. Children
will find an easy connection with Healerite, and
handling the stone can help them maintain states
of calm, happy awareness.
US $14.95 / $16.95 CAN
ISBN 978-1-58394-317-5

East Montpelier, VT

North Atlantic Books
Berkeley, California

heavenandearthjewelry.com

www.northatlanticbooks.com

BOS full cover.indd 1

ROBERT SIMMONS

by Robert Simmons
Metaphysical Properties
with excerpts from The Pocket Book of Stones

THE POCKET BOOK OF STONES

An ideal introduction to stones and their energies for those who are new to the field, as well as
an invaluable reference for well-versed readers, The Pocket Book of Stones is author Robert Simmons’ portable version of the much-loved classic The Book of Stones that includes the following:
 Vivid color photographs to help you accurately identify every crystal
 A quick-look guide to the qualities of each stone
 Twenty-five stones not included in the original Book of Stones
 An updated index of physical, emotional, and spiritual correspondences

Heaven & Earth
P U B LI S H I N G

North
Atlantic
Books

Stephen MAULDIN .

Come see us in

Tucson:

Grant Inn
Room 128
February 2nd to 15th
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One very important quality of Healerite is its
capacity to infuse one’s body--both physical and
etheric--with subtle mater-energy from the higher
realms. We are now in a period in which a great
cascade of Divine blessings are being showered on
the Earth, and onto all human beings. However,
we must choose to be receptive to these currents of
blessing (and willing to pass them on to others), in
order for the full flow to enter us. Healerite magnifies this flow and helps one feel it, which allows the
intensity and quantity of subtle matter-energy to
increase even further. This ever-increasing infusion
is the very essence of the accelerated spiritual evolution we are now called to embody.
Healerite’s currents flow into our being through
the channels of the energy meridians--the same
ones known in acupuncture and other modes of
subtle energy medicine. One way to describe its
effects is to say it greatly increases one’s chi, or
life force. This may be the underlying reason for
its multitude of beneficial effects. Healerite can
help one calm frayed nerves, balance the body
and emotions, attune to the spiritual realms, and
increase inner vitality and energy. One can feel
years younger when the subtle matter-energy of
Healerite fully permeates one’s being. It says to me
that it is a stone of longevity and rejuvenation, as
well as simple healing.
I recommend wearing Healerite at any and
all times, as well as placing pieces in one’s environment. Its wholesome emanations teach one’s
body, mind and spirit, on the subliminal level, the
patterns of health, inner harmony and spiritual
awakening. It can open the mind to higher worlds,
and it can open the heart to Divine Love.
Healerite has a special connection with

Shungite, which enhances the flow of energy
through the meridian system, and is also said to
be a stone of rejuvenation. It works well with
Honey and Cream Azeztulite, which mirrors and
magnifies the wholesome sweetness of its currents. It also resonates with Moldavite, Phenacite,
Golden Labradorite, Seraphinite and all forms of
Azeztulite.

Shungite

Shungite is a Russian stone, black in color,
and said to be almost pure carbon. It is found in
the Karelia region of Russia, near the village of
Shunga. There are two varieties--the first is “classic”
Shungite, which is available in larger quantities and
has been shaped into spheres, wands, pyramids and
tumbled stones; the second is known as “Noble”
Shungite, which is available only in raw form, and
is far rarer. Both are believed to have exceptional
beneficial energies.
Shungite works to cleanse and align all the
particles of the body, so that they are open to the
rapid conjoining with the Light. On other levels,
Shungite can be used to clear the body of dysfunctional patterns which can manifest as disease,
emotional difficulties or various types of negativity.
Placing Shungite on an affected area can facilitate

accelerated resolution of the problem. However,
simply holding or meditating with Shungite affects
the whole being.
Shungite aids ungrounded people to better
connect with the Earth. it provides an aura of
psychic protection, primarily because of the energetic alignment it facilitates.
Shungite is a stone of truth. Under its influence, one cannot act or speak falsely without
becoming very uncomfortable. This is because
Shungite dispels negativity and brings in so much
spiritual Light that one immediately feels the
unpleasant sensation of disharmony if a negative
or false thought or statement is introduced. The
clearing influence of Shungite tend to dispel one’s
self-harming or self-defeating habitual patterns. On
an emotional level, it is excellent for letting go of
deep-seated feelings of fear, guilt or shame.
Noble Shungite is the most potent form
for meditation and acceleration of the great
Conjunction which brings forth the Body of Light.
However, it is good to have both types, because
the Classic Shungite can be shaped and polished
into forms such as spheres, wands and pyramids
which can amplify and direct its energy currents.
Shungite Pyramids are excellent for placement on
the body, because their energy fields penetrate in
mirror image to the physical pyramid resting on
the skin. Spheres are wonderful for filling one’s
meditation space with its beneficial currents, or for
cleansing the auric field. Wands are good healing
tools because the currents can be directed and
concentrated through the point, or diffused more
gently through the rounded end. Also, tumblepolished pieces of Classic Shungite can be readily
worn or carried, and this allows its energies to be

STONE COMPANY

Continued on Page 76
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How I Met the BioMat

D

uring the 2010 Tucson show, the staff
members at Heaven and Earth kept disappearing down the hall. What’s more,
when they left the showrooms, they were tired and
footsore from the long days on their feet waiting on
our customers, and when they came back twenty or
thirty minutes later, they were perky and energetic
again. And they kept talking about the room down
the hall where they were taking their breaks. The
man down there was letting them have free sessions
lying down on something he called a Biomat. I was
immediately suspicious. How could ten or fifteen
minutes lying down on a mat do so much good?
But my staff members kept on singing the praises of
this apparently magical device. And I had to admit
that whatever was making them feel re-energized was
good for them and good for our business.
Finally my wife Kathy went down and tried it.
She too felt completely refreshed by her ten-minute
session. I decided I should meet the man with the
mats, John Manotti, and learn a little more about
Biomats.
The first thing I learned intrigued me. The
Biomat was designed as a device for energy healing,
and for enhancing one’s overall wellbeing, using a
combination of modalities. The mat itself is long
enough for a person to lie down on, and it is completely filled with Amethyst––about twenty-three
pounds of Amethyst! From my work with crystals,
I knew that Amethyst was a powerful healing stone.
I could imagine that reclining on that much of it
would do a lot to clear and refresh one’s energies.

The Azeztulite Biomat

by Robert Simmons

I also found out that the Biomat utilizes heat–
–far infrared heat––as another dimension of its
treatment. Something about the combination of
the Amethyst and the far infrared energy coming
through the stones in the mat seemed to bring an
almost instant regeneration of one’s energy and
feeling of wellbeing. Even the tired feet of my
workers felt a lot better!
My wife and staff kept going for sessions through
the whole Tucson show, and at the end (of course!)
we went home with our own Biomat. But I didn’t
have my first session until I was back in Vermont.
We had purchased an Amethyst-filled Biomat
plus the Tourmaline pillow. As I reclined and let the
heat sink in, my body immediately relaxed, and I
sunk into a deep meditative state. It was almost as
though the Biomat was ‘turning on’ the meditation
without any help from me!
Afterwards, I was so relaxed and refreshed I
almost seemed to have had a full night’s sleep. Also,
I felt as though my subtle energies had been purified
on a very deep level. After more uses, I have come to
think of the Biomat as more than a healing device.
It is also a meditative and energetic tool for anyone
hoping to reach deeper states of awareness.
Why does it work? John Manotti knows a lot
more about that than I do. But I know what I feel,
and that’s what matters to me. As a crystal worker, I
give a lot of credit to the Amethyst, but as a meditator, I feel that the Biomat’s combination of stone
and far infrared energy creates a special synergy that
works on very deep levels.

After I was convinced of the Biomat’s efficacy,
I wanted to try something special. My work at
Heaven and Earth, and in my writing, has become
deeply involved with the stone we call Azeztulite.
Like Amethyst, Azeztulite is a member of the quartz
family. But to many of us who are sensitive to stone
energies, its vibrations far surpass those of almost
all other stones. And Azeztulite’s purpose, according to the Azez––the angelic beings who are said to
have attuned and activated it––is for both spiritual
awakening and healing. According to the channelings about it, Azeztulite works on a cellular level,
dissolving patterns of contraction and degeneration
and filling the cells with an infusion of the spiritual
Light of the Great Central Sun. I had seen literally
thousands of people experiencing powerful energetic
connections with Azeztulite.

So why not make an Azeztulite Biomat?

John Manotti thought it was a great idea, so
that’s what we did. He got the Biomat manufacturer
to agree to the custom model I wanted them to
produce, and I provided the Azetulite.
My wife and I tried it out on ourselves and
on several other people. All of us agree that the
Azeztulite mat, in terms of its level of vibrational
energy and the meditative states if facilitates, is a
quantum leap beyond the Amethyst model, though
both have their appropriate applications. Right now,
the only Azeztulite Biomat in existence is in John
Manotti’s showroom here in Tucson (though he will
take special orders). If you’d like to try out either the
Amethyst or Azeztulite Biomats, visit John at The
Clarion in Room 122, and be prepared for a powerful experience. Who knows, you might find yourself
taking home a Biomat. I took two! f

TWO HAWKS GALLERY
“UNIQUE ITEMS FROM THE FAR REACHES OF THE EARTH”
Featuring Crystals, Minerals, Metaphysical & Spiritual Products
9LVLWRXUERRWK ÀQGRXWZK\ZHDUHWKH
NY Times, About.com Readers’ Choice
$ZDUG:LQQHUVLQWKH+ROLVWLF+HDOLQJFDWHJRU\IRU

“Best Crystal & Gemstone
Marketplace 2011 & 2012”

We Cater to –
Holistic Practitioners, Energy Workers and YOU!
Come enjoy the energy & commune with the stones.

An Abundant Selection of M etaphysical Stones from
Aj oite to Zincite. Rough and Polished Stones.
Fancy Jasper s, Calcites, M or r isonite, Black L ingams.
Jewelr y, M eteor ite Pendants, Smudge, and I ncense.

7ZR+DZNV*DOOHU\ZLOOEHLQ7XFVRQ
DWWKHQG6W0LQHUDO*HP )RVVLO6KRZ%RRWK)
W W W. T W O H A W K S G A L L E R Y . C O M
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Experience

with
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The Power of Crystal
Infrared Technology

The BioMat

Relieves Pain and Joint Stiffness
Reduces Stress and Fatigue
Removes Wastes and Toxins
Increases Blood Circulation
Boosts the Immune System
Decreases Hyperactivity
Burns Calories and Controls Weight
Strengthens the Cardiovascular System
Rejuvenates Skin and Cellular Functioning
Boosts Energy and Vitality
Induces Deep Delta State of Relaxation
Experience Whole Body Vibration
Energetic Purification, Light Body Activation

Clarion Hotel: 2013 Tucson
Metaphysical Corridor Room 122
FREE BioMat Sessions!
Experience the Original Amethyst
and the NEW Azeztulite™ BioMat!

Come Experience our
NEW BioBelt

Health Practitioners:
Be sure to ask about a
Professional Discount

FDA

CLEARED
M e d ic a l
D ev ic e

John and Sandra Manotti
www.JohnManotti.TheBiomatCompany.com
Email: smanotti@cfl.rr.com
Phone: 407-947-8596

Purchase a BioMat for yourself or your healing practice.
Become a BioMat distributor!
When trying The BioMat be sure to ask about February
our Show2013
Special!!
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EL P A S O ROCK SHOP, INC .
Gems, Minerals & Jewelry Wholesale Only!

Quartzsite: Prospector’s Panorama - Dec. 10th, 2012 thru Feb. 25th, 2013

Meteorites
Coyamo, Laguna Lace
& Chrysocolla

Abalone Sea Shells

(Polished, Tumbled, Natural, Jewelry)

Lion Paw Shells (Polished)
Cardium Shells

Cherry Opal for faceting

Yellow Botijona Shells

Black Obsidian Wands

Lot Assortment of Synthetic Block

Salt Lamps
Shell Earrings

Sunset Cuprite Chrysocolla

Pink Murex Shells

Apophyllite Clusters

Abalone Shells (Polished)

Creedite

Azurite-Malachite-Chrysocolla
(natural and stabilized)

Rosa Selenite

Orange Calcite

Bird Eye Jasper

Lion Paw Shells

Lion Paw Shells (Clean)
Gem Silica Chrysocolla (#1 & #2)

Porcelanite Jasper (Mexico)

Turquoise Beads (natural)

Quartz

Blue Angelite (Polished)

Fire Agate
Imperial Jasper
Lapis

Gold Stone
Danburite with Amethyst

NEW Hyperstene

74 (New The
Galena
Mine)

Sunset Cuprite Chrysocolla Cabochons

Chrysocolla with Azurite
(natural and stabilized)

Tucson MetaGuide
Pyrite

Hycorite with Eyes and Lines (Mexico)

Larimar (Dominican Republic)

(Mexico)

Fire Opal Cabochons

Zacatecas Geodes (Mexico)

Red White Magnesite Wild Horse

Parrot Wing Chrysocolla

Turquoise - natural and stabilized

(Mexico)

(natural and synthetic)

(Mexico)

Sugilite (Stabilized)

Stabilized Stones (Turquoise, Azurite, Sugilite, Malachite)

E L P A S O ROC K SH OP, I N C.
In Tuscon: Howard Johnson’s (1010 S. Freeway) 2 Big 80’ x 40’ Tents!
Jan 24th - Feb 16th, 2013 Cell: 915-526-7413
●

Colored Agate Slabs

Spiny Sea Shells
NEW Hicorite Lace Spheres

NEW Hycorite Lace

Phosphosiderite (stabilized)

Sleeping Beauty Turquoise
Chalcopyrite
NEW Royal Purple Opal Cabochons

NEW Hycorite Lace (Rough)

Royal Purple Opal (Natural)

Sugilite

Larimar Cabochons

Imperial Jasper Cabochons

Selenite Spiral Wands

Snail Fossils
Selenite Lamps
Tiger Eye (Polished)
Turquoise Cabochons

Rhodonite & Rhodocrosite

Leopardite

Gemstone Pendulums
Gemstone Arrowheads

Moldavite Calcite
Super Blue Calcite

Shiva Linghams

★★★★★★
Special Show Discounts:
6% OFF orders over $5,000
8% OFF orders over $10,000
11% OFF orders over $20,000
15% OFF orders over $50,000

★★★★★★
Stilbite Clusters

Pyrite (Tumbled & Hearts)

Pyrite Spheres

See Us In Quartzsite, Tucson or Visit Our 5 Acre Store in El Paso, Texas!
14572 Bradley Rd. El Paso, TX 79938
office: (915) 857-6815 • (915) 857-2477 • orders: (915) 857-2636
cell: 915-526-7413 • fax: (915) 857-7335
www.theelpasorockshop.com • email: elpasorockshop@netzero.net
Quartz Clusters

Coyama, Laguna Lace

February
2013
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Coyamo, Laguna
Lace & Chrysocolla

Good Vibes Continued from Page 71
an ongoing influence.
Shungite resonates profoundly with Healerite.
The two used together are wonderful for perfecting the physical body’s alignment with the
spiritual Light. For serenity leading to ecstatic
rapture I recommend combining Shungite with
the new Lithium Light stones, as well as crystallized
Lepidolite.

Infinite

Infinite is
the trade name
for a variety
of green or
gray-green
Serpentine
from South
Africa, a magnesium silicate mineral with a monoclinic crystal
system and a hardness of 3 to 4.
Infinite is an excellent stone for healing the
etheric body. A “hole” or energy leak in the etheric
body can bring about feelings of fatigue, depression
and depletion. Etheric wounds or holes can allow
psychic vampires to attach themselves to one’s
field, further depleting one’s sources of emotional,
mental and physical vitality. Infinite’s vibration
replenishes the etheric body and helps to seal the
holes. In healthy individuals, Infinite can assist in
raising one’s vibration to higher frequencies. This
is an excellent stone for the gradual activation of
the kundalini channel. Meditation with Infinite,
coupled with visualization of a benevolent white

fire rising through the spine, can greatly facilitate
this process.
Infinite can assist one in connecting with the
energies of Nature. It is a good stone to bring along
for outdoor meditations, as it can help one to see
devic spirits, fairies and the spirits associated with
waterfalls, mountains, canyons or other power
spots.
Infinite is a stone of geomancy. It can heighten
one’s sensitivity to ley lines, the “dragon currents”
of the Earth’s meridian system. It can assist in all
types of dowsing and can increase the potency of
reiki and other types of energetic healing.

Rhodizite

Rhodizite is a complex borate mineral with a
cubic crystal system and a hardness of 8.5. It can
be colorless, white or yellow. Good quality crystals
have been found in Russia and Madagascar.
Rhodizite crystals are usually small, but they
vibrate with great power and intensity. They stimulate the solar plexus and are capable of increasing
one’s powers of will and manifestation. People
carrying Rhodozite will experience a greater ability

to make things happen, increasing one’s selfconfidence and further enhancing one’s ability to
manifest. Rhodizite increases the power of other
stones as well. A good experiment is to try holding
almost any stone until one feels its energies, getting
a good sense of what the stone is doing. Next, put
one or more Rhodizite crystals in the hand along
with the other stone, then hold them together for
a few moments. In most cases, one will experience a big increase in the power of the original
stone. Rhodizite’s amp-lification of energies can
be especially helpful in healing applications. It can
increase the effects of healing stones if it is touching them. Also, hands-on healers can increase the
flow coming through them by using Rhodizite.
Placing a Rhodizite crystal on the third eye chakra
can enhance one’s psychic abilities and awareness of
inner guidance.
Rhodizite harmonizes with all other stones and
nearly everything else. Be sure to use it only where
you want the energies to intensify!

Lithium Light

Lithium Light is the name of a sparkly, high
vibration stone from the western Rocky Mountains.
Its mineral constituents include Lepidolite, Quartz
and Cronstedtite. It ranges in color from whitish
gray to yellow and/or pink. The Lepidolite component of this material contains significant amounts
of Lithium, which has a strong influence on its
energetic properties.
Lithium Light is an excellent stone to carry or
Continued on Page 88

Just back from seeing JOHN of GOD!
Come and hear stories & feel the crystals

INFINITE

ANCIENT HEALING STONES

See you at Howard Johnson’s Cactus Garden

JOHN of GOD

BLESSED CRYSTALS

ASCENSIONITE: “The stone of ascension, it opens doors we don’t know exist &
helps us fulﬁll our life’s destiny. It brings in past life information we need in this lifetime. Place it on your third eye when you meditate and you will have a mind opening
experience. It’s Dolomite, Basalt and thousands of minute quartz crystals.”
INFINITE - THE HEALER’S STONE: Any illness we manifest in our bodies
(physical, emotional, mental and spiritual), will be sought out by Inﬁnite’s loving, angelic energy. Inﬁnite imparts strength through gentleness and tenderness.
Inﬁnite will give a soft touch that often succeeds where a strong-and-powerful
stone’s breakthrough techniques will not work on an energy barrier. It was used for
centuries to redirect poison, in the belief that venomous creatures are kept at bay
when Inﬁnite is carried, or their poison extracted/rendered harmless. It softens the
pathway for the raising of the Kundalini, and clears clouded chakras. Inﬁnite helps
to evolve one’s sense of self-control, allowing one to release control over others
in order to better maintain control over one’s own life. It is an enhancement to the
meditative state. Inﬁnite comes only from South Africa. I took my inﬁnite pieces
to a meeting of my metaphysical group. One woman who has chronic pain took a
tiny piece and claimed she could feel it just going to the pain areas.
CRYSTALS BLESSED BY JOHN OF GOD can help vision and mental acuity.
Will balance, open and ground all Chakras. Excellent used in Charging drinking
and bath water. The crystals are charged by the entities (Spiritual Healers) that
work through John of God These are very strong and not to be taken lightly. Casa
Quartz are always active ENERGY OF THIS CRYSTAL HAS BEEN REPLACED
BY ONE OF THE SPIRITS THAT INCORPORATE IN JOHN’S BODY WITH
THE HIGHEST PURPOSE OF HEALING AND CURE.
RHODIZITE: Neither negative nor neutral – this stone is truly positive and is one
of the few that never needs to be cleansed or charged. Helps one receive information in one’s astral travel experiences. Truly a shamans or magicians stone. It will
unlock all blockages and activate any and all chakras. This Crystal was the corner
stone of Lemuria Crystal World and has been lost for many years in Madagascar.

SHOW SPECIAL: FREE ASCENSIONITE SACRED TRIANGLE WITH $100 ORDER

ROSLEY’S ROCKS & GEMS

ASCENSIONITE
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AMBER versus COPAL,
and Inclusions Within
Summary by Terrance M. Allen
December 5, 2011

There has been some confusion and contention about
what defines “fossilized” amber from copal (or copalite),
especially from Colombia, South America. Resins with
inclusions (mainly insects) have raised the level of interest and value of amber.

Definitions:

Amber is defined as a hard yellowish to brownish
translucent fossil resin that takes a fine polish. Although the
oldest recorded amber comes from the Late Carboniferous
Period of the Paleozoic Era over 290 million years ago,
insect-bearing amber is generally determined to be 20 to
140 million years old depending on the continent or location or stratigraphic layer where found.
Copal is defined as a recent or fossil resin from various
tropical trees. Copal is considered by many to be very young
soft solidified tree resin dating back only 200 to 400 years.
Some researchers though, agree that copal may be up to 2
million years old with estimates ranging to about 20 million
years. Ages of resins over 10,000 years old qualify them to
be fossilized, and any inclusions, plant or animal, found
within, qualify them to be true fossilized specimens. Copal,
as well as Kauri-gum, can be young, soft and/or “gummy,”
having been more recently exuded from the araucariacea
trees from which it originates. But older resins, that bled out
thousands or millions of years ago and which were buried
under layers of clay or successions of strata, have had time
to dissipate volatile liquids and polymerize; they became
harder and more solidified.

Similar Characteristics of
Amber and Copal/Copalite:

Trees in South America have been producing resin for
as long as other trees anywhere else on the planet. Older
copal from Colombia, which is harder and sometimes darker
(brownish) in color, is sometimes termed copalite; it has the
“ite” ending from the Latin root “ites” meaning fossil and
indicating that it comes from the earth. Buried copal is the
nearest to amber in durability, and is in many cases virtually indistinguishable from it. Amber and copal are both
polymerized tree “sap” resins. Amber and copal have the
same specific gravity (about 1.1) and will float in salt water,
compared to “fake amber” materials such as glass, phenolic
resin, celluloid, casein, and many other plastics, which will
sink. Amber and copal both give off a resinous aroma when
touched with a hot needle. Amber and copal will produce
static electricity if rubbed (the Greek name for amber was
“electron” from which we take out the word “electricity”).

Dating Amber and Copal Resins:

Generally speaking, the age of different indigenous
amber(s) and similar copal(s) cannot be determined by any
direct analysis. Age may be estimated based on indicator or
index fossils in the associated sediments where the buried
resins are found, but there is no way of knowing exactly
how long the resin in question took to become deposited in
a defined layer of sediment.
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It may be possible to estimate the age of particular
amber or copal pieces by comparing inclusions (specific
species of arthropods and botanicals) in the resin with
the same inclusions in other more accurately dated pieces.
Qualified entomologists may be able to separate extinct (no
longer existing) species of insects from extant (currently
living) species. Most species of plants and animals do not
persist throughout evolutionary time.
But some species of insects found in amber and copal
exhibit “perpetual longevity.” That is, certain species have
continually lived and reproduced for hundreds of millions
of years with little or no significant change. These species
reached an evolutionary plateau. They were so successful
in surviving natural disasters, global temperature changes,
predators and/or parasites, diseases, etc., that they no
longer followed adaptation or mutational changes and no
longer evolved; examples include cockroaches and snakeflies. These same species may be found throughout geological time ranges and on disengaged continents and islands.
So these species may not be useful in separating or dating
pieces of amber and copal.
Conversely, it may be possible to infer that a piece of
amber or copal is of a particular age if it includes an indicator species that disappeared at a known geological time
period. Stellate oak tree or floral hair, Family: Fagaceae,
Genus: Quercus sp., a microscopic branched plant hair often
found in Baltic amber, is used as an indicator botanical
species for authenticating Baltic amber (30-40 million
years old). It is sometimes found in Dominican amber
(20-23 myo) and rarely (recently) in Chiapas (Mexican)
amber (20-30 myo). Based on the fact that microscopic
plant hairs the same or similar to stellate oak hair were
discovered in Colombian copal by this author [April 2010],
it may be presumed that some Colombian copal/amber can
be approximated to be a minimum of 20-million years of
age and can be appropriately termed to be true fossilized
“Colombian Amber.”

New Definitions and Concepts
Presented by this Author:

Stellate Oak/Plant Hair (aka: SOH) (Family: Fagaceae,
Genus: Quercus sp.) microscopic branched epidermal or
floral plant hairs found in Colombian copal/amber; a new
unreported find; using it as a dating tool. (T. M. Allen,
April 2010).
●

Perpetual Longevity of a Species: Species of animals
and plants that have continually lived and reproduced for
hundreds of millions of years with little or no significant
change. (Term coined by T. M. Allen, May 3, 2010).
●

Dating of amber/copal: identifying and using comparative analysis of inclusions embedded in amber/copal
as indicator or index floral and faunal species. (T. M. Allen,
May 3, 2010).

●

Basic Notes from the Author:

The Colombian amber/copal/copalite sold to the public
by Aragon Enterprises, Inc., specifically Marino and Beatriz
Aragon, is 100 percent “nature made.” It is true and authentic fossilized tree resin from Colombia, South America. The
pieces termed “Colombian amber” containing floral and
faunal inclusions are not manmade, altered, enhanced,
heated or melted, or in any way tampered with.
Mosquitoes are rarely found in fossilized resins.
Factually speaking, only a few dozen mosquitoes have ever
been found in the world’s supply of amber and copal pieces.
A fossil buyer must consider himself “lucky” if an inexpensive piece of amber, copal, or copalite indeed includes a
specimen of a mosquito!

Conclusion:

Amber provides us with rare glimpses of life from
ancient tropical rain forests from continents and islands
around the world during different time periods. Sometimes
inclusions and their associations (plant parts, arthropods,
including insects and spiders, other small animals and
parts thereof, and other biologicals) became entrapped
and preserved in the sticky tree sap which polymerized
and hardened into amber. The same, similar, or different
species found entombed in amber, separated by hundreds
of miles or millions of years, are part of the Earth’s fossil
record. Termed “amber” or “copal,” as long as it is qualified
and recorded as to where the samples of prehistoric resins
originate, the arthropod and other faunal and botanical
inclusions and their associations are all valuable scientific
specimens and are indicators and direct evidence as to the
history and evolution of life on Earth.

Additional References Consulted

(apart from previous research):
Amber, The Natural Time Capsule
by Andrew Ross, c-2010, pp 7-15.
Amber, Window to the Past
by David A. Grimaldi, c-1996, pp 133-141.
Cenozoic Fossils II, The Neogene
by Bruce L. Stinchcomb, c-2010, pp 104-118

Terrance M. Allen, Sacramento, California
Entomologist, Arachnologist, Practicing Paleoentomologist,
and Factotum Naturalist
December 5, 2011
History Summary for Terrance E. Allen includes:
Northwestern School of Taxidermy: Certificate & Diploma
in completion of the Study of Taxidermy.
Long Beach City College and California State University:
Associates in Science and Bachelor of Arts Degrees with a
Major in Entomology.
State of California Dept. of Health: Certified Technician in
Mosquito Control.
California State Dept. of Food and Agriculture: Certified as
Economic Entomologist and Pest Management Specialist.
Inventor: Insect Collecting Allen Aspirator, Fruit Fly (Medfly
Fruit Collection/Detection Stacking Bucket, Intense-BiasedSurvey Medfly Detection Program.
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Azozeo

™

Super-Activated Azeztulite

™

The Beginning of a New Crystal Era
(Author’s Note: Azozeo is pronounced
“ah zah ZAY oh”)
n August of 2012, I received a vision. I was at
my home in Vermont, where I have a labyrinth
made out of Azeztulites and some Rosophia
stones. As I sat looking at the labyrinth, I thought
back upon the whole history of Azeztulite. It
seemed miraculous to me, the way the appearance of these stones had been pre-announced by
angelic beings, the Azez. They had told Naisha,
my co-author of The Book of Stones (but at that
time, someone I knew only as a friend) about the
imminent arrival of Azeztulite, and they told her
this was the name I must give the stones when they
appeared.
Since then, for over twenty years, we at Heaven
and Earth have been disseminating and discovering
more types of Aezetulite--all in accordance with
the plans and directions we received from the Azez
so many years ago. More recently, we learned that
the Azez intend for all the Quartz on Earth to ultimately receive the vibration of the Nameless Light
of the Great Central Sun--making all of the Quartz
into Azeztulite. I have believed for several years
now that the fulfillment of that prophetic vision
will coincide with the global awakening of the
Earth as a Planet of Light, and the mass enlightenment of humanity.
There had been many synchronistic affirmations along the way. One of the most startling and
exciting ones for me was the discovery, back when
I was doing research for my book, Stones of the New
Consciousness, of the ancient Book of Ieou. This was
one of the apocryphal Gnostic Gospels, and was
purported to have been a guide to the Ascension
process, dictated by Jesus to the disciples after his
own Ascension. At one point in the narrative, there
is this description of one of the Ascension stages:
“When you reach the fourth aeon, Samaelo and
Chochochoucha (a pair of obstructing archons)
will come before you. Seal yourself with this seal:
(a sacred diagram of eight lines) This is its name:
Azozeo. Say it once only. Hold this cipher: 4555 in
your hands. When you have finished sealing yourself with this seal and said its name once only, say
these defenses also: ‘Withdraw yourselves Samaelo
and Chochochoucha, you archons of the fourth
aeon, because I call upon Zozeza, Chozozazza,
Zazezo,” When you have finished saying these
defenses the archons of the fourth aeon will withdraw to the left. But you [will] proceed upward.”
I was and am still struck by the above passage from
this ancient book. Here was an actual 2000-yearold manual for Ascension, describing the stages
and beings involved. And more to the point, the
word used to invoke protection, and the names
of the protective beings, all contain similarities to
the word Azez--root of the name Azeztulite. And
of course we were told at the beginning of our
Azeztulite adventure that the name Azez means ‘the
Nameless Light of the Great Central Sun,’ which is
totally akin to the goal of the Ascension process in
the Book of Ieou. In that book, the disciples were

I
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by Robert Simmons

being directed in how to ascend to the realms of
Light (i.e. the Central Sun). And I felt sure that
the names given in the book for the protective
beings aiding humankind in this ascent--Zozeza,
Chozozazza, Zazezo--are referring to the same protective beings who have activated and guided the
emergence of Azeztulite. They all sound similar to
‘Azez,” which I imagine to be their collective name.
And they are engaged now in the Ascension of all
humanity, and the Earth. So, to me, it provokes
awe to imagine that when I hold an Azeztulite in
my hands, I am, in a sense, touching those beings,
and the Divine currents from the Great Central
Sun. I am amazed to realize that these Beings of
Light have been aiding the spiritual evolution of
humanity and our world for at least 2,000 years,
and that we can connect with them and our own
great destiny through Azeztulite.
But last August, sitting on my porch contemplating
all this, I wondered whether there was something
more to be done. As powerful as Azeztulite is, I
felt there might be another level--another octave of
energy that still could be accessed by those ready for
it. I could imagine all the Quartz on Earth vibrating as Azeztulite, but what about Azeztulite itself?
Was it fully awakened, or could there be more?

I still recall vividly the moment when the vision
came to me. It was powerful...and simple. As I
gazed at the Azeztulite labyrinth, I suddenly saw-with my inner eyes--a pyramid over the center
of it, glowing with supernal Light. And in that
moment, I knew what to do--I would construct a
pyramid chamber in the labyrinth’s center, placing
Azeztulite stones inside it, The combined energy
fields of the pyramid and the Azeztulite labyrinth
might stimulate the stones inside to a higher level
of activation.
But there was more to do. I felt a compelling
inner urge--as if I were being told--to place two very
large Phenacites in the energy field to be created. (I
collect large Phenacites, and have two very large
ones--a two-pound African Phenacite and an eighteen pound terminated Brazilian Phenacite single
crystal, which I believe is the world’s largest.) The
two-pounder was to go at the apex of the pyramid,
and the eighteen-pounder was to be placed in the
center at the pyramid’s base. The two would form
a Circuit of Light, and the Azeztulite stones to be
activated would be placed on a table between them.
It was clear that the two very large Phenacites were
crucial to the process, and I suddenly understood
‘why’ I had felt it was so important to get the eigh-

teen pound Phenacite last February. (This crystal
is the prize of my collection--a very tangible Stone
Being with a joyful and luminous presence--and
now I was beginning to learn about its purpose!)
Phenacite has a close relationship with Azeztulite,
and was actually initially used by the Azez (according to Naisha’s original channelings) to vibrationally activate the first Azeztulites.
Two years prior, when building the Azeztulite
labyrinth, I had felt a powerful inner intensity
around doing it. Now, once again, that intensity
seized me. I erected a copper pyramid (its pipes
filled with Azeztulite and Rosophia stones) in
the center of the labyrinth, and then placed the
Phenacites as I had been directed. I brought a glass
table into the center, where the Azeztulites to be
activated were to be placed. Then, there was one
last touch--my inner guidance said I needed to use
the ancient word of invocation of the Azez--Azozeo.
Following my inner voice, I printed out the words
and attached them on all four sides of the table--for
the Four Directions. Then I walked the labyrinth
in ritual space, carrying the Azeztulite stones to be
treated, holding them to my heart and focusing on
the intention that they be activated to their highest
potential for the good of all. At the center, after
placing the stones on the table, I uttered words of
invocation and spoke, ‘Azoezo,’ to each of the Four
Directions, and silently to the Fifth Direction. The
ritual was complete. Now was the time of waiting.
After exiting the labyrinth I went into the house
and sat gazing back at the labyrinth, wondering
if all this guidance had been as real as it seemed.
In my thirty years of working with crystals and
minerals, I had only attuned myself to whatever
vibrations were already being emanated by the
stones. I had never tried to do anything to increase
their energies or power. I really had never imagined
that anything like that was possible.
I wondered how long to leave the stones on
the table in the labyrinth-pyramid. My felt sense
said, “For one cycle of night and day.” Twenty-four
hours later, I walked the labyrinth again to retrieve
the Azeztulites.
When I brought the Azozeo-treated stones
into the house, I sat down with one to check out
whether anything had happened. Immediately, I
caught my breath. Yes! There was a difference--a
big difference! The already-powerful Azeztulites
had more than doubled in their intensity, and the
frequency of their pulsations was much faster! In
seconds, the currents I felt in my hands moved
to the third eye, the crown chakra, and then all
through my body and finally to my feet, where a
strong charge seemed to go through me and into
the Earth.
The longer I held the stone, the stronger the currents in my body became. I experienced a vision of
Continued on Page 84
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Three New Stones from a

New Zealand Adventure

by Robert Simmons

I

n April and May of 2012, my wife Kathy
and I returned to New Zealand for six weeks
of adventure and discovery. Among many
amazing experiences, some of the most wonderful were our rock-hunting expeditions, guided by
several generous Kiwi friends. Shortly after our
arrival, we were taken on an trips to find beautiful
clusters of Sauralite Azeztulite inside an abandoned
gold mine deep in the bush. It was a taxing and

exciting experience, involving much more climbing
and river-wading than we had ever done, culminating in several hours of working with pick hammers
inside the old mine shaft, with only flashlights and

headlamps to see by. With our friends help, we
were able to unearth knapsacks full of treasures.
Later in our trip, we were taken to rich collecting areas where we discovered two stones we had
never encountered before--a silicated chert we call
Empowerite and an unusually powerful Jasper we
named Revelation Stone. Our final discovery was a
cache of ancient ocean-tumbled stones which are
two-toned in honey brown and creamy white. We
were thrilled to find, when we tuned in to them,
that they carry the frequencies of Azeztulite! We
have named them Honey and Cream Azeztulite,
and they are among our most treasured New
Zealand stones.
Finding the stones I have mentioned was an
important discovery of our New Zealand trip,
but there was another, more enigmatic one. The
land itself feels alive there, with a special spiritual
potency I have experienced nowhere else. This
potency is reflected in the emanations of the
Sauralites, and the Honey and Cream Azeztulites.
There is a feeling of expectancy--a dawning of
possibility--which excites me on a very deep level. I
kept wanting to call New Zealand ‘New Lemuria,’
because the very earth, air and water of the place
is brimming with an almost palpable sweetness,

Azezetulite Story
& The Tale of Azozeo
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Robert Simmons

Co-Author of The Book of Stones
Author of Stones of the New Consciousness
in a Two-Hour DVD Video Presentation

Retail Price $14.95, or FREE with $100 purchase from Heaven & Earth in Tucson!

and an exuberant power that is like the feeling one
has during the moment before a great revelation
or enlightenment. There was the sense that everything there is conscious--plants, ocean, clouds,
stones--and that everything is waiting for human
beings to join in an ecstatic shared awareness. This
is the sort of empathic field of consciousness I had
always associated with the legends of Lemuria, and
I wondered whether Lemuria was actually something remembered from the deep past, or if it is
something we intuitively sense coming into being
from the future. I can only say that it was an amazingly strong feeling, which was almost constant
whenever we were out in Nature, and that feeling
is concentrated in all of the stones we brought back
with us. I am eager to share these stones with our
readers, so that this consciousness can spread...and
I am just as eager to return to New Lemuria...oops!
I mean New Zealand...to gather more stones and
more of this ecstatic energy.

Azeztulite is one of the most beloved stones in
the mineral kingdom, and one of the most mysterious. In this two-hour video presentation, Robert
Simmons takes you on the journey of Azeztulite’s
prophesized arrival and subsequent discovery. He
reveals his knowledge of Azeztulite’s origin, spiritual qualities, and effects on the human body, mind
and spirit. He discusses its link to the Great Central
Sun, and its connection to the Azez, angelic guardians and evolutionary quickeners of our species.
He brings forward provocative information on the
possibility that Azeztulite may be the key to awakening the Body of Light and instigating the process
of vibrational Ascension.
In the second section, Robert describes the vision which led him to attempt a new spiritual technology, for stimulating and activating all types of
Azeztulite to a radically more powerful level. This
vision links back nearly two thousand years to an
ancient Gnostic spiritual ascension manual, where
Robert found the key word for initiating--with the
help of an Azeztulite-and-Phenacite-charged labyrinth and pyramid--the energic shift capable of
transmuting Azeztulite into Azozeo, and human
beings into Beings of Light.

Available in Tucson from:

Heaven & Earth

Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room
Showroom: 802-477-2505 / VT Office: 802-476-4775

www.heavenandearthjewelry.com
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Honey and Cream Azeztulite

The stone called Honey and Cream Azeztulite
is an ocean-tumbled quartz, with softly modulating patterns of honey gold and creamy white. The
natural pieces range from one to about six inches
in diameter. Many of them are pockmarked with
small cavities that contain tiny glittering crystals.
They have been found in a single remote spot on
the South Island of New Zealand.
During our New Zealand adventure in AprilMay of 2012, we were synchronistically led to an
area on New Zealand’s South Island which had
once been covered with ocean. Here, among tons
of other stones and ancient sand, we found a small
number of tan and white stones. Upon picking
them up, I immediately recognized them to be
a new form of Azeztulite. Of course, I could not
tell if the stones had carried their vibrations for
many years or if they had been recently activated,
but my felt sense was the latter. I believe these
and the Sauralite Azetulites from New Zealand
to be among the most recently awakened forms
of Azeztulite, and also among the most highly
evolved.

Honey and Cream Azeztulite emanates currents
that fill the body with waves of Light and something I have to call sweetness. It is a highly pleasurable sensation, stimulating one’s higher capacities,
filling one with soft, comforting vibrations. These
are stones one could easily fall in love with, as they
seem to generate love within every cell of the body.
They are different from many high-energy stones,
which can be powerful and intense. Honey and
Cream Azeztulites combine power with love in a
way that calls to mind Nature in her most fertile
and lovely expressions. This stone is the mineral
version of warm waves on a quiet beach, or a
garden of lilies, or a rainbow after a spring shower.
It kindles Divine Light in one’s cells, in a way that
feels gentle, kind and intimate. There is a great deal
of power as well, and it builds to higher and higher
levels the longer one holds the stone. Yet it is never
overwhelming or uncomfortable--it strengthens at
just the pace one is ready for. This is one of the
reasons I view Honey and Cream Azeztulites as
among the most evolved types of Azeztulite. It feels
as if the intelligence which guides the expression
of these stones is learning to gauge our sensibilities
more precisely, so that the newest Azeztulites are
the ones most perfectly matched with human energies.
Honey and Cream Azeztulites (and Sauralite
Azeztulite crystals) emanate the most feminine
currents of all Azeztulites. They feel very nurturing, and they have a soothing quality, even as they
bring a great deal of Light into one’s body and
consciousness. In particular, I recommend sleeping with the Honey and Cream Azeztulites. While

3 Powerful New Stones from New Zealand

the original White Azeztulite and Satyaloka Clear
Azeztulite are probably too intense for most of us
to be able to sleep comfortably in their presence,
Honey and Cream Azeztulite can waft you on a
carpet of sweetness into the realm of dreams. And
the dreams one experiences with these stones are
often profoundly spiritual. One can travel through
the levels of the Cosmic Spheres to the Great
Central Sun, feeling successive waves of bliss. (This
experience can also occur when one meditates with
these stones.) One may meet the angelic beings
who are the Azez themselves, or even encounter
Sophia, the Soul of the World, in the dream or
meditative state. Such experiences are ecstatic in
nature, and the pleasurable waves engendered by
Honey and Cream Azeztulite can help one attune
to the frequencies of ecstasy that are the nature of
the highest realms.
On more Earthly levels, Honey and Cream
Azeztulites are ideal allies for emotional healing.
They can help one soothe and comfort one’s inner
child, allowing recovery from old patterns of shame
or feelings of abandonment. They can be used in
soul retrieval work, providing a cocoon of loving
currents within which one may ‘call home’ any lost
parts of one’s original wholeness.
Honey and Cream Azeztulites provide a natural
balm for frayed nerves, and a salve for anxiety.
Their currents allow one to dissolve stress and relax
into a state of comfort and security. They help one
to live joyfully in the eternal present, rather than
in worries about the future or regrets about the
past. This stone’s soothing quality can work its way

Our 2012 adventure in New Zealand yielded three wonderful new stones with good
vibrations and amazing energies! Visit us in our Tucson showroom or go to our
website (www.heavenandearthjewelry.com) to check them out for yourself! We’ll be
offering raw and tumbled stones, beads, polished shapes, jewelry and much more!

Honey & Cream Azeztulite™

Revelation Stone™

“Revelation Stone can stimulate one’s innate
capacity for prophetic vision, through opening a
channel of communication between heart awareness and mental consciousness. It is an excellent
tool for anyone who wishes to improve their
psychic capacities. It can facilitate past life recall,
and enhances access to shamanic realms.” -RS

“Honey and Cream Azeztulite emanates currents that
ﬁll the body with waves of Light and something I have
to call sweetness. It is a highly pleasurable sensation,
stimulating one’s higher capacities, ﬁlling one with
soft, comforting vibrations. These are stones one could
easily fall in love with, as they seem to generate love
within every cell of the body. They combine power with
love in a way that calls to mind Nature in her most
fertile and lovely expressions.” --RS
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Empowerite™

“Empowerite was named for the way it makes
one feel--full of conﬁdence, strength and
personal power. It is a tremendously potent
stone for grounding one’s energies in the
Earth, and for receiving and storing the
Earth’s Life Force currents or chi. It dispels
hesitation and indecision, enhances will
power, inspires courage, stimulates
practicality and encourages one to act
with resolve in every moment.” --RS
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entering a spiral of Light and traveling to the Great Central Sun. I felt spiraling
currents of Celestial Fire spinning down into my body from above--entering the
crown and feeling as if they spread out into a web that infused every cell with
Divine Light. I suddenly understood that this is what Light Body activation
feels like. A wave of elation spread through me, and with that wave came the
recognition that the whole tale of the Azez and the enlightenment of the world
contained new chapters, which were being written in that very moment and
which will continue to unfold in the months and years to come.
I felt a bit stunned by what was happening. It seemed to me that I had
made a great discovery--and received a great gift. The understanding--that it is
possible to work with stones in a co-creative way which affects them and which
helps the Stone Beings to fulfill their spiritual purpose--came for the first time,
and the power of it shocked and humbled me. I realized on a deeper level than
I had before that the work with stones is beneficial to us, but that it is not only
for us. It is also for the beings in the world of Spirit, and for the Earth, for the
fulfillment of our collective destiny with them.
I wondered what to
do next, and I decided
to see if someone else
could feel the amazing
difference in these
Azeztulites. I brought
one to my wife Kathy,
and she said, “Yes, definitely!” The next person
to experience the Azozeo
Azeztulite was our friend
Leo (who recently took
on the job of General
Manager for Heaven and
Earth). He was affected
just as powerfully as I had been, and we talked feverishly about our excitement
at this new development, and about plans for bringing these super-activated
stones out and spreading them through our network.
I began bringing home more pieces to treat in the Phenacite/Pyramid/
Labyrinth/Azoezo field. At first, I had brought in only the original White
Azeztulite, but now I began to try other varieties. So far, the Azeztulites which
are most able to receive the Azozeo activation seem to be White Azeztulite,
Satyaloka Clear Azeztulite, Himalaya Gold Azeztulite, Sauralite Azeztulite and
Amazez. All of these take on a powerful new energy level when they undergo the
activation treatment. It is a painstaking process, because only a small quantity of
stones can be activated at one time, and because the stones to be activated must
be intuitively selected, so the quantities we can produce are very limited. But
we have worked hard to charge a wide variety of Azeztulites, in as many forms
and shapes as possible.
I want to offer next some of the information I have received in inner visions
regarding the properties of Azozeo Azeztulites.
Azozeo Super Acticvated Azeztulites act as powerful conduits to bring
through the flood of Celestial Fire--the Nameless Light of the Great Central
Sun--which has now begun to bathe the Earth. Although this Divine energy
pours down upon us all all times (since it is the spiritual energy which animates
and sustains the Universe) we are at the dawn of a new Golden Age in which
a great new surge of Celestial Fire is making its influx. Like a tide coming in,
this energy is destined to uplift all of humanity and the Earth to a new level of
being. As we stand here at the beginning of this new era, the Azozeo Azeztulites
function as the ‘grounding wires’ through which the initial surges of Divine
currents can pass. In order for this process to fulfill itself, human participation
is necessary. We are urged to work with these stones and allow ourselves to be
Pillars of Light, acting to conduct the Celestial Fire into the world through
our own being. We can do this through meditation with these stones, through
utilizing them in energy grids and healing layouts, through wearing them or
through planting them ritually in the Earth.
In regarding to this ritual ‘planting’ of Azozeo Azeztulites, I want to
mention that when I presented some of the Azozeo stones to my friend Robert
Sardello, who wrote the introductions to both of my books, his immediate
intuition was that the Azozeo Azeztulites are “going to be the means by which
all of the Quartz in the Earth becomes Azeztulite.” His sense was that the higher
level of activation present in these stones was what was necessary to create the
‘contagious currents’ whereby unawakened Quartz stones would begin to attune

to the currents of Azeztulite. That insight resonated
with me as well, and I have committed myself to
planting these stones in strategic places around the
world. Already we have recruited helpers to do this
with us.
There are many additional qualities of Azozeo
Azeztulites which have presented themselves to my
intuitive vision. I see these stones bringing in not
only subtle energies from the spiritual realms, but
also subtle matter. When one spends time attuning
to Azozeo Azeztulite, the currents one feels entering
the body are not mere ephemeral energy--they are
streams of subtle matter which bond to the gross
matter in every cell and molecule of the body in a
way that spiritualizes them, aligns them, ‘teaches’
them to open themselves to the Light. This can
rapidly increase the development of the Mind of the
Body. This is an intelligence which resides in the
entire Liquid Crystal Body Matrix, and which is an
aspect of enlightenment.
We have three intelligences within us--mental
intelligence based in the brain, soul intelligence
based in the heart and Universal intelligence based
throughout all the cells of the body. The mental
intelligence is what we are taught to believe is all
we have, and during the spiritually dark times of
recorded history, it predominated, as we lost touch
with our wholeness. The soul intelligence of the
heart was never totally lost, and it has been in the
process of re-awakening in some people during the
past few decades. The heart is the seat of our Divine
Imagination, and the center from which we can know
truth and act with generosity and certainty. While it
is true that crystals (and especially Azeztulites) have
the capacity to enhance our mental and soul intelligence, their greatest boon is to the Universal intelligence of the body. When this is fully activated, as the
Celestial Fire or Nameless fully engulfs our world, we
will begin to know things with our bodies, without
needing to learn them. What we now call inspiration and intuition will become pure Vision, and we
will see and know whatever we wish to understand,
simply by attending to it and feeling the knowledge
in our cells. This capacity will be brought about
by the influx of subtle matter bonding to the gross
matter of the body and transforming every cell into
an antenna for receiving pure knowledge.
There are many enhancements of mind, heart
and body which Azozeo Azeztulite facilitates. It
increases psychic vision, heals and seals the etheric
body, brings a great infusion of life force into the
cells, opens the gateways to angelic communication,
stimulates inspiration, facilitates interdimensional
travel, opens the doors for recollection of past lives
and resolution of karma, dispels dysfunctional habits
and patterns in the emotional body and the organs
and bodily systems, frees the heart from suppression
by the mental, and displays Divine Light to the
inner eye. It increases the amount of chi circulating
through the meridians and enhances the power of the
will to manifest one’s spiritual goals. If two people
hold hands with an Azozeo stone in their mutual
grasp, they can experience an empathy so deep, it is
nearly telepathy. These stones portend great hope for
humanity and the world.
It is interesting to notice that the first three types
of Azeztulite to take on the Azozeo energy have
been White Azeztulite, Satyaloka Clear Azeztulite
and Himalaya Gold Azeztulite. I relate these to the
Continued on Page 86
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Azozeo Continued from Page 85
infusion of the White Light, the Clear Light and
the Golden Light. A number of years ago I had a
dream in which there were three pillars extending
between Heaven and Earth, and they were rays of
White, Clear and Golden Light. In the dream, I
did not know what they were, and they scared me
a little, but I was struck with awe, because I knew
they were Divine and I saw that they were going
to transform the world. With the awakening of the
Azozeo Azeztulites, I begin to think I at last understand my dream. And I see now that the fourth of
the Azozeo Azeztulites, the Azozeo Amazez is the
Fourth Pillar, the Pillar of Purification. The fifth
and sixth are the New Zealand Azeztulites--Azozeo
Sauralite Azeztulite and Azozeo Honey and Cream
Azeztulite, both of which carry the intimate sweet-

ness of Divine Love. For those who feel called to
work with Azozeo stones, I recommend using one
of each of these, to experience the fullness of their
qualities. I have just begun my own work with
these energies, and I am ardent in my enthusiasm
for them. I feel certain that we are only now seeing
the beginning of many wonders to come.
In September, we took Azozeo Azeztulites
to the Denver Gem and Mineral Show. Dozens
of people there tuned in to the super-activated
stones, and all of them felt the new, more powerful currents quite profoundly. Like us, they were
astonished at their experiences, and most of them
purchased stones to take home. As the word circulates, we expect a network of Azozeo Azeztulites to
spread our over the planet.

Here are two quotes about the Azozeo
Super-Activated Azeztulites:
From Robert Sardello: “The Azozeo Azetulite--I
got the piece you sent. Thank you. And yes,
definitely, very different, very powerful. In contemplation--all intense, intense white radiating
light, radiating from a center outward. Then the
image changes, and there begins to be series of
light forms, that are structured like various kinds
of quartz forms--single form, double-terminated,
clusters--but as light, not image as in representation. These are accompanied with the feeling that
this Azetulite is the ‘holder and transformer’ of all
quartz into Azetu-Light.”
From Birch Gerke: I sat in meditation today with
the Azozeo pumping waves up my arms to my
skull--that stuff is powerful!”

Other Azozeo Stones?

As Leo and I worked to activate some of each
kind of the Azeztulites in the Azozeo energy field,
we wondered if it might be possible for any other
stones to take on the Azozeo energies, if we were
to place them in the same field. We found that
indeed we did have two crystals which were also
super-activated by exposure to the field. The first
is Auralite 23 and the second is Nirvana quartz.
Both of them jumped to a much faster rhythm of
pulsation and a higher intensity of overall energy
when they were left for twenty-four hours in the
Azozeo/Pyramid/Labyrinth/Phenacite field.

Azozeo™ Gem Essence

Globe-X / Days Inn - Room #116
222 S. Freeway Ave.
February 1st - 16th, 2013

The Clarion - Room #103
(formerly La Quinta Inn)
750 West Starr Pass Blvd.
February 1st - 16th, 2013
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Our new manager Leo McFee
is an expert at creating Gem
Essences and he has been doing
so for many years. (We are hoping
he’ll write a book about it.) As we
continued to be amazed by the
currents of the stones we were
bringing out of the Azozeo
energy field, we decided to
try making an Azozeo Gem
Essence there. Once again, we
were astonished by the results.
It was definitely the strongest bodily response either of
us had ever felt to a stone
essence. Upon taking a few
drops under the tongue, there
was an immediate subtle ‘rush’
through the whole body, and a feeling of quickening vibration. Then as the day went on, both of us
felt an increase in energy, and a link with higher
levels of consciousness. For myself, I can say that
Continued on Page 88
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I was surprised that I did not feel ungrounded.
Instead, I simply felt as though my personal field
was full of Light, and that I was aware on more
levels than usual. Also, I noticed a much stronger
‘body consciousness,’ and I believe this is what the
Azozeo cellular activation I wrote about earlier
in this article feels like. As of this writing, I am
halfway through a thirty-day program of taking
the Azozeo Essence each morning. So far, I can
report that my dream life is much more vivid,
my sensitivity to stones has been enhanced, I am
having more frequent inner visions, I have lost a
few pounds of weight and I have the energy to
work till midnight without coffee. I can’t wait to
see what the next two weeks will bring! f

wear throughout the day. Its emanations engender
a sense of calm serenity, in which one is far less
vulnerable to negative influences in one’s environment. This stone allows one to awaken one’s higher
awareness--the inner perspective that can accept
conditions, whatever they are, without being
brought down by them. This awareness brings the
mind and heart into close accord, allowing one to
see, understand and act from a place of wisdom.
Lithium Light is a stone of higher consciousness. This gentleness can make the expansion of
awareness it provides feel so natural that it almost
goes unnoticed. Yet, if one looks back, one realizes
that one has traveled far along the path of Light
as one has worked with this stone. In meditation,
Lithium Light can lead to states of ecstatic rapture
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and visions of the Divine realms. It can even initiate states of recognition of one’s true Divine self.
“In spiritual healing, Lithium Light is recommended for mood stabilization, calming nervousness and releasing stress. It is beneficial to the
heart and nervous system. It can aid in calming
digestive issues brought on by stress or anxiety.
Practitioners of massage or other healing modalities are advised to wear or carry Lithium Light, in
order to enhance one’s state of calm helpfulness
and empathy with the client. It can also be helpful
to have the recipient of the treatment hold a pair of
these stones during the session, to aid in relaxation
and receptivity.
One of the most enjoyable ways to immerse
oneself in the currents of Lithium Light is to literally bathe with it. These stones’ currents are easily
conducted by water (especially salt water), and
through the water, via our opened pores, the energies of the stones make their way into our Liquid
Crystal Body Matrix. This is a delectable experience, which can waft one upward into the heights
of bliss. It is an excellent antidote to stress and a
great way to re-connect with the loving emanations of the Divine realms.

Arkansas Golden Healers

Arkansas
Golden Healers
are
Quartz
points
and
clusters with a
natural golden
sheen created
by
mineral
deposits
on
their surfaces.
They are much rarer, and of a higher energy level
than regular Arkansas Quartz.
Arkansas Golden Healer crystals emanate profoundly powerful currents for the healing of the
body and the expansion of consciousness. When I
sat down to work with one of them, strong waves
of pleasurable energy came in through my hands
and swept through my body. At first, the waves
moved up to the head, and my skull felt awash
in a delicious energetic nectar. As I sat longer, the
loving currents entered my heart area, and my
beating heart responded to them, thumping in my
chest as if in glad greeting of what had entered.
I held the crystal again and asked the being its
nature. It answered, ‘I am the Golden One, the
Divine Messenger, the one who rides upon the
current of Divine Fire, the one who delivers the
Divine Fire. What you feel is the Golden Fire from
the Heart of the Universe.’ Needless to say, I was
surprised...Very few crystal or stones ‘speak’ to me;
my information usually comes as images. But then,
everything about this stone was extraordinary.
Continued on Page 94

Hotel Tucson City Center

(475 N. Granada Ave)

Rooms 116-117

Cabochons w Rough Rock w Polished Pieces w Animal Carvings & More!

VICJON ENTERPRISES PERU
●

Tucson Show Locations:

Globe-X/Days Inn - Room 124
The Arizona Independent Warehouse Show
●

●

2200 E. Benson Highway (just South of Tucson Electric Park and I-10)
BUY DIRECT FROM THE SOURCE WHOLESALE

www.vicjon.com

2 Warehouse Locations open year-round In Tucson, AZ and Lakewood, CO

CALL US TODAY: (303) 987-1296 or visit www.vicjon.com R Email: info@vicjon.com
February 2013
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A Tale of Three Companies
by Sherman Rowland

People ask us all the time how we ended up
with Rare Earth Trading Co., Highland Park
Lapidary and Spheres To You with customers
and operations spanning multiple continents.

I

t all started in 1970 when my brother
John and I got bit by the rock bug and
started collecting rocks on a family vacation around the United States and Canada.
John was 10 and I was five and we stopped at

nearly every road cut to collect stones and soil
samples. At that time you could find nice material along the roadside, as the freeway system was
newer then. We remember the thrill of digging
thunder eggs at Priday Ranch (now Richardson’s
Ranch) and finding Lake Superior Agates in
Muscatine Iowa. We got our first slab saw and
grinder later that year. The saw was a Highland
Park 10-inch gravity feed saw and the grinder
was a Rock Rascal. While both pieces of equip-

ment worked,
we
almost
give up lapidary because
we could not
achieve the
results we had
hoped for. As
time passed,
this became
an impetus
for Highland
Park Lapidary
30 plus years
later.
Rare Earth Trading Co.
Over 20 years ago John started Rare Earth Trading
while living in Ohio. He worked full-time in the
Computer Semiconductor Industry, which led him to
Silicon Valley, and then Austin TX, followed by India and
China as the industry evolved. I had moved to Silicon
Valley and then Boston building software companies and
managing teams in the US, India and Easter Europe.
Up until 2010, Rare Earth Trading Company (www.
RareEarthTrading.com) was run as a side business focused
on unique agate specimens, cabochons, spheres and rough
rock. We used to run 35 conventional sphere machines
using silicon carbide grit. The max number of spheres
that could be produced with this technology was 35-40
a week. Not satisfied with this level of performance,
John set out to learn diamond technology, which over the
course of 10 years resulted in our Highland Park Lapidary
High Speed Sphere machine and grinding cups, which
can do a coarse grind on a 2.5-inch ball between 10-15
minutes down from the 6-8 hours it used to take.
In our commitment to making superb material available to our customers, we expanded our focus to include
buying collections and rock shops in North America. We
also began importing containers of material into the US
from around the world. As Ken Greider, a good friend of
ours and a Master Lapidary says “Life it too short to cut
ugly rocks”.
This past year, we expanded our custom cutting
services to provide commercial cutting services in the
US at our Austin TX shop for short run slabs, cabs and
sphere orders. We do larger scale custom production
cutting of beads, slabs, cabs, spheres and petrified wood
in our factory in China. Like Highland Park Lapidary,
our cutting operation is managed and run daily by our
American team members in China. For our cutters, we
have deliberately hired team members who have never cut
stone. This is because in many cutting operations, people
are taught bad habits of only cutting fast for volume: they
do not “see or respect” the stones. We teach a different
approach that focuses on quality over quantity and instill
a curiosity and respect for the natural patterns and characteristics of the
stones. We teach
our team members
to bring out the
best in the stones
they are cutting.
Spheres To You
We met Jackie
Lapin who was
then owner of
Spheres To You
in the mid-1990s
at the Quartzsite
PowWow show. Jackie has built a terrific business focused
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Continued on Page 126

- The Rock Show Tent TC1/TB1 at Kino Sports
Arena next to Electric Park
- Quartzsite PowWow Space 126-127
- Denver Coliseum Show Tent 7

Unique Agate Specimens
Quality Rough Rock, Cabs and Slabs
Custom Production Cutting Services
Buying Collections and Rock Shops
www.RareEarthTrading.com
512-348-8528
- The Rock Show Tent TC1/TB1 at Kino Sports
Arena next to Electric Park
- Quartzsite PowWow Space 126-127
- Denver Coliseum Show Tent 7

- 10” Slab Saw - $1,595
- 14-16” Slab Saw - $2,145
- 18” Slab Saw - $2,650
- 24” Slab Saw - $3,600
- EverClean Oil Cleaning System - $750
- NEW 36” Slab Saw - $8,900
Special - Free 36” blade if ordered by 2/28/2013
- High Speed Sphere Machine - $2,450
- Bull Wheel High Speed Polisher - $1,450
- Highland Park Replacement Parts
- Diamond Saw Blades
- Diamond Sphere Cups

Quality Equipment at a Fair Price
Built by Cutters for Cutters

TM

TM

www.HPLapidary.com
1-512-348-8528
Highland Park Lapidary equipment meets or exceeds origional manufacturer
speciﬁcations and replacment parts ﬁt equipment made in the 1950’s, 60’s and 70’s.
Highland Park Lapidary Company is in no way related to or associated
with Highland Park Manufacturing Co. or any of its succesors.
Prices Subject to Change.
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Tucson 2013 Show Locations

Grant Inn Gem & Mineral Show Feb. 2-15
1365 W. Grant Road Rooms 161 & 163
a G&LW Show at The Gem Mall Feb. 2-15
4475 S. Country Club Road Pavilion #1426
a The Whole Bead Show Feb. 5-10
Viscount Suite Hotel 4855 East Broadway
Spaces 20A & 21A
a The Tucson Bead Shows:
at Windmill Inn Feb. 5-10
and Doubletree Reid Park Feb. 9-11

a

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

1761 Walnut St., El Cerrito, CA 94530
www.TibetanBeads.com email: Pemagurung@gmail.com ph: 510-965-9956 fax: 510-965-9937
Pema’s cell: 510-220-0419 Paldon’s cell: 510-220-9358
Norbu’s cell: 510-812-4241 Ngawang’s cell: 510-374-0249 February 2013 93
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Good Vibes Continued from Page 88
Asking the stone about the nature of its
mission in the world, I was shown a beautiful
image of a gold-white spire of light, touching
the Earth and uniting with an unseen point in
the sky. I was also shown a memory-image of a
golden Sun, to which I had traveled in meditation
many years ago. From this I understood that the
Arkansas Golden Healer crystals are attuned to the
Gold-White Ray of spiritual fire, and that this fire
is the same as the Light many of us feel connected
to, and which we endeavor to ground here on the
Earth.
I received another ‘spoken’ message from the
stone. It said, ‘I can aid in the healing of your
bodies, and this is very good, but I can also work
with you to heal the world, and that is much

better.’ Then I saw an image of people holding
Golden Healer crystals, each person glowing with
golden Light, and among them there formed a web
of Light which grew to enclose the whole Earth.
This shows me that the mission of the Divine
Messenger expressing through the Golden Healers
is to facilitate the fulfillment of the joint destiny
of the Earth and humanity--the co-creation of the
Earth as a Planet of Light.

Shamanite

A relatively new stone to the mineral marketplace is an unusual material that has been
dubbed Shamanite. It is primarily a form of Black
Calcite, mixed with other minerals, including rare
Barite, Zircon, Chlorite, Orthoclase, Chalcocite

Shamanite

®

Rare North American Black Calcite
Newly discovered: a Paleozoic rarity ... from Colorado.
Imagine the age. Sense the primordial energy.

Rough

Scientifically established as Early Cambrian (540+ million yo),
the material’s primitive shell inclusions and lack of vegetal
pollen spores affirm its stunning age.
Shamanite® includes Carbon, Chalcocite, Pyrite, Baryte,
Zircon in Detrital Quartz, rare Orthoclase and
‘Small Shelly Fossils,’ earliest specimens of
Spirobus Carbonarius.

Carvings
Jewelry
Beads
Special
Cuts

WE ARE THE ONLY GLOBAL SOURCE OF AUTHENTIC SHAMANITE

Hand
Pieces

“If one wishes to be a Warrior of Light ...
Shamanite can be a powerful ally.”
®

— Robert Simmons, Stones of the New Consciousness

“A stone of the Ancients ...”
— Melody, Love is in The Earth:
The Crystal and Mineral Encyclopedia

and Strontianite, as well as Quartz and Carbon. It
is a lustrous black color, and is harder than other
forms of Calcite, making it workable for carvings,
beads, cabochons and other polished forms. It has
been found in the Rocky Mountain areas in the
U.S.A..
Shamanite is aptly named. It can be very
helpful for initiating inner journeying, and it can
help one connect inwardly with power animals
and spirit guides. It is a Stone of the Ancestors,
aiding one in communicating with spiritual elders
and guides on the other side, as well as loved ones
who have passed. It is a stone of those who wish
to walk between the worlds, and to heal others
through sould retrieval. It can help dispel the fear
of death through bringing one to a clear experience that death is not the end of one’s being.
Shamanite resonates with the heart and third
eye chakras, and it can activate a synergy of
their energies to open the portal of the crown
chakra. This is important for shamanic journeying, in which one wishes to leave and re-enter the
body through the crown. The Calcite component
of Shamanite facilitates a clear, calm awareness
making it easier to remain centered through difficult moments of inner or outer life.
Shamanite resonates in some mysterious way
with the beings thought of as “extraterrestrial”
or interdimensional. The impression is that these
beings are present invisibly in higher frequency
realms and wish to help humanity make its transition into expanded consciousness and wholeness,
and that Shamanite used in meditation can help
one become aware of them and their benevolent
intentions. It also seems to expose the inner activities of so-called demonic forces which are working
to keep humans in a lower state of awareness.
Shamanite offers spiritual protection to those
who simply wear or carry it, and it offers more
to those interested in serious inner work. If one
wishes to be a “Warrior of Light,” Shamanite can
be a powerful ally.

Larimar

Come to the Source!

February 2 - 16 , 2013
nd

th

Arizona Mineral & Fossil Show (Ballroom Entrance)
●

Hotel Tucson City Center, 475 N. Granada Ave.

Mountain Mark Trading Ltd, Inc. Larimar/Shamanite
2031 Sandhurst Drive Castle Rock, CO 80104
www.shamanite.com www.blackcalcite.com shamanite1@gmail.com
larimar@bellsouth.net 954-439-5050
●

●

●

●

●
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Larimar is a form of blue Pectolite, a sodium
calcium silicate mineral with a hardness of 4.5
to 5. It displays dramatic patterns of blue, bluegreen and white.
It is found on
the island of
Hispaniola, in
the Caribbean
Sea.
Larimar is
a stone of tremendous benefit
to the throat
chakra, providing
the power of clear

communication and the emotional strength and
stability that enable one to speak from the heart. It
is a stone of feminine power, allowing one to access
the Divine Feminine within. It supports a state of
confident well-being and relaxed knowledge of
one’s capacities. It soothes the emotional body,
releasing stress and tension. Larimar can cool hot
tempers and guide excess passion into peace. It can
be used to diminish the frequency and intensity of
hot flashes and is a useful antidote when kundalini
energies are overactive. In meditation, Larimar can
help one see and release oneself from unhealthy
inner bonds to people or principles which do not
serve one’s highest good. It opens the pathway to
the “divine stair of ascension,” upon which one
leaves behind any obsolete past commitments.
Placing Larimar stones in one’s environment facilitates a pleasant, serene atmosphere.
Larimar works harmoniously with nearly all
other stones, especially Lapis Lazuli, Azeztulite,
Moldavite, Turquoise and Chrysocolla.

For spiritual healing purposes, I highly recommend the Inkalite spheres with Chlorite inclusions. For pure expansion of consciousness, the
ones which are white and clear are best. For a
somewhat more grounded experience, the spheres
of mixed Inkalite Quartz and Agate are recommended. For spiritual purification, spheres with
Amethyst inclusions are most ideal, though the
white-clear ones work very well.
Inkalite Quartz Spheres work in a highly synergistic way with Azozeo-Super Activated Azeztulite,
Nirvana Quartz and Auralite 23 crystals. They also
harmonize with Shungite, Illuminite and Elestial
Selenite. Healerite can be used effectively with
these, especially if one wishes to program one of
the spheres for healing work.

Guardianite

Guardianite is a complex material, composed of Aegirine, Feldspar, Nepheline, Analcime,
Riebeckite-Arfvedsonite, Biotite, Olivine and
Continued on Page 96

Larimar

The GEMSTONE of the CARIBBEAN ®
The G.I.A.’s Poster Presenter on Blue Pectolite
Eight-time Award Winner of the Annual Munich Mineral Fair’s prestigious Special Science Display of Larimar
Member of Tokyo International Mineral Association
Member and Sole International Representative for the Dominican Republic Larimar
Producers & Processors Cooperative
●

●

●

●

Inkalite Quartz Spheres
Inkalite is the name given to an unusual type
of parallel-clustered quartz from Peru. Though
they are primarily Quartz, some of them contain
green Chlorite or Amethyst. Most of the material
on the market has appeared as spheres.
These amazing Inkalite Quartz spheres are
more than beautiful--they are some of the most
powerful stones I have encountered. I experienced
their energies as very rapid pulsations which
increased in speed and intensity the longer I held
the stones. They powerfully activate the third eye,
crown chakra and the Soul Star above the head.
They enhance one’s receptivity to the currents of
Celestial Fire which are pouring into the world at
this time, and they help one to become a conduit
for the Living Light.
The high vibrations of Peru itself are definitely
embodied in these spheres. They are visionary,
like the auyahuasca vines which grow in the same
habitat. If people are participating in visionary journeys, these spheres will make powerful
partners, opening the third eye and facilitating
attunement to psychic and shamanic channels.
Inkalite Quartz is powerful, and it is neither slow
nor gentle. It has a dramatic way of parting the
veil between the mundane world and the spiritual
realms.
One might say that each of the Inkalite Quartz
spheres is a unique being of the same tribe--the
tribe of the Powers of Light. Their orientation is
completely positive (one need not be intimidated
by the power they emanate) and their essential
gesture is one of sweeping away limitation and
opening one’s awareness.

Beads

Tumbled & Slabs

Come to the Source!

February 2nd - 16th, 2013

Jewelry

Cabochons

Arizona Mineral & Fossil Show (Ballroom Entrance)
●

Hotel Tucson City Center, 475 N. Granada Ave.

Mountain Mark Trading Ltd, Inc. Larimar/Blue Pectolite
2031 Sandhurst Drive Castle Rock, CO 80104
www.larimarsource.com larimar@bellsouth.net
●

●

●

954-439-5050
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Good Vibes Continued from Page 95
Apatite. Its color is black on gray-white, and it is
found in Oregon, USA.
Guardianite brings a deep and immediate
grounding through the root chakra. It offers an
instantaneous connection with the Earth and its
upwelling life force. As Guardianite’s currents flow
into one’s field, they permeate the Liquid Crystal
Body Matrix with a humming vibration of wellbeing. Guardianite makes one feel happy, calm
and safe. It nourishes the etheric and astral bodies,
enhancing their integration with the physical self.
The Aegirine and Riebeckite components give it a
strong purifying and protective quality, while the
Feldspar and Nepheline help one receive the nourishing life force energies of the Earth. The Biotite’s
influence is one of grounding and strengthening.

The Apatite aids in cleansing the auric field,
soothing the emotional body, enhancing mental
clarity and strengthening the will. The Olivine
promotes one’s inner sense of well-being and
instills a positive emotional attitude. Analcime’s
currents provide an uplifting link to the higher
vibrational realms. With so many beneficial minerals combined in a single stone, it is as if a team
of angels has come together to provide the ideal
combination of protective, purifying, balancing,
strengthening and uplifting energies to aid human
beings through these times of transformation.

Albatine Aragonite

Albatine Aragonite is the name given to a
group of pur white Aragonite crystal clusters

INERALS CO
M
U
R
E
.
P
Crystals and Minerals Specimens Handcrafted Stones Cabochons Skulls Soapstone Animals
Metaphysical Items: Tumbled Stones Spheres Eggs Hearts Slabs Pyramids
Massage Wands Palm Stones Cubes Souvenirs and more
Rough Stones: Sodalite Pyrite Stromatolite Lemurian Quartz Angelite
Dumortierite Chrysocolla Rhodocrosite Blue Andean Opal & Pink Opal
●
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from a recent
find in Mexico.
These gorgeous
clusters have
a myriad of
phantasmagoric shapes that
make
them
look almost
like flowers.
Albatine
Aragonites link
directly to the
Angelic domain. Their shapes are reminiscent
of the Blossoms of Living Light one encounters
in the heavenly realms. Like the Angelic beings
whose energies they express, these Aragonites are
each distinctly individual while also obviously
belonging to the same family. Energetically, they
are among the most uplifting of stones. They glow
with an inner Light that echos the beauty of their
physical forms.
Albatine Aragonite can stimulate the pituitary
gland, generating the inner experience of White
Light. They are stones of interdimensional communication, and meditation with one of them can
help one attune in order to telepathically converse
with one’s Guardian Angels. People who regularly
engage in Angelic communication will find their
connections enhanced by working with Albantine
Aragonite.
Albatine Aragonite helps one to purify one’s
auric field or living space. These make ideal altar
stones, as they can infuse the atmosphere of the
room with spiritual Light, and they can call in
helpful spiritual beings. Keeping an Albatine
Aragonite in one’s office or workspace goes far
toward keeping it clear of negative energies.
Albatine Aragonite harmonizes well with white
Azeztulite, as well as other varieties of Aragonite,
such as the red Aragonite clusters from Morocco,
the Blue Aragonites from China, and the bicolor Spanish Aragonites. They also combine with
Lithium Light to creat an energetic atmosphere of
absolute serenity.

Illuminite

Come Visit Us at: TUCSON ELECTRIC PARK

Kino Sports Complex

●

2500 E. Ajo Way

●

Jan 31st - Feb 17th, 2013

Urb. Las Vegas Mz. B Lte. 2 ● LIMA22 – PERÚ (main ofﬁce)
Phone: (51) 1-548-1321 or (51) 1-548-5220 ● Email: perumineralsco@yahoo.com
You Can Also: *Call Peru through our USA ph#: (520) 505-8332
**Call our Agent in the USA, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day: (305) 673-0185
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Illuminite is the name given to an unusual
stone native to Vermont, USA. It is composed
of intermingled layers of white Calcite and black
Quartz. It has two different hardnesses--3.5 for the
Calcite and 6 to 7 for the black Quartz. Its unusual
blending of disparate elements carries through
into its spiritual properties as well.
Illuminite speaks to us of the possibility of
intermingling darkness with light, thereby bringing what is in darkness out of exile. It stimulates
Continued on Page 134

Heaven & Earth

Closeouts up to 80% off!
In Tucson: Howard Johnson’s

Our 2 nd
Year!

Howard

Johnson’s

Cactus
Ballroom

Cactus Room (1010 S. Freeway)

Anandalite™

Owyhee Blue Opal

Rainbow Anandalite™

Orange Kyanite Crystals

Blue Kyanite Crystals

Azeztulite™ Altar Stones

Azeztulite™ B-Grade Shapes

Select Spheres
Golden Labradorite

Cavansite & Stilbite

Danburite Crystals

Platonic Solid Sets

Prasiolite (Green Amethyst)

Madagascar Rose Quartz

Green Apophyllite

Clear Apophyllite Pyramids

Ohio Celestite

Select Polished Gemstone Shapes

Royal
Sahara Jasper
February
2013
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Crystal Water & the Elixirs of Life
by Robert Simmons

F

or the past twenty-three years, I have worked
with crystals, gemstones and minerals, investigating their usefulness in areas such as
self-healing, meditation, spiritual evolution and consciousness expansion. Recently, I have become interested in learning whether water can be “charged” or
“programmed” to carry the beneficial properties of
stones. If so, this will offer great opportunities in so
many areas that we can only guess where they will
lead us in the coming years.
Then there is the question of water itself. Human
beings are about 70% water, and water is something
we must constantly take into our bodies in order to
live. Though one can live a month or more without
food, one will die in as little as a few days without
water. Water moves through us, builds our tissues,
cleanses our organs and makes up much of our
blood, which carries nourishment to all the cells.
Without the proper amounts of water, our digestion,
nerve impulses, thinking, sensing and even breathing
cannot function. Water is everywhere in us, and in
fact IS us more than any other substance. A humorist once suggested that water invented humans as a
means of getting from one place to another.
More recently, the Japanese researcher Dr.
Emoto, in his book, The Message of Water, displayed photographs of water crystals, formed from
water that had been “programmed” by writing words
on paper which were taped to bottles containing the
water. His results seemed to show that water which
was programmed with positive or loving words
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How

“As our manager Leo and I continued to be amazed by the currents of the stones we were bringing out of the Azozeo energy
ﬁeld, we decided to try making an Azozeo Gem Essence there. Once again, we were astonished by the results. Upon taking
a few drops under the tongue, there was an immediate subtle ‘rush’ through the whole body, and a feeling of quickening
vibration. Then as the day went on, both of us felt an increase in energy, and a link with higher levels of consciousness. For
myself, I can say that I was surprised that I did not feel ungrounded. Instead, I simply felt as though my personal ﬁeld was
full of Light, and that I was aware on more levels than usual. Also, I noticed a much stronger ‘body consciousness.’ As of this
writing, I am halfway through a thirty-day program of taking the Azozeo Essence each morning. So far, I can report that my
dream life is much more vivid, my sensitivity to stones has been enhanced, I am having more frequent inner visions,
I have lost a few pounds of weight and I have the energy to work till midnight without coffee. I can’t wait to see what
the next two weeks will bring!” —Robert Simmons

Showroom
Phone:
802-477-2505
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formed much more symmetrical and beautiful crystals than water programmed with angry or negative
words. It even appears that water distressed by the
application of chemicals or other detrimental events
could be “healed” by programming it positively.
Since we are water, such results play into the
entire realm of self healing that is based upon
producing states of well-being through meditation,
positive affirmations, laughter and loving attention.
Even the “placebo effect” comes into play. Could it
be that the successes of all of these practices and even
the placebo effect come out of the “programming” of
the water in our bodies? All of these seem to offer a
positive “imprint” for the body to somehow take in.
Perhaps it is the malleable, sensitive, impressionable
water within us that receives and carries forward the
positive (or negative) influences we encounter.
Recent studies in biology suggest that the bodies
of all organisms are liquid crystal. Biophysicist Mae
Wan Ho has written: “Organisms are so dynamically
coherent at the molecular level that they appear to
be crystalline. There is a dynamic, liquid crystalline
continuum of connective tissues and extracellular
matrix linking directly into the equally liquid crystalline cytoplasm in the interior of every single cell in
the body. Liquid crystallinity gives organisms their
characteristic flexibility, exquisite sensitivity and
responsiveness, thus optimizing the rapid, noiseless intercommunication that enables the organism
to function as a coherent, coordinated whole. The
organism is coherent beyond our wildest dreams.

Every part is in communication with every other
part through a dynamic,
tunable,
responsive liquid crystalline
medium that pervades
the whole body, from
organs and tissues to the
interior of every cell.”
One of the key
words in Mae Wan
Ho’s quote is the word
“tunable.” The liquid
crystal medium of an
organism can be “tuned”
to different patterns,
frequencies or states of
being. Such attunement
may explain why and
how we “resonate” so sympathetically with our environment. If we are with depressed people it depresses
us, just as happy people can cheer us up. This is very
similar, and may be the very same effect evident
in the experiments Dr. Emoto did with water.
From this it is clear that we will most likely
benefit from taking in water that has been intentionally imbued with positive qualities. Even something
as simple as Dr. Emoto’s practice of writing words
on bottles of drinking water is promising––write the
worlds, “good health,” “happiness” and/or “prosperity” on your jug of drinking water and watch the
results. But is there an even better way? My interest
in crystals and their beneficial properties led me to
try ways of using them in combination with water.
The initial results are so interesting that I am planning a much wider series of experiments. In this
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LLC
HE Heaven
Metaphysical Minerals and Jewelry
TUCSON LOCATION: Howard Johnson’s (1010 S. Freeway) Cactus Room

FREE Color Catalog or visit www.heavenandearthjewelry.com
PO Box 249 East Montpelier, VT 05651 (802) 476-4775
●

●
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2013 and the Crystal Tones
Alchemy Singing Bowls

A

s the earth continues to transform, everything changes. This change is accelerating and will continue to accelerate. As
we continue in our human evolution, we will
continue to change as well. We now have the
accessibility to become even more human than
we were in 2012. When we all access our hearts,
we find our paths. 2013 heralds the year of love,
gratitude and the collective energy of the heart.

We enter 2013 willing to receive this
increased awareness that arises from our innate
wisdom archived in our DNA. This awareness
does not activate only on an individual basis

but expresses its fullness through a collective
higher consciousness and understanding. 2013
is a time of coming together, sharing our individual resources and our highest intentions. The
frequency of our consciousness is increasing as
our bodies receive the fullness of light. We now
understand what we have been doing all along
prior to this moment in our existence.
In this time of love and remembering,
Lupito and his partner Paul Utz, internationally
recognized and honored for their co-creation
of the Crystal Tones Alchemy Singing Bowls,
continue to manifest these highly transformative
tools to assist us.
The Crystal Tones Alchemy Singing Bowls
are made of the highest grade of pure crystal
quartz and as such the sine waves of their sound
are clear, consistent and sustained. They amplify
the essence of their gemstone and mineral aspect
as well as expressing their note. The physical
experience received by having the bowls played
is that of centered joy. Some bowl masters say it
is as hearing the sounds of our quantum source
and our celestial home.

A Q U A

Because of their crystalline nature, the
Crystal Tones Alchemy Singing bowls resonate
with the crystal realm of the planet as well as
the crystalline structure of our bodies. They
lovingly partner with us within our current
expression and elevate us vibrationally to our
highest love potential. Anything that is not of
the highest love vibration is released from us.
The therapeutic quality of the alchemy bowls
heals at a quantum level. The alchemy singing
bowls have a unique range of frequency from
as low as 2 hertz to the top of the measurement
scale at 100,000 hertz. This informs us that the
bowls and their frequencies are emanating to
many dimensions throughout the multi-verse
beyond our currently limited range of hearing
and feeling. They are effective in use with
healing work individually or in group sessions.
These transformative tools are used with the
healing practices of reiki, massage, yoga and
other healing modalities.
If you would like to have a deeper experience

A U R A

VISION IND. - PROCESSING YOUR QUARTZ, CUT STONES, BEADS & CRYSTALS SINCE 1988
SALES &
INFORMATION:
VISION IND.
17609 CLOVER RD.
BOTHELL, WA 98012
425-355-3983
206-300-6531

AQUA AURA
ANGEL AURA
GOLDEN AURA
CHAMPAGNE AURA
LAVENDAR AURA
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ARIZONA AND N. M. FIRE AGATE

MULE CREEK N. M. AMETHYST

CHINESE AND DOMESTIC TURQUOISE

ART SEYMOUR

THE LOPACKI COLLECTION

IIMORI / VICTORIA STONE

CONTEMPORARY TO ANCIENT BEADS

LOPACKI STUDIO BEADS

ANCIENT COINS

FEATURING “Things Too Nice To Throw Away”

Grant Inn (Room 126) Feb. 2 - Feb. 15 2013
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John of God Crystals Continued from Page 64
Here is a channeling in which the Entities
speak of the qualities of the Casa Quartz Crystals:
“My children, we are joined together in this
moment, as you will allow it, each in his or her
own capacity to hear, and according to your individual script and your willingness to be open. That
you are here now is proof that you higher self has
approved this direction. Still, the choice is yours.
While entities can offer guidance, the guidance
should always be screened through your judgment,
because the experiment only works when free will
is in force. Your personal guides have brought you
here and now we invite you to open up to a team
of entities that can help you in your process, your
journey, your path. We work closely with your
guides and your higher self, be assured, and adding
to that your free will choice you cannot make a

mistake. Feel the energy of these words and know
in your heart what is appropriate for you in this
moment. We are all agents of the path, working
toward the same goal but from different directions,
as many different directions as rays of sunshine.
“A ray of light is a metaphor for divine energy.
Crystals play with light, direct it, concentrate it
and magnify it. That is why a gem sparkles when
you hold it in your hand. Now, imagine that the
sparkle you see when you hold Casa Crystals in
your hand, or on your body is not the sparkle of
light, but instead it is divine healing energy entering your body. As the energy enters your body it
retunes the energies that are there, retuning them
to the vibration of peace and harmony that you are
when your spirit is not in a body. Your body is an
imperfect container created by you and for you as

You can find us at:
●

Holidome (Booth #P629)
Riverpark Inn (Tent #5)
Kino Sport Complex TEP Show - Outside Tent

●

●

a learning tool. The healing that you receive from
the entities of the Casa through these crystals is
part of that lesson. The healing will remind you,
both consciously and unconsciously of what you
willingly forgot when you chose to accept the
Adventure of Earth.
“You can work with Casa Crystals in any way
that you will allow. They will provide their retuning function whether or not you use them with
intention. However, when used with intention,
Casa Crystals become much more powerful, and
you will begin to see manifold and manifest change
in your life.
“Your instinct is to push away that which
would help you. This is a normal response because
when you encounter a higher vibration it works on
you like sandpaper against your skin. You shy away
from this discomfort naturally to avoid the pain.
But the fine gem must be cut and polished from
the rough rock, and in this process suffer the pain
and waste of the grinding wheel. So too must you
endeavor to keep yourself focused to stay against
the grinding wheel, to stay in the divine healing
current so that you can be that fine sparkling gem
that you were meant to be.”
Some people have asked me whether I believe in
the stories about John of God. For years, I held my
opinion in neutral. Then, in 2008, I had my own
chance to encounter Joao and the Entities. I went
to Omega Institute in New York that September,
to attend one day of a healing retreat with John of
God. There were about 1500 people there, and I
was directed, along with a group of several hundred
others, to a special healing room where we were
to sit in meditation and allow ourselves to receive
spiritual “operations.” These entailed no physical
touch from Joao, but did purportedly involve being
worked on by the spirit entities who anchored into
our world through the medium.
We had been given slips of paper to write down
whatever health concerns we wished to be helped
with. I had no serious issues, but I mentioned a
back injury from earlier that summer, which was
still quite painful. I had injured and re-injured that
area many times. Throughout the healing session, I
felt an intense burning sensation in the painful spot
on my back, as well as surges of pleasurable energy
in my head.
During the following week, the burning in
my back continued, then gradually faded away. I
also dreamed one night about being visited by the
medium. Since then, I have never been troubled
by that old injury, and my back as a whole is much
stronger.
Even more impressive to me was a healing I
hadn’t requested. The week before the retreat, my
dentist had examined a painful tooth. He used an
electrical device to see if I had feeling in the nerve,
but I did not. He told me the tooth was most
likely dead, and he would have to do a root canal
after I came home from my trip. However, when
I returned to the dentist, my tooth was suddenly
very much alive, and sensitive to the electricity. It is
healthy to this day, and needed no dental work! My
healings from John of God and the recognition of
the energy of the Entities in the Casa Crystals has
made me and enthusiast for them as well!

Casa Crystals are available in Tucson from Heaven
& Earth at Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room. f
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Presents

1820 Oracle
Wholesale Show
1835-1893 North 11th Ave.

Wednesday, January 30th - Sunday, February 17th, 2013
NEW
START
DATE!

Opening Day Festivities
Mariachis * Buffet Lunch
Jan. 30, 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Jan. 31 - Feb. 17, 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM
1835-1893 N. 11th Avenue

LOTS OF DEALERS! WHOLESALE ONLY
Space #
1. Collectors Edge - CO
2. Collectors Edge - CO
3. Arcane Artifacts - Australia
4. Veronica Matthews - CT
5. Vasconcellos - Brazil
6. Lehigh Minerals - UT
7. Red Metal Minerals - MI
8. Red Metal Minerals - MI

Space #
9. Ausrox - Australia
10. Crystal Universe - Australia
11. Clive Qeuit - So. Africa
12. Ramos Minerals - Peru
13. West Desert Collectors - UT
A. Howard Schlansker Minerals
B. Top Gem Minerals

For show or space rental information contact:
520.622.6633 or email: topgem@topgem.com
website: www.topgem.com
See us in Quartzsite at the Desert Gardens Show,
Jan. 5-28,
2009 in Spaces K1-2 & L1-2
NEW LOCATION!
TopGem will also be showing in Tucson at the

Kino Gem & Mineral Show (Formerly TEP) Space OS-ES14
February 1st - 16th, 2013
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9:00 AM - 6:00 PM Daily

Y O U R

O U T D O O R

O A S I S

I N

T U C S O N

A Wealth of Treasures
Gems, Jewelry & Minerals
February 2 - February 14, 2013

THE ARKENSTONE

MARCUS BUDIL

Arizona

ALVARO LUCIO

AFMC

ROCKSAHOLICS

Tel: 310.586.6816 Fax: 310.586.0771
info@pueblogemshow.com www.pueblogemshow.com
February 2013
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G I G M S H OWS

Clarion

Gem & Mineral Show

755 W. Starpass Blvd. | Tucson, AZ

iPhone & Droid
download the app

February 1–February 16

Jump start begins January 31
Large dealers from Brazil
Parking for buyers behind hotel
Metaphysical dealers on 2nd ﬂoor
Metaphysics books
Security
Large variety of specimens
Free shuttle

SHOW PROMOTER CONTACT:
Piyush Patel
Phone: 520-251-1800
Fax: 520-791-3808
Email: laquintagemshow@aol.com
Website: www.gigmshows.com

HOTEL CONTACT:
Phone: 520-624-4455
Website: www.howardjohnsontucson.com

Space also available at Howard Johnson, Days Inn, and Grant Inn

February 2013
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G I G M S H OWS

Howard Johnson
Gem & Mineral Show

1010 S. Freeway Rd. | Tucson, AZ

iPhone & Droid
download the app

February 1–February 16

Jump start on January 31
The best show for minerals and fossils
Oldest show in Tucson
Parking for buyers behind hotel
Food court
Security
Free shuttle

SHOW PROMOTER CONTACT:
Piyush Patel
Phone: 520-251-1800
Fax: 520-791-3808
Email: sup8casa@aol.com
Website: www.gigmshows.com

HOTEL CONTACT:
Phone: 520-623-5881
Website: www.daysinntucson.com/globex

Space also available at Days Inn, Clarion, and Grant Inn
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Days Inn GLOBE X
Gem Show

222 S. Freeway Rd. | Tucson, AZ

February 1–February 16

The best show for minerals and fossils
Oldest show in Tucson with minerals and fossils
Jump start January 31
Free parking for buyers
iPhone & Droid
Food court
Meet world-class dealers
ATM in lobby
download the app
Security
Sleeping rooms available at great rate
Next to Congress Parking Lot
Free shuttle

SHOW PROMOTER CONTACT:
Piyush Patel
Phone: 520-251-1800
Fax: 520-791-3808
Email: sup8casa@aol.com
Website: www.gigmshows.com

HOTEL CONTACT:
Phone: 520-791-7511
Website: www.daysinntucson.com/globex

Space also available at Howard Johnson, Clarion, and Grant Inn

February 2013
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1365 W. Grant Rd. Tucson, AZ • (520) 251-1800
Feb 2-14, 2013 • Feb 15, 2013
10am-6pm
10am-3pm
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Gemstones and Beads
from

All Corners of the World,

Ancient Beads, One of a Kind Antiquities, Artifacts and Much
More!
February 2013
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for the heart of your business

Saturday, June 22, 2013 through
Monday, June 24, 2013
Denver Merchandise Mart, Denver, Colorado

The Trade Show for Conscious Living
www.INATS.com | 800.710.8859 | 415.447.3223 | andrew@inats.com

A trade show for retailers purchasing New Age/Metaphysical products for the mind, body & soul.
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Gemscents ◆ Goddess Oils
Herbal Oils ◆ Metaphysical Oils ◆ Zodiac Oils
Diffusers ◆ Perfume Bottles ◆ Accessories

sunseye.com

1051 E. Benson Highway

◆

1-800-786-7393

520-622-3399
Reserve your spot for the
tucson@a-lottastorage.com
2013 Tucson
Gem Show Today!!
520-622-3399
tucson@a-lottastorage.com

1051 E.Tucson
Benson
AZ Highway
85713
Tucson
AZ 85713
1051
E. Benson
Highway
Tucson
AZ 85713
520-622-3399
tucson@a-lottastorage.com

Reserve your spot for the 2013 Tucson Gem Show Today!!
Reserve
the
2013
Tucson
Gem Show
Today!!
We are a full service center
that can your
servespot
all offor
your
show
needs
only minutes
from I-10.
x Sizes Starting at 5x5’s for $18/month, up to 10x40
x Secured
with coded
hourallcamera
buildings
We are
a full service
center access,
that can24
serve
of yoursurveillance,
show needs alarmed
only minutes
from I-10.
One month
truckfor
rental
for $399,up
U-Haul
short term rentals
x x Sizes
Starting17atft5x5’s
$18/month,
to 10x40
Shippingwith
Service
Give us 24
thehour
destination
We make allalarmed
the arrangements*
x x Secured
coded– access,
camera&surveillance,
buildings
* Price based on pallet size, weight and destination
x One month
17 ft truck rental for $399, U-Haul short term rentals
Mailing Service
fulldestination
service Post
Office*
x x Shipping
Service –– We
Giveare
usathe
& We
make all the arrangements*
* Domestic, International shipping available

* Price based on pallet size, weight and destination

x Mailing Service – We are a full service Post Office*
* Domestic, International shipping available

NOW G
N
OFFERI

SHIP
-NSHIP
HOLD
SHIP
-N-NHOLD
HOLD

Store at
StoreStorage
at A-Lotta
& Mail Etc,
A-Lotta
&Storage
Mail Etc,
and
Let
us
help
you
make
this
your best show yet!
and Let us help you make this
Store at A-Lotta Storage & Mail Etc,
your best show yet!

and Let us help you make this your best show yet!

February 2013
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Auralite-23

A New Stone of The New Consciousness

I

was recently made aware of the discovery of
some powerful and beautiful crystals from
the Boreal forest of the Canadian Shield,
far north of Lake Superior. The stones appear
to be primarily composed of Amethyst, but they

Boreal Forest of the Canadian Shield,
birthplace of Auralite-23

contain a wealth of other minerals as well. Their
discoverer has named them Auralite. As with the
mineral known as Super-Seven, there is a unique
synergy of energies in Auralite-23.
Auralite-23 crystals are more than 1.5 billion
years old, having been formed during the Mesoproterozoic age, at the time when multicellular
creatures first emerged and began to flourish.
It has been suggested that meteoric impacts
during this time brought rare metallic ores to the
surface, where they eventually dissolved and were
incorporated into the structure of the growing
Amethyst crystal now called Auralite. The elements identified by assays using x-ray diffraction
include the following 35, present in various
samples: Ag, Au, Al, Ba, Be, Bi, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr,
Cu, Fe, Hg, K, La, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, N, P, Pd,
Pb, S, Sb, Sc, Sr, Th,Ti, Tl, U, V, W, Zn, Zr.

The crystals themselves are structured layers of
phantomed chevrons composed of three base
three quartz species, Amethyst, Citrine and a
rare form of metamicted green quartz. The
mineral compounds they contain reportedly
include are Titanite, Cacoxenite, Lepidocrosite,
Ajoite, Hematite, Magnetite, Pyrite, Goethite,
Pyrolusite, Gold, Silver, Platinum, Nickel,
Copper, Iron, Limonite, Sphalerite, Covellite,
Chalcopyrite, Gialite, Epidote, Bornite and
Rutile. (The name Auralite-23 denotes that the
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by Robert Simmons

average specimen contains at least seventeen of
these twenty-three minerals.)
When I sat down to meditate with two crystals of Auralite-23, I was surprised by the sheer
volume of energy coming from them. They are
much stronger than regular Amethyst! When
a stone is held at the crown chakra, its pulsations move fully through the brain, activating
both the crown and third eye. They engender
sensations of peace and tranquility in the mind,
and bring into one’s awareness a sense of being
in the presence of the sacred. They remind one
of the sacred nature of one’s own consciousness,
and they bring a quality of inner focus that
facilitates deep meditation. The mind is quieted
and calmed, the emotional body is stilled and
the Liquid Crystal Body Matrix is attuned to its
Divine Blueprint. When one holds one of these
stones at the crown chakra and a second one at
the heart, a powerful circuit is created, helping to
integrate heart awareness with one’s usual sense
of self.
Auralite-23 stimulates higher awareness
and telepathic connection with one’s guides
and guardian spirits. It
offers a direct
and immediate link to
what is called
the “Magic
Presence” in
esoteric literature‚ the
Self beyond
the everyday “I” that
knows one’s
life pattern
and destiny,
and which
can help one live one’s life as an expression of
one’s true spiritual purpose. In the poetic mystical tradition, this aspect of oneself is so different
that it seems like a Divine being beyond oneself
was known as the Beloved of the Soul. Union
with the Beloved was fervently sought by many
spiritual aspirants. The connection facilitated by
Auralite-23 is to that Higher Self, and although
it does not guarantee full union without one’s
own efforts, it does give offer an energetic link
which greatly assists one’s journey to the Divine
within.
The link Auralite provides to higher realms
can instigate a process of inner purification.
Those willing to receive this stone’s blessings
are inwardly “inspected” and cleansed of various

inner knots of negative fixation. The
felt sense of this can
seem like a dissolving of one’s cares and
worries‚ release of
patterns of anxiety,
resentment, judgement, depression
and defeat. As this
dissolution occurs,
one feels an upliftment of one’s spirit and an awakening to the
potentialities for a new life. This rising of optimism and new hope is felt all the way into one’s
cellular consciousness. The body itself is awed
and made reverent by the clearing of the veils of
illusion and the dawning of the presence of one’s
true self, one’s Higher Self.
Other effects of Auralite-23 can include an
increase of one’s psychic sensitivity, enhanced
insight into truth, disappearance of chronic
problems with the body, a balanced awakening
of kundalini, an awareness of the “eternal now”,
spontaneous visions of future events, enhanced
capacity for soul travel and lucid dreaming, and
experiences with Angels.
As a stone of the Divine Blueprint,
Auralite-23 makes an excellent stone tool for
spiritual healing. It can be applied to any area of
the body in order to rebalance and heal through
the re-installation of one’s Pattern of Perfection.
Auralite-23 reminds the body, on a cellular level,
of its proper vital function. As such, this is a
stone of regeneration and rejuvenation. On the
emotional level, peace and widened awareness
facilitated by Auralite-23 can clear many triggers
and snags that cripple the emotional body. This
stone also helps heal the soul through facilitating
remembrance of past lives and stimulating the
insight needed to release karmic patterns.
Auralite-23 encourages one to recognize the
blessings of one’s life in relationship with the
world. It encourages one to meet each moment
of experience with the positive intention to
bless the world with one’s own love and selfgiving. This Activity of Blessing is the essence
of the New Consciousness, and is at the core of
Auralite’s nature. I hope those who acquire it will
allow themselves to be awakened to this new and
sacred way of being.
Auralite works most harmoniously with all
forms of Azeztulite, as well as Rosophia. Its
protective and purifying qualities are enhanced
by Guardianite. Using Auralite-23 in conjunction with Mystic Merlinite will enhance one’s
potential to magically transform oneself and to
make positive magic in the mundane world.
Master Shamanite aids both in purification and
in deepening the meditative experience initiated
by Auralite-23. f

Auralite-23

“Auralite-23 can include an increase of one’s psychic sensitivity, enhanced insight into truth, disappearance of chronic
problems with the body, a balanced awakening of kundalini,
an awareness of the ‘eternal now,’ spontaneous visions of
future events, enhanced capacity for soul travel and lucid
dreaming, and experiences with Angels. As a stone of the
Divine Blueprint, Auralite-23 makes an excellent stone tool
for spiritual healing. It can be applied to any area of the
body in order to rebalance and heal through the
re-installation of one’s Pattern of Perfection.”
—Robert Simmons

Visit us for Auralite-23 Crystals, Tumbled Stones,
Pendants, Polished Shapes, Beads and MORE!

In Tucson:

Heaven & Earth

Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room
Showroom: 802-477-2505 / VT Office: 802-476-4775

www.heavenandearthjewelry.com
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Three New Stones Continued from Page 83

Rod Griffin Australian Boulder Opal
a

Koroit Opal b

50 Years Mining & Cutting
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even into the body, facilitating the release of muscle
tension, the quieting of upset stomachs, or quelling
the pain of a tension headache.
Last but not least, I recommend working with
Honey and Cream Azeztulite’s to engender the
Activity of Blessing. Holding one of the stones over
one’s heart, one is recommended to imagine that,
with each inhalation, one is receiving a blessing in
one’s heart from the stone. (This IS actually what is
happening!) With each exhalation, one is to release a
blessing from one’s heart to the stone (to its spiritual
essence). This is to be repeated indefinitely, and the
longer one does this, the stronger will be the current
of blessing one experiences. It is easy to move into
an ecstatic state doing this meditation. Ultimately,
practicing this will teach one how to meet every
experience and each perception within a similar state
of mutual blessing. If enough people were to do that,
we could transform our world.
Honey and Cream Azeztulite vibrates in resonance with all other types of Azeztulite. It also works
synergistically with Shungite, which quickens its
infusion of Light and bliss. For healing applications,
I recommend combining these stones with Healerite.
All Azozeo-activated stones harmonize with Honey
and Cream Azeztulite...and of course an Azozeoactivated Honey and Cream Azeztulite is quite a
wonderful thing in itself! These stones also harmonize
with Ascension stones such as Danburite, Petalite,
Herderite, Brookite and Satya Mani Quartz.”

Wholesale to the trade

The

Gem Connection, Inc.
Mining in Brazil Since 1985!

Crystals * Mineral Specimens * Rough
Lemurian Crystals Blue Kyanite
Jacare Crystals (“Elestials”) Enhydro Crystals
Natural Color Citrine Crystals & Spheres
Pink Tourmaline Crystals Purple Lepidolite Mica
Green Fuschite Mica Watermelon Tourmaline
Gemmy Raspberry Garnets Green Tourmaline Green Epidote in Quartz
Druzy Quartz on Chalcedony Alexandrite Golden Beryl (“Heliodor”)
Polished Quartz Crystals: Phantoms, Rulilated, Amethyst & Citrine
Quartz Spheres: Clear, Blue, Rose, Smokey, Rutilated & Amethyst
Aquamarine: Translucent to Transparent Crystals Emerald Crystals
Black Tourmaline Crystals & Spheres Quartz Clusters Elestial Crystals
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

See us in Tucson:

G&LW Show - Holiday Inn (Holidome)
4550 S. Palo Verde Road

Suite 151 (Poolside) Feb 6-15, 2013
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Come Explore:

our NEW Warehouse
in Upland, California
(By Appointment) 909-941-1060

Empowerite

Empowerite is a highly-silicated form of chert
rock, similar in chemical composition to flint. These
stones were discovered in New Zealand’s dense forest,
hidden under heaps of moss and ferns. Our guides
joked to us that they called the stones “petrified
swamp,” because of their damp and oozing locality.
In fact, the stones may have been a part of the swamp
many millions of years ago, and sometimes a tiny
fossil can be found embedded in one of them.
Empowerite was named for the way it makes one
feel--full of confidence, strength and personal power.
It is a tremendously potent stone for grounding one’s
energies in the Earth, and for receiving and storing
the Earth’s Life Force currents or chi. Empowerite
reconnects one to one’s natural energetic link with
the Earth, even though most of us are so cut off from
it that we have forgotten that the Earth is our primary
source of power. Those who feel disconnected from
the Earth--especially Star Children who long for
home--will find that Empowerite can completely
shift this disorientation and bring the felt sense of
Earth as one’s true home.
Empowerite helps one to become fully embodied. Many people have not actually decided--on the
soul level--that they want to be in a physical body.
Usually, they are not conscious of this reluctance, but
it can result in many problems--including spaciness,

weakness, being ‘all in one’s head,’ being accident
prone, having little physical energy, and even being
invaded by negative entities. The grounding influence of Empowerite can work like magic to bring
our souls into full embodiment, where we discover
that living in a physical body is really great! Once
this occurs, many of one’s symptoms can quickly
dissolve.
Empowerite is a stone of confidence and
courage. It encourages a state of wakeful selfawareness in which one is fully in command of
all of one’s faculties and abilities. It dispels hesitation and indecision, enhances will power, inspires
courage, stimulates practicality and encourages one
to act with resolve in every moment. It is a stone of
destiny, since most people fail to fulfill their destiny
through hesitation and discouragement.
“Empowerite is a stone of commitment, and as
such it leads one into the inner state of ‘unconflicted behavior.’ Most of us live in a consciousness
of inner conflict--of some degree of self-doubt
and second-guessing. It is trained into us, and we
are surrounded by it. However, in extraordinary
moments we can find ourselves fully committed,
and in that state we can do astonishing things.
(We have all heard stories of individuals lifting an
automobile off of a child, etc.) What allows this is
the complete concentration of one’s whole being
into a fully committed act. The currents emanated
by Empowerite support a state of consciousness in
which self-doubt and fear are increasingly erased,
and we are more and more able to focus our
intention completely. When we do this, we can go
completely beyond what we once thought were our
absolute limits.
As a healing stone, Empowerite’s influence can
strengthen the digestive system and intestines. It
vibrationally supports the liver and gall bladder, as
well as the hands, feet and shoulders. It is useful in
body-building, and for strengthening the muscles
and skeleton. It is highly recommended for anyone
convalescing after an illness or injury, and for those
who wish to put the psychological effects of grief or
trauma behind them.
Empowerite harmonizes with Hyperstene,
as well as Black Strongstone, Illuminite, Smoky
Quartz and Crimson Cuprite. It works well with
Auralite 23 for purifying and repairing the etheric
body. With Moldavite, it can facilitate the process
of spiritual evolution and transformation.”

Selenite

Headquarters
Selenite:
The
Ultimate
Crystal
Cleansing
and
Programming
Stone
Lamps & Candleholders

Wands

Palmstones

VISIT US!
Cleansing Stand

Pyramids Layout Stands
Octahedrons Sticks Spheres
AND MORE!
ALSO

●

●

●

Your Online Wholesale Source
for Everything in the World of
Metaphysical Stones, Jewelry,
Books, Specialty Items & Supplies

Revelation Stone

The last of the new stones we brought back
from our New Zealand adventure is Revelation
Stone. This is a type of Jasper, found scattered both
inland and near the sea, which varies through the
color range of red, yellow, brown, green and black.
Energetically, it is quite different from any Jasper
Continued on Page 144

For “Crystal Clear Savings” Visit

www.pelhamgrayson.com
February 2013
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A Tale Continued from Page 90
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AA Quality
Brazil Cut/Polished
Crystals
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Quartz Crystals
Rose Quartz
Smoky Quartz
Amethyst
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Boost Gemstone Sales and
Create Return Customers!
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FREE Staff
Education Pkt.
w/minimum
orders!

Spirit Whisperings
Stone Grids
combine and
amplify the
healing energy
of rocks and
crystals for
manifestation
& meditation.

Hearts Points
Geometric Shapes
Obelisks
Faceted Wands
Double Terms
Spheres Angels
AND MORE!
Purchase by the
Piece or by Volume
●

on unique sphere specimens and we became on of
her primary suppliers. She used to say “you always
have the best stuff ” when she would come to visit
us at our Rare Earth Trading booth.
We built a good friendship with Jackie and
when she shifted her focus to write her bestselling book The Art of Conscious Creation and to
launch www.LifeWisdomNetwork.com, we made
an arrangement to acquire Spheres To You around
2007. We were inspired by Jackie’s ability to create
and grow a business focused on connecting people
around a shared interest in beautiful mineral
spheres.
In the years since we have focused on servicing an exclusive group of collectors – many which
would come and visit to select their pieces. We
had a vision of creating a website that would
provide the serious collector the ability to closely
examine each specimen with great detail and
without distracting light reflections.
The new Spheres To You website (www.
SpheresToYou.com) implements stunning 360
degree viewing technology with the ability to
magnify specimens 30x for close examination. We
developed specialized software for the web site and
a unique photographic process that virtually eliminates light reflections – a difficult challenge which
took us over 3 years and over $15K investment
to achieve. We are presently photographing our
inventory of over 8000 spheres so keep checking
the site for new specimens.
In pursuit of unusual and fantastic pieces,
we cut from our personal stock of over 50 tons
of rock and add new specimens to our inventory
regularly.
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●
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Your Online Wholesale Source
for Everything in the World
of Metaphysical Stones,
Jewelry, Books, Specialty
Items & Supplies
For

“Crystal Clear Savings”
Visit

www.pelhamgrayson.com
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Wholesale.SpiritWhisperings.com

503/701-1073 | Info@SpiritWhisperings.com

Highland Park Lapidary
By 2005 we were selling lots of rough at Rare
Earth Trading Company and many were large
pieces we imported in from around the world.
Continued on Page 134

ITA CRYSTALS
BRAZIL

Golden Lemurian Wands , Natural and Polished Points, Spheres, Crystals
in Geometric Shapes, Citrine, Fine Quality Crystal Cluster, Quartz With
Special Inclusions, Phantom, Pyramid, Crystal Skull, Jacare Elestials,
Some Large Crystals and much more
WHOLESALE
IN TUCSON: GLOBE-X GEM SHOW @ DAYS INN HOTEL
222 S. FREEWAY - TENTS 7 & 8 (parking lot side)
February 1-16, 2013
itacrystals@uol.com.br

People always were asking us for used saws
because they said they could not afford the new
ones. We would go around the country buying
up old saws and we found from our experience
that the old Highland Park Manufacturing saws
were the best saws out there. We could get $3,000
for a used 24-inch saw without trying. Given our
experience manufacturing around the world, we
starting thinking, “we could build brand new saws
at almost the same price”.
Over the last 20 years we’ve seen the lapidary
industry in the US shrink in size as fewer and fewer
people have gotten into the hobby. We think a big
reason for this is that the current equipment on
the market is too expensive and often too poorly
built to enable a new enthusiast to be successful.
The focus has often been on selling equipment
with little commitment or capability to helping
new enthusiasts become successful and satisfied.
We remembered our own frustration that nearly
had us give up on the hobby when we first
started. In considering getting into the equipment
manufacturing business, we didn’t want to just be
another company pushing a product. We only
wanted to build what we would use ourselves and
provide quality equipment at a fair price. In short
we wanted to do our part to grow the hobby.
We chose the Highland Park Style slab saw
because we believe this design is the very best. We
admire the pioneering work that HP did to create
saws that are still in use after 50 years. Before
building our own saws, we first checked to see if
there were any active HP trademarks or patents.
We found that there had been a trademark filed
(but never granted) in 2005 but was abandoned in
2008 by Barranca Diamond. We had heard that
Contempo had purchased Highland Park related
assets so we called up Bill Ridder (who owned
Contempo) to see if what he could tell us about
it. We had a great chat with him and learned a
little about HP’s history and he verified that there
were never any patents on the designs. Based this
research, we filed for the Highland Park Lapidary
trademark in 2009 was granted it in 2010 by the
US Patent and Trademark Office. While we are
in no way associated with the original Highland
Park Manufacturing Company, the equipment
we manufacture meets or exceeds original specifications and our replacement parts fit equipment
made in the 1950’s, 60’s and 70’s.
We built our first 18 and 24-inch saws by
reverse engineering the old ones we owned measuring every part and creating detailed CAD
models. We then made new moulds for the cast
parts and detailed drawings for the machined
parts. As production cutters, there were some
aspects of the old machine that we didn’t’ like –
the plastic window in the hood that always leaked,
bronze feed dogs/split nut that were too expensive
when they wear out and the undersized motors.
We improved these aspects of the machines and
showed our new 18 and 24-inch saws at the 2010
Quartzsite PowWow show and received a terrific
response.
Since launching Highland Park Lapidary
(www.HPLapidary.com), our equipment line has
grown rapidly. In 2012 we introduced four new
products: a brand new 10-inch slab saw, a 14/16
Highland Park Style slab saw, the EverClean
oil cleaning system and the High Speed Sphere

Machine and diamond sphere cups. At this 2013
Tucson show we are introducing another new
product; the massive 36-inch Highland Park style
slab saw.
Looking forward, we will continue our commitment to help cutters and collectors – both
novice and professional - be successful and doing
what they love by providing unique specimens,
cabochons, rough and cutting services from Rare
Earth Trading Company, unusual rare and metaphysical spheres from Spheres To You and quality
equipment and support from Highland Park
Lapidary. If you are in Tucson, please visit us at
The Rock Show big tent booth TC1/TB1 next to
the Electric Park. f

The Meta-physical Superstore
Visit our NEW LOCATION in Tucson at:
PUEBLO GEM & MINERAL SHOW
(RIVERPARK INN) ROOMS NO: 105 & 107
From January 24 – February 17

CHAKRA JEWELRY

PENDULUMS

SHIVA-LINGAMS

CARVINGS

EXOTIC QUARTZ

TUMBLES

MASSAGER

PRETTY MINERALS

WANDS

SPHERES / EGGS

ACCESSORIES

PARAG JHAVERI looks forward to

meeting you all at our new location.

NATIONAL MINERALS

209/1673 MOTILAL NAGAR # 1,
GOREGAON (W), MUMBAI-400104, INDIA
TEL: +91-9820036114 / +91-22-42663114
E-MAIL: nationalminerals@yahoo.com
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The Munich Show Celebrates its
50th Anniversary in 2013!

W

hat has begun with not more than
twenty tables in 1964 is now Europe’s
biggest show for minerals, gems and
fossils with more than 1.200 exhibitors from 65
countries and over 40.000 visitors each year. The
fiftieth “Munich Show – Mineralientage München”
will be held from October 25th to 27th, 2013 at
the Munich trade fair center.

Firstly organized by the Munich Mineral Society
in a local restaurant, the so called “Mineralientage
München” very soon needed a professional management. Johannes Keilmann, then a young member
and mineral collector decided to further on organize
the event and take care of its future. Over the years
he steadily expanded the show by taking important
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but always well-considered decisions. Moving into
the Munich Trade Fair Center in 1972 and then
again into the newly built Trade Fair Center at
the former airport area in “München-Riem” were
two critical but perfectly mastered moments in the
show’s history.
When Johannes’ son Christoph overtook in
2008, another big change was necessary: The then
occupied three halls – over 36.000 square meters –
have become too small for the whole range of goods
so that a fourth hall was added and the show got its
current architecture. With the introduction of the
four sectors called “Mineralworld”, “Gemworld”,
“Fossilworld” and “Stoneworld” every part of the
show obtained the attention and importance it
deserved. This modification made clear that there
is much more to discover than only minerals.
While the Mineralworld still forms the biggest part
of the show, the Gemworld is a highly interesting
and rapidly growing marketplace for precious and
semi-precious stones in Europe. At the Fossilworld
dealers, collectors and scientists meet and trade
high-end fossils whereas the Stoneworld shows
the whole range of art and objects made of rare
stones.
Even though the “Mineralientage München”
were growing over the years and attracted many
new exhibitors, it is still a real collector’s paradise,

characterized by the pleasant and warm atmosphere
created by the Keilmann family. In order to revive
the European mineral collectors market, a special
attention will be given this year to mineral societies
and the promotion of young collectors. Activities
like this, collectors showcases and a special exhibition in every “world” make the Munich Show such
an extraordinary event. Every year’s highlight is
the extremely sophisticated Mineralworld special
exhibition which brings together thematically the
rarest and most beautiful minerals in the world.
In celebration of its fiftieth anniversary 2013, we
can look forward to a really extraordinary edition
featuring the only appropriate element: Gold!
For everyone who is mineralogist, dealer, collector
or just a friend of beautiful mineral specimens,
the fiftieth Munich Show is the perfect occasion
to discover this unique event and to benefit from
some relaxing days in the beautiful Bavarian capital
of Munich.
The Munich Show – Mineralientage München
2013, October 25th – 27th, 2013, Munich Trade
Fair Center. Visit www.munichshow.com. f
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Aqua Aura

Rock Releases:

Wholesale Source
www.pelhamgrayson.com

News from

The Stone Frontier

New Stone: Ascensionite

Steve Rosley of Rosley’s Rocks and Gems
is adept at coming up with new and unusual
stones. One of his most recent finds is the
stone he has named Ascensionite. It comes
from South Africa and is made up of Dolomite,
Basalt and innumerable microscopic Quartz
crystals. This stone is sure to be among the
talked-about items at this year’s Tucson show, so
we offer here some of the intuitive information
gathered about it.

Spheres Angels
Double Terms
Faceted Pendants
Stars Pyramids
Tumbled Beads
AND MORE!
●

●

●

Steve Rosley writes: “This is the stone of
ascension. It opens doors we don’t know exist
RedDesert_1/6BW_Layout 1 11/28/12 12:24 PM Pag
and helps us fulfill our life’s destiny. It brings
past life information we need in this lifetime.”

NEW DISCOVERY

FEEL

Grounded
WITH

2 Billion

YEAR OLD

Banded Iron
Beautiful, Naturally Carved & Polished
Windslicks from Wyoming, USA

Your Online Wholesale Source
for Everything in the World of
Metaphysical Stones, Jewelry,
Books, Specialty Items & Supplies
For “Crystal Clear Savings” Visit

www.pelhamgrayson.com
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Magnetite &
Jasper energy
with millions of
years of sun and
wind energy in
each piece.

BI has grounding feminine energy,
opens closed chakras and meridians, releases and clears walk in
spirits, clears negative thought
forms in the auric field and greatly
increases channeling energy.

Booth E-4 • The Rock Show
(Just east of the main TEP show)

Photos and complete details at:

ReallyOldRocks.com

Members of Steve’s Rock Club offer these
impressions:
“This stone is a gift from space, very balancing and grounding. It helps in aiding direction
to one’s life and in following one’s inner guidance system. It is a motivator, helping to propel
one into action, especially on new projects.
On the body, it helps to sooth, balancing ones
skin tone, especially on the face. When used
in meditation, it leaves one with the feeling of
expansiveness and helps in astral travel...it feels
like the kind of stone you would hold and meditate with when you want the deeper meaning
of a dream...It feels like an open invitation from
the Universe to become one with all that is. “
“It is filled with wisdom and can release
blocks we carry as humanity. It is a powerful
manifesting stone, connecting us to the Earth
and allowing us to make shifts that are necessary
at this time. You can really see the crystal ‘stars’
of the galaxies in the beautiful creation of this
earthly/star crystal stone.”
“It is a cosmic activator connecting the
Earth with the moon and stars. This vibration
of 9 completes a cycle of bringing knowledge to
the holder from the cosmic alignment of light,
frequency and sound.”
“Ascensionite aids in bringing one’s vibration into alignment with the music of the
spheres and the voices of the cosmos. I had an
intense feeling of empathy, and the balance of
the light/dark, above/below, etc.”

“This stone has a strong alien influence and will facilitate communication with the ET’s of that constellation––I was told ‘the giver of
moonlight’––gifts from the moon. Ascensionite is a transmitter of energy
that flows with the moon cycle...It enhances the ascension process––a new
stone of 2012, with clear vision of a wave of energy not visible to us now...
It is time for this stone to come out with the ascension process.”
Robert Simmons writes, “The process of transmutation into the new
human species is what I mean by ‘ascension,’ and on this path there are
many invisible gates. The stone Ascensionite has a way of guiding one
toward and through the initiations one needs, in order to continue and
fulfill the transmutation process. It can help to clear the brain of the clutter
of old habits and outmoded ideas, and it encourages one to embrace the
unknown with trust and positive expectation. Its influence on the Liquid
Crystal Body Matrix is one of balancing and grounding, as well as the
clearing of the way for the coming Divine blueprint of the new human
being.”
Available in Tucson from Rosley’s Rocks & Gems at the Howard Johnson’s
Cactus Garden.

2012 Classic™ Crystals

Submitted by David Geiger Minerals
The vibrational rate of the 2012 Classic Crystal is among the highest
of any on the planet and energetically contains our completed future Self.
Our completed future
Selves have downloaded themselves and
the 2012 shift energetically into the 2012
Crystals. In this crystalline vehicle, they return
to our present—which
is their past—to rescue
our present self. They
gently assist us as this
present era comes to completion. As the 2012 Classic Crystal energy flows
through us, we gracefully move through our challenges, and release attachment to former patterns that no longer serve us. Our future selves love us
much and they have chosen to blend themselves into this lovely crystalline
form to participate in our human experience. We are lovingly regarded as
their children and they are willing to help us fulfill the 2012 Prophecies.
Human consciousness is expanding rapidly so that we may arrive at Zero
Point and manifest the dawn of a New Age of peace and harmony in the
year 2012. The 2012 Crystals are an exceptional tool in this process.
As unique healing tools, Twenty-Twelve Crystals offer the combined
properties of diagnosis and repair. Much like a diagnostic tool plugged
linked to the computer inside your car, they both analyze the situation
and often heal it simultaneously! The 2012 Crystals adapt uniquely to
the needs of each individual. They holistically reconnect us with our past,
present, and future self.
The 2012’s work directly with the healers who use them, as well as
with their clients. One massage therapist is reporting that her clients have
had extraordinary releases while holding the 2012 Crystals and that she
often feels rejuvenated at the end of her day. The 2012 Crystals have also
healed areas of illness that were previously unknown to the client or the
therapist.
The 2012 Crystals energetically connect or grid with all other 2012’s
on planet. The users and the planet herself benefit from the higher vibration created.
Imagine who you would be now or what it would have been like, if you
could have been your own loving mother or father when you were child.
Would you not have had a far greater understanding, of how best to gently
nurture yourself into adulthood? For the spirit world, you see, we are those
children yearning to be nurtured. Our future Self yearns to be here now, to
gently nurture us to completion.
Available in Tucson from David Geiger Minerals at The Days Inn, Rooms
129 & 130 (Trademark 2008 all rights reserved). f

Fluorescent Ranch creates and distributes traditional natural incense from around
the world, as well as top quality Native American traditional crafts. We wholesale (only)
the following, plus many, many other items, and welcome custom orders.

CALL OR EMAIL FOR A CATALOG TODAY!
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IN TUCSON AT: Mention this ad and getCome see our
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THE CLARION INN (ROOM FREE
Closeout & Red Tag Sale!
SHIPPING
on your order!
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SMUDGESTICKS JUNOCOM

  

DBSOJWBM!VTB!MMD
We carry a full line of
Tumbled Stones g
h Mineral Specimens g
h Rough g
h Carvings g
h Polished Items g
h Gemstone Jewelry g
h Gift Items g
and Much Much More!
h

WHOLESALE ONLY

xxx/dbsojwbmvtb/dpn
xxx/uvncmfetupoft/dpn
1630 NE 164th Street
North Miami Beach, FL 33162
Showroom Visits - By Appointment
Phone: 305-944-6586 ● Fax: 305-944-6584
Email: carnivagem@aol.com
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La Quinta Show (1-10 & 22nd Street) Room 217
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Good Vibes Continued from Page 96
the whole energy system, from the crown chakra
to the feet, doing so in a very interesting way.
When one holds a piece, it begins with pulsations
in the hands, which move upward to the third eye
and crown. Then the energies begin to circulate
throughout the body, pervading the meridian
system and ultimately grounding through one’s
feet. There is a strong felt sense of the integration of
one’s entire energy field, making it congruent with
the Liquid Crystal body Matrix. This is essential
for realizing the potential of dynamic wholeness
that exists in each of us, but is rarely manifested.
Holding an Illuminite stone over one’s heart,
one will feel one’s interior channels activating and
the stone’s energy coursing around and through
oneself. As this is occurring, I suggest imagining one’s ‘worst’ quality, placing an image of that
quality in one’s heart and inwardly saying, ‘I am so
grateful for this part of myself.’ At this point, one
may feel some inner turbulence, but I encourage
you to continue repeating this inner affirmation in
relation to your ‘worst’ qualities, until you feel the
inner conflict dissipate, as the Illuminite currents
circulate and the inner chunk of darkness becomes
blended with one’s inner Light. If one works in this
way, with the aid of the Illuminite, until one has
brought all of one’s exiled parts back into oneself
(with gratitude), one will feel a huge increase of
vitality and enthusiasm for life, as one’s previously
frozen energies come back. Most of us, until this
occurs, didn’t even realize what we were missing!
Illuminite is also an ideal stone for meeting
darkness with Light in all situations of life. It

can dissolve and dispel negative energies in one’s
environment, and carrying the stone lends vitality to one’s entire vibrational field. Because it has
both elevating and grounding qualities, Illuminite
can provide a boost in whatever areas are depleted
within one’s field.
On the level of spiritual self-healing, Illuminite
is excellent for opening blocked energies and stimulating congested chi to circulate. It supports blood
circulation and can do the same for the lymphatic
system. Its ability to move energy in the body also
can vibrationally benefit the digestive and nervous
systems.

Purple Angeline

Purple Angeline contains Amethyst, Cacoxenite,
Smoky Quartz––three of the main components of
the fabled Super Seven Crystals. However, Purple
Angeline is uniquely different.
When I held a piece of Purple Angeline, I was
immediately impressed by the quality of its currents. It stimulates both the third eye and crown
chakras, in a rhythm that I had never felt before.

For me, there was a double-pulsing sensation, in
which energy from above the head was ‘gathered’
and pulled, first into the crown chakra and then
to the third eye. And by the time the pulse reached
the third eye, another one was gathering above the
crown. My felt sense was that this stone is providing a kind of energetic ‘funnel’ via which spiritual
energies can be channeled in from higher realms.
The most fascinating part of my experience was
when I inwardly saw the being who was participating in the pouring of what she called ‘liquid blessing’ into my crown chakra. She was very feminine
and very beautiful, covered in a cloak of the same
deep purple as these unique stones. And her cloak
was bordered in gold, the same shade as the filaments of Cacoxenite that appear within them. She
said that she was the angel of this stone and that her
name (and the stone’s name) is Purple Angeline.
She seemed quite young, and full of merriment,
yet completely serious about her purpose. She said:
‘I am here to stir people up sand help them free
themselves. They have forgotten the part of themselves that exists in the spiritual world, and this is
the part that knows their purpose. I am here to
bring memory and awakening to your purpose.’”
She also told me that Purple Angeline is an
awakener of destiny, and the individuals who sense
themselves to be out of synch with their reason for
being on Earth can use this stone to move toward
the path of their highest destiny. ‘This will happen,
even if they do not consciously know what they are
doing,’ she said. ‘I will guide them, and I will repel

(954) 341-3633
We offer the BEST selection of Crystals, Minerals,
and Gemstones from around the world
●

Direct Importer, wholesale only
Largest Selenite Importer
●

Ammonites
Buddhas
Cavansite
Salt Lamps
Skyscraper Lamps

Fluorite
Clusters
Pyramids
Pendulums
Quartz

Tumbled Stones
Candleholders
Shiva Linghams
Chakra Jewelry
Spheres & Points

View our product line and
download our catalog at:

Amethyst
Healing Wands
Gemstone Hearts
Singing Bowls
Unique Specimens

www.gemstonefactory.com
3613 NW 124th Ave.
Coral Springs, FL 33065
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Jewelry Points
Clear Clusters
Flats of #1 Small Clusters
Hand Holder Points
Double Terminates
Smokey Crystals
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Aqua Aura Crystals
●
Smokey Quartz
●
Titanium Crystals
●
Large Yard Clusters
●

www.jimcolemancrystals.com
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The Mystical Gems of Heaven & Earth
See them at our Location in Tucson:

Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room (1010 S. Freeway)
Gems from $1 to $100 per carat. We cut all calibrated sizes, any quantity
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Agate West

Sound and Vibrational Healing with

Tibetan Singing Bowls
  

Workshop Series with
Published Author of

“How to Heal
with Singing
Bowls”







 



    




  







  

In Tucson at The Riverpark Inn
Feb. 2

nd

S. Freeway) Room 161

to 14th, 2013

●

7:00 – 9:30 PM

In these hands on workshops you will learn to use
the vibrational energy of these sacred bowls to align
physically and emotionally so you may live in
harmony with the unseen forces of the universe

Call for times, details and pre-registration for seminars,
group meditations and private sessions: 303-514-6204
Space is limited so Register Early!
Practitioner Singing Bowls, Mala Beads, Tingsha,
Books and CDs will be available for purchase
a

www.SerenityTibet.com

Introducing a New
Metaphysical Gemstone

Aspenite

Aspenite...

by Suren Shrestha

(350

303-564-3942

agatewest@gmail.com

d

also:
r Wild Stones for
Wirewrapping
r Designer Cabs
r Faceted Gems
r Tumbled Stones
r Minerals
r Carvings
r Jewelry
Exhibiting in
Tucson at:
The Rock Show
(Kino Sports
Complex)

Tent-B3
Feb. 2-17, 2013

Photo by Far West Photography

Visit us at www.AgateWest.com

Visit us at: GIGMSHOWS l Grant Inn Room #142 l 1365 Grant Road l Tucson, Arizona
February 2nd - 15th, 2013 l Contact: info@balinesia.net
Phone: 212-842-4680 l Toll Free: 1-800-822-BALI (2254)
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distractions, until the person recognizes her true path and takes charge of her
destiny.’
I was quite amazed, to say the least, to have gone into meditation with
this new stone and to have inwardly met it as a being! This has happened to
me before, but rarely so vividly. My sense from the experience is that Purple
Angeline is recently activated, perhaps only with the last few months, and that
its intelligence is quite eager to get on with its work among humans. The stone
itself has a very lively energy, and if one simply wears or carries it, there will be
a freshness in one’s demeanor, and a bounce in one’s step. When one meditates
with it, one is likely to experience the pouring in of ‘liquid blessings’ through
the crown. This is significant, and has to do, I feel, with the activation of one’s
awareness of one’s true purpose and destiny. It is not so much that we will see
our destiny as a concept that could be summed up in a sentence, but that we
will see the steps on our right path, just before it is time to take them. And we
will know they are the right steps.
Purple Angeline is also a healing crystal. It can be utilized for spiritual
healing in issues having to do with patterns of dysfunction rooted in childhood
or past lives. Also, if there are problems with invading entities or holes in the
auric field allowing for energy drains, Purple Angeline can be very helpful.
As it clears dysfunctions and seals the aura, Purple Angeline also sets free our
power. It stimulates the latent creative energies of the second and third chakras,
and can catalyze both inspiration and manifestation. For artist or writers who
are ‘stuck,’ or for anyone who is not living one’s full potential, Purple Angeline
is an ideal stone companion.
“Purple Angeline works synergistically with Sauralite Azeztulite, Amazez,
Auralite 23, Herkimer Diamonds, Golden Labradorite, Carnelian and Crimson
Cuprite. For added help in cleansing the auric field, I recommend Midnight
Black Obsidian, Master Shamanite, Nuummite and/or Black Tourmaline.

Beryllonite

Red Metal
Minerals
Come see us at the:
1820 Oracle Wholesale Show

(Located at the junction of Oracle and Plata Streets)

Units 7 & 8 January 30th thru February 16th, 2013
●

Direct Wholesale Source – Mine Owner
●

Copper, Silver Specimens,
Nuggets, Spheres, Ores
Copper Coins & Ingots
Specularite Slabs &
Bookends (from Michigan)
U.S.A. & Worldwide
Wholesale Minerals
by the Flat
Wholesale Minimum
●

●

●

●

Beryllonite is a sodium beryllium
phosphate mineral with a hardness of
5.5 to 6. It is usually colorless or white,
sometimes a pale yellow. Its crystal
system is hexagonal (trigonal). Crystals
can be prismatic and usually have striations along the body.
Beryllonite is a stone which sends
Light to pierce the veil and reveal the
way in which the highest good is constantly manifesting, even in the midst of suffering. It can be a remedy to the
“dark night of the soul.” It strongly activates the third eye chakra, initiating
visionary experiences and helping one to develop clairvoyant sight. This stone
can aid one in seeing the blockages or imbalances which hold one back from full
consciousness and realization of one’s spiritual destiny. It can provide the validation one needs to believe in the help available from the higher planes, by making
it possible for one to see one’s guides and angels. On deeper levels, Beryllonite
also energizes the heart and crown chakras and is a powerful aid to consciousness
expansion.
Beryllonite combines synergistically with Brookite, Phenacite, Herderite,
Petalite, Danburite, Natrolite, Scolecite and Azeztulite—all stones of the highest
vibrational levels. Combining Beryllonite with Moldavite will accelerate its
effects and will assist in attracting synchronous experiences. Beryllonite also
harmonizes with Aquamarine, Emerald, Heliodor, Goethite and Morganite.

Brookite

Brookite is a titanium oxide crystal
with an orthorhombic crystal system and
a hardness of 5.5 to 6. It occurs, rarely,
as an inclusion in Quartz and more commonly as squarish charcoal-colored crystals under ½ inch in size. It is found in
England, France and in Arkansas, USA.
Brookite is one of the primary power
stones for expansion of awareness beyond
the physical body. It is a powerful activator of
the sixth and seventh chakras and the etheric
Continued on Page 142

202 Ontonagon St. Ontonagon, MI. 49953
Phone: 906-884-6618 redmetal@charter.net
●

JC Enterprises

“Serving the New Age Retail for 18 Years”

Unique merchandise that sells quickly in your store
Great Quality & Prices

●

Stellar Customer Service

Unique Gemstone Jewelry, Seeds of Light
Pendants and Wands , Hard to find Crystals
including Super-7, Auralite, Nuummite,
Shungite, Astrophollyte, Green Blue Kyanite,
Black Kyanite, Healers Gold, and much more!
Tucson Electric Park

(Outside ES 10 with Quasar Gems)

February 2nd – 17th, 2013
www.JCWebsite.com Phone: 800-814-6330
●
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Book Reviews
A Lapidary of Sacred Stones

by Claude Lecouteux
Those of us who
love crystals and gemstones will find a feast
of enjoyment in A
Lapidary of Sacred Stones.
Drawing on numerous
ancient and medieval
sources, author Claude
Lecouteux has created a
comprehensive guide to
the roots of the ancient
lore of stones, shedding
much light on the widespread interest in the spiritual
and metaphysical healing properties of stones today.
In what is both a history and a dictionary of stones
and their properties, the author brings to light much
lost information on the ways in which stones were
used in the distant past, along with the old names of
hundreds stones, as well as the properties ascribed to
them. Amazingly, this volume includes information
on over 800 Gems and Stones!
Lecouteux relates that our ancestors believed
stones were home to sacred beings of power, entities
that if properly understood and cultivated could
provide people protection from ill fortune, envy,
and witchcraft; grant invisibility and other magical
powers; improve memory; and heal the sick from
a wide variety of diseases. The similarity between
these beliefs and current ideas about the spiritual
properties of stones is striking--especially to my
own view that stones should be regarded as beings,
and our work with them as a work of relationship.
Other ideas, such as utilizing treatments or rituals for
cleansing and/or revitalizing a stone’s energies, also
have their parallels in today’s stone lore. Readers can
mine this volume extensively for important insights
into the long history of working spiritually with
stones and its relevance to what we might do with
stones in our modern world.
Lecouteux uses a variety of sources from Arabic,
Greek, Jewish and European sources, ranging from
observations of Pliny the Elder and Hildegard of
Bingen, to Picatrix and Damigeron’s Virtue of
Stones. He reveals the ancient views of well-known
gemstones such as Amethyst and Emerald, while also
examining such oddities as bezoars (stones formed
inside animals’ bodies) and “magnets” that attract
things other than metal. The bulk of the book is
formed by the Dictionary of Stones, created through
combining the accounts of the author’s multitude of
ancient and medieval sources.
A Lapidary of Sacred Stones belongs on the bookshelf of every crystal lover (and every crystal author
as well!). It is a fascinating and provocative resource
that illuminates the history of the world of stones.

How to Create Sacred Water

by Kathryn W. Ravenwood
When Hurricane Floyd ravaged the North
Carolina coast in 1999, Kathryn Ravenwod--living
thousands of miles away in Seattle--was called by
Spirit to help heal the toxic waters left behind.
Combining her longtime devotion to sacred altars
with her newfound connection to crystals, she devel-
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by Robert Simmons
oped a process to make
crystal homeopathic
elixirs to cleanse bodies
of water both large and
small, both near and
far.
In this book, the
author shares her
journey of spiritual
awakening and discovery, and she teaches how
to make homeopathic
crystal elixirs by means
of altar work combined with purposefully attuned
crystals. In Ravenwood’s work, prayer and ritual
are essential elements for infusing the elixirs with
healing and cleansing powers. The author also
describes shamanic journeying practices that can
aid one in connecting with water spirits and healing
guides. She suggests ceremonial practices for applying a healing elixir to a body of water, stimulating
healing for the entire water circulation system of the
Earth, as well as the animals and plants that dwell in
those waters.
With an engaging and personal writing style,
Ravenwod invites the reader to join her in the
journey of the spiritual healing the waters of the
world, as well as a path of personal devotion and
enlightenment. Her work is important in many
ways, one of which is the generosity of her focus on
healing the Earth--in contrast to our predisposition
to focus only on ourselves. Implicit in her message
is the truth that the water is us--that the health of
the Earth’s water is intimately connected with our
own well being, and that we are not separate from
the Earth. With love and good humor, she brings
us gently to a perspective that could go far in the
healing of us all.

Seed Sounds for Tuning the Chakras

by James D’Angelo, PhD
James
D’Angelo
is a world-renowned
authorities on sound
healing therapies, as
well as an award-winning and published
composer, musician,
educator and workshop
leader in sound healing
modalities. This newly
published work includes
both a book and a CD,
allowing the reader to
both understand and experience the inner attunement D’Angelo offers to share with us.
The author utilizes the universal sounds of
all languages to explore the intimate connections
between vowel, consonant and syllable combinations,
each of the seven chakras and their corresponding
psychological traits. For example, he shows us how
the vowel sound UH connects to the root chakra and
is found in such words as support and trust, words
linked deeply to the root chakra’s emotional character. He teaches us that the voice is the master instrument for self transformation (noting that chanting

has long been used for entering states of expanded
awareness), and provides vocal exercises to re-tune
and purify each chakra. He also offers exercises that
involve multiple chakras, for overall well-being. The
CD provides guidance through the entire process,
and aids in proper toning of your voice, in order to
achieve the goals of chakra activation and attunement.
One of the intriguing aspects of this book is
its deep spiritual perspective. D’Angelo reveals a
universe which begins in primordial sound, and in
which one can learn to vocalize in resonance with the
vibration of that Divine sound. This resonance can
be enlightenment itself, and it can allow one to be a
source of Divine expression in the world. For those
seeking practices that will make a real difference in
one’s spiritual unfoldment, I highly recommend this
book and CD set.

The Heart-Mind Matrix

by Joseph Chilton Pearce
This book is sub-titled, “How the heart can
teach the mind new ways to think.” If that were all
it revealed to us, it would still be a marvel. But The
Mind-Heart Matrix offers much more. Spanning
the very underpinnings
of consciousness and
matter, the Universe and
our place within it, this
book goes even farther,
giving us a glimpse of
how creating happens
and how we may learn
to consciously participate
in the unfolding of the
future. It takes us from
the miracle of embryogenesis and birth to the
potential for the survival of consciousness beyond
the death of the body. It shows us the compass we
can look to for our well-being and the well-being of
the world, and it is filled with scientific information,
leavened with recollections from a life rich in spiritual experience.
Key to the insights unveiled in The Heart-Mind
Matrix is the idea of the strange loop, a term for the
co-creative gesture that gives rise simultaneously to
Creator and created, to “effect” and “cause,” to the
unification of inner and outer worlds. Throughout
the book, Pearce illustrates how this logic-defying
activity is at the root of our being and the movement
of our evolution.
Long a champion of the intelligence of the heart,
Pearce recounts much of his earlier research in this
area, explaining how our intellect is intelligence
gone wrong, and how the usurpation of the heart’s
role as inner guide by the frantic and tyrannical rule
of mental intellect has led us astray. He reveals the
tragic loss of wholeness exhibited and perpetuated by
human culture, while showing the path by which we
might yet regain our true selves and become allies of
evolution’s transcendent purpose.
Joseph Chilton Pearce has long been one of my
great heroes, and this most recent book, produced
in his mid eighties, displays an intelligence at the
height of its capacities, with wide-ranging knowledge
and depth of wisdom approached by few others. For
those who hear the call to greater understanding of
self and world, this book can be both an inspiration
and a guide. f
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chakras above the head. It can align all the upper
chakras with the rest of one’s energy body, allowing
one to explore the subtle realms with a highly sensitive and stable awareness.
Brookite enables one to reach an expanded state
where one can communicate and commune with
beings on the higher vibrational levels. It teaches
one the nature of the higher levels of consciousness
vibration. It can help one gain the “cosmic perspective” that allows one to see even unpleasant situations as beneficial to growth. It is inspirational and
energizing, assisting one in overcoming old patterns
and moving ahead to greater inner development.
Brookite combines well with high-vibration stones
such as Phenacite, Azeztulite, Danburite, Herderite,
Seraphinite, Natrolite, Scolecite, Tibetan Tektite,
Satyaloka Azeztulite, Petalite, Tanzanite, Elestial
Calcite and Moldavite. For grounding, use Zincite
or Black Tourmaline.

Blue
Liberite

B l u e
Liberite
is
an uniquel o o k i n g
material—a
conglomerate
stone from
the Feldspar
family, also containing numerou other minerals,
such as Iron oxides, Magnetite, Clinozoisite and
Leucozene. It is multi-colored, with a blackish base

We Moved

material, punctuated with inclusions of blue, pink,
white, tan, etc. It is found in Brazil.
Blue Liberite is an ideal ally for attuning to
higher realms of consciousness, and for bringing
the energies and messages of those domains into
one’s awareness. It is helpful for understanding
the urgings of one’s spirit guides, and for learning
to ‘switch channels’ in the spiritual communication streams. It aids psychics and clairvoyants in
becoming more accurate in their readings, and is
of similar benefit to those who consult oracles such
as the Tarot and I-Ching.
Another quality of Blue Liberite is its capacity
to lift the shroud of depression, anxiety or nervousness. These stones remind one that the Universe is
perfect, and oneself as well! They help uplift one’s
mood and set the wheels of optimism rolling. They
are an excellent antidote to worry and tend to bring
insights that lead to a more peaceful appreciation of
life. In fact, the sense of inner freedom engendered
by Blue Liberite is the reason for its name!
Blue Liberites are stones of inner Light. In meditation, they can help one ascend vibrationally into
the realms of spiritual Light. They can facilitate the
experience of seeing the Blue Pearl of mystic awakening. They also help one stay grounded during
such experiences.
Blue Liberites harmonize with all varieties
of Azeztulite, which increases its access to spiritual Light. They also work synergistically with
Phenacite, Herderite and other Ascension Stones.
With Moldavite, they activate spiritual transformation.

Zambian Phenacite

Zambian Phenacites come from a small find
around twelve years ago. They are very unusual
for African Phenacites for two main reasons. First,
they have the semi-hexagonal disc shape typical
of Brazilian Phenacites. Second, and most importantly for metaphysical use, almost all of them had
Black Tourmaline crystals attached to them. his has
important implications.
I have always loved all sorts of African
Phenacites. They tend to have a very pure, high
vibration, and they strongly stimulate both the
crown and third eye chakras. These Zambian
Phenacites are no exception. They currents are
of a high intensity, and they enter through the
third eye area with powerful pulsations. After a
few minutes meditation, they open up portals on
interdimensional pathways for soul travel, and one
can choose any gateway and go exploring. This can
be an exhilarating experience, and sometimes an
enlightening one. These Zambian Phenacites can
uplift one’s consciousness to levels of the Angelic
realm, and they can even help one to find the
frequency upon which one can interact with the
Continued on Page 150

Heaven & Earth!

Our 2nd YEAR at our NEW LOCATION in Tucson!

The Howard Johnson’s
Cactus Room (1010 S. Freeway)

Directly behind Hojo Lobby at Rear of Property
(Previously at La Quinta Inn / Clarion)

Howard Johnson’s
1010 S. Freeway
Tucson, AZ

The Cactus Room
is located at the rear of
the Howard Johnson’s

g

The Clarion (Our Old Location)
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Now Available!

body, mind & spirit/crystals

A WORLD OF STONES IN YOUR POCKET!

THE POCKET BOOK OF STONES

The Pocket

An ideal introduction to stones and their energies for those who are new to the field, as well as
an invaluable reference for well-versed readers, The Pocket Book of Stones is author Robert Simmons’ portable version of the much-loved classic The Book of Stones that includes the following:
 Vivid color photographs to help you accurately identify every crystal
 A quick-look guide to the qualities of each stone
 Twenty-five stones not included in the original Book of Stones
 An updated index of physical, emotional, and spiritual correspondences
“There is no one more heart-filled with the Wisdom of Stones than Robert Simmons.”
—Robert Sardello, PhD, author of Love and the Soul

ROBERT SIMMONS

Book of Stones

Robert Simmons’ concise, illustrated encyclopdia of
the 352 mostPraise
important
minerals and gemstones
for The Bookcrystals,
of Stones
“Filled with
information
and beauty!”
for self-healing
and
spiritual
growth is the new standard
—Melody, author of Love Is in the Earth: A Kaleidoscope of Crystals
for
metaphysical work with stones. Every entry provides
“This beautiful and unusual work opened a new and unknown world for me.”
—Joseph Chilton
Pearce,each
author of stone’s
The Crack in the
Cosmic Egg
key words
about
spiritual
properties, scientific
data,
chakra
andandelemental
correspondences,
and
Robert
Simmons
is the cofounder
of Heaven
Earth, a company offering
more than
5,000 gem and jewelry items for self-healing and spiritual and emotional development.
the
physical,
emotional
and
spiritual
qualities
of
the
He is a lecturer and crystal teacher offering Stone Intensives around the world.
stone. The author’s essays offer added insights about how
US $14.95 / $16.95 CAN
to work with the stones
which stones to combine
ISBN and
978-1-58394-317-5
Heaven & Earth
P U B L I vivid
SHING
with one another for optimal results. All this, plus
Heaven
& Earthphotos, are presented an an easy-to-carry, easy-tocolor
PUBLISHING
North Atlantic Books
read pocket-size
edition that you can take anywhere––to
North
Berkeley, California
East Montpelier,
VT
Atlantic
heavenandearthjewelry.com
Books
the crystal store or to the great outdoors!
The Pocket Book of Stones contains information on
twenty-five new stones not discussed in the original Book
BOS full cover.indd 1
of Stones. Many of the author’s essays have been revised
to include new insights discovered in his most recent
work. This book makes an excellent gift both for beginners and experienced crystal-workers alike!
www.northatlanticbooks.com

“There is no one more heart-filled with the Wisdom of Stones
than Robert Simmons.”—Robert Sardello, PhD, author of
Love and the Soul

Praise for The Book of Stones
“This beautiful and unusual work opened a new and
unknown world for me.”—Joseph Chilton Pearce, author of
The Crack in the Cosmic Egg
“The Book of Stones has elevated the spiritual knowledge
of crystals into a higher form.”—JaneAnn Dow, author of
Crystal Journey
“The Book of Stones is filled with information and with
beauty.” —Melody, author of Love Is in the Earth

THE POCKET

BOOK OF STONES
who they are & what they teach

ROBERT SIMMONS
The Pocket Book of Stones

8/5/11 2:22:13 PM

by Robert Simmons

Retail $14.95 368 pages 4.5” x 5.25”
ISBN: 978-1-58394-317-5
●

●

Autographed Copies available on Request.
Visit Heaven and Earth’s Denver Show
display in the Quality Inn Ballroom! Meet
the author and get your autographed copy!

Special Offer
Order a case (20 copies) of the NEW
Pocket Book of Stones and get FREE
shipping in the contintental USA.
Wholesale price for 20 books is just $180!
Distributor Inquiries Invited

Heaven
&
Earth
LLC
HE Metaphysical Minerals and Jewelry

Call 802-476-4775 or email heavenearthmailorder@earthlink.net to order your copy!

Visit us in Tucson:
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Howard Joh ear!
nson’s
Cactu
s Ballroom

Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room (1010 S. Freeway)

Call 802-476-4775 for your FREE Color Catalog or visit www.heavenandearthjewelry.com
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Three New Stones Continued from Page 125
we have ever encountered.
Jasper has long been considered a sacred stone.
It was one of the twelve stones mentioned in the
Old Testament as composing the breastplate of
the High Priest, via which he could communicate
with the Divine realms. In the Book of Revelation,
Jasper is mentioned as the gemstone out of which
the walls of the New Jerusalem (the city of Heaven
on Earth) are to be constructed. This heavenly city
is believed to exist already on the higher realms,
and it is prophesized that the entire city will
descend to Earth when the Divine and Earthly
realms conjoin.
Revelation Stone was literally that for me--a
revelation. In appearance, these stones are like
other humble members of the Jasper family, but on
the vibrational level they are extraordinary. They
have a powerful resonance with the heart, and they
stimulate the heart’s capacity to be conscious of the
unfolding pattern of the future. It we work with
these stones, we can learn to receive and understand the heart’s perceptions (or revelations) of the
time stream of the future.
When I held a Revelation Stone in meditation, the first thing I noticed was a sense of being
enveloped in a soft cloud of peaceful awareness. As
I held the stone to my chest, I felt my heart ‘jump’
and thump, as if in recognition of its affinity with
this stone. This gesture of the heart repeated itself
a number of times, making me certain it was a
response to the stone.
My felt sense, from the time I encountered
this stone, is that it facilitates the gift of prescient
vision--of seeing the future--so I paid attention to

this possibility as I attuned to Revelation Stone
for this writing. Immediately I was shown that
Revelation Stone indeed stimulates the heart’s
awareness of the future time stream, and that it
displays that awareness to the mind’s eye as images
or visions rather than words. With that insight I
was also shown that the future one sees is not a
precise, predetermined set of events, but a pattern
of possibility--the potential future, or the blueprint for what may happen, depending on human
choices. It is something like watching a weather
report--one sees the sort of situation that is coming,
but not the details of how it will play out. Our free
will determines these details. And thank goodness
we do not see an exact picture of what will happen-it would leave us no room to make a difference!
Having said that, it is still of great value to
experience the future visions presented through
working with Revelation Stone. The pictures on
sees are readable, in much the same way one can
read and decipher the I Ching or Tarot cards. And
similar to these oracles, the patterns require interpretation to make practical use of them. However,
the divination precipitated by Revelation Stone is
completely within oneself, given as a vision or series
of visions.
Perhaps it is best to say that Revelation Stone
can stimulate one’s innate capacity for prophetic
vision, through opening a channel of communication between heart awareness and mental consciousness. It is an excellent tool for anyone who
wishes to improve their psychic capacities, and it
can augment to abilities of professional or amateur
readers, channels or mediums.

Another trait of Revelation Stone is its ability
to enhance one’s awareness of communication from
the realm of souls who have died. It one wishes to
learn to do such communication, meditation with
Revelation Stone is highly recommended.
While meditating with Revelation Stone, if
one directs one’s attention in another direction, it
can facilitate vivid experiences of past life recall.
For those working shamanically, Revelation Stone
enhances one’s visionary experiences of those realms
as well. Even in areas of simple intuition, wearing
or carrying one of these stones can stimulate clearer
and more frequent insights. These stones seem to
help one to bypass linear thinking and experience
direct knowledge.
In healing work, I recommend Revelation
Stone for instances of amnesia or suppressed
memories. It is also potentially beneficial for those
wishing to overcome excessive worry or irrational
fears of the future. Revelation Stone, in addition
to its capacity to awaken vision, is a steady healing
influence for the physical and emotional heart, as
well as the brain and mind.
Revelation Stone resonates with Nirvana Quartz
(especially the trigonic crystals) and Phenacite,
both of which enhance prophetic vision. Moldavite
can accelerate the effects of Revelation Stone. The
entire Azeztulite group works well with Revelation
Stone, especially in regard to manifesting the vision
of Earth as a planet of Light. Any stone which has
been super-activated with the new Azozeo process
will work synergistically with Revelation Stone. f

In Tucson:

Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room
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STONES
OF THE NEW
CONSCIOUSNESS

An Adventure Beyond

The Book of Stones!

In Stones of the New Consciousness, author Robert
Simmons invites the reader to journey inward to the
realm of the Stone Beings. There we learn of the astonishing potentials for spiritual healing, mystic awakening
and the birth of a new planetary co-creating consciousness through our relating with the stones and their
spiritual qualities. There we meet the Soul of the World,
the feminine spirit of World Wisdom sometimes called
Sophia. We discover the all-pervading harmony that is
the living Earth, and the emanations of Wisdom that are
the Stones. We awaken to our destiny of freeing the spiritual qualities of the stones, allowing them to incarnate in
the world through partnership with us.
Stones of the New Consciousness contains in-depth
information on the sixty-two most important stones for
awakening the Light Body and entering the path of our
unfolding destiny. It offers chapters on the Liquid Crystal
Body Matrix, Healing with the Stones, Crystal Meditations, the Waters of Life (Stone Elixirs), Crystal Tools and
Jewelry, Grids and Meditation Environments, the Body
of Light and the Great Central Sun, and the journey of
Co-creation and Transfiguration. There are also in-depthchapters and pictures for each of the sixty-two Stones of
the New Consciousness.
We explore the astonishing tale of the Azez, stewards
of the Nameless Light, and their endeavor of enlisting our
aid in transforming the Earth into a Planet of Light. We
travel to the inner realm of the Great Central Sun, holographic core of Creation. We learn of the connections of
Moldavite and Azeztulite to the Stone of the Holy Grail
and the Philosopher’s Stone––the goal of alchemy. We
are invited to initiation into the mysteries of spiritual
ascension, and the mystical wedding of Heaven and
Earth, which can occur in our own bodies, as we work
Co-author of The Book of Stones
with Rosophia and Azeztulite.
Many of the minerals discussed in Stones of the New
Introduction by Robert Sardello
Consciousness are newly found materials not mentioned
in The Book of Stones. All of them are met in new ways,
through meditations narrated by the author, and through
attunement to the stones’ own voices.
As you enter the realms described in this groundbreaking book, here’s more of what you’ll discover:
RETAIL  s WHOLESALE  s  PGS s vX v
* The secrets of the mysterious Crop Circle Stones
* The connection of Quartz to the Origin of Life
)3".         
* The nature of your body as a Liquid Crystal being
“Finally, a book that ventures deep into the true realm of human and mineral relation* How to attune your body to the Stone Currents
ship! Robert has eloquently revealed the larger picture of human evolution and the role of
* How to Enter the World of a Stone
minerals in the shift of Gaia at this time, as well as honestly detailing the journey to deep
* How we work to free the Angels of the Stones
* How we can find healing and enter wholeness
intimacy with our mineral teachers.”
* DNA as the portal to the World of Light
—Naisha Ahsian, co-author of The Book of Stones and creator of The Crystal Ally Cards
* The Divine pattern of the Human Light Body
* How our Ascension is linked with the Earth’s
All this and more are encompassed in this surprising
book. It is filled with lavish color photographs––of the
stones themselves, of meditation environments, power
Visit us in Tucson:
necklaces, crystal tools and visionary art!
st
th If you love crystals, gemstones and minerals and you
want to find a new and deeper understanding of the
Call Color
802-476-4775
yourwww.heavenandearthjewelry.com
FREE Color Catalog or
FREE
Catalog for
or visit
potentials locked within them, and within yourself,
●
Stones and the New Consciousness can open the door.
visit249
www.heavenandearthjewelry.com
East Montpelier, VT 05651 ● (802) 479-5923
PO Box

Healing, Awakening & Co-creating
with Crystals, Minerals & Gems

ROBERT SIMMONS

Stones of the New Consciousness
by Robert Simmons

Heaven
&
Earth
LLC
Heaven
&
Earth
HE Metaphysical Minerals and Jewelry

Quality
Inn (1
Floor Ballroom)
200
West 48 Ave.
Howard
Johnson’s
Cactus
Room

Special Offer: Buy 14 copies ($168) of Stones of the New Consciousness directly from Heaven and Earth Publishing
and pay only $10 shipping via US mail in the continental USA. - Autographed copies available!
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Now Available: 7 DVD Set
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Four-Day Intensive Workshop with Robert Simmons

d
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Stones of the New Consciousness

om

Ballro

Healing, Awakening and Co-creating with Crystals Minerals and Gems

Over 11 Hours of instructive talks, crystal practices and fun!

This professionally made video set will take you through the entire Stones of the New Consciousness Intensive Program. You will learn
how to meet the Stone Beings through the heart, how to develop your relationship with the Soul of the World and how to enter into the
co-creative activity of the love that is the New Consciousness. You’ll encounter dozens of high-vibration stones, learning how to feel,
envision and express their powerful energies. You’ll discover the Liquid Crystal Body Matrix, the fractal nature of the Universe, the
reality of the Body of Light and the possibility of vibrational Ascension. You’ll learn how to make your own Crystal Energy tools and
witness the powerful experience of walking the Crystal Labyrinth.

Available from

Heaven & Earth in Tucson:

Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room (1010 S. Freeway)
Robert Simmons Stones of the New Consciousnes

a Course in Crystals!

Four-Day Crystal Intensive Course DVD Set

experience of a four-day Stones of
Consciousness Intensive Workshop
wned Book of Stones author and
cal teacher Robert Simmons. In this
esentation, you’ll discover the amazies of stones, and much more:

ering the Stone Beings through the Heart
ing the Liquid Crystal Body Matrix
dy Awakening and Ascension
Self-Healing with Crystals and Gems
dy Layouts for Inner Journeying
our own Stone Energy Tools
ng with the Soul of the World
the Divine Feminine, with Kathy Warner

9.95

Throughout this unique event
there are dozens of new revelations and techniques for
enhancing your understanding
and experience of the realm of
stones. Many rare and powerful
stones not discussed elsewhere
are brought forward, as we
journey together into a world
of the New Consciousness of
co-creation and love.
For more information on
Robert Simmons books and
teaching events visit:
www.heavenandearthjewelry.com
www.thebookofstones.com
www.stonesofthe
newconsciousness.com

Robert Simmons
Stones of the
New Consciousness

Four-Day

Crystal
Intensive
Course

7 DVD Set with over 11
Hours of instructive talks,
crystal practices and fun!

STONES
OF THE NEW
CONSCIOUSNESS
Healing, Awakening & Co-creating
with Crystals, Minerals & Gems

ROBERT SIMMONS
Co-author of The Book of Stones
Introduction by Robert Sardello

Entire Set $59.95 Retail
Wholesale $36/Set

Tucson Special!
10 or more $30/Set

Robert Simmons
Robert Simmons
Simmons
Stones ofRobert
the
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the Consciousness
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Crystal Intensive Course

Disc 4

Disc 1

The Serpent’s Head

Crystal Intensive Course

Disc 5

Beginning the Wisdom
The Nameless Light
Path of Stones
Discovering the Living World
of the Great Central Sun
The
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Energy of Delight
through Stones and the
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Creating Crystal Energy Tools
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Walking the Labyrinth Between
Heaven and Earth

Photo: Phenacite
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WINNER of the COVR Book
Award in the category of
Spirituality and New Science!

Finalist in for the IPPY and
ForeWord Book of the Year Awards!
“We sold 600 copies in the first four months
The Book of Stones was on our website!”
––Steve Rush of Pelham Grayson
”We went through dozens of copies in the
first week! People are buying extra ones to
give to friends.” ––Laurens & Lorraine
Tartasky of Crystal Galleries, Ltd.

Praise for The Book of Stones:
“The Book of Stones is filled with information
and with beauty.” ––Melody, author of the
Love is in the Earth book series.
“The classification of each stone is impeccable,
along with wonderful photos––a welcome addition to the world of stones.” ––JaneAnn Dow,
author of Crystal Journey
“Quite easily the most comprehensively written
and beautifully photographed book on the subject that I’ve come across. If you own only one
reference book on stones and crystals, make sure
this gem is the one.” ––Dr. Eric Pearle, author
of the international bestseller The Reconnection
The Book of Stones is the newest, most in-depth,
definitive guide to the world of crystals, minerals,
gemstones and their metaphysical properties.
Encompassing over 300 separate entries, each
with vivid color photographs and essays by both
authors, this book takes the reader deep into the
world of stones and how we can use them for
spiritual awakening and healing. The large 7” by
10 7/8” format makes the book inviting and easy
to read.
The Book of Stones can teach you about each
mineral’s scientific properties, history and lore,
elemental energies, chakra correspondences, and
which stones work best together.

The Book of Stones by Robert Simmons and Naisha Ahsian

Retail $29.95 Wholesale $18.00 496 pgs 7” x 10 7/8” ISBN 978-1-55643-668-0
●

●

●

●

Visit us in Tucson: Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room

Meet Robert Simmons and have your books Autographed!

Heaven & Earth Publishing

email:heavenandearth@earthlink.net

●

Fax: 802-479-5923

●

Ph: 802-476-4775

●

www.thebookofstones.com

Special Offer: Buy ten copies ($180) of The Book of Stones directly from Heaven and Earth Publishing
and pay only $10 shipping via US mail in the continental USA. - Autographed copies available!
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Heaven & Earth’s Rock Collection
See us in Tucson:

Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room (1010 S. Freeway)

Shiva
Lingam

Satya Mani
Quartz™

Circle Stone™
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(Crop Circle Flint)
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Natrolite
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Nirvana Quartz
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Cacoxenite

Just Keeps Getting Bigger!

We’ll show you Stones you’ve never seen before!

Rosophia™

Metamorphosis
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Herderite

Azeztulite™

Pink Azeztulite™
(Rhodazez™)
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Jet
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Ruby
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Crimson
Cuprite™
Danburite

Nuummite

Tibetan
Tektite

Pink Lazurine

Amber

Scolecite
Fulgurite
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Lithium
Quartz

Shaman Stone

Cinnabar
Quartz

Strawberry
Quartz

Healers
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Call 802-476-4775 for your FREE 352 Page Color Catalog
information)
or visit www.heavenandearthjewelry.com (call for wholesale
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Good Vibes Continued from Page 142
Azez, the guardians of Azeztulite. (You may recognize these beings by their tall,
radiant white forms, and by the fact that there are three of them--at least in all
of my encounters this is how they appeared. I can only guess why the Azez are
accessible through the gateways opened by some Phenacites, but it seems to
be the case. And, of course, the Azez famously ‘borrowed’ a large Phenacite to
activate the first Azeztulite crystals--so they clearly resonate with it.)
One reason why I recommend the Zambian Phenacites for interdimensional
travel is that the crystals have naturally attached Black Tourmaline crystals on
them. This keeps the Phenacites clear of any negative psychic entities or debris,
and it makes certain that the portals it opens for interdimensional travelers are
all positive ones.
Zambian Phenacites work well in combination with all other Phenacites,
and all types of Azeztulite. They are particularly powerful with the Azozeo
Super-Activated Azeztulites. They also resonate with all of the Synergy Twelve
and Ascension stones.

Natrolite

Natrolite is a sodium aluminum silicate with an
orthorhombic crystal system and a hardness of 5 to
5.5. The stones can be colorless, white or gray, and
are found in Russia, India and New Jersey, USA.
Natrolite is one of the two or three most powerful stones for stimulation of the third eye and
crown chakras. It can actually cause the merging
of these chakras into one huge energy center.
Natrolite’s energy moves beyond the confines of
the physical body, activating one’s conscious link
with the eighth through fourteenth chakras above
the head. These chakras are aligned with one’s
higher bodies, the astral and causal, as well as
the Higher Self. Natrolite helps open the inner gateways to a myriad of inner
realms, for one’s exploration and enlightenment.
Natrolite provides psychic protection, making it impossible for negative
entities or influences to penetrate one’s auric field. Its pulsating vibrations can
bring Light to any area of the body where energies are blocked. It can be used to
clear the chakras and meridians and is useful in stimulating the nervous system
to higher levels of sensitivity to the subtle spiritual energies that surround us.
Natrolite is an Ascension stone, along with Herderite, Phenacite, Danburite,
Azeztulite, Scolecite, Brookite, Phenacite and Satyaloka Quartz. This is the
optimal group of stones for raising one’s vibrational energies into resonance
with the higher worlds. Natrolite is also one of the Synergy Twelve stones and
works well with Tibetan Tektite, Moldavite and Tanzanite.

Kimberlite

Kimberlite is a type
of potassic volcanic rock
best known for sometimes
containing diamonds. It is
named after the town of
Kimberley in South Africa,
where the discovery of an
83.5-carat diamond in 1871
spawned a diamond rush.
Kimberlite is the product of particularly powerful and explosive volcanic activity, in which rock from deep in the Earth;s mantle is ejected to the surface.
Although it is best known for carrying Diamonds, Kimberlite is rich in a variety
of mineral content.
The energetic properties of Kimberlite are complex, and unlike those of
most other stones. In the body, Kimberlite’s currents circulate in a non-linear
way, entering the head and then the hands, feet and the base chakra, with little
or no energy felt moving in between! In the head, however, the currents continue to swirl and intensify, lifting consciousness in an almost intoxifying way.
The pleasurable aspect of allowing these currents to go where they will makes
meditation with Kimberlite an easy and enjoyable experience. One aspect of this
meditation is that it leads quickly to inner visions and sometimes to dreamlike
episodes.
Kimberlite activates the deep unconscious. If one works with this stone in
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meditation for a sufficient length of time, one will see the unreeling of numerous past life memories. Further meditation can take one even deeper than
one’s personal soul history, and into the fields of racial and species memory.
Going further still, one may penetrate to the mind of the Earth herself, and
her memories. This opening can bring forth visionary sequences displaying
prehistoric life, or even the birth of the crystals and minerals of the Earth’s
crust. Beyond this, one can utilize Kimberlite to fathom the formation of the
Earth and the history of the solar system, galaxy and Universe. This journey
is like moving down through the Tree of Souls, from the individual “leaf ” of
one’s current life to the roots of creation itself.
Kimberlite is a powerful stone for those engaged in shamanic work. It
helps one especially in journeying to the Lower World. It can facilitate a
greater vividness of shamanic visions, and can aid shamanic practitioners in
soul retrieval work for themselves or their clients. In shamanic healing, it can
help the shaman as well as the client to see and clear away the past roots of
negative fixations, implants and even possession by negative entities. Working
with Kimberlite in this way calls for courage and self discipline, but the
rewards can make the effort very worthwhile.
Kimberlite has a natural affinity for Guardian Stone, which can be very
helpful for psychic protection and in healing the auric field. It also works well
with Moldavite, catalyzing rapid beneficial transformation--burning away
karma and becoming one’s destined self.

Agnitite

Agnitite is a silicon
dioxide with a hexagonal
crystal system and a hardness of 7. It is colorless or
whitish with streaks of
reddish Hematite. It is
found in Madagascar.
Agnitite was named for Agni, the Vedic deity of fire. Agni was considered
the supreme source of spiritual Light, life force and even immortality. Agni
was fervently invited to enter the bodies of the ancient chanters, to illumine
their hearts, tissues and consciousness with the sacred fire carrying the Divine
nectar. Agnitite carries this Holy Fire.
Agnitite stimulates the entire Liquid Crystal Body Matrix, infusing it with
the Divine fire of prana. It enhances intuition, healing, strength of will and
the awareness of one’s shared consciousness with that of the world. Individuals
who wish to help in the formation of the Planetary Crystal Grid of Light are
urged to work with Agnitite, because of its capacity to awaken the higher
vibrational potential of the body. In healing, Agnitite can spiritually purify
the blood and cellular tissues. It aids in detoxifying and energizing all of one’s
systems.
For opening the spinal channel, one can combine Agnitite with Tibetan
Tektite. For developing the spiritual capacities of the new human species,
Agnitite combines well with Nirvana Quartz, Circle Stones, Cryolite and
Her-derite. For the additional step of awakening the Light Body, all forms
of Azeztulite can be very helpful. For increasing the down flow of the
Supramental Force, Spanish Aragonite is also suggested.

Healer’s Gold

Healer’s Gold is the name given to a combination of Pyrite and Magnetite
mined in Arizona. Pyrite is an iron sulfide mineral with a hardness of 6 to 6.5.
Magnetite is an iron oxide mineral with a hardness of 5.5 to 6.5. Both minerals
have cubic crystal structures.
Healer’s Gold emanates a powerful, positive energy. It harmonizes
the astral, subtle and causal bodies
and aligns them correctly with the
physical. It is balancing to the
male and female aspects of the self.
It activates weak or lazy chakras
and enhances the flow of subtle
energies throughout the meridian
system. It helps people with low
energy and eliminates passivity. In
Continued on Page 191
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Heaven & Earth is the Source for the Best &
FREE Color Catalog!
1-802-476-4775

We bring 1000’s of high-energy
crystals & stones to our Tucson
showrooms. Come & feel them!

heavenandearth@earthlink.net

Bi-Color Agaronite

Golden Azeztulite™

Stone of the Gold-White Light
A recent discovery in North Carolina has yielded the FIRST individual crystal points of real
Azeztulite ever discovered! Visit us and see our
Exclusive collection of crystals, clusters, gems
and jewelry. Very limited supply!

These powerful crystals can activate
the crown chakra and open one to
receive spiritual Light from the higher
realms. They are said to activate the
downward-pulsing Supramental Force
described by Sri Aurobindo. This is the
evolutionary force now working for
the awakening of humanity and the
transformation of the Earth.

Crimson Cuprite™

This new discovery of brilliant red
Cuprite from Mexico is the finest
material of its kind ever found! We
have tumbled stones, polished slices
and a wide variety of jewelry.

Herderite

Phenacite

The most powerful stone for stimulating the 3rd eye, initiating
visionary experience, interdimensional travel through inner
geometric realms. Aids in attainment of clairvoyant vision. Also
used as a spiritual healing stone for the nervous system.

Herderites are among the most powerful stones for expansion
of consciousness beyond the physical body. They are said to
awaken latent capacities of the brain and open the third eye and
crown chakras. For some people, they can unlock the
ability to attune to the time stream of the future. They are
among the highest vibration Ascension stones. We offer African
Grey Herderite and Brazilian Golden Herderite. Also, this year we
will have several museum quality large Herderite specimens, as
well as new Brazilian Herderite disc clusters.

Aegirine

Healeriite™

This is a stone of profound healing energy, working
on multiple levels to restructure misaligned chakras,
meridians, and systems in the organic and etheric
bodies, bringing a great beneficial infusion of
matter-energy.
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Inkalite™

These spheres are more than
beautiful—they are some
of the most powerful stones
we’ve ever encountered!

The most powerful stone for psychic protection
and energetic purification! Aegirine can be used
to dispel all types of negative entities or attachments, opening one to receive spiritual Light.
Aegirine is a difficult stone to find, and we are
pleased to offer out best selection ever!

Biggest Variety & Quality in Metaphysical Stones
Our 2 nd
Year!

Lithium Light

Aqua Aura Quartz

Howard Joh

nson’s

™

Cactus
Ballroom

A sparkly, high vibration stone from the
Western Rocky Mountains. We have raw
stones, tumble stones, polished shapes,
jewelry, wire wrap pendants and bath stones.

Shungite

This Russian stone works to cleanse and align
all the particles of the body, so that they are
open to the rapid conjoining with the Light.

Tanzan Aura Quartz

Nuummite

We have jewelry, cabochons, polished slices &
rough. A powerful shamanic gemstone! Ideal
for the inner journey to past lives, an aid to
soul retrieval & Light body activation.

Imperial Gold Quartz

Tibetan Tektite™

An amazing collection of rare and unusual
shapes of these high-vibration Tektites
from a strewn field that includes Tibet and
Southern China. Powerful for activating the
energy currents within the chakra column,
the most potent of the Asian Tektites!

Available in Tucson from:

Heaven & Earth
Howard Johnson’s

Angel Aura Quartz

Cactus Room
(1010 S. Freeway)

Showroom Phone: 802-477-2505

www.heavenandearthjewelry.com

Healer’s Gold™

This Pyrite/Magnetite gemstone from the
American Southwest is ideal for balancing
the polarities of the body and for all types
of spiritual healing. It strengthens any
chakra and encourages overall good
health, vitality and inner harmony.
Both healers and their clients can
benefit from these powerful stones.
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Fine Specimens, Good Vibrations!

Sauralite Azeztulite™ from New Zealand

Sauralite Azeztulite™ with Amethyst

Honey & Cream Azeztulite™

Amazez™

Healerite™

Natrolite Clusters

Hiddenite

Covellite

Fairy Wand Quartz

Satyaloka Yellow Azeztulite™

Satyaloka Clear Azeztulite™ Crystals

Satyaloka Rose Azeztulite™

Heaven
&
Earth
LLC
HE Metaphysical Minerals and Jewelry

Arkansas Golden Healers

Albatine Aragonite

Auralite-23

A+++ Nirvana Quartz

TUCSON LOCATION: Howard Johnson’s (1010 S. Freeway) Cactus Room
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Guardianite™

Violet Flame Opal™

Himalaya Red Azeztulite™

Himalaya Red-Gold Azeztulite™

Rainbow Anandalite™

Illuminite™

Phenacite Crystals

Kunzite Crystals

A+++ Rhodocrosite

Amethyst “Herkimers” from Africa

Black Andradite Garnet

Heaven
&
Earth
HE Metaphysical Minerals and Jewelry
Blue Chalcedony

Caxoxenite

Black Strongstone™

LLC
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Guardianite™

A Protector in Times of Transformation

T

his article marks the introduction of a new
and powerful stone for the metaphysical
community. It is found in Oregon, USA,
and its remarkable energies have earned it the name
Guardianite. It is a complex stone, composed of

by Robert Simmons

the minerals aegirine, feldspar, nepheline, analcime,
riebeckite-arfvedsonite, biotite, olivine and apatite.
It exhibits complex dotted patterns of black on a
gray-white background. I was initially drawn to it
because of its Aegirine component, which I liked
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because of Aegirine’s powerful energies of protection
and purification. When I got the first samples, I discovered that the currents of the other minerals had
combined with those of the Aegirine to produce a
highly dynamic vibrational pattern that can permeate and strengthen one’s entire field.
The first sensation upon holding a piece of
Guardianite is a deep and immediate grounding
through the root chakra. This stone offers an almost
instantaneous connection with the Earth and its
upwelling Life Force currents––sometimes known
as the Earth’s chi, or prana. As these currents flow
into one’s field through the enhanced connection
provided via Guardianite, they flow throughout the
Liquid Crystal Body Matrix––an experience felt as a
humming vibration of well-being. This sensation is
so nourishing, strengthening that one tends not to
want to put the stone down!
My sense is that Guardianite can directly
nourish the etheric and astral bodies, also enhancing their full integration with the physical self. The
Aegirine and Riebeckite components give it a strong
purifying and protective quality, while the Feldspar
and Nepheline help one receive the nourishing Life
Force energies of the Earth. The Biotite’s influence
is one of grounding and strengthening. The Apatite
aids in cleansing the auric field, soothing the emotional body, enhancing mental clarity and strengthening the will. The Olivine promotes one’s inner
sense of well-being and instills a positive emotional
attitude. Analcime’s currents provide an uplifting
link to the higher vibrational realms. With so many
beneficial minerals combined in a single stone, it is
as if a team of angels has come together to provide
the ideal combination of protective, purifying, balancing, strengthening and uplifting energies to aid
human beings through the challenges of the very
transitions we are facing now!
There is many uncertainties in today’s world,
and we are all challenged to face them and handle
them with equanimity. When Guardianite’s energies are in one’s field, one feels supported and
empowered, safe from all harm. One’s center of Self
is strong and stable, and one’s powers of will and
manifestation are enhanced. One knows that one
can overcome any obstacle and that one will always
be protected. This sense of safety comes from a very
real boost to the power of one’s energy fields.
Guardianite can repair damage to one’s subtle
body and energy fields, allowing for the healing
of many types of physical ailments brought about
through energy-field damage. It can reseal a damaged
aura, keeping one’s spiritual body protected from all
types of negative influences, from fear to radiation.
It is highly recommended as an aid for spiritually
addressing unusual illnesses for which no immediate
physical cause can be discovered. Its beneficial influence on the auric field can help heal energy leaks
that lead to anxiety and depression. It is an excellent
stone for breaking through all sorts of “downward
spirals” which can adversely affect one’s well being. It
stimulates courage, confidence, optimism, creativity
and willpower. It unleashes the dormant power of the
fully awakened third chakra, allowing one to manifest one’s highest aspirations and make one’s dreams
come true.
Guardianite is a stone of deep connection to
the Earth, which accounts for many of its nourishing qualities. It helps those of us who like to hang
out in the high vibrational realms to bring those

Continued on Page 192

Lithium Light

™
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ithium Light is the name given to a
sparkly, high vibration stone from
the western Rocky Mountains. Its
mineral constituents include Lepidolite,
Quartz and Cronstedtite. It ranges in color
from whitish gray to yellow and/or pink.
The Lepidolite component of this material
contains significant amounts of Lithium,
which has a strong influence on its energetic
properties. The Quartz component acts primarily as an amplifier of the Lithium energies, while the Cronstedtite aids in allowing
the Lithium vibrations to be more easily
assimilated by the body. We have found this
stone to have a number of unique and pleasant qualities, which we hope our readers will
enjoy.
Many of us feel a special affection for
the family of Lithium-containing minerals-including Lepidolite, Tourmaline, Sugilite,
Petalite, Amblygonite and others. All of
them have enjoyable currents which soothe
the psyche as well as the body, while gently
elevating one’s consciousness. From my experience, Lithium Light is the most powerful
of these. Its currents begin softly, building in
intensity until one feels wrapped in a cocoon
of spiritual Light, in a deeply comforting
and relaxing glow. In fact, Lithium Light is
ideal for those who are undergoing a period
of spiritual transformation, because its presence builds a vibrational field of safety, pleasure, comfort, joy and healing relaxation.
This is what is needed in times of inner gestation, in which the soul is metamorphosing
into a new form.
Speaking of metamorphosis, a number of
people who work with crystals and stones are
engaged in creating or activating the Body of
Light. As I wrote in regard to Shungite, the
Light Body can only fully manifest as a stable

by Robert Simmons

form when it can integrate with a purified
and fully receptive physical body. This is the
goal--the merging of body, soul and spirit-which most mystical tradition holds for
humanity. Our task, in large part, is to clear
the physical body of negative attachments
and impurities while calling in the spiritual
Light which will, when the preparations
have come to fruition, pour into the body,
creating the Body of Light. This process can
be greatly aided by the influence of Lithium
Light, which aids in bodily and energetic
purification, while holding one’s energy field
within its Cocoon of Light.
Lithium Light is an excellent stone to
carry or wear throughout the day. Its emanations engender a sense of calm serenity, in
which one is far less vulnerable to negative
influences in one’s environment. This stone
allows one to awaken one’s higher awareness--the inner perspective that can accept
conditions, whatever they are, without being
brought down by them. This awareness
brings the mind and heart into close accord,
allowing one to see, understand and act from
a place of wisdom.
Lithium Light is a stone of higher consciousness. This gentleness can make the
expansion of awareness it provides feel so
natural that it almost goes unnoticed. Yet,
if one looks back, one realizes that one has
traveled far along the path of Light as one
has worked with this stone. In meditation,
Lithium Light can lead to states of ecstatic
rapture and visions of the Divine realms.
It can even initiate states of recognition of
one’s true Divine self.
In spiritual healing, Lithium Light is
recommended for mood stabilization,
calming nervousness and releasing stress.

It is beneficial
to the heart
and nervous
system. It can
aid in calming
digestive
issues brought
on by stress
or
anxiety.
Practitioners
of massage or
Lithium Light Bath Stones
other healing
modalities are advised to wear or carry
Lithium Light, in order to enhance one’s
state of calm helpfulness and empathy with
the client. It can also be helpful to have the
recipient of the treatment hold a pair of
these stones during the session, to aid in
relaxation and receptivity.
One of the most enjoyable ways to
immerse oneself in the currents of Lithium
Light is to literally bathe with it. These
stones’ currents are easily conducted by
water (especially salt water), and through
the water, via our opened pores, the energies
of the stones make their way into our Liquid
Crystal Body Matrix. This is a delectable
experience, which can waft one upward into
the heights of bliss. It is an excellent antidote
to stress and a great way to re-connect with
the loving emanations of the Divine realms.
“Lithium Light stones harmonize easily with
all of the Lithium-based stones mentioned
above. In addition, they work synergistically
with Sauralite Azeztulite and Honey and
Cream Azeztulite, both of which emphasize
the sweetness and serenity of connection
with the higher realms of Light. Other
high-vibration stones such as Phenacite,
Herderite and Clear Apophyllite make excellent combinations with Lithium Light. f

Heaven & Earth

Available in Tucson from
Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room (1010 S. Freeway)
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Healerite

™
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ealerite is the name given to a newly
discovered magnesium silicate mineral (possibly a form of chrysotile)
from the Northwestern USA. It is a bright
lime green color, reminding some observers of Key Lime pie! It has a soft feeling in
the hand, and is pleasant to hold. It was all
hand-dug from a single deposit in a remote
mountain area.
This is a stone of profound healing energy,
working on multiple levels to restructure
misaligned chakras, meridians, and systems
in the organic and etheric bodies, bringing
a great beneficial infusion of subtle matterenergy. Healerite’s currents move into the
body quite readily at any point, carrying
emanations of well-being to body and soul.
This stone resonates strongly with the heart,
solar plexus and third eye chakras, facilitating an elevation and alignment of the vibratory qualities of these three chakras and one’s
entire vibrational field. Through the linking
of these chakras, Healerite stimulates the
harmonious accord of awareness, love and
will, empowering one to manifest these more
fully than ever before. Those engaged in selfhealing or in facilitating the healing of others will find a valuable ally in this wholesome
and powerful stone.
Healerite energizes the Liquid Crystal
Body Matrix, creating revitalization on the
cellular level. Its currents encourage all of the
cells and internal systems to harmonize with
one another, and with the Divine Blueprint
of the holistic perfection of the body. This is
a stone to carry or wear for the maintenance
of one’s resonance with this pattern, as well
as for re-connecting with it if one is ill.
On the emotional level, Healerite is an excellent ally for encouraging the optimal emotional states of joy, expansiveness, generosity,
intimacy and heart-centered awareness. This
stone is a great aid for those seeking to heal
old wounds to the emotional
body--even those carried unconsciously from past lives.
It is excellent for facilitating the recollection of
past lives, and for learning the lessons which
allow one to correct

by Robert Simmons

dysfunctional patterns and move forward.
Healerite can also help practitioners break
the pattern of being the ‘wounded healer”-one who engages in helping others but neglects one’s own self-healing. It is one of the
most profoundly wholesome, balancing, energizing stones I have ever encountered, and
I feel it can help one bring about amazing
shifts into health and wholeness.
For self-healing of the body, I suggest placing Healerite on the afflicted areas, as well
as in energy grids around the body. One can
also carry or wear the stone to keep its influence in the auric field throughout the day.
On the spiritual level, Healerite is a stone
of planetary healing. Planting this stone in
areas where damage has been done to the
etheric body of the Earth through the traumas of war, pollution, deforestation or environmental exploitation can affect the spiritual repair of such areas. If one does such
planting with clear intention and ritual, the
effects are much enhanced.
Healerite is the perfect stone for healing practitioners to place in their treatment
rooms, providing a wholesome influence for
the well-being of both healer and client. It is
also ideal for meditation spaces, as it stimulates a connection of one’s awareness with
the higher spiritual realms. Healerite resonates with angels, devas and Nature spirits,
and those wishing to enter into conscious
relationship with such entities are likely to
find their connections much improved and
enriched. Children will find an easy connection with Healerite, and handling the stone
can help them maintain states of calm, happy awareness.
One very important quality of Healerite is its capacity to infuse one’s body--both
physical and etheric--with subtle mater-energy from the higher realms. We are now in
a period in which a great cascade of Divine

Available in Tucson from

blessings are being showered on the Earth,
and onto all human beings. However, we
must choose to be receptive to these currents
of blessing (and willing to pass them on to
others), in order for the full flow to enter us.
Healerite magnifies this flow and helps one
feel it, which allows the intensity and quantity of subtle matter-energy to increase even
further. This ever-increasing infusion is the
very essence of the accelerated spiritual evolution we are now called to embody.
Healerite’s currents flow into our being
through the channels of the energy meridians--the same ones known in acupuncture
and other modes of subtle energy medicine.
One way to describe its effects is to say it
greatly increases one’s chi, or life force. This
may be the underlying reason for its multitude of beneficial effects. Healerite can help
one calm frayed nerves, balance the body and
emotions, attune to the spiritual realms, and
increase inner vitality and energy. One can
feel years younger when the subtle matterenergy of Healerite fully permeates one’s being. It says to me that it is a stone of longevity
and rejuvenation, as well as simple healing.
I recommend wearing Healerite at any and
all times, as well as placing pieces in one’s environment. Its wholesome emanations teach
one’s body, mind and spirit, on the subliminal level, the patterns of health, inner harmony and spiritual awakening. It can open
the mind to higher worlds, and it can open
the heart to Divine Love.
Healerite has a special connection with
Shungite, which enhances the flow of energy
through the meridian system, and is also said
to be a stone of rejuvenation. It works well
with Honey and Cream Azeztulite, which
mirrors and magnifies the wholesome sweetness of its currents. It also resonates with
Moldavite, Phenacite, Golden Labradorite,
Seraphinite and all forms of Azeztulite.” f
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Cinnazez
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nly a few weeks before the Tucson show,
I received in the mail a stone that I had
never dreamed existed. It was a vivid
mixture of red, white and translucent gray colors,
and its currents were astonishingly powerful. It
came from a friend in New Zealand, where the
stone was discovered in a remote mountainous part
of the South Island. I had been aware for over a year
that some New Zealand stones carry the currents of
Azeztulite, and we had been enthusiastically offering
both types found thus far--the beautiful Sauralite
Azeztulite crystal clusters and the more recently discovered Honey and Cream Azeztulite. What I never
imagined was that there might be a stone that combines the high vibrations of New Zealand Azeztulite
with the powerful energies of Cinnabar. The name
for the new stone--Cinnazez--seemed to practically
shout itself into my inner ears. Once again, the
mineral realm has revealed a new stone at precisely
the moment when it can be of greatest benefit.
My felt sense, upon first holding a pair of
Cinnazez stones, was of a powerful healing and
enlightening wave spreading through my body,
beginning in the head, and moving quickly throughout the torso and finally all the way to my feet. The
speed at which the currents of these stones spread
is surprising, and unexpectedly pleasant. It is as
though the cells are receiving a powerful wave of life
force, love and wisdom--a wave that is simultaneously comforting and illuminating. I found that
once I picked up the stones, I did not want to put
them down, and that even when I willed myself to
set them aside, I picked them up again within a
couple of minutes. The attraction to these stones is
palpable, at least in my case, and I think it is because
there is something in the currents of Cinnazez that
satisfies a powerful evolutionary need.
I sat down to meditate with two pieces of
Cinnazez, and asked the Being of these stones to
tell me of its nature and qualities. Here are some
of the insights that came: “We are quickeners
of consciousness and awakeners of higher awareness. We can stimulate your nervous systems to
actualize their latent capacities of clairvoyance,
telepathic communication, attunement to
heavenly realms and direct knowledge
of Divine truth. We are bringers of
Wisdom and we stimulate spiritual enlightenment. We are
the solidified essence of
the Philosophers’ Stone,
and we help the body
open to become a
conduit of the

A New Stove Discovered!

Celestial Fire of the Great Central Sun. We are as
full of Light as any Azeztulite, yet we act faster, to
bring the Light through you and into the world.
We are teachers of the body, and can awaken the
human Bodymind to full self awareness. Meditation
with us in silence allows us to penetrate and activate
every cell. We are alchemical transformers, turning
the leaden unconsciousness of the past into the
Golden Truth of the World-coming-to-be. We are
first among the new stones of the Earth’s Golden
Age, which is now dawning. Those who work with
us will receive our blessings, and can become givers
of blessing.”
I was fascinated at the alchemical references
in these initial insights. I had studied enough
alchemy to know that the fabled Philosophers’
Stone (believed to be capable of prolonging life
indefinitely and transmuting lead to gold) was said
to appear in three stages. The initial dark phase
(nigredo) signified unenlightened matter, and could
refer to most of the Earth’s dormant rocks, which
are spiritually asleep. The second phase, the white
phase (albedo), signified a state of spiritually awakened matter, capable of attuning to spiritual Light
and awakening the alchemist to his or her higher
destiny. I have long believed that the original white
Azeztulite represents this aspect of the Philosophers’
Stone. The third and final phase of the development
of the Philosopher’s Stone is the red phase (rubedo)
in which the Stone has fully developed all of its
powers. In its red phase, the Philosopher’s Stone is
believed to supply the alchemist with power over his
or her own longevity, and the ability to heal others
and transmute matter from one state to another.
The similarities of the red phase of the
Philosophers’ Stone to the description of the properties of Cinnazez filled me with excitement. Had
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the most magical and spiritually potent stone
of all arrived at last? This was, after all, not just
another red stone--it was Azeztulite combined with
Cinnabar. Azeztulite is the most Light-filled stone
I know, and Cinnabar is a compound of Mercury
and Sulphur, two of the most important elements
in traditional alchemical work. I was eager to delve
more deeply into the properties of these remarkable
stones.
My next insights came in a dream that occurred
one night after I had meditated with two Cinnazez
stones. In the dream scenario, I was in Italy with
my wife Kathy, and we were exploring a lovely little
town. At one point, when Kathy was out of sight, a
woman approached me and began speaking rapidly
in Italian. When she realize I didn’t understand her,
she switched to English, saying I really must attend
a theater performance that night--a dramatization
of the story of Mercury. She told me I should record
and remember the information in the play. When I
awoke, I realized that “Mercury” referred both to
the elemental Mercury in the Cinnabar component of Cinnazez, and the mythic being know as
Mercury (in the Greek called Hermes), who is the
father of Alchemy! I began to meditate more with
the Cinnazez, and have been “recording” the information and insights, just as she instructed. Here are
some of them:
Cinnazez is a quickener of evolutionary growth.
It stimulates the brain and central nervous system,
increasing one’s receptivity to fields of knowledge in
the inner realms. It aids those who wish to access
the akashic records, or to discover the answers to
questions or problems in any area. Cinnazez stimulates one’s vibrational field, so that one becomes a
better conductor of all kinds of positive energies.
It enhances one’s capacity to form and hold inner
images, which are often the form in which spiritual
“downloads” of Divine knowledge come to
us. It makes one more of an “attractor”
of new knowledge and insights, in the
same way a metal post attracts lightning.
Cinnazez also stimulates the
intelligence of the heart, and it
strengthens the neural networks
via which the mind and heart
communicate. It can facilitate the inner experience of
hearing the voice of one’s
heart, and of recognizing

Continued on
Page 180
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Anandalite
				

™ New Stone of Transformation

		

by Robert Simmons

W

e first encountered Anandalite more
than a year ago, and we were astonished by the experiences it engendered in
ourselves and others. It has the capacity to awaken
kundalini energies in a way that is both powerful and safe. The safe and balanced activation of
kundalini in large numbers
of people is something
we view as an essential
element of the worldawakening into which we
are moving, at an everquickening pace. Gopi
Krishna, the most accomplished and well-known
kundalini adept of our
time, has called kundalini
the “energy of genius” in
humanity and states that
kundalini awakening is
central to the evolution
of human consciousness.
Kundalini awakening can
precipitate ecstatic states
of consciousness, and can
trigger inner openings
into divine awareness.
Synchronistically, at the
time when widespread
kundalini awakening is
most needed, the stone
that can catalyze such
awakening has appeared.
Since we introduced it in
2010, Anandalite has been
experienced by hundreds
of people in our showrooms, and in Robert
Simmons’ recent Stones
of the New Consciousness
Intensive. In observing the
experiences they reported,
we have discerned certain
patterns that confirm the
connection of Anandalite
to kundalini.
For purposes of demonstrating the currents
of Anandalite to friends
and customers, we often
ask the person to stand in
profile while one of us uses
two Anandalite stones,
one in front and one in
back, to bring the latent
kundalini energies up the
spinal column. (Kundalini
has been metaphorically
described as a “serpent”
curled asleep at the base of
the spine. When kundalini
awakening begins, the
serpent of energy moves
up the spine, activating all
the chakras and ultimately
opening the “thousand
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petaled lotus” at the crown.) Most people we
worked with reported a rising energy beginning
at the root chakra as warmth, intensifying as it
rises. At the heart, the warmth frequently changes
to emotional energy, which is most frequently
experienced as joy. At the third eye and crown, the
energy often transforms into white Light or into
an inner rainbow display of multicolored Light.
Although not everyone begins by experiencing
all of this, most people have a strong sense of the
rising energy. Most interestingly, a large number of
them involuntarily sway in an undulating motion
as the stones move up in front and in back of
the spine. This is an enactment of the kundalini
“serpent” rising from the base chakra, and the
undulations that involuntarily occur show why the
energy is called the “serpent fire.” When this practice was done by 150 people at the Stones of the
New Consciousness Intensive, there were scores of
people swaying like this, all over the room, and the
room itself was filled with powerful currents. It is
our feeling that we have just begun to tap into the
potentials of working with Anandalite.
As a comparison, we quote here, from the book
Kundalini Rising, the story of Bonnie Greenwald
Phd, who experienced a spontaneous kundalini
awakening: “I had gone to class one day after
having had an energy session with Gay. While
sitting in the somewhat dull classroom, ripples of
pleasurable energy began rolling up my spine to
the top of my head. Increasing in frequency and
intensity, they became stronger and stronger until
I soon felt intoxicated with bliss...This experience
initiated weeks of emotional and psychological
shifts, through which I felt intensely drawn to
meditate, found expansiveness in silence, and from
time to time felt waves of spontaneous ecstasy.
Self-consciousness fell away, my heart felt wide
open and loving, and I experienced an inner happiness I had never known before...Gradually the
intensity subsided, but the energy events continued
on a quieter level. It was always internal and felt
like a sweet humming, an easy shift of consciousness that produced subtle blissful feelings.”
The above set experiences echoes everything
reported by people working with the energies of
Anandalite, and convinced us that the hypothesis
that Anandalite can activate kundalini is correct.
The degree of activation depends on many factors
having to do with the individual, but the way
the energy works seems clear. In the book on
kundalini, one of the chief issues addressed was
the unpredictability of kundalini awakening and
the need to find dependable pathways into the
experience. We believe that Anandalite (which
synchronistically comes from India, where kundalini has been known and cultivated for millennia)
may provide an essential key to this awakening.

Ways of Working with Anandalite
At the beginning, we only worked with
Anandalite in simple ways, such as carrying the
stone, meditating with it or wearing it in jewelry.
These basic practices are good for opening the
door, but because of Anandalite’s unique capacities to awaken the evolutionary energies of kun-

dalini, we wanted to try more powerful methods.
The practice described above is one of the steps
we made, and it works very well. It can be further
enhanced if the person receiving the activation
is also holding an Anandalite in each hand. (By
the way, it should be noted that in most cases the
person giving the activation felt almost as much as
the person receiving it!)
Anandalite Activation Pair: To stimulate the
chakra column and begin the activation process,
we use a pair of Anandalites––one in front and one
in back, as shown in the photos. Although one can
use any two pieces of Anandalite, we have found
it most effective to use one elongated stalactiteshaped piece and one plate-shaped piece. Usually
we use the stalactite in front of the subject and the
plate in back. Something about this combination
seems to accommodate itself best to the energy
field. We have found that all sizes work, but that
larger pieces generally emanate a more powerful
flow.
Anandalite Chakra Sets: (See ad on next page)
One way to enhance the effects is to set up a
body layout with a piece of Anandalite at each
chakra. This helps draw the kundalini energy up,
activating each chakra point, and the presence of
the stone helps stabilize each chakra at a higher
vibrational level. We like to use one stone for each
of the seven physical chakras, with an additional
stone at the Soul Star chakra (about six to nine
inches above the head) and another at the Earth
Star chakra (about six to nine inches below the
feet). Thus, our full chakra sets consist of nine
Anandalites.
Anandalite Body-Field Grids: (See ad on next
page) We use these to create a field of energy
around the reclining body, when healing or ascension work is being done. For this, we use a set of
six larger Anandalites. Our most powerful application for stimulating the body and energy field of
an individual is to combine the chakra set with the
body grid set. In this configuration, one is lying
done inside an oval grid made from the six larger
Anandalites, and the nine smaller Anandalites are
placed at each of the chakra points. Meditating in
the energy environment made by this pattern of
powerful stones is an amazing experience, one
that can potentially initiate one into the path of
kundalini-awakened evolution. (Note: This grid/
layout can be further enhanced by adding Tibetan
Tektite at the crown and root chakras, or at all of
the chakras. Adding Azeztulites will bring in the
Nameless Light energy to activate spiritual Light
on the cellular level.)
Anandalite Environments: We have gone even
further with our environmental use of Anandalites.
In addition to the grids and body layouts, we
find that placing Anandalites around one’s home
or work environment can raise the energy levels
wherever one happens to be, helping one learn to
function at all times at a new higher vibrational
level. For those interested in Anandalites for the
environment, or in gridding one’s whole house or
land, we recommend purchasing Anandalite by the
flat. (See ad on next page).
Note: Robert Simmons will be demonstrating the
energies of Anandalite in Tucson at the Heaven
and Earth room, Feb. 30 to Jan. 16, 2013.
They’re location is The Howard Johnson’s (1010
S. Freeway) Cactus Room. f
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This new stone from India carries the powerful currents of kundalini and the energies
of Ananda, the Sanscrit term for Divine Bliss. When one holds a pair of these stones
and moves them upward along the chakras, the currents typically begin as heat,
progress into Light and flower into joy. Anandalite is one of the most important
stones for these time of spiritual transformation.” ––Robert Simmons
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2021: The Year of Ascension
What Comes after 2012?

A

t the time of this magazine’s publication, we
are fast approaching the Winter Solstice of
the year 2012, the end of the Mayan calender and a portal of initiation for all who wish
to begin the process of spiritual transformation and
vibrational ascension. Robert Simmons gives us his
intuitions about the time we are entering:
“For some years, my own work with minerals
and crystals has centered around the idea that the
stones are more than useful objects, emanating ‘en-

by Robert Simmons
ergies’ that we can feel and use for our own benefit.
I picture the crystals, gems and minerals as multiple
species of ‘Earth Angels,’ meaning that spiritually
they are angelic beings whose physical aspects appear as the stones we collect, buy and sell, and with
whom we work in meditation for healing and selftransformation. As such, they are spiritually alive,
and are, in my view, closely linked with the Soul of
the World. My own picture of the Portal of Initiation we entered on 11-11-11, and which will open
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fully by the end of 2012, centers on the vision that
Sophia, the Soul of the World is awake, and She
wants us to join her in a new way of living. The new
life we will enter will be one of co-creative communion, in a kind of joyful shared awareness with Her.
Our work with the crystals, which clearly brings us
joy, as well as many kinds of inner growth, is the
most accessible road (at least for us rock-lovers) into
this very new and amazing consciousness. (Just the
fact that we feel energy from stones takes us beyond the conventional scientific understanding of
the world!)
“If this vision is true, and if we can enter through
our meditative crystal work into conscious communion with the being known as Sophia, (the ancient
Greek name for Wisdom), we will change, and we
will feel unimaginably expanded beyond all we have
been and known. This is the transformation I am
calling Vibrational Ascension. To many of us, it
feels as if we have been preparing for this change
for a long time, and for me it seems that the 11:11
opening has stepped up the process considerably.
My intuition is that the intensity of this energy of
awakening will increase through all of 2012. After
we have passed through the 2012 Solstice gateway, I
sense that there will be a period of about nine years
of GRACE, within which our access to spiritual
experiences and communion with the World Soul
will be greatly enhanced. Whatever is going on in
the outer world, whether wonderful or horrendous,
the spiritual realms will be right beside us, more
present than at any time we have experienced. It
is important for us to attend to the Grace, and to
surrender into it. As always, our mineral allies will
be there to help us.
“Since part of my work is to discover and sometimes to combine stones which facilitate the realization of our spiritual potential, I wondered what
new synergistic combinations and designs would be
appropriate for moving through the 2012 gateway
into the Years of Grace, and further, into 2021, the
year I envision as the time of Planetary Vibrational
Ascension. And I wondered what might help attune
the stones more fully to this purpose. The results of
these contemplations can be found in the new 2021
Bracelets and the IAM Power Strands.”

The 2021 Bracelets

“The 2021 Bracelets are a limited edition collection. Between now and the 2012 Solstice, we will
make no more than 2021 pieces of each design.
(This is the number given by inner guidance as being appropriate in this time frame, and it focuses
energy on the 2021 Ascension year.) Also, I have
committed to program each and all of these with
the intention that they facilitate the Vibrational
Ascension of every person who wears it, as well as
facilitating the actualization of Planetary Vibrational Ascension. Each 2021 Bracelet will be signed
and numbered on its tag, which will also include a
statement of its purpose. I feel that the programming and written statements are important in our
co-creating the Years of Grace and the Vibrational
Ascension, for each and all of us. I urge everyone
who chooses to wear a 2021 Bracelet to program
it, and yourself, to bring forth this Divine potential
here on Earth, for the love of Earth.
Continued on Page 192
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We are really excited about these new wands and pendulums. They are the strongest,
and most beautiful energy tools we’ve ever created! The terminated tips and spheres
are made from pure Clear Quartz. Use the pointed end to direct a focused beam of
energy, and the sphere end to send out a diffused “spray” of high vibrations.
We’ve pulled together our most potent stones to make the ultimate energy
tools for personal transformation, healing, awakening and ascension.
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purifying and healing the energy body.
Healer’s Wand: Contans Healerite, Seraphinite, Healer’s
Gold and White Azeztulite.
The ultimate tool for healing and recovery
Protection & Power: Contains Guardianite,
Black Tourmaline, Garnet, Smoky Quartz
and Jet. The strongest tool for
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Azeztulite™ Awakening
by Robert Simmons

T

here are so many stories to tell about Azeztulite.
Some of them have been presented in my latest
book, Stones of the New Consciousness. Along
with Moldavite, (and now Rosophia) Azeztulite has
been a central focus of my spiritual path with the
stones––both in my work and in my life. In this little
article, I want to say something about a phenomenon
that has been happening for a few years. It involves
the discovery of new forms of Azeztulite, in new locations, as part of an unfolding that potentially involves
the whole Earth. When I think of it now, I call it the
Azeztulite Awakening.
The unspoken point of view that most of us
have regarding stones and their spiritual properties
is that the stones, with whatever properties they may
have, are more or less sitting there in the ground,
broadcasting their properties, and when we find them
and start working with them, we feel their energies,
receive their benefits and evolve as a result. This
may be exactly how it is, but the Azeztulite story has
always been different. Eighteen years ago, my friend
Naisha, whom I did not yet know very well, called
to give me the message (from an angelic group soul
entity called “Azez”) that I would soon have in my
hands a new stone, which was to be called Azeztulite.
It was, she told me, called something else in the
human world, though she didn’t know what. When
the stones miraculously arrived as predicted, sent
to me by a stranger in North Carolina, they felt so
powerful, and their frequency was so high, I associated them with Phenacite, the most powerful inter
dimensional stone I knew back then. But it wasn’t
Phenacite. It was a chunky, even clunky-looking
variety of the humblest of minerals––quartz. Yet
it was capable of giving me head-to-toe goose
bumps, lighting my upper chakras up like
a pinball machine, and touching my heart
with a tenderness that brought forth tears.
No other quartz I had touched before, or
since, could affect me so strongly. The Azez
had said that they programmed the stone
Azeztulite to carry the frequencies of the
Nameless Light, and it seemed to be true.
Nothing else we knew could explain it.
Almost twenty years later, I
have seen so many others experience
Azeztulite with wonder and astonishment, with tears and illumination,
with goose bumps and joy, that I am
utterly convinced that Naisha’s original story is true. There are these
invisible (to us) benevolent beings,
the Azez, who serve the Nameless
Light of the Great Central Sun, and who have awakened certain varieties of particularlyreceptive quartz,
in special places around the Earth.
These stones, as they said through Naisha, carry
currents of Light which can help us to awaken, to
heal, and to dissolve all our old habits of fear, illness,
destruction and death. They carry the spiritual
pattern of regeneration, and they hold the longing
of the Divine Light to incarnate in us here upon the
Earth.
That’s pretty big stuff, and it has taken years for
me to see this as clearly as I feel I do now. It is rather
daring to say all of this so plainly. And all of this
is not fate, but destiny. Fate one cannot avoid, but
destiny must be chosen in order to be fulfilled. What
Azeztulite offers can change us, and can change the
world, but only if we claim the destiny that is avail-
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able to us, only if we choose to accept the Azeztulite’s
gift. And, we have been told, we must offer our gift
as well. If enough of us work with Azeztulite, we were
told, we make it possible for more Azeztulite to be
awakened.
In Naisha’s original messages, we were told that the
Azez were stationed etherically in power spots around
the Earth, and that over time, more Azeztulite would
be activated, and then discovered. Think of that! It
is different from the old assumption that stones are
just sitting around broadcasting the same energies
forever. Azeztulite seems unique, an intentional gift
from some high angelic beings, perhaps from the
Light itself. Chemically, it is quartz, but clearly, not
all quartz is Azeztulite. Will that always be so?
Perhaps not! As the Azez predicted so many
years ago, more Azeztulite has been found. (Always,
we identify a new form of Azeztulite by testing its
energy currents. Their presence is what reveals it as
Azeztulite.) After the original Azeztulite from North
Carolina, Vermont Azeztulite was discovered, and
then Satyaloka Azeztulite from South India. In the
couple of years, things have accelerated and evolved.
In 2008, we came upon a new type of Azeztulite
from North Carolina, which we called Sanda Rosa
Azeztulite. This material, in addition to quartz, contained spessartine garnet and green mica. I found it to
be an excellent stone for my own physical healing.
In the fall of 2008, Pink Azeztulite (Rhodazez)
was found in the Rocky Mountains. This was another
mixture, containing quartz and pink dolomite. It
unmistakably carries the Azeztulite currents, but
the pink dolomite attunes it perfectly for the
soothing and regenerating of the emotional
body.
The winter of 2008 brought forth the
first true Azeztulite prismatic crystals, once
again from the North Carolina mountains.
Because they were mostly citrine colored,
and because they evoked the gold-white
spiritual Light, we named them Golden
Azeztulite.
The energetic wealth of Azeztulite
has come to amaze us, as has the
rapidity of Azeztulite’s recent
expansion into new varieties. In
the early months of 2009, a
friend brought us yet another
new stone, a bright yellow
quartz from the lands bordering the Himalaya mountains. It
revealed itself, when we tested it in
meditation, to be a newly activated Azeztulite, keyed
to the development of creative manifestation and
will. We have named it Himalaya Gold Azeztulite. In
2010, the same site in India yielded two new kinds,
Himalaya Red Azeztulite and Himalaya red-Gold
Azeztulite.
Why is all of this happening? I believe we are
seeing the development of the original agenda of the
Azez and the Light they serve. These beings said that
they serve the Light, and that they come as helpers
to planets ready to make the next great leap of their
spiritual evolution. The last communication Naisha
shared with me was that the ultimate agenda of
the Azez is for all the quartz on Earth to eventually
carry the energies of Azeztulite! I have written of this
before, but I must repeat it, because the implications
are so important. Those who have felt the currents
of Azeztulite, and who have felt the response to

Azeztulite in their
souls and bodies,
can readily imagine
what this could
mean. If all of the
Earth’s quartz, which
makes up 26% of
the Earth’s crust,
begins to vibrate
at the frequencies of Azeztulite,
at the intensity of
Azeztulite, we will be
living on a different
kind of planet––a
Planet of Light. And we, ourselves, will change
simultaneously with the Earth, into our true nature–
–Beings of Light. As I think of this, and as I see the
gradual (though actually quite rapid) unfolding of
this agenda, through the new Azeztulite discoveries, I
am awed. It is so big, it is hard to take it in, hard to
feel the enormity of it. Yet I am moved, as others have
been, to try my best to help it all come true.
So, naturally, I invite everyone who is moved by
this vision to join in and help. How? By working with
Azeztulite, opening ourselves to the inner Light of the
Central Sun, the seed of which is in our hearts. Let all
our fearful habits dissolve, and trust the Light, trust
the heart and trust the unknown. I think it is good
to meditate and sleep with Azeztulites of all sorts,
and to wear it. I like and encourage giving Azeztulite
to others and planting pieces of it in the Earth, in
the ocean, in rivers and cities and vacant lots and
houses––everywhere that the heart suggests. I planted
pieces of Azeztulite at Stonehenge in 2007, inviting
the giant megaliths to wake up and become like
Azeztulite. I like to do this, leaving bits of Azeztulite,
and the invitation to the “beneficial contagion,” in
different places where inspiration dictates. Even if
you are not planting stones, I encourage you to invite
the quartz embedded in all fields you walk upon,
and the sidewalks, and in the buildings you pass,
in the highways, the beaches, the tombstones, the
gravel, the layers of quartz deep, deep under the soil–
–invite them all to wake up and carry the currents of
Azeztulite. This invitation from us is a way of inviting
the Nameless Light of the Divine to fully enter the
Earth, and to weave its way into our whole being.
Because it is based in Love, this Light will never force
itself upon us. It, like love, will only enter where it is
welcomed.
In the two years I have learned that Azeztulite
has a partner––the stone called Rosophia. I wrote
about the amazing occasion of Rosophia’s discovery in the 2010 Metaguide Magazine. I like to
imagine Azeztulite as the Divine Light from the spiritual realms, reaching down from above, one might
say. And Rosophia is like the spirit of the Divine
Feminine––the Soul of the World, already deeply
within matter, reaching for union with the heavenly
Light. The Light of Heaven can meet and marry with
the Love of Earth, and our hearts are the place we
can offer for them to incarnate––we are their living
vessels, if we choose. And when they have met in our
hearts, their joy becomes our own. And if we invite
it, this Joy/Love /Light will pour from our hearts and
flow to every cell, and our bodies will become bodies
of Love and Light.
Or so is the vision I hold. I invite all who feel
a resonance with these stones, or these words, or
the energies behind the words, to try some of these
things for yourselves. If it is true for you, your hearts
will know. We create as much as we discover, and we
discover as much as we create. This is what I mean by
the Azeztulite Awakening. Let’s create it. f
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Sauralite Azeztulite™
White Stone of Light

by Robert Simmons

I

n April of 2011, my wife Kathy and I traveled
to New Zealand, on our way to some teaching
engagements in Australia. As always, we were
on the lookout for new stones. (I had been dreaming that we might even find a new Azeztulite.) We
took great joy in experiencing the beautiful New
Zealand countryside and attuning to the energies of
that part of the Earth. We were amazed by the vitality that hums through the entire country, making
everything there feel vibrantly alive. To us, it seemed
like an intensely feminine land, not only lush and

(New Zealand
Azeztulite™)

beautiful but fertile and powerful, upwelling with
Life Force. Both of us, as well as the friend traveling
with us, felt deep, vivid connections to the Earth
Goddess while we were there.
One sunny day we were driving along the
gorgeous coastline of the Coromandel Peninsula
when Kathy suddenly called out, “Look, a mineral
museum!” I pulled the car over and we drove
two blocks to the building she had glimpsed out
the window. It was a nineeenth-century structure
which had once been a part of the gold mining

™
Sauralite
Azeztulite
(New Zealand Azeztulite™)
The newly discovered Stone of Ecstasy from the Beloved Land
“Sauralite carries a highly-evolved form of the Azeztulite vibrational spectrum. It is both
gentle and powerful, both Divinely exalted and intimately personal, a boost to one’s
awakening and a friend of one’s happiness. It emanates an amazing amount of prana,
filling the cells with vitality as well as Heavenly Light. It is a bridging stone that integrates
the physical body with the Body of Light. It can help us make the transition through the
unknown territory from that lies between our present state and our destiny as Spiritual
Human Beings. In spiritual healing, Sauralite Azeztulite is particularly well suited to
cleansing the body of the vibrations of fear, anger, frustration and defeat. It can reach the
cellular mind and reprogram the cells to experience joy, awakening them to the fullness
of health and life. Sauralite is a high stone of the angelic realm, and it can lead one into
communion with numerous angelic beings, on multiple levels. It is a stone for wishing,
because it delights in making one’s most beautiful dreams come true. It can help one
remember happiness when one is lost in sorrow. It can aid in calling forth one’s courage
when one is in fear. And when one is simply present to what it offers, one can enter into
Sauralite’s world and experience unlimited joy. In this world, the joy is also Light, and it
is this Light that enters us when we invite it into ourselves through Sauralite’s gate.” ––RS
nd Year!
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industry. Inside, we were treated to a guided tour
by the curator, who pointed out a rich array of New
Zealand minerals and gold ores.
As we were about to leave, we noticed some
unusual-looking white stones in the gift shop display
case. Some of them were coated with tiny sparkling
druzy crystals, while others displayed odd geometric
plates and patterns. Some pieces had both. I felt
an immediate attraction and asked the curator to
show them to me. When I held the stones, I felt an
intense surge of currents entering my third eye and
filling my head with delicious pulsations. Then the
currents expanded to my heart, and the pleasure
turned to joy. As I stood there, I felt my entire body
begin to wake up to a rapturous happiness. There
was light inside my skull, and a delightful, felicitous
welcome from the Being of the stone. I heard a voice
within me say, “Yes, this is the new Azeztulite you
are seeking.”
I opened my eyes and began choosing pieces to
purchase. In the end, we took almost everything.
I was joyously intoxicated by the currents of these
lovely little white stones. Finally, I spoke to the
curator (who was looking at me a bit quizzically).
“Can you get more of these, or is there more of this
somewhere that I can buy?” He kindly offered to let
me have the telephone number of Ken, the man who
had brought in the specimens. Synchronistically, he
lived in a town over a hundred miles away––the
same town where we were staying!
In a couple of days, we visited the mineral collector at his home. As we talked with him and his
wife Olga, getting to know each other, he finally
said to me, “I believe we have met before...”
I protested, “I can’t imagine how that could
be possible. I’ve never been to New Zealand.” He
went to his collection cases for a moment and came
back with a small white box that held five stones. I
recognized them.
“I got these from you, in Tucson, about five
years ago,” he said. Then he went to a shelf and
pulled out a copy of The Book of Stones.
I was more than a little flabbergasted by the synchronicity of the whole thing––the way we noticed
the mineral museum, the gift shop and the little
white stones, with their astonishing currents...and
now the fact that I had already met the man who
had found and collected them! Actually, it was the
couple who had ferreted out these ecstasy-inducing
treasures. Ken’s wife Olga asserted that she had the
superior nose for crystals. Either way, the two of
them had a passion for stones that matched our
own, and they had been collecting for fifty years.
The result was our returning home with as many
specimens as our new friends would part with. I told
them how much I liked the energies of these pieces,
and how well they carried the joyful and vibrant
qualities of New Zealand as we had experienced it.
We explained that we would soon introduce them to
our readers in the USA and around the world.

So now to the stones themselves.

It was immediately clear to me that these were
one of the new varieties of Azeztulite that the Azez
had predicted would be discovered in places all
over the Earth. The currents carry the unmistakable Azeztulite vibrations. Yet they have a special
quality that is distinctive to them. They are very
happy stones (!), and they induce great happiness
in anyone who opens to them. They had also filled
both my head and my cells with pure White Light. I
had thought to name them New Zealand Azeztulite,
after their location, but that name was not enough–
–it didn’t evoke their unique nature. Finally Kathy
suggested, “Why don’t you ask the stone what it’s
name is?”
Continued on Page 192

Amazez

™

High Vibrations of Healing & Awakening

A

mazez is a recently discovered stone from
a location off the African coast. It appears
to be a banded mixture of white Quartz
and purple Amethyst, with v-shaped patterning.
When we checked the energies, we were amazed to
recognize that it vibrated in the frequencies of Azeztulite! This discovery confirmed what the Azez––the
guardian angelic group soul responsible for all the
Azeztulites––had foretold. Continent-by-continent,
the energies of the Nameless Light are penetrating
and activating more and more varieties of Quartz in
an increasing number of locations. This process, and
all the energies moving toward Planetary Vibrational
Ascension, appears to have been accelerated, just as
the Azez foretold. This new material was the second
incidence in which an Amethyst Azeztulite had been
found! (The first was last year’s discovery of a small
amount of Amethyst-bearing Sauralite Azeztulite
from New Zealand.) We decided to call this new
Amethyst-Azeztulite by the name Amazez, and have
just begun to explore its properties. We continue to
be awed by the unfolding of the saga of Azeztulite
and its connection to the Earth’s awakening.
When I first saw the crystals we call Amazez, I was
struck by how beautiful they were, and how much
they physically resembled Auralite 23. I thought to
myself that the stones of the Purple Ray are really
stepping forward to center stage! However, unlike
Auralite 23, these new stones are not all purple Amethyst––they contain bands of white as well. When
I first felt their currents, I realized they had a much
stronger vibration than I had expected––stronger
than any Amethyst-bearing stone I had ever come
across. (One of the workers in our studio called it a
‘freight train,’ because that’s how hard it hit her...but
in a good way!) And although Amazez emanates very
powerful currents, it is clear that they are of the highvibrational nature that is the signature of Azeztulite.
It is very exciting to see the Azeztulite frequencies expanding into stones in the Amethyst family,
and very helpful. Amethyst has long been known as
a stone of Divine Connection, and a stone of spiritual protection and purification. It is one of the oldest healing stones, and is perhaps the most popular
crystal in the world. As the currents of the Nameless
Light continue to spread through the stones of the
Earth, more crystals are awakened and activated to
the Azeztulite vibration. In Amazez, we have the best
possible combination of Azeztulite’s spiritual Light
with the traditional beneficial energies of Amethyst.
When I held a piece of Amazez in meditation, I
tried it on various chakra points. The first thing I noticed was that it can stimulate and bring Light to any
chakra, or to any part of one’s subtle energy body.
Although Amethyst’s natural ‘home’ is at the third
eye and crown chakras, Amazez was equally able
to activate the throat, heart, solar plexus, and even
the first and second chakras. It fills the whole body
with powerful currents of blessing and purification,
and it is easily grounded through the feet. In fact, I
sensed that a major part of this stone’s program is to
ground spiritual Light into the Earth through us––a
purpose completely in alignment with all the other

by Robert Simmons

Azeztulites.
Amazez is an ideal therapeutic stone for crystal
practitioners. It can be used to bring spiritual aid, in
the form of is powerful and purifying energies, to any
weak or afflicted areas of the body. It does this through
working primarily in the subtle body aspect of the
individual––clearing any ‘clouds’ or gray areas from
the auric field and ‘waking up’ the power of one’s Divine Blueprint. This allows the pattern of perfection
to reestablish itself on the subtle body level, leading
to the manifestation of wholeness and well-being on

all other levels.
Amazez is powerful
enough
to be used as a
tool in ‘psychic
surgery,’ allowing the practitioner to ‘cut out’
attachments,
negative thought
forms and unhelpful entities.
The sheer power of Amazez, combined with its
purifying qualities, make it an ideal stone to use
when clearing and individual or an area of all types
of negativity. Whether these are subconscious negaContinued on Page 180
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The Powerful NEW Form of Azeztulite™
“Amazez is an ideal therapeutic stone for crystal practitioners. It can be used to bring
spiritual aid, in the form of its powerful and purifying energies, to any weak or afflicted
areas of the body. The sheer power of Amazez, combined with its purifying qualities,
make it an ideal stone to use when clearing an individual or an area of all types of
negativity. Amazez can purify one’s field in a way that makes possible conscious
interaction with higher beings on many spiritual planes. The angels, and even the
Azez themselves, can more readily approach one who has been purified by this stone.”
--Robert Simmons
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Himalaya Gold Azeztulite

™

by Robert Simmons

H

imalaya Gold Azeztulite is the name given
to some rich yellow Azeztulite stones discovered in the region of Northern India
near the Himalaya mountains. Like other Azeztulites, they are an energetically activated, high-vibration Quartz.
All Azeztulite is activated for the purpose of
bringing the Nameless Light of the Great Central
Sun the spiritual core of the Universe––which
is holographically present in the center of every
galaxy, every star, every planet and moon, and the
heart of every human being, as well as every atom
of the physical world––into full, conscious expres-

sion. Within us, the presence of this Light brings
awakening of consciousness on all levels––spiritual,
mental, emotional, physical and even cellular. In
fact, Azeztulite’s currents are said to dissolve old
patterns of degeneration, disease and contraction
(fear) all the way into the cells. It is a stone of regeneration and the Light of Life.
Himalaya Gold Azeztulite emanates this whole
pattern of energies, and one of its special qualities
is its resonance with the solar plexus chakra. This
is the seat of power and manifestation in the human
being. Like many other patterns we carry from the
past, within the solar plexus are patterns of limita-
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tion which severely limit our capacity to create. We
literally do not know our power, and in some ways
this has not been bad for us. If we, in our habitual
consciousness of ego and separation, had more
power, we might have destroyed ourselves or ruined
our world even more thoroughly than has happened.
Yet with evolution into expanded awareness comes
the necessity of taking up our full range of capacities. The arrival of Himalaya Gold Azeztulite coincides with the beginning of our development of new
capacities for creative manifestation through the
will. The stimulation of the solar plexus, in alignment with the Seat of Vision in the third eye chakra,
is an important aspect of this activation.
The power of creation that we truly have is one of
co-creation. Because we are in the world, all of our
creating must be done with the world. To do this, we
must behave as partners do in a dance, sensitive to
the gestures of one’s partner. In this case, our partner
is the Soul of the World, and the gestures of her
dancing appear as synchronicities. Himalaya Gold
Azeztulite helps us in multiple ways––increasing the
power of our intention, increasing our awareness to
synchronicity and the intensifying our sensitivity to
the inner promptings of spiritual guidance.
Himalaya Gold Azeztulite is a stone of India,
and it resonates with the ancient Hindu principle of
Sat Chit Ananda. Sat means ‘truth; chit means consciousness; ananda means ‘bliss or joy. It aids one
in seeing, and committing to truth in every moment,
which leads to the joy of the co-creative dance of the
life to which we are invited.
In worldly terms, Himalaya Gold Azeztulite can
be a wonderful ally for all one’s creative endeavors.
It infuses one with enthusiasm and will power. It
stimulates mental clarity and enhances one’s powers
of discernment. It helps one attune to the current of
what is truly possible, so one uses one’s imagination
and one’s energy for things which one can actually
manifest, rather than wasting time on unattainable
fantasies. Himalayan Gold Azeztulite stimulates
awareness of synchronicities and the perfection of
each moment. It removes the blinders of expectation
and helps one release the desire to control the future.
It encourages trust, through revealing the ongoing
perfection of All That Is. It helps one see that true
victory––true fulfillment ––comes through release
of the effort to control, coupled with commitment to
the unknown coming moment. Its equation is: ‘Trust
plus love equals liberation and joy.’
Himalaya Gold Azeztulite used in meditative
practices can engender the state of the ‘descent of
the Golden Light.’ In this state, the crown chakra
opens and one feels an infusion of pure Golden
Light, filling the skull and then working downwards
to the throat, heart and all the lower chakras as
well. If one invites this Light to completely enter
the body, it can bring one into a full Light Body
Awakening. Rosophia can help to anchor this energy
into the emotional body and the cellular consciousness. Shamanite can complete the grounding of these
currents, for the benefit of the physical body and the
Earth.
Himalaya Gold Azeztulite works in attunement
with all other Azeztulites, as well as the other
Synergy Twelve stones: Moldavite, Phenacite,
Tanzanite, Herderite, Natrolite, Danburite. Tibetan
Tektite, Scolecite, Petalite, Brookite and Satyaloka
Azeztulite. It has a special resonance with the new
Sunset Gold Selenite and Agni Gold Danburite, and
these two together are most powerful for developing
the manifesting capacities of the third chakra. f

Himalaya Red Azeztulite™
by Robert Simmons

H

imalaya Red Azeztulite is a type of Quartz
with a hardness of 7. It is found in
northern India, in the same area where
Himalaya Gold Azeztulite is mined. It is characterized by streaks of vivid red color, along with some
gold.
Himalaya Red Azeztulite emanates powerful
currents that resonate at the root, heart and crown
chakras. Of all Azeztulites, it most deeply grounds
the energy of the Great Central Sun in the realm
of matter. In our bodies, it provides a wealth of
prana, the spiritual Life Force. It enhances the inner
qualities of courage, vitality, passion and strength.
It aids greatly with the integration of the highest
vibrational frequencies of the spiritual realms into
our bodies and into the Earth.
Himalaya Red Azeztulite lends itself to numerous
application in spiritual self-healing. It energetically
supports the blood and the immune system. It is
recommended for those wishing to work with subtle
energies to strengthen resistance to microbes and
viruses. It can act as a sort of ‘spiritual disinfectant,’
meaning that it shifts one’s vibrational pattern in a
way that increases the integrity and power of one’s
individual life force, and does not resonate with
destructive agents. Intuition suggests that it does
resonate very well with the hemoglobin and the
liquid crystal structure of the blood, and that the
influence of Himalaya Red Azeztulite can set the
pattern for the infusion of the bloodstream with
spiritual Light. Other areas of self healing that I feel
are energetically supported by these stones include
issues of the bones and marrow, the colon, the connective tissues and the spleen.
All types of Azeztulite are concerned with the
activation of the Light Body, and the process
of vibrational Ascension. The transformation of
human beings into Beings of Light does not mean
a departure from the Earth––it is actually a mutual
transformation of humans and the Earth into
Beings of Light on a Planet of Light. Himalaya Red
Azeztulite addresses itself directly to the issue of the
cellular transmutation of the body. It is known that
DNA emits light, and those with spiritual perception can see the radiant aura of Light around awakened beings, and the lesser auras of others. Himalaya
Red Azeztulite, in combination with meditative
practice that encourages the awakening of cellular
consciousness, can help bring about a cell-by-cell
transformation of the body into an awakened, luminous, radiant state. It encourages the dissolution
of the habits of contraction and self-destruction in
the cellular consciousness, and offers a template for
regeneration and a new life, to be lived at a higher
energetic level.
In alchemy, red is the color signifying the final
stage of the formation of the Philosopher’s Stone,
which was believed to convey health, wealth, and
even immortality. The Red Stone of Alchemy was
the treasure signifying the completion of the Great
Work. Interestingly, one of the earlier alchemical stages is that of the White Stone. Sometimes
there was an in-between stage associated with a
Golden Stone. In our time, there are now forms of
Azeztulite which correspond to each of these stages–
–the original White Azeztulite, the Himalaya Gold
Azeztulite and now the Himalaya Red Azeztulite.
The purposes and functions of Azeztulite are similar
to those described in the work of alchemy––higher
consciousness, abundance and the metamorphosis
of the body into the transcendent Body of Light.
The emergence of Himalaya Red Azeztulite signals

that humanity is beginning to be ready for the full
experience of spiritual transmutation, and those
attracted to these rare stones are encouraged to work
with them deeply, for the rewards of such work are
beyond what we can imagine.
Himalaya Red Azeztulite is highly recommended
to be used in combination with all other forms
of Azeztulite. It also resonates exceptionally well
with Moldavite, which enhances is transformative
power. For Light Body awakening and interdimensional awareness, I recommend combining it
with Phenacite, Danburite, Petalite, Herderite and

Anandalite. With Rosophia, it can greatly influence
the heart chakra, and facilitates the shift of one’s
self-sense from the head to the heart.
“Himalaya Red Azeztulite is one of the most
exciting new stones to be discovered in years, and
its emergence now can help initiate many of us into
new levels of spiritual transformation and awakening. f
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Himalaya Red-Gold Azeztulite™
by Robert Simmons

H

imalaya Red-Gold Azeztulite is a type of
Quartz with a hardness of 7. It is found
in northern India, in the same area where
Himalaya Gold Azeztulite is mined. It is characterized by mostly gold color with some touches of red,
or a orangish blend of gold and red shades.
Himalaya Red-Gold Azeztulite, as one might
expect, combines the properties of both the Gold
and Red strains of Azeztulite recently found in
North India. It powerfully stimulates and activates
the Root (1st), Sexual-Creative (2nd) and Solar

Plexus (3rd) chakras, and secondarily influences
the heart and crown chakras. It is a stone of great
assistance in transforming and awakening the physical body to the high spiritual energies of the Great
Central Sun. This stone can help bring the radiance
of the Central Sun into the body, especially into the
first three chakras.
Many of us are capable of resonating with the
spiritual realms, especially from the areas of the
upper chakras, primarily the brain and heart. This
is good––however the full work of transformation
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absolutely requires drawing the high frequencies
of spiritual Light into the body, all the way to our
roots. We will not become Beings of Light until we
fully embody the Light. Here is where Himalaya
Red-Gold Azeztulite plays an important role. It
brings the Nameless Light much deeper into the
body than usually occurs with White Azeztulite
alone.
Himalaya Red-Gold Azeztulite enhances the
functions of all of the first three chakras, filling
them with spiritual Light and awakening them to
their highest levels of activity. These stones bring
an infusion of Life Force (prana) for radiant health,
strength and vitality. They stimulate creativity, so
that one receives a stream of inspirations from the
higher realms. Their influence can enhance the
spiritual dimensions of sexual activities, intensifying
and spiritualizing ecstatic sexuality, so that one sees
the Divine within one’s partner. (For this purpose,
both partners are encouraged to meditate with
the stones, placing them at the 2nd chakra.) They
also stimulate the Will forces of the third chakra,
lending strength to one’s capacity for manifestation.
Additionally, perhaps because of their effects on
these three chakras, Himalaya Red-Gold Azeztulites
can be considered as stones of Wealth. From my
perspective, this is because their enhancement of
Life-Force, courage, creativity, will and manifestation combines into the ideal pattern for generating
abundance.
The possibility of creative manifestation through
the will, especially in the areas of wealth and prosperity, has long been sought by spiritual pioneers,
alchemists and a myriad of hopeful aspirants. As a
tool for such work, from my own perspective, there
is no stone with greater potential than Himalaya
Gold Azeztulite. Like all Azeztulites, its energies are
emanated by the Great Central Sun, spiritual core
of the Universe and the source of universal abundance. When we work with a stone such as this, it is
important to purify one’s desires, not to make them
moral, but to make them into pure desires without
any doubt or holding back. This opens the valve of
the self to the generosity of All That Is.
In spiritual self-healing, Red-Gold Azeztulite
is suggested for those working with the reproductive system, the bladder, kidneys and/or lower
intestines. They can be worked with spiritually to
increase one’s energy, vitality and capacity to resist
disease. Emotionally, they can offer spiritual aid to
those working with past issues of abuse, lack of selfconfidence or self esteem, or confusion about one’s
life-purpose.
Himalaya Red-Gold Azeztulite combines synergistically with all forms of Azeztulite, as well as with
Moldavite (which accelerates spiritual transformation). Additional aid for the third chakra comes by
combining it with Libyan Gold Tektite or Golden
Labradorite. Carnelian can increase the stimulation
of the second chakra. The Life-Force enhancing
qualities can be augmented by adding Crimson
Cuprite or Ruby. Tibetan Tektites can open the
chakra column to receive more of this stone’s beneficial energies. f

The Return of
Satyaloka Clear Azeztulite™
by Robert Simmons

S

atyaloka Clear Azeztulite from South India has
been one of the most sought-after metaphysical stones for many years. I was introduced to
it at least seven years ago at the Tucson show, when
someone came into my showroom, offering me stones
she had brought back from her pilgrimage to India,
where she had spent time in the revered Satya Loka
monastery. She gave me some of the stones, asking
that we bring them forward to the metaphysical community.
The stones the woman gave me, and other
Satyaloka Clear Azeztulite we acquired later, were
gathered by monks of the Satya Loka monastery,
who sent it into the world as a means of spreading
the energy of spiritual enlightenment. The woman
explained that the monks believed that this energy was
a quality of the mountains where they lived and that
the stones were capable of carrying and dispersing this
energy throughout the world.
We were surprised at both the power of these stones
and the enthusiasm of the people who touched them.
The Satyaloka stones were apparently living up to the
expectations of those who wished them to be spread
out in the world for the awakening of higher consciousness. My co-author Naisha Ahsian recognized
that the stones from this area were one of the predicted
finds of new strains of Azeztulite, which the angelic
entities known as Azez had foretold.
Within a few years our supplies of Satyaloka Clear
Azeztulite had run out. It took several more years for
us to find friends in India willing and able to travel
to the area where the original stones were found, and
to acquire new pieces, in small crystal points as well
as chunks.

Satyaloka Clear Azeztulite can stimulate the third
eye for the enhancement of spiritual vision. It can
assist one in communicating with spirit guides and
masters on the higher-vibrational planes. These stones
also activate the crown chakra, allowing for spiritual
awakening and rebirth, as well as the capacity to
‘download’ information from higher sources. Satyaloka
Azeztulite can raise the vibration of all levels of the self,

including the physical, etheric, astral and causal
bodies, potentially moving one into the level where
pure consciousness and physical form are wedded.
Like its sister stone, Azeztulite, Satyaloka Clear
Azeztulite is aligned with the Nameless Light of the
Great Central Sun. It introduces one to elevated
planes of reality and assists in integrating higher spiritual knowledge into one’s life on Earth. f
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Spiritual Properties
Satyaloka Clear Azeztulite vibrates with the frequency of pure spiritual White Light. It carries one
of the most rarefied energies of all the stones in the
mineral kingdom, and its purpose is to assist in the
vibrational shift which has already begun, in which
humanity and the Earth are to awaken to a new level of
self-realization. This is a very holy stone, imbued with
the energies of one of the Earth’s relatively unknown
sacred sites—the mountains around the Satya Loka
monastery. It has been suggested that this location is
the crown chakra of the Earth. Certainly these stones
resonate powerfully with the human crown chakra,
and they can be of great assistance in building the
emerging planetary consciousness.
Satyaloka Clear Azeztulite was, in its original state,
a very humble stone, not much different from the
Quartz rocks commonly found all over the world or
the crystals from Brazil and Arkansas. However these
stones have been programmed and energized by spirit
entities who are committed to assisting in the evolution of humanity and the Earth. These beings found
in Satyaloka Azeztulite the structure and vibrational
pattern capable of receiving and carrying their programming. The monks from the Satya Loka monastery
have understood what these beings are working toward
and have given their cooperation. They treat the stones
with great reverence and work diligently to find and
distribute them.
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Satyaloka Yellow Azeztulite

™

by Robert Simmons

F

or the past nineteen years, I have worked
with the extraordinary stones called
Azeztulite, and I have watch their popularity grow and their varieties increase. Both of these
phenomena were predicted in the original chan-

nelings that presaged the discovery of Azeztulite.
Quartz materials that carry the Azeztulite vibration have been found in North Carolina, Vermont,
Colorado, India and New Zealand. Among the
most powerful types of Azeztulite is Satyaloka
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Clear Azeztulite, found in South India in the same
region where the Satya Loka monastery is located.
Until recently, this stone was known simply as
Satyaloka Azeztulite, but we now have two new
members of the Azeztulite tribe––Satyaloka Yellow
Azeztulite and Satyaloka Rose Azeztulite. These
are both found in the same digging area in South
India, in the Satyaloka region.
Satyaloka Yellow Azeztulite powerfully stimulates the Third Eye chakra. Its currents move
very deep into the brain, bringing intense and
pleasurable sensations. It can also feel as though
it is ‘pulling’ one’s consciousness––and even one’s
etheric body––upwards! The power of Satyaloka
Yellow Azeztulite is the power of evolutionary
change. It is programmed for the awakening of
humanity and the Earth to a higher level of spiritual awareness, and its energy of awakening carries
extraordinary force. Satyaloka Yellow Azeztulites
carry the currents of enlightenment (literally:
‘being filled with Light’). They have a strong
enthusiasm––almost impatience––for one to wake
up and assume one’s spiritual power. They seem
to have a will of their own, focused on the rapid
acceleration of our spiritual awakening. It is rather
thrilling to be around them!
Satyaloka Yellow Azeztulite also stimulates our
own will forces, helping one to align one’s intention with Divine will. It strengthens one’s capacity
to focus all of one’s energies to serve that intention.
In practice, this means one can utterly give oneself
over to one’s spiritual purpose, and one can DO
that which one wills to do, without doubt or inner
turmoil. These stones provide clarity and enhance
purpose, as well as awakening the mind to perceive
and embrace one’s Divine destiny.
Satyaloka Yellow is a powerful stone of Light
Body awakening. It helps one attune to the pure
Golden Ray of the highest realms of creative manifestation. These are the vibrational levels from
which one can receive the power to transform
the Liquid Crystal Body Matrix into an engine of
regeneration and rejuvenation. It was originally
predicted by the Azez that Azeztulite would dissolve the patterns of contraction and decay in
the cells. The infusion of Golden Light into the
cells from the spiritual realms stimulates the cells
to emanate their own Golden Light, expanding
their energy fields and potentially initiating what
is called the Bigu state in Dzogzen Buddhism, the
state of “living on Light.”
Satyaloka Yellow Azeztulite works well with all
the Ascension and Synergy stones. It harmonizes
with Astaraline for building the Body of Light.
Guardian Stone protects the Light Body within
this process. Its most natural allies are Satyaloka
Rose Azeztulite and Satyaloka Clear Azeztulite. If
one holds a Satyaloka Yellow Azeztulite at the third
eye and a Satyaloka Rose Azeztulite at the heart,
the two stones can open and powerfully stimulate
the channel between the heart and brain, leading
to a state in which these energy centers function
as an integrated whole. If one adds a Satyaloka
Clear Azeztulite at the crown, one can experience
the integrated heart-brain circuit linking with the
“thousand petaled lotus” of the awakened crown
chakra, and further connection to the etheric
chakras and the realms of Spirit beyond. f

Satyaloka Rose Azeztulite™
by Robert Simmons

D

eeper in the same mining site where
Satyaloka Yellow Azeztulite was found,
our prospector friend unearthed the rich
russet-colored Satyaloka Rose Azeztulite. The reason
for the name Satyaloka Rose has as much to do with
the stones’ resonance with the heart as it does their
peach to salmon-pink color.
When I began meditating with a piece of
Satyaloka Rose Azeztulite, I tried touching it to the
third eye chakra, as I had with the yellow one. A
bit surprisingly, I did not feel much there. The two
stones were from the same site, but their very different colors apparently corresponded to a very different vibrational pattern. After a few minutes, I moved
the stone to the heart, where it ‘wanted’ to go.
Within a few seconds, I could feel soft yet powerful currents moving into my heart, and almost
immediately, they rose upward, filling my entire
head with sweet, strong currents which rose upwards
from the heart. The emotional tone was loving and
peaceful, and at the same time the currents were so
strong that my head felt ‘full,’ and it seemed to be
expanding. Yet these were not the typical currents I
associated with the third eye and crown. They were
heart energies in my head! Then I inwardly saw a
salmon-colored rose floating in front of me.
This is when the name ‘Satyaloka Rose Azeztulite’
came into my mind. The heart is often symbolized
by the rose, and both are deeply associated with love.
That is what I was being shown. The currents of this
new stone were profoundly loving, and at the same
time there was an energy of opening about them.
The filled my head with the heart’s feeling, and its
expansiveness as well.
I then tried holding both stones at once. I placed
the yellow one at the third eye and the pink one over
my heart. Using the two together, I felt a great circulation of currents between the heart and the third eye
and crown chakras. This time the flow was in both
directions. I was aware of feeling greatly expanded,
while at the same time my heart and my head were
energetically ‘feeding’ each other.
Satyaloka Rose Azeztulite carries the currents of
Heart Ascension. Like all the Satyaloka Azeztulites,
its vibrations are intense and powerful. These stones
not only stimulate the heart chakra, they also
encourage the heart to upward into the head. They
awaken the Divine of the heart and lift it to its
rightful throne in the center of the brain. When this
occurs, one thinks, speaks and acts out of the hearts
wisdom. The mind and brain then take their places
as the servants of the heart. When this transformation is fully realized, one can speak and act only in
truth, because the heart knows only truth. This
shift affects the body as well, dissolving all falsehood and self-negation in the mind of the cells. The
cells vibrate with the heart’s love and truth aligning
themselves with the Light and Love emanated by
the Great Central Sun and the Ascended Heart.
Satyaloka Rose Azeztulite fully activates the heart’s
spiritual Light.
To bring forth the fullness of this profound
transformation, combining Satyaloka Rose Azeztulite
with Satyaloka Yellow Azeztulite is advised. Using the

Rose Azeztulite at the heart and the Yellow Azeztulite
at the third eye, the circuit of Light and Heart
Ascension can be created and energized. To extend
the activation to the crown, place a pice of Satyaloka
Clear Azeztulite there. This stone also resonates with

all of the Ascension and Synergy Stones. Astaraline
assists it in the process of Light Body activation.
I am very excited about the powerful potentials of these two new Satyaloka Azeztulites. They
are among the strongest stone energies I have ever
experienced, and the way they circulate their currents indicates to me that they are programmed for
vibrational Ascension. This Ascension will not take
us away from the world‚ it will move to transform
both ourselves and the world, into Beings of Light
on a Planet of Light. f
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Sanda Rosa Azeztulite™
by Robert Simmons

S

anda Rosa Azeztulite is a variety of Azeztulite,
composed from Quartz, Spessartite Garnet and
Biotite. It resonates most powerfully with the
heart and third eye chakras, encouraging and enhancing the integration and unification of these energy centers. It also stimulates and harmonizes the etheric body,
bringing it into alignment with the physical. It can aid
in clearing and cleansing the cells and organs of etheric
patterns of contraction, dysfunction and deterioration. It
is one of the most useful stones for spiritual healing, as
it works on multiple levels to bring forward the pattern
of wholeness that is latent within all of us, but which

may have become fragmented due to fear, or wounded
by the attacks of other organisms or entities.
Sanda Rosa Azeztulite is a true stone of the heart, and
it offers the resonance of wholeness through strengthening the heart’s vibrations. Meditation with Sanda Rosa
Azeztulite allows one to open to the spiritual healing
and regeneration offered by the loving angelic beings
who animate these stones with their currents of beneficial radiance and benevolent intention. The ‘caressing
by many invisible, subtle and gentle hands’ which one
may feel while holding or wearing these stones can be
understood as the interaction of angelic frequencies
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with ours.
Sleeping with Sanda Rosa Azeztulite can enhance
one’s dream life, initiating highly spiritual dreams and
offering inner teachings during sleep. Sometimes, as
one is falling asleep while holding a Sanda Rosa Azeztulite or having placed one under one’s pillow, one may
feel waves of comforting vibrations passing through
one’s body. This is the harmonization of one’s astral,
physical and etheric bodies with one’s core self––one
of the gifts of the Nameless Light, to which the Azez
are in service.
Attunement to the Nameless Light of the Great Central Sun is the primary gift coming through all Azeztulite, and the Sanda Rosa variety is no exception. This
frequency can sometimes actually be seen, and is most
often experienced as gold-white light or pure white
light. The term Nameless Light refers to the fact that
this spiritual Light––which is the radiance at the center
of our hearts, the center of every galaxy, every atom,
the Light that exists even within darkness––is beyond
all manifestation, prior to all names, and is one with the
holy silence out of which the world arises. When this
frequency permeates our being, we are at one with All
That Is.
The visionary qualities of Sanda Rosa Azeztulite are
highly significant. Rudolph Steiner, one of the most
famous and acclaimed clairvoyants and inspired teachers of his day, said that the purpose of adult life is the
exploration of the spiritual worlds. Sanda Rosa Azeztulite offers one aid in opening one’s inner, spiritual eyes.
When this occurs, one can learn to see both the ‘normal’
world and the inner domains operating as expressions of
spiritual realities. Such new perspectives can lead one
to understandings encompassing the whole of life in a
fabric of spiritual meaning and significance. In this, it
is possible to glimpse the astonishing scope of our purpose and destiny.
The tone of Sanda Rosa Azeztulite is decidedly feminine, perhaps due to the other minerals mixed with the
Quartz––or perhaps it is that there is something about
this mixture that opens itself to expression of the Divine
feminine. It feels resonant to me with the currents I associate with Mary, Kwan Yin, Mary Magdalene and Sophia. It can aid in increasing one’s qualities of receptivity, gentleness, love and compassion. It is a good stone
to work with when one is making an inner turning, in
prayer, meditation or daily life, to the Divine feminine.
To me, it is fitting that the word Rosa is associated with
this stone, which like the rose flower, is deeply associated with the feminine and with the heart.
In healing, Sanda Rosa Azeztulite can work on multiple levels. It is recommended for those wishing to
bring its spiritual currents to bear in overcoming cancer,
heart disease, anemia, depression, anxiety, and mental
imbalances such as mania, schizophrenia, insomnia and
phobias. It can be an aid to those with eating disorders
which involve low self-esteem. It can be a useful talisman in moving through grief, in part because of its
capacity of increasing one’s awareness of the spiritual
realms.
Sanda Rosa Azeztulite works in synergy with all other types of Azeztulite, as well as Agni Gold Danburite,
White Danburite, Herderite, Phenacite, Natrolite, Moldavite, Tanzanite, Tibetan Tektite, Petalite, Satya Mani
Quartz, Cryolite, Circle Stones, Moldau Quartz and
many other high-vibration stones. f

Golden Azeztulite

™

by Robert Simmons

T

he original channelings of Naisha, within
which the first discovery of Azeztulite was
predicted, suggested that, as time passed, more
Azeztulite would be found. New Azeztulite discoveries have occurred twice before, when Azeztulite was
found in Vermont about ten years ago, and when the
new Sanda Rosa Azeztulite was uncovered last spring
in North Carolina. Now we have Rhodazez from
the Rocky Mountains, which resembles Azeztulite
energetically, and which contains Pink Dolomite as
well as Quartz. Only a week after that amazing find,
we came upon new Azeztulite from North Carolina,
the original Azeztulite source. And, for the first time,
the pieces are beautiful well-formed crystals! Many of
them are the color of golden Citrine, though others
are milky, and some are smoky brown.
I had to feel these stones before I would believe
they were Azeztulite, but when I held the first golden
crystal to my forehead, the fact was obvious. There
was an instant and very strong tingling current that
moved from the tip of the crystal to the third eye,
a strong pulse that resonated into the forehead, up
through the crown and down into my heart. This
stone was far more powerful than any other Quartz
or Citrine in my past experience, and the signature
of its energy was clearly that of the finest Azeztulite
pieces. I was very excited to recognize this, because it
was the first time crystals of real Azeztulite have been
found. Since these new crystals were mined in North
Carolina, where Azeztulite was first discovered, I was
doubly certain.
One of the special traits of the new Golden
Azeztulite crystals is the intensity of their energies.
They are as powerful as any of the finest clear pieces
of our original North Carolina Azeztulite, which
was until now the best we had ever found. Another
significant quality is their ability to focus a very fine,
intense stream of energy from the termination point.
A third and most unusual property is the capacity of
a single Golden Azeztulite crystal to stimulate the
heart, the third eye and crown chakras all at once and
very powerfully, even when it is placed only at the
third eye. One of these stones can activate all three
chakras as if they were one. I believe they will be of
great help to those who wish to fully activate and
integrate the Body of Light.
Speaking of Light, the Golden Azeztulite crystals
are, as one might imagine, among the most powerful
stones of the Gold Ray. In alchemy, gold symbolizes
the completion of the process of conscious self-evolution, in which the ‘lead’ of the imperfect, fragmented
self is transformed into the perfected, radiant state
of wholeness, in which one’s auric field emanates a
subtle Golden Light. All Azeztulite is attuned to the
Golden Light of the Great Central sun, and these
new crystals are so radiant with the Gold ray that
even their physical color displays it. Working with
them meditatively can, I feel, lead one into states of
awareness in which one’s inner world is flooded with
this Golden Light.
In a manner much more powerful than that displayed by most other forms of Azeztulite, these Gold
crystals can awaken and raise the vibration of any of
the chakras. They are especially strong on the third
chakra, and they are recommended to those seeking
to enhance the Will forces, which are essential to all
self-evolutionary practice. With their fine, intense
currents, they can be used to clear any of the lesser
chakras or meridian points, and they may turn out to
be strong allies for all sorts of etheric healing, clearing
of attachments, negative energies and entities. The

Crystals

Light of these crystals is strong enough to dispel any
shadow in one’s energy field.
Like all Azeztulites, these crystals can clear patterns of contraction, fear and deterioration within
the etheric fields of the cells, allowing for cleansing,
rejuvenation and/or regeneration. They facilitate the
awakening of the Great Central sun within the heart,
and they can engender mystical experience. Most
importantly, they are attuned to the potential for each
individual’s spiritual growth.
Golden Azeztulite crystals resonate harmoniously with all other forms of Azeztulite, as well as

Moldavite, Rhodazez, Rosophia, Danburite, Petalite,
Herderite, Strontianite, Cryolite and other highvibration stones. They have a powerful affinity
for all varieties of Phenacite, as well as Agni Gold
Danburite. f
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Pink Azeztulite™ (Rhodazez )
™

by Robert Simmons

O

ne of the most amazing surprises of a
trip to the West was the discovery of the
Azeztulite energies in a stone material, the
lovely and powerful blend of Azeztulite Quartz and
Dolomite that we have dubbed Rhodazez.
I recall vividly my first good look at this new gemstone, sparkling in the brilliant Colorado sunshine.
My impression was, ‘This feels like Azeztulite, but it is
gentler and softer than the Azeztulite I know.” It carried
resonances of Azeztulite’s high-frequency energies, and it
linked itself to the third eye and crown chakras, and to
the heart. It felt like a very healing stone for the emotional
body, yet it also carried the impulse of consciousness

expansion and seemed to offer the potential of tapping
into higher dimensions. It felt nurturing to the inner
child, and inspiring to one’s desire to explore the higher
worlds––something like a cross between Rhodocrosite
and Azeztulite.
Interestingly to me, a shamanic reading I had received
a few weeks earlier predicted I would be working a great
deal with a stone called something like ‘Rhodazez.’ When
this stone appeared, I got an immediate sense of confirmation. This was the predicted stone! When I meditated
with it to get an intuitive sense of its qualities, I understood the name even better:
Rhodazez, as its name suggests, emanates currents
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that reverberate in the heart, third eye and crown chakras.
It is a powerful stone of the Pink/Gold Ray which is associated with the enlightened heart. Its vibrations stimulate
and open the crown chakra, flowing downward toward
the heart in a spiral wave. It is a stone of inner vision,
and can aid in opening the third eye for conscious visual
experiences of the inner spiritual realms. It brings spiritual
Light into the body and allows one to ‘see’ the condition
of ones various spiritual layers. When used by healers, I
feel it can aid in clarifying their intuitions of their client’s
patterns of illness or wellness. When used in meditation,
Rhodazez can aid one in quieting the mind and attuning
to the spiritual realms.
The sensations of the currents of Rhodazez are very
pleasant. I felt them first at the crown, then at the third
eye, moving downward in a spiral into the heart. Placing
a piece at the root chakra helped draw the currents all
the way through the body. When I held the Rhodazez,
I noticed an immediate quieting of mind chatter and
within a couple of minutes I was palpably aware of the
currents of a deep spiritual Silence around and within me.
After a few more minutes, these currents formed a sort
of vortex that swirled around my torso, and the feeling
was of being cleansed and strengthened energetically. The
opening at my crown chakra allowed these currents to
pour in with increasing intensity.
I tried adding a Rosophia stone at my heart chakra,
and immediately the swirling currents, which had become
slightly dizzying, stabilized into a clear ‘circuit’ of flow
between my crown and my heart. My felt sense was that
the strong currents of the Rhodazez at the crown were
balanced by the equally powerful heart currents of the
Rosophia. I highly recommend working with these two
stones together!
My intuitions about Rhodazez suggest its use for
spiritual healing in regard to conditions of the blood and
circulatory system, and the stimulation of the brain to
bring forward its potential for higher functioning. Rather
than working directly on the nerves or their etheric referents, I feel Rhodazez facilitates the whole-body communication that occurs through the liquid crystal matrices
within and between the cells. It feels like a wonderful
stone for awakening the whole-body consciousness which
is the potential of our liquid crystal nature.
The vibrational signature of Rhodazez makes it most
closely akin to Azeztulite. Its other most appropriate
name, in regard to its spiritual properties, would probably
be ‘Pink Azeztulite’ because it grounds a great deal of
spiritual Light in the body, and because it links consciousness to higher spiritual realms. Its distinction from white
or clear Azeztulite is that Rhodazez carries the Pink/Gold
Ray, while Azeztulite vibrates to the White, Gold/White
and Transparent Rays. The Pink/Gold Ray signifies to
me the ascension of the Heart into its seat of sovereignty.
One can visualize this as the thought of the heart becoming conscious and articulate, allowing it to move upward
into a state of integration with the mind/brain, within
which the Heart as recognized as speaking with the voice
of true Wisdom. Thus the Heart’s consciousness seems to
move upward into the head, bringing an illumination of
Pink/Gold light into the interior of the skull. The Heart
becomes the King or Queen of one’s being, and the mind/
brain gladly serves the Heart. In its highest potential
Rhodazez facilitates this process. Using Azeztulite and
Rosophia in combination with Rhodazez is highly recommended for this process.
The mysterious and surprising discovery of Rhodazez,
at almost the same time as Rosophia, tells me that there
is a significant thread of destiny which has drawn this
stone into our awareness at this time. I look forward
to the unfolding of all that may come to be through its
emergence. f

Rosophia™ Stone of the Soul of the World
by Robert Simmons

R

osophia is a mixture of feldspar, quartz and
biotite, found in the Rocky Mountains of
the USA. Only recently have its spiritual
properties been discovered, and it is now among the
most popular and beloved stones for metaphysical
use. Rosophia has been associated in particular with
the energies of the Divine Feminine, also known as
Sophia, Wisdom, the Soul of the World.
All stones on Earth are in some way expressing
the qualities of the Soul of the World, even though
stones such as Azeztulite seem to carry frequencies
that are more attuned to what one might call the
Solar Logos, the Divine male energies. Yet even these
stones are not without traces of Sophia’s harmony
and spontaneity of expression. Rosophia seems saturated with the love energies of the Divine Feminine
as the Soul of the World. I feel in Rosophia a playfulness as well as this all-nourishing love. The mood
with which Rosophia infuses my vibrational field–
–in addition to the swirling currents of love––is one
of a high-spirited playfulness that invites me to wake
up and join Her.
I feel that the intimate nourishment which comes
though the Rosophia is meant to heal and strengthen
the parts of our psyche, energy field and body that
have been fragmented or damaged through the many
stresses and strains of human life. When we are fully
whole and strong once more (or perhaps at last),
the Being gesturing through Rosophia seems to say,
“Dance with me!” It is certainly my feeling that the
Soul of the World wants us as her partners, not only
as her children. We are invited into the co-creative
dance of the becoming of the world, and for all of
her capacity to nourish us, my heart tells me that
Sophia must have advocates, defenders and lovers
who wish to serve her after having seen who She is.
All of these things are available through meditative
work with the stone Rosophia.
When one meditates with Rosophia, the first
sense is likely to be an infusion of gentle, swirling
currents in the area of one’s heart, engendering a
feeling of receiving love and being gently invited into
loving relationship. As attention is focused on these
heart currents, one’s entire being “curls around the
heart,” and heart awareness fills one’s consciousness.
There is a perception not only of one’s own known
self. but an echo of the “other” self existing in the
center of the heart. Rosophia can help us awaken
the “I” that dwells in the cave of the heart, and that
“I” is our truest self. Many mystic traditions have
maintained for untold years that there are two selves
within each person. Our culture of superficiality and
materialism has all but annihilated our memory of
the Other who lives in the heart’s core.
Because this being is the spark of Sophia in us,
and because Sophia in her essence is love, neither she
nor our “I” self will ever force their way into us. Both
will wait for us to turn toward them, toward her.
When we make the invitation, we must mean it and
we must stay attentive and listen, for the heart’s voice
is a soft voice, especially at the beginning. Only in
circumstances of dire need or overwhelming feeling
does the heart speak loudly and forcefully within us.
This is why it’s crucial to develop a dynamic relationship in which one’s everyday self turns toward
the heart self, which Robert Sardello has called our

Perfect Nature. By our doing this, She is encouraged,
and our own deepest Self is encouraged to speak to
us. Often the messages are not words but images,
and these images must be felt. Yet if we give patience
and attention to the currents of the heart, a treasure
greater than any other we could gain dwells there.
Rosophia stone offers, in many ways, this gift that
dwells in the center of our heart. Its currents encourage our heart into activity. When the heart awakens
and we feel its selfhood, an additional unfolding
flows through us the way our blood flows, reaching

every part of our being. In this flowing we become
the Grail, the holy cup of renewal, and our very
bodies hold the nourishing spiritual elixir that can
heal the world.
All of these things were spoken as I held the
Rosophia to my heart and listened to the words that
Continued on Page 194
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Mystic Merlinite™
by Robert Simmons

M

ystic Merlinite is the name given
to a unique mineral discovered in
Madagascar. It has not been fully
analyzed, but it appears to be constituted of
Quartz, Feldspar and several trace minerals. Its
color is a swirling blend of black, gray and white.
These stones are plutonic, formed when molten
magma is trapped beneath the Earth’s surface and
cools into a crystalline mass. The name Mystic
Merlinite refers to the spiritual qualities of the

stone.
Mystic Merlinite can part the veils between
the visible and invisible worlds, opening the doors
to deeper intuitive abilities. It aids in developing
psychic capacities such as clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairsentience and prophetic vision. It can
facilitate opening the dormant areas of the mind
and in recalling knowledge and talents from past
lives. It increases sensitivity to the communications of the subtle realms, allowing one to “talk”
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with plant and animal spirits, as well as other
entities in the spirit worlds. It links directly to
the elemental energies of Earth, Wind, Fire,
Water and Storm. For those wishing to work with
elemental energies for magical manifestation or
awakening to mystical experiences, this stone can
be a powerful ally.
A mystical experience can be described as the
sudden realization of who one truly is. Mystic
Merlinite’s most important quality is the expansion of self-awareness to the critical point at which
such realizations occur. The black and white
mixture of Mystic Merlinite symbolizes the Light
and Shadow sides of the self, both of which one
must embrace in the moment of inner awakening.
Working inwardly with Mystic Merlinite is a way
of putting oneself on this path of self-realization.
Sleeping with Mystic Merlinite can bring
forth a parade of potent and powerful dreams. It
aids in dream recall, and can summon one’s spirit
guides to teach and guide one during these deep
dream experiences. It facilitates one’s capacity
for lucid dreaming, in which one becomes aware
that one is dream and can choose one’s course of
action, even enabling one to dream as one wishes
to dream.
Just as it opens the doors of the dream world,
Mystic Merlinite can aid one in exploring the
entire realm of the subconscious. One of Mystic
Merlinite’s key qualities is that of bringing exiled
parts of oneself back into the light of consciousness. This can be seen in its structural patterns–
–the swirling interpenetration of the light and the
dark. The healing of darkness––in oneself or in
the world––involves taking in just such a pattern.
One must invite one’s judged and rejected parts
into the Light of the heart, loving the very qualities we have been taught are bad or unacceptable.
This often difficult passage can lead to the true
mystic union, which brings the self into wholeness and allows the unity of self and World.
Mysteriously, this stone embodies and encourages
the critical inner gesture that can lead one into a
whole new life. In that new life, one constantly
extends the gesture of loving, non-judgmental
appreciation to each moment and each being one
encounters.
Mystic Merlinite resonates powerfully
with Master Shamanite, as well as all forms of
Azeztulite, Black Tourmaline, Jet and Smoky
Quartz. Its dream-enhancing qualities are encouraged by Lemurian Golden Opal. It can be used
with Lemurian Aquatine Calcite for healing the
emotional body. For attuning to the spiritual call
of the unknown future, Mystic Merlinite can be
combined with Circle Stones. f

Circle Stones™ (Crop Circle Flint)
by Robert Simmons

C

ircle Stones are pieces of native Flint that have
been found within Crop Circle formations in
England. They seem to differ markedly from
other Flint, on the energetic level––even Flint from
the same fields but outside the Crop Circle. This
phenomenon was first notices in 2007.
Flint is a sedimentary rock composed entirely
of silica. It occurs as concretions, in band or nodule
form, in limestones, especially chalk. Its color is
usually black, brown or tan. It is marine in origin.
Flint is a hard, tough stone which fractures conchoidally. Flakes of Flint were used by primitive
peoples for making arrowheads, scrapers and other
tools. Flint frequently contains invertebrate fossils.
What appears as crypto-crystalline silica in Flint may
be organic Opal that has formed in the contained
sponge spicules.
Like Azeztulite, it is not so much what the stones
intrinsically are that matters, but rather what is being
expressed through them. We have found Flint which
is not from crop circles to be a solid and helpful ally,
and even the Circle Stones, as we call them, hold
the qualities of Flint. Yet they also carry the currents
of the crop circles themselves, and as such they are
keys to unlocking mysteries which may lead human
beings into conscious communion with spiritual
worlds and beings which are beyond our current
imaginings. As a beginning, I sat with one of the
Circle Stones and worked meditatively to find the
“voice” of the stone itself, and the intelligence behind
it. Here are the words that came:
The stones of the Circles are awakened by the
Self that is the heart of the Earth. They have waited
for the ripeness of time, and are brought to their
present joy by the gesture of her love. Her wisdom
flows through them like living water, and the chords
of her rhythms resonate through their inner lattices
as music goes through harp strings. She speaks to us
through them, as through the patterns of the circles
themselves, and her speech is more than words––it
is that which reaches into us and brings forth the
awe of recognition. The Earth is alive, awake and
aware of us, with an intelligence we can glimpse, but
have not yet awakened fully enough to comprehend.
We may never comprehend Her, yet we can feel the
astounding joy of beholding her, and the intense love
engendered by our first glimpse of her. She offers us
the grace of spiritual nourishment beyond measure
and invites us to a higher calling than we have ever
known, a kind of spiritual marriage of our hearts
with hers.
The vibrations of the Circle Stones deeply stimulate the heart chakra, sometimes bringing tears of
appreciation and gratitude, even though we may not
fully know the source of those feelings. They stimulate the third eye and crown chakras, facilitating
visionary states that can take one into inner domains
of profound silence and reverence. The currents of
the circle stones can penetrate deeply into the brain,
stimulating dormant areas and stirring inner capacities. Truly, I feel these stones emanate something of
great value, which is still quite mysterious. They stir
the dark areas of mind/brain and heart where our
forgotten or never-known potentials are sleeping.
Carrying, wearing or meditating with these stones
can help us become aware of more of what we can

be. Sleeping or meditating with the Circle Stones can
help bring one into conscious relationship with the
spiritualtelligence which gives rise to the crop circles
themselves. Longer meditations with the stones can
take one very deep, much deeper than any other
stone I have worked with.
Circle Stones resonate very strongly with
Moldavite and Azeztulite, with mutual amplification
of their currents and qualities. Phenacite will bring
an enhancement of the third-eye stimulation Circle
Stones provide, and Herderite will strengthen its

effects for waking dormant brain areas.
On the night that I first worked with them in
meditation, I slept with one of the Circle Stones. I
dreamed a great deal, and woke after midnight with
my whole body tingling inside and out with a pleasurable current that seemed to be the life force itself.
The emotional tone was high joy. f
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Cinnazez Continued from Page 159

Amazez Continued from Page 167

and following the heart’s wisdom. As it awakens heart
intelligence to a greater degree of conscious awareness, it opens the channels of angelic and interdimensional communication. It is an ally for those seeking
to understand the inner workings of the Universe.
Cinnazez is a powerful stone of inner alchemy,
stimulating the Liquid Crystal Body Matrix to a
higher level of coherence and energy. The stone’s
vibrational waves can be viewed as waves of resonance, bringing all the cells into harmonious alignment. They stimulate the inner experiences of
primordial Light and Sound, allowing one to enter
into visionary experiences which are both Light-filled
and tangibly vibrational, making one’s body into a
resonating chamber of Divine Speech. If one aspires
to become a spiritual channel or medium, Cinnazez
can facilitate rapid advancement on these paths.
Those who work with oracles such as Tarot and the
I Ching in conjunction with Cinnazez may discover
that their insights are enhanced, and their ability to
notice hidden meaningful connections is increased.
Wearing or carrying Cinnazez can trigger an
increase in synchronicities in one’s life, and a clear
awareness of their meaning. These stones tend to
engender an alchemical transmutation of oneself
from the “lead” of fragmented, ego-driven consciousness to the wholeness and dynamic powerful of one’s
Higher Self. To incarnate the Higher Self is to realize
true spiritual Gold.
Cinnazez harmonizes very well with Phenacite,
and with all other Azeztulites. If Cinnazez is SuperActivated with the Azozeo treatment, it becomes a
much more powerful version of itself, acting to bring
about even more rapid self-transformation and spiritual awakening. f

tive programs carried in from past lives, or from bad
experiences in this life––or whether they are energydepleting entities picked up in bad environments–
–Amazez, used with clear intention, can dispel them
from one’s energy field, as well as one’s environment.
Wearing or carrying a piece can keep one’s personal
field in a clear, pure, healthy state, while placing
whole crystals of Amazez in one’s environment can
have the same effect on one’s surroundings. These
stones not only bring in the Light––they also keep
the darkness at bay!
Amazez can purify one’s field in a way that makes
possible conscious interaction with higher beings on
many spiritual planes. The angels, and even the Azez
themselves, can more readily approach one who has
been purified by this stone. Amazez is an excellent
stone for out-of-body travel, raising one’s vibration
high enough to transcend the body while simultaneously protecting one from negative influences. It
can be used in shamanic journeys, especially to the
Upper World.
Amazez enhances all the psychic capacities, including clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairsentience,
remote viewing, prophetic vision, psychic healing
and many more. It can stimulate intuitive abilities,
acting as a source of creative inspiration and instant
knowing of whatever one turns one’s attention to.
Amazez can powerfully activate the ‘Mouth of
God’ chakra near the top of the spine at the back of
the head. This is an extremely important point on the
energy body, and is the source of many mystical experiences. It coincides physically with what is called
the ‘reptile brain.’ The reptile brain, our oldest brain
structure, has been mistakenly maligned, because it is

We Moved

seen as a ‘primitive’
part of the brain.
However, it is also
spiritually the portal of the risen kundalini as it pours in
to illuminate the
whole brain. It is
called the ‘mouth
of God’ esoterically because it is
through this portal
that the Breath of
God flows into us,
when conditions
are right. Amazez
can awaken and help open this critical passage so that
our latent Divine energies can circulate properly and
bring us to enlightenment. For this purpose, I recommend using a pair of crystals, one held at the third
eye and another at the Mouth of God point.
Amazez harmonizes with all of the Azeztulites, as
well as Auralite 23, Angeline Stone, Elestial Angel
Calcite, Violet Flame Opal, Phenacite, Danburite,
Scolecite, Brookite, Natrolite, Merkabite Calcite and
Nirvana Quartz. It has a special affinity for Guardianite, and together they emanate a hugely powerful
vibration of protection, purification and empowerment.
Thought it is not in the book, because it had
not yet been discovered, Amazez is truly one of the
Stones of the New Consciousness, and its presence
among us is a blessing.” f
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Danburite: Excerpts from
Stones on the New Consciousness

W

hen I meditated with Danburite placed
at the heart chakra, my heart responded,
and the response of my heart was a feeling I
w o u l d describe as reverence. It was as though the
Danburite revealed something holy to my heart,
which my heart deeply revered. There was, in
placing the Danburite near my heart, a resonance
within my heart. In the space between the stone
and my heart, there was a meeting in which my
heart could feel the beautiful holy beings that stand
behind and express through Danburite crystals. I
have always believed that Danburite is a high crystal
of the angelic realm, and this response of the heart,
in reverence to what it feels when the stone is near,
confirmed this for me.
I found that the currents coming through
Danburite are felt readily in the third eye and crown
chakras as well as the heart. In fact, I could sometimes feel all three chakras as if they were one, all
in a state of very calm, soft reverence. The feeling
of a gentle awareness of awe--again for something
I cannot see with my outer or inner eyes, but I
can feel through holding Danburite--is the most
salient quality I associate with this stone. Even as I
spoke these words into my tape recorder, I had to
overcome an impulse to fall into silence. Danburite
inspires such reverence--a feeling of inwardly bowing
to a great presence, or many great presences--that
expressing anything requires overcoming the urge to
be quietly and reverentially present with what is.
Every time I hold Danburite and close my eyes,
I feel as though I am within White Light. This is
something different from the gold-white Light that
I associate with Azeztulite, or any number of other
Light qualities that I feel through sensing the stones.
This Light is the pure White Light of the Divine,
and my inner image is of the radiance of the Throne
of the Divine. It is as if the angelic ones who express
through Danburite are among those nearest the
Source. Therefore, their purity is beyond that of
many other spiritual beings, and because of this they
are able to be near to the Light of the Source.
When we meditate with Danburite, we have the
opportunity to share in the consciousness of these
angelic ones. We have the invitation to feel what it’s
like to make a close approach to the ultimate, infinite Light. I feel that the reverence I experienced in
my heart upon attuning to Danburite is akin to the
reverence of the angelic ones themselves.
This impulse toward immersion in awed and
reverential silence is one of Danburite’s most potent
qualities. In meditation with Danburite, as in most
meditations, one wishes to reach a state of inner
stillness. Many of the other states that can occur
in meditative experience require first the stillness.
Many people feel that stillness is difficult to achieve
because the mind continues its inner monologue
constantly. However with Danburite, especially
when it is placed at or near the heart, there is a
natural quieting of thought as one’s attention is fully
captured by the feeling of the presence of the holy.
It may be that the beings to which we attune
through Danburite are so far beyond normal human
experience that they can only offer us a glimpse of
their reality. Our own evolutionary path includes
activation and awakening of the Light Body, and
ultimately Ascension in the Body of Light into
the highest realms. There are many steps between

by Robert Simmons

our present state and the state of holy silence that
Danburite embodies. Nonetheless, being within
the presence of these high spiritual beings nourishes
one’s soul and spirit. It inspires us to see the horizons
of our destiny, and it provides a taste of the ambrosia of that domain. Danburite, in a more everyday
capacity--as it constantly emanates the White Light
of the holy beings behind it-can help us soothe and
heal the emotional body of old wounds or destructive habits.
Danburite is excellent as a helper for relieving
stress and calming frayed nerves. It can aid people
who are in depression or grief-not so much to rise
above these feelings as to be at peace with them.
Danburite can be a loving companion in the necessary times of grief, and it can help us remember the
Light that invisibly pervades all being.
Danburite is not only a stone of the White
Light ... it is a stone of the Transparent Ray. This

is the light-in-darkness; it is the invisible Light that
is present everywhere, underlying all appearances.
It is as though the Light that Danburite embodies
in crystallized form is the substrate of all being, and
the radiant Face behind all masks. There is great
and powerful unconditional love expressed through
Danburite. It is so clear and so without stain that
apprehending the presence of this love can feel
overwhelming to one’s everyday self. Nonetheless,
to hold oneself quietly within the loving arms of the
Danburite, one might say, is to experience complete
spiritual love and protection.
Danburite works synergistically with many
stones, “With all,” it says. As mentioned, it is one
of the Ascension Stones and one of the Synergy
Twelve. It works hand in hand with all varieties
of Azeztulite. It combines with Herderite for an
even greater expansion of consciousness, and with
Phenacite for a deepening of one’s visionary capacities.
Again and again, as I hold Danburite, I see a
vision of white wings. I can only imagine that these
represent the presence of the Danburite angels. At
each glimpse of those wings I find myself again in
reverent silence. f
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ὀࡀࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ⪷࡞ࡿ⅖ࢢ࣮ࣞࢺࢭࣥࢺࣛࣝࢧࣥࡢྡ↓ࡁගࢆᘬࡁ㎸ࡴᑟ
⟶ࡋ࡚ാࡁࡲࡍࠋࡑࡢྡ↓ࡁගࡢ₻ὶࡣࠊࡍ࡚ࡢேࠎᆅ⌫ࢆ᪂ࡋ࠸ࣞ࣋
⟶ࡋ࡚ാࡁࡲࡍࠋࡑࡢྡ↓ࡁගࡢ₻ὶࡣࠊࡍ࡚ࡢேࠎᆅ⌫ࢆ᪂ࡋ࠸ࣞ࣋
⟶ࡋ࡚ാࡁࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢྡ↓ࡁගࡢ₻ὶࡣᆅ⌫ཬࡧ࡚ࡢேࠎࢆ᪂ࡋ࠸ࣞ࣋ࣝ
ࣝࡢᏑᅾᘬࡁୖࡆࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡣ᪂ࡋ࠸௦ࡢጞࡲࡾࡢࢆ⏕ࡁ ⟶ࡋ࡚ാࡁࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢྡ↓ࡁගࡢ₻ὶࡣᆅ⌫ཬࡧ࡚ࡢேࠎࢆ᪂ࡋ࠸ࣞ࣋ࣝ

⌫ὀࡀࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ⪷࡞ࡿ⅖ࢢ࣮ࣞࢺࢭࣥࢺࣛࣝࢧࣥࡢྡ↓ࡁගࢆᘬࡁ㎸ࡴᑟ

ࡢᏑᅾᘬࡁୖࡆࡲࡍࠋࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡣ᪂ࡋ࠸௦ࡢጞࡲࡾࡢࢆ⏕ࡁ࡚࠸ࡲ
ࣝࡢᏑᅾᘬࡁୖࡆࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡣ᪂ࡋ࠸௦ࡢጞࡲࡾࡢࢆ⏕ࡁ
ࡢᏑᅾᘬࡁୖࡆࡲࡍࠋࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡣ᪂ࡋ࠸௦ࡢጞࡲࡾࡢࢆ⏕ࡁ࡚࠸ࡲ
࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋࢰࢮ࣭࢜ࢮࢶࣛࢺࡢᶵ⬟ࡣࠊࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢹࣥࢢ࣮࣡ࣖࡢࡼ
ࡍࠋࢰࢮ࢜ࡢᶵ⬟ࡣࠊࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢹࣥࢢ࣮࣡ࣖࡢࡼ࠺⚄⪷࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮
࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋࢰࢮ࣭࢜ࢮࢶࣛࢺࡢᶵ⬟ࡣࠊࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢹࣥࢢ࣮࣡ࣖࡢࡼ
ࡍࠋࢰࢮ࢜ࡢᶵ⬟ࡣࠊࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢹࣥࢢ࣮࣡ࣖࡢࡼ࠺⚄⪷࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮
࠺ࠊ⚄⪷࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢࡁ࡞₻ὶࡢ➨୍Ἴࢆᘬࡁ㎸ࡴࡇ࠶ࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ
ࡢࡁ࡞₻ὶࡢ➨୍Ἴࢆᘬࡁ㎸ࡴࡇ࠶ࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡣࡇࡢࢡࣜࢫ
࠺ࠊ⚄⪷࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢࡁ࡞₻ὶࡢ➨୍Ἴࢆᘬࡁ㎸ࡴࡇ࠶ࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ
ࡢࡁ࡞₻ὶࡢ➨୍Ἴࢆᘬࡁ㎸ࡴࡇ࠶ࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡣࡇࡢࢡࣜࢫ
ࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡣࡇࡢࢡࣜࢫࢱࣝඹാࡃࡼ࠺ಁࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊ⚾ࡓࡕ

ࢱࣝඹാࡃࡼ࠺ಁࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊ⚾ࡓࡕ⮬㌟ࡀගࡢᰕࡋ࡚⏕
ࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡣࡇࡢࢡࣜࢫࢱࣝඹാࡃࡼ࠺ಁࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊ⚾ࡓࡕ
ࢱࣝඹാࡃࡼ࠺ಁࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊ⚾ࡓࡕ⮬㌟ࡀගࡢᰕࡋ࡚⏕
⮬㌟ࡀගࡢᰕࡋ࡚⏕ࡁࠊ⚄⪷࡞⅖ࢆୡ⏺ᣑࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢᑟ⟶࡞ࡿࡇࢆ
ࡁࠊ⚄⪷࡞⅖ࢆୡ⏺ᣑࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢᑟ⟶࡞ࡿࡇࢆồࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࡛
⮬㌟ࡀගࡢᰕࡋ࡚⏕ࡁࠊ⚄⪷࡞⅖ࢆୡ⏺ᣑࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢᑟ⟶࡞ࡿࡇࢆ
ồࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋࡇࡢࢡࣜࢫࢱࣝࡢ▂ࠊࣄ࣮ࣜࣥࢢࣞ࢘ࢺࠊ࢚
ࡁࠊ⚄⪷࡞⅖ࢆୡ⏺ᣑࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢᑟ⟶࡞ࡿࡇࢆồࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࡛

ࢼࢪ࣮ࢢࣜࢵࢻࡢ࣮࣡ࢡࠊ㌟ࡅࡿࡇࠊᘧⓗᆅ᳜࠼㎸ࡴࡇࢆ
ồࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋࡇࡢࢡࣜࢫࢱࣝࡢ▂ࠊࣄ࣮ࣜࣥࢢࣞ࢘ࢺࠊ࢚
ࡍࠋ

ࡍࠋ

ࡇࡢࢡࣜࢫࢱࣝࡢ▂ࠊࣄ࣮ࣜࣥࢢࣞ࢘ࢺࠊ࢚ࢼࢪ࣮ࢢࣜࢵࢻ࣮࣡
ࡇࡢࢡࣜࢫࢱࣝࡢ▂ࠊࣄ࣮ࣜࣥࢢࣞ࢘ࢺࠊ࢚ࢼࢪ࣮ࢢࣜࢵࢻ࣮࣡
ࢡࡍࡿࡇࠊ㌟ࡅࡿࡇࠊᘧⓗᆅ᰿ࡏࡿࡇࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ࠊࡑࡢ
ࢰࢮ࣭࢜ࢮࢶࣛࢺࢳ࣮࣓ࣗࣥࣥࢺࡍࡿ㛫ࢆᣢࡘேࡣࠊࡍ࡚ࡢ
ࢡࡍࡿࡇࠊ㌟ࡅࡿࡇࠊᘧⓗᆅ᰿ࡏࡿࡇࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ࠊࡑࡢ
㏻ࡋ࡚ࠊࡑࡢᐇ㊶ࡣࢧ࣏࣮ࢺࡉࢀࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
ᐇ㊶ࡣࢧ࣏࣮ࢺࡉࢀࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࢰࢮ࣭࢜ࢡࣜࢫࢱࣝࢳ࣮࣓ࣗࣥࣥࢺࡍ
⣽⬊⣽⬊ࡸᚤ⢏Ꮚࢆ࠸⤖ࡧࡘࡅࡿࡼ࠺࡞ᚤ⣽࡛యⓗ࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢὶ
ᐇ㊶ࡣࢧ࣏࣮ࢺࡉࢀࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࢰࢮ࣭࢜ࢡࣜࢫࢱࣝࢳ࣮࣓ࣗࣥࣥࢺࡍ
ࢰࢮ࣭࢜ࢮࢶࣛࢺࢳ࣮࣓ࣗࣥࣥࢺࡍࡿ㛫ࢆᣢࡘேࡣࠊࡍ࡚ࡢ
ࡿ㛫ࢆᣢࡘேࡣࠊ࡚ࡢ⣽⬊ࡸᚤ⢏Ꮚࢆ࠸⤖ࡧࡘࡅࡿࡼ࠺࡞ᚤ⣽࡛య
ࢀࡀࠊ῝ࡃ㌟యὶධࡋᐃ╔ࡍࡿࡢࢆឤࡌࡿࡇ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࡑࡢὶࢀࡣࠊ㌟య
ࡿ㛫ࢆᣢࡘேࡣࠊ࡚ࡢ⣽⬊ࡸᚤ⢏Ꮚࢆ࠸⤖ࡧࡘࡅࡿࡼ࠺࡞ᚤ⣽࡛య
⣽⬊⣽⬊ࡸᚤ⢏Ꮚࢆ࠸⤖ࡧࡘࡅࡿࡼ࠺࡞ᚤ⣽࡛యⓗ࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢὶ
ⓗ࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢὶࢀࡀ῝ࡃ㌟యὶධࡋᐃ╔ࡍࡿࡢࢆឤࡌࡿࡇ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
ࢆ㟋ⓗ┠ぬࡵࡉࡏࠊ࠸ࡢാࡁࢆ⤫ྜࡋࠊࡑࡋ࡚ග㛤ࡃࡇࢆఏᤵࡋࡲ
ⓗ࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢὶࢀࡀ῝ࡃ㌟యὶධࡋᐃ╔ࡍࡿࡢࢆឤࡌࡿࡇ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
ࢀࡀࠊ῝ࡃ㌟యὶධࡋᐃ╔ࡍࡿࡢࢆឤࡌࡿࡇ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࡑࡢὶࢀࡣࠊ㌟య
ࡇࡢὶࢀࡣ㌟యࢆ㟋ⓗ┠ぬࡵࡉࡏࠊ࠸ࡢാࡁࢆ⤫ྜࡋࠊࡑࡋ࡚ග㛤ࡃ
ࡍࠋࡇࡢാࡁࡣࠕ㌟యព㆑ࠖࢆ㧗ࡵࡲࡍࠋࡇࢀࡣぬ㓰ྥ࠺ࠕࣜ࢟ࢵࢻࢡ
ࡇࡢὶࢀࡣ㌟యࢆ㟋ⓗ┠ぬࡵࡉࡏࠊ࠸ࡢാࡁࢆ⤫ྜࡋࠊࡑࡋ࡚ග㛤ࡃ
ࢆ㟋ⓗ┠ぬࡵࡉࡏࠊ࠸ࡢാࡁࢆ⤫ྜࡋࠊࡑࡋ࡚ග㛤ࡃࡇࢆఏᤵࡋࡲ
ࡇࢆఏᤵࡋࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢാࡁࡣࠕ㌟యព㆑ࠖࢆ㧗ࡵࡲࡍࠋࡇࢀࡣぬ㓰ྥ
ࣜࢫࢱࣝ࣎ࢹ࣭࣐ࢺࣜࢵࢡࢫࠖࡢཿᬛ࡛ࡍࠋࢰࢮ࣭࢜ࢮࢶࣛࢺࡢ✲ᴟ
ࡇࢆఏᤵࡋࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢാࡁࡣࠕ㌟యព㆑ࠖࢆ㧗ࡵࡲࡍࠋࡇࢀࡣぬ㓰ྥ
ࡍࠋࡇࡢാࡁࡣࠕ㌟యព㆑ࠖࢆ㧗ࡵࡲࡍࠋࡇࢀࡣぬ㓰ྥ࠺ࠕࣜ࢟ࢵࢻࢡ
࠺ࠕࣜ࢟ࢵࢻࢡࣜࢫࢱࣝ࣎ࢹ࣭࣐ࢺࣜࢵࢡࢫࠖࡢཿᬛ࡛ࡍࠋࢰࢮ࢜ࡢ✲ᴟ
ࡢຊࡣࠊே㢮ᆅ⌫᪉ࡢぬ㓰ࢆ᪩ࡵࡿࢺ࣮ࣜ࢞࡞ࡿࡇ࡞ࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ
࠺ࠕࣜ࢟ࢵࢻࢡࣜࢫࢱࣝ࣎ࢹ࣭࣐ࢺࣜࢵࢡࢫࠖࡢཿᬛ࡛ࡍࠋࢰࢮ࢜ࡢ✲ᴟ
ࣜࢫࢱࣝ࣎ࢹ࣭࣐ࢺࣜࢵࢡࢫࠖࡢཿᬛ࡛ࡍࠋࢰࢮ࣭࢜ࢮࢶࣛࢺࡢ✲ᴟ
ࡢຊࡣே㢮ᆅ⌫᪉ࡢぬ㓰ࢆ᪩ࡵࡿࡓࡵࡢࢺ࣮ࣜ࢞࡞ࡿࡇ࡞ࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ
ࡢຊࡣே㢮ᆅ⌫᪉ࡢぬ㓰ࢆ᪩ࡵࡿࡓࡵࡢࢺ࣮ࣜ࢞࡞ࡿࡇ࡞ࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ
ࡢຊࡣࠊே㢮ᆅ⌫᪉ࡢぬ㓰ࢆ᪩ࡵࡿࢺ࣮ࣜ࢞࡞ࡿࡇ࡞ࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ
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アゼツライト

アゼツライト
は、アメリカのバーモント州とノースカロライナ州及びイ
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㏻ࡋ࡚ࠊࡑࡢᐇ㊶ࡣࢧ࣏࣮ࢺࡉࢀࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
ࢼࢪ࣮ࢢࣜࢵࢻࡢ࣮࣡ࢡࠊ㌟ࡅࡿࡇࠊᘧⓗᆅ᳜࠼㎸ࡴࡇࢆ

アゼツライト は、アメリカのバーモント州とノースカロライナ州及びイ
ࣁࢽ࣮㸤ࢡ࣮࣒ࣜࢮࢶࣛࢺࡣࠊࣁࢽ࣮ࢦ࣮ࣝࢻࢡ࣮࣑࣮ࣜ࣍࣡ࢺⰍ
ンドの特定地区でのみ発見される、エネルギー的にとても活性化した性質

アゼツライト は、アメリカのバーモント州とノースカロライナ州及びイ
ࣁࢽ࣮㸤ࢡ࣮࣒ࣜࢮࢶࣛࢺࡣࠊࣁࢽ࣮ࢦ࣮ࣝࢻࢡ࣮࣑࣮ࣜ࣍࣡ࢺⰍ
ࢯࣇࢺኚࡋ࡞ࡀࡽࠊᾏࡢຊࡼࡗ࡚☻ࢀࡓࢡ࢛࣮ࢶ࡛ࡍࠋࢽ࣮ࣗࢪ࣮
ンドの特定地区でのみ発見される、エネルギー的にとても活性化した性質
を持つ特殊な水晶につけられた名称です。
ンドの特定地区でのみ発見される、エネルギー的にとても活性化した性質
ࣛࣥࢻࡢࢧ࢘ࢫࣛࣥࢻࡢࠊ࠶ࡿ㝈ࡽࢀࡓ୍ࡘࡢሙᡤ࡛ࡔࡅぢࡘࡾࡲࡍࠋ
ࢯࣇࢺኚࡋ࡞ࡀࡽࠊᾏࡢຊࡼࡗ࡚☻ࢀࡓࢡ࢛࣮ࢶ࡛ࡍࠋࢽ࣮ࣗࢪ࣮
ほとんどのアゼツライトは白色か無色で、多面的な柱状ポイントには結
を持つ特殊な水晶につけられた名称です。
࠙ࣟࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢩࣔࣥࢬⴭ᭩ࡼࡾࠚࣁࢽ࣮㸤ࢡ࣮࣒ࣜࢮࢶࣛࢺࡣࠊ⏑⨾࡞
を持つ特殊な水晶につけられた名称です。
ࣛࣥࢻࡢࢧ࢘ࢫࣛࣥࢻࡢࠊ࠶ࡿ㝈ࡽࢀࡓ୍ࡘࡢሙᡤ࡛ࡔࡅぢࡘࡾࡲࡍࠋ
晶しません。この石の名称は、惑星の目覚め（進化）を促すためグループ
ගࡢἼື࡛ࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢ㌟యࢆໟࡳࠊࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡀࡼࡾ㧗࠸⬟ຊࢆⓎࡍࡿࡇ
ほとんどのアゼツライトは白色か無色で、多面的な柱状ポイントには結
ほとんどのアゼツライトは白色か無色で、多面的な柱状ポイントには結
࠙ࣟࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢩࣔࣥࢬⴭ᭩ࡼࡾࠚࣁࢽ࣮㸤ࢡ࣮࣒ࣜࢮࢶࣛࢺࡣࠊ⏑⨾࡞
ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺่⃭ࡋࡲࡍࠋࡑࢀࡣ࡚ࡶḼࡧ‶ࡓࡉࢀࡓឤぬ࡛࠶ࡾࠊᰂࡽ
で働いている天使的な存在 「アゼズ」に由来しています。「アゼズ」
晶しません。この石の名称は、惑星の目覚め（進化）を促すためグループ
晶しません。この石の名称は、惑星の目覚め（進化）を促すためグループ
ගࡢἼື࡛ࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢ㌟యࢆໟࡳࠊࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡀࡼࡾ㧗࠸⬟ຊࢆⓎࡍࡿࡇ
࡛ᚰᆅࡼ࠸ࣂࣈ࣮ࣞࢩ࡛ࣙࣥࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼ࡀࡶࡓࡽࡍឡࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣ㌟
は、宇宙の核であり根源的な光の源であるグレートセントラルサンの「名
で働いている天使的な存在
「アゼズ」に由来しています。「アゼズ」
ࡢ⣽⬊⾜ࡁΏࡾࠊࡑࢀࢆ⤒㦂ࡋࡓከࡃࡢேࡀࡇࡢ▼ᜊࡍࡿࡇ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺่⃭ࡋࡲࡍࠋࡑࢀࡣ࡚ࡶḼࡧ‶ࡓࡉࢀࡓឤぬ࡛࠶ࡾࠊᰂࡽ
で働いている天使的な存在
「アゼズ」に由来しています。「アゼズ」
無き光」を私たちに届けるため、その偉大な容量を保持できるようにこの
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࢚ࣥࣃ࣮࣡ࣛࢺࡣ⮬ಙຬẼࡢ▼࡛ࡍࠋ⮬ศࡢᣢࡘᡯ⬟ࡸ⬟ຊ┠ぬࡵࡓ
ࡿࡶࡢ㸧ࢆ⒵ࡋࡓ࠸ᮃࡴேࡗ࡚ࡁ࡞ຓࡅ࡞ࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ㐣ཤ⏕࡛ࡢ
࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿᶵ⬟ࢆಟṇࡍࡿᶵࢆ࠼ࡲࡍࠋ㖔≀⏺ࡽࡶࡓࡽࡉࢀࡓࠊࡶࡗ
≧ែ࡛࠸ࡿࡇࢆຬẼ࡙ࡅࡲࡍࠋ㐲៖ࡸࡓࡵࡽ࠸ࠊඃᰂ᩿࡞ࢆྲྀࡾ㝖ࡁࠊ

࠙ࣟࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢩࣔࣥࢬⴭ᭩ࡼࡾ

ಙࢆ‶ࡓࡋࠊಶேࡢᙉࡉࡸ⬟ຊࢆ

ࡋࡓࠋࡇࡢ▼ࡣ⚾㐩ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮

ࢆཷࡅྲྀࡾ࠼ࡿຊࢆ㧗ࡵࡿඃࢀ

ࡌࡃࡃࠊࡇࡢᆅୖ࡛ࡢ᪉ྥឤぬ

ࡀࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࢫࢱ࣮ࢳࣕࣝࢻࡓࡕ
ࡿࡼ࠺ࠊࢧ࣏࣮ࢺࡋࡲࡍࠋ

࢚ࣥࣃ࣮࣡ࣛࢺࡣࠊಶேࡢᵝ

ຓࡅࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼ࡢࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢹ

⤒㦂ࢆᅇࡋࠊ࣐࢝ࣝⓗ࡞ࣃࢱ࣮ࣥẼ࡙ࡁࢆ࠼๓㐍ࡸᡂ㛗ࡢࡉࡲࡓࡆ
ࡶ࡞ࣂࣛࣥࢫ࡛άᛶࡉࢀࡓ▼ࡢࡦࡘࡔゝ࠼ࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࡸࡉ
ே⏕άࡏࡿᐇ⏝ⓗ࡞ࡓࡕ࡛ពᚿࡢຊࢆᙉࡵࠊே⏕ࡢ୍▐୍▐ࡢỴពࢆ
࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿᶵ⬟ࢆಟṇࡍࡿᶵࢆ࠼ࡲࡍࠋ㖔≀⏺ࡽࡶࡓࡽࡉࢀࡓࠊࡶࡗ
ᛶྥ࠺ࡁ࡞㌿ࢆࡶࡓࡽࡍ▼࡛ࡍࠋ
ࡶࡗ࡚⾜ືࡍࡿຬẼࢆ㧗ࡵ࡚ࡃࢀࡲࡍࠋࡇࢀࡣࠕ㐠ࠖࢆษࡾ㛤ࡃពᚿ࡛࠶

࡚࠸ࡿ⫗యࡣ㨦ࡀල⌧ࡋࡓࡶࡢ

ࡶ࡞ࣂࣛࣥࢫ࡛άᛶࡉࢀࡓ▼ࡢࡦࡘࡔゝ࠼ࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࡸࡉ
ࣄ࣮࣮ࣛࣛࢺࡣࠊ㧗ḟࡢ㡿ᇦࡽࡢᚤ⣽࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆὀධࡍࡿຊࢆᣢࡗ
ࡾࠊክࢆྔ࠼ࡿࡓࡵᚲせ࡞ᒅࡢ⢭⚄ࢆࡶࡓࡽࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ᛶྥ࠺ࡁ࡞㌿ࢆࡶࡓࡽࡍ▼࡛ࡍࠋ
࡚࠾ࡾࠊࡑࢀࡣேࡢᣢࡘࠕẼࠖࡸ⏕ຊࢆቑᖜࡉࡏࡲࡍࠋ⑂ࢀࡓ⚄⤒⣔⤫ࢆఇ
ࢭࣝࣇ࣭ࣄ࣮ࣜࣥࢢࡢሙ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ࢚ࣥࣃ࣮࣡ࣛࢺࡢἼືࡣᾘࢩࢫࢸ࣒

࠺ࡇࢆⓎぢࡉࡏ࡚ࡃࢀࡲࡍ㸟୍

ࣄ࣮࣮ࣛࣛࢺࡣࠊ㧗ḟࡢ㡿ᇦࡽࡢᚤ⣽࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆὀධࡍࡿຊࢆᣢࡗ
ࡲࡏࠊ⏕ຊࢆ࠼ࡲࡍࠋࣄ࣮࣮ࣛࣛࢺࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆཷࡅྲྀࡗࡓேࡣࡲࡿ
ࡸ⭠ࡢാࡁࢆᙉࡵࡲࡍࠋ⫢⮚ࡸ⫹ᄞࠊᡭࠊ㊊ࠊ⫪࡞ᑐࡋ࡚࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ⓗ
࡚࠾ࡾࠊࡑࢀࡣேࡢᣢࡘࠕẼࠖࡸ⏕ຊࢆቑᖜࡉࡏࡲࡍࠋ⑂ࢀࡓ⚄⤒⣔⤫ࢆఇ
࡛⮬ศࡀⱝࠎࡋࡃ࡞ࡗࡓࡼ࠺ឤࡌࡿࡇ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࢩࣥࣉࣝ࡞ࣄ࣮ࣜࣥࢢࡢ
ࢧ࣏࣮ࢺࡋࡲࡍࠋ➽⫗ࡸ㦵᱁ࡢቑᙉ࡞ࡶ᭷ຠ࡛ࡍࠋẼࡸᡃࡢᅇᮇ
ࡲࡏࠊ⏕ຊࢆ࠼ࡲࡍࠋࣄ࣮࣮ࣛࣛࢺࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆཷࡅྲྀࡗࡓேࡣࡲࡿ
ຠᯝࡔࡅ࡛࡞ࡃࠊ㛗ᑑࡸⱝ㏉ࡾࡢຠᯝࢆᣢࡗࡓ▼࡛ࡶ࠶ࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋࣄ࣮࣮ࣛࣛ
࠶ࡿேࡸࠊ⢭⚄ⓗ࡞ࢺ࣐ࣛ࢘ࡸᚰࡢയࢆゎᨺࡋࡓ࠸ᮃࢇ࡛࠸ࡿேࡶᙉࡃ࠾

ẼゎỴࡍࡿࡇ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ

࢚ࣥࣃ࣮࣡ࣛࢺࡣ⮬ಙຬẼ

࡛⮬ศࡀⱝࠎࡋࡃ࡞ࡗࡓࡼ࠺ឤࡌࡿࡇ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࢩࣥࣉࣝ࡞ࣄ࣮ࣜࣥࢢࡢ
ࢺࡢ࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣ⚾ࡓࡕࡢ㌟యࠊ࣐ࣥࢻࠊᗣࡢࣃࢱ࣮ࣥᏛࡧࢆ
⸀ࡵࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ຠᯝࡔࡅ࡛࡞ࡃࠊ㛗ᑑࡸⱝ㏉ࡾࡢຠᯝࢆᣢࡗࡓ▼࡛ࡶ࠶ࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋࣄ࣮࣮ࣛࣛ
࠼ࠊෆ࡞ࡿㄪ㟋ⓗ࡞┠ぬࡵࢆࡶࡓࡽࡍ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ⚄⪷࡞ឡࡼࡾ㧗ḟࡢ
࢚ࣥࣃ࣮࣡ࣛࢺࡣࣁࣃ࣮ࢫࢸࣥࠊࣈࣛࢵࢡࢫࢺࣟࣥࢢࢫࢺ࣮ࣥࠊࣝ

≧ែ࡛࠸ࡿࡇࢆຬẼ࡙ࡅࡲࡍࠋ

ࢺࡢ࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣ⚾ࡓࡕࡢ㌟యࠊ࣐ࣥࢻࠊᗣࡢࣃࢱ࣮ࣥᏛࡧࢆ
ୡ⏺㛤ࡃࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࠊࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢࣁ࣮ࢺࡸ࣐ࣥࢻാࡁࡅ࡚
࣑ࢼࢺࠊࢫ࣮࣮ࣔ࢟ࢡ࢛࣮ࢶࠊࢡ࣒ࣜࢰ࣮ࣥ࢟ࣗࣉࣛࢺㄪⓗാࡁࡲ
࠼ࠊෆ࡞ࡿㄪ㟋ⓗ࡞┠ぬࡵࢆࡶࡓࡽࡍ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ⚄⪷࡞ឡࡼࡾ㧗ḟࡢ
ࡃࢀࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
ࡍࠋࡲࡓࠊ࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺ㸫㸰㸱ඹ㬆ࡋ࡚࢚࣮ࢸࣝయࡢίࡸ⒵ࡋࡢຠᯝࢆⓎ

ே⏕άࡏࡿᐇ⏝ⓗ࡞ࡓࡕ࡛

ୡ⏺㛤ࡃࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࠊࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢࣁ࣮ࢺࡸ࣐ࣥࢻാࡁࡅ࡚

ࡋࡲࡍࠋࣔࣝࢲࣂࢺඹ㬆ࡍࡿࢫࣆࣜࢳࣗࣝ࡞㐍ࡸኚᐜࢆಁ㐍ࡍࡿ

ࡃࢀࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ

࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ

ࡶࡗ࡚⾜ືࡍࡿຬẼࢆ㧗ࡵ࡚ࡃࢀ

ࡾࠊክࢆྔ࠼ࡿࡓࡵᚲせ࡞ᒅ

Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room

l

Lithium
ࢭࣝࣇ࣭ࣄ࣮ࣜࣥࢢࡢሙ࠾࠸
Revelation Stone™
Revelation
™
Lithium
Light™ リチウム
ࡸ⭠ࡢാࡁࢆᙉࡵࡲࡍࠋ⫢⮚ࡸ⫹
Stone™リベレーションストーン
™
™
Lithium Light
Revelation Stone
ࣜࢳ࣒࢘ࣛࢺࡣࠊすࣟࢵ࣮࣐࢟࢘ࣥ
ࢧ࣏࣮ࢺࡋࡲࡍࠋ➽⫗ࡸ㦵᱁ࡢቑ
࣮ࣜ࣋ࣞࢩࣙࣥࢫࢺ࣮ࣥࡣࠊࢪࣕࢫࣃ࣮ࡢ୍✀࡛࠶ࡾࠊࢽ࣮ࣗࢪ࣮ࣛࣥࢻ࡛

™
™
リベレーションストーン
リチウムライト
Ⓨぢࡉࢀࡲࡋࡓࠋ㉥ࠊ㯤ࠊⲔࠊ⥳ࠊࡲࡓ㯮Ⰽࡢࡶࡢࡶ࠶ࡾࡲࡍࠋ
Ἴືࡢ▼࡛ࡍࠋࣞࣆࢻࣛࢺࠊࢡ࢛࣮ࢶ
࠶ࡿேࡸࠊ⢭⚄ⓗ࡞ࢺ࣐ࣛ࢘ࡸᚰ

࣮ࣜ࣋ࣞࢩࣙࣥࢫࢺ࣮ࣥࡣࠊࢪࣕࢫࣃ࣮ࡢ୍✀࡛࠶ࡾࠊࢽ࣮ࣗࢪ࣮ࣛࣥࢻ࡛
ࣜࢳ࣒࢘ࣛࢺࡣࠊすࣟࢵ࣮࣐࢟࢘ࣥࢸࣥࡽࡸࡗ࡚ࡁࡓ࢟ࣛ࢟ࣛ㍤ࡃ㧗
࠙ࣟࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢩࣔࣥࢬⴭ᭩ࡼࡾࠚ࣮ࣜ࣋ࣞࢩࣙࣥࢫࢺ࣮ࣥࡣࠊࣁ࣮ࢺ࡚
Ⓨぢࡉࢀࡲࡋࡓࠋ㉥ࠊ㯤ࠊⲔࠊ⥳ࠊࡲࡓ㯮Ⰽࡢࡶࡢࡶ࠶ࡾࡲࡍࠋ

㏆࠸ࢢ࣮ࣞࠊ࢚࣮ࣟࡸࣆࣥࢡⰍࢆࡋ࡚

⸀ࡵࡋࡲࡍࠋ

Ἴືࡢ▼࡛ࡍࠋࣞࣆࢻࣛࢺࠊࢡ࢛࣮ࢶࠊࢡࣟࣥࢫࢸࢲࢺ࡛ᵓᡂࡉࢀࠊⓑ
ࡶࣃ࣡ࣇࣝ࡞ඹ㬆ࢆ㉳ࡇࡋࡲࡍࠋࡑࡋ࡚ᮍ᮶㉳ࡁࡿࡇᑐࡍࡿࣁ࣮ࢺࡢチ

࠙ࣟࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢩࣔࣥࢬⴭ᭩ࡼࡾࠚ࣮ࣜ࣋ࣞࢩࣙࣥࢫࢺ࣮ࣥࡣࠊࣁ࣮ࢺ࡚

㏆࠸ࢢ࣮ࣞࠊ࢚࣮ࣟࡸࣆࣥࢡⰍࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋ࠙ࣟࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢩࣔࣥࢬⴭ᭩ࡼࡾࠚࣜࢳ

ᐜຊࢆ㧗ࡵࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼ࡀࣁ࣮ࢺඹ㬆ࡍࡿࠊᮍ᮶ࡢ㛫ࡢὶࢀࡢ࡞
࢚ࣥࣃ࣮࣡ࣛࢺࡣࣁࣃ࣮ࢫ

ࡶࣃ࣡ࣇࣝ࡞ඹ㬆ࢆ㉳ࡇࡋࡲࡍࠋࡑࡋ࡚ᮍ᮶㉳ࡁࡿࡇᑐࡍࡿࣁ࣮ࢺࡢチ

࠙ࣟࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢩࣔࣥࢬⴭ᭩ࡼࡾࠚࣜࢳ࣒࢘ࣛࢺࡢἼືࡣ᭱ึࡣࡸࡽࢃ࡛
࠶ࡾ࡞ࡀࡽࠊ῝࠸ᚰᆅࡼࡉᐶࡂ‶ࡕ
ࡽࠊ㩭࡛᫂ṇ☜࡞ᮍ᮶ࡢࣦࢪࣙࣥࢆឤࡌྲྀࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋࡑࢀࡣゝⴥ
ᐜຊࢆ㧗ࡵࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼ࡀࣁ࣮ࢺඹ㬆ࡍࡿࠊᮍ᮶ࡢ㛫ࡢὶࢀࡢ࡞
࠶ࡾ࡞ࡀࡽࠊ῝࠸ᚰᆅࡼࡉᐶࡂ‶ࡕࡓ㟋ⓗ࡞ගࡢ⧛࡛ໟࡲࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡼ࠺

࣑ࢼࢺࠊࢫ࣮࣮ࣔ࢟ࢡ࢛࣮ࢶࠊ
ឤࡌࡿࡲ࡛ᙉຊാࡁ⥆ࡅࡲࡍࠋᏳࡽࡂ

ࡽࠊ㩭࡛᫂ṇ☜࡞ᮍ᮶ࡢࣦࢪࣙࣥࢆឤࡌྲྀࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋࡑࢀࡣゝⴥ
ឤࡌࡿࡲ࡛ᙉຊാࡁ⥆ࡅࡲࡍࠋᏳࡽࡂḼࡧࠊᐶࡂࠊ⒵ࡋࣜࣛࢡࢮ࣮ࢩࣙ
ࡋ࡚࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃ࣓࣮ࢪࡸࣦࢪࣙࣥࡋ࡚⌧ࢀࡸࡍ࠸࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ

ࡍࠋࡲࡓࠊ࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺ㸫㸰㸱
ࣥ‶ࡕࡓἼື࡛ࠊࡑࡢேࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮
࣮ࣜ࣋ࣞࢩࣙࣥࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣥ࣡ࢡࡋ࡚ほࡿࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢᮍ᮶ࡣཝᐦ㐠

ࡋ࡚࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃ࣓࣮ࢪࡸࣦࢪࣙࣥࡋ࡚⌧ࢀࡸࡍ࠸࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ

࣮ࣜ࣋ࣞࢩࣙࣥࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣥ࣡ࢡࡋ࡚ほࡿࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢᮍ᮶ࡣཝᐦ㐠

ࣥ‶ࡕࡓἼື࡛ࠊࡑࡢேࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࣇ࣮ࣝࢻࢆໟࡳࡲࡍࠋ㟋ⓗ࡞ኚᐜࢆ
⤒㦂ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᮇ⌮ⓗ࡞▼ࡔゝ࠼ࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ

⤒㦂ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᮇ⌮ⓗ࡞▼ࡔゝ࠼
ࡅࡽࢀࡓࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࣈ࣮ࣝࣉࣜࣥࢺࡢ࡞ྵࡲࢀࡓᮍ᮶ࡢࣃࢱ࣮ࣥࡢࡦ
ࡋࡲࡍࠋࣔࣝࢲࣂࢺඹ㬆ࡍ
ࣜࢳ࣒࢘ࣛࢺࡣࠕගࡢ㌟యࠖࡢ㐀ࢆࢧ࣏࣮ࢺࡋࡲࡍࠋ㌟య࠼࡚࠸ࡿ

ࡅࡽࢀࡓࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࣈ࣮ࣝࣉࣜࣥࢺࡢ࡞ྵࡲࢀࡓᮍ᮶ࡢࣃࢱ࣮ࣥࡢࡦ

ࡘ࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡑࢀࡣேࠎࡢ㑅ᢥࡼࡗ࡚ኚࢃࡾࡲࡍࠋࡣ࠸࠼ࠊᮍ᮶ࡢࣦࢪࣙ
ࣜࢳ࣒࢘ࣛࢺࡣࠕගࡢ㌟యࠖࡢ㐀
ࢿ࢞ࢸࣈ࡞ᙳ㡪ࡸ⃮ࡗࡓ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆίࡋࡲࡍࠋࠕගࡢ㌟యࠖࡀᵓ⠏ࡉࢀ
ࡘ࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡑࢀࡣேࠎࡢ㑅ᢥࡼࡗ࡚ኚࢃࡾࡲࡍࠋࡣ࠸࠼ࠊᮍ᮶ࡢࣦࢪࣙ

࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ

ࡿࡲ࡛ࡢ㛫ࠊࡑࡢࣇ࣮ࣝࢻࢆ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ⧛࡛ಖㆤࡋࡲࡍࠋࣜࢳ࣒࢘ࣛࢺ
ࣥࢆᚓࡿ࠸࠺ࡇࡣ᫆ࢆゎㄞࡋࡓࡾࢱࣟࢵࢺ࣮࢝ࢻࢆ࣮ࣜࢹࣥࢢࡍࡿࡢ
ࣥࢆᚓࡿ࠸࠺ࡇࡣ᫆ࢆゎㄞࡋࡓࡾࢱࣟࢵࢺ࣮࢝ࢻࢆ࣮ࣜࢹࣥࢢࡍࡿࡢ

ࢿ࢞ࢸࣈ࡞ᙳ㡪ࡸ⃮ࡗࡓ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ

ྠᵝࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢὝᐹࢆຓࡅࡿ᭷ព⩏࡞⤒㦂࡞ࡿࡇ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ

ࡣࡑࡢேࡢ⎔ቃࡽࢿ࢞ࢸࣈ࡞ᙳ㡪ࢆྲྀࡾ㝖ࡁ㟼✜࡞ឤぬࢆ⏕ࡳฟࡋࡲࡍࠋ

ྠᵝࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢὝᐹࢆຓࡅࡿ᭷ព⩏࡞⤒㦂࡞ࡿࡇ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ

࣮ࣜ࣋ࣞࢩࣙࣥࢫࢺ࣮ࣥࡣࣁ࣮ࢺ▱ⓗឤぬࢆࡘ࡞ࡄࡇࡼࡗ࡚ࡑࡢேࡀ

ࡿࡲ࡛ࡢ㛫ࠊࡑࡢࣇ࣮ࣝࢻࢆ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ
ࡼࡾ㧗ḟࡢ┠ぬࡵࢆಁࡋࠊ࣐ࣥࢻࣁ࣮ࢺࢆ῝ࡃㄪࡉࡏࠊࡑࡢேࡀ῝࠸

⏕᮶ᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿඛぢⓗࣦࢪࣙࣥࢆほࡿ⬟ຊࢆ㧗ࡵࡿ࡚ࡶ⣲ᬕࡽࡋ࠸▼ࡔ

ࡣࡑࡢேࡢ⎔ቃࡽࢿ࢞ࢸࣈ࡞ᙳ㡪ࢆ

࣮ࣜ࣋ࣞࢩࣙࣥࢫࢺ࣮ࣥࡣࣁ࣮ࢺ▱ⓗឤぬࢆࡘ࡞ࡄࡇࡼࡗ࡚ࡑࡢேࡀ
ཿᬛࡶ࡙࠸࡚▱ぬࡋࠊ⌮ゎࡋࠊ⾜ືࡍࡿࡇࢆຓࡅࡲࡍࠋࣜࢳ࣒࢘ࣛࢺ

ࡣ㧗ḟࡢព㆑ࡢ▼࡛ࡍࠋ⪷࡞ࡿ㡿ᇦࡢぢᆅࢆᚓࠊ⮳⚟⮳ࡿ㝿ࡢᑟࡁ࡞
⏕᮶ᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿඛぢⓗࣦࢪࣙࣥࢆほࡿ⬟ຊࢆ㧗ࡵࡿ࡚ࡶ⣲ᬕࡽࡋ࠸▼ࡔ
ゝ࠼ࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࢧ࢟ࢵࢡ࡞⬟ຊࢆ㧗ࡵࡓ࠸ឤࡌ࡚࠸ࡿࡍ࡚ࡢேࡗ

࡚࡚ࡶඃࢀࡓࢶ࣮࡛ࣝࡍࠋ

ࡼࡾ㧗ḟࡢ┠ぬࡵࢆಁࡋࠊ࣐ࣥࢻ

ࡿ▼࡛ࡍࠋࠕ⮬ᕫࡢ⚄⪷ࡉࠖ┠ぬࡵࡿࡓࡵࡢࢽࢩ࢚࣮ࢩࣙࣥࢆࡶࡓࡽࡍ࡛
ゝ࠼ࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࢧ࢟ࢵࢡ࡞⬟ຊࢆ㧗ࡵࡓ࠸ឤࡌ࡚࠸ࡿࡍ࡚ࡢேࡗ

࣮ࣜ࣋ࣞࢩࣙࣥࢫࢺ࣮ࣥࡢࡶ࠺ࡦࡘࡢ≉ᚩࡣஸࡃ࡞ࡗࡓேࡢ㨦ࡢࢥ࣑ࣗ

࡚࡚ࡶඃࢀࡓࢶ࣮࡛ࣝࡍࠋ

ࢽࢣ࣮ࢩࣙࣥ⬟ຊࢆ㧗ࡵࡿຠᯝࡀ࠶ࡿࡇ࡛ࡍࠋࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢣ࣮ࢩࣙ

ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ

ཿᬛࡶ࡙࠸࡚▱ぬࡋࠊ⌮ゎࡋࠊ⾜ື

㟋ⓗ࡞ࣄ࣮ࣜࣥࢢ࠾࠸࡚ࠊࣜࢳ࣒࢘ࣛࢺࡣ⥴ࡢᏳᐃࢆࡶࡓࡽࡋࠊ⚄⤒

ࡣ㧗ḟࡢព㆑ࡢ▼࡛ࡍࠋ⪷࡞ࡿ㡿ᇦࡢ
࣮ࣜ࣋ࣞࢩࣙࣥࢫࢺ࣮ࣥࡢࡶ࠺ࡦࡘࡢ≉ᚩࡣஸࡃ࡞ࡗࡓேࡢ㨦ࡢࢥ࣑ࣗ
ࢆⴠࡕ╔ࡏࢫࢺࣞࢫࢆゎᨺࡋࡲࡍࠋࣁ࣮ࢺ⚄⤒⣔⤫ඃࢀࡓຠᯝࢆࡶࡓࡽ

ࣥࡘ࠸࡚Ꮫࡧࡓ࠸ᮃࡴேࡣࡇࡢ▼▂ࡍࡿࡇࢆᙉࡃ࠾⸀ࡵࡋࡲࡍࠋ

ࡋࡲࡍࠋࢫࢺࣞࢫࡸᏳࡀᘬࡁ㉳ࡇࡍၥ㢟ࢆ✜ࡸゎᾘࡍࡿࡇࢆຓࡅࡲ
ࡿ▼࡛ࡍࠋࠕ⮬ᕫࡢ⚄⪷ࡉࠖ┠ぬࡵࡿ
ࢽࢣ࣮ࢩࣙࣥ⬟ຊࢆ㧗ࡵࡿຠᯝࡀ࠶ࡿࡇ࡛ࡍࠋࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢣ࣮ࢩࣙ
ࡲࡓ࣮ࣜ࣋ࣞࢩࣙࣥࢫࢺ࣮ࣥࡣ㐣ཤୡᅇᖐࡢ⤒㦂ࢆࡼࡾ᫂ᬓࡍࡿാࡁࡀ࠶
ࡍࠋ࣐ࢵࢧ࣮ࢪࡸࣄ࣮ࣜࣥࢢࡢࢭࣛࣆࢫࢺࡣࠊࡇࡢ▼ࢆ㌟ࡘࡅࡓࡾᣢࡕṌ
ࡾࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࢩ࣮࣐ࣕࢽࢵࢡ࡞࣮࣡ࢡ࠾࠸࡚ᚲせ࡞Ὕᐹຊࢆ㧗ࡵࡿຊ
ࣥࡘ࠸࡚Ꮫࡧࡓ࠸ᮃࡴேࡣࡇࡢ▼▂ࡍࡿࡇࢆᙉࡃ࠾⸀ࡵࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
ࡃࡇࢆ࠾⸀ࡵࡋࡲࡍࠋࢡࣛࣥࢺࢆ✜ࡸࢧ࣏࣮ࢺࡋඹឤࡍࡿ⬟ຊࢆ㧗
ࢆᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼ࢆ㌟ࡘࡅࡓࡾᣢࡕṌࡃࡇࡼࡗ࡚ࡼࡾ᫂ᬓ࡞

ࡲࡓ࣮ࣜ࣋ࣞࢩࣙࣥࢫࢺ࣮ࣥࡣ㐣ཤୡᅇᖐࡢ⤒㦂ࢆࡼࡾ᫂ᬓࡍࡿാࡁࡀ࠶
ࡵࡲࡍࠋࡑࢀࡼࡗ࡚ࢡࣛࣥࢺࡣ῝࠸ᐶࡂࡢ࡞࡛ཷᐜⓗ࠸ࡽࢀࡿࡼ࠺
㟋ⓗ࡞ࣄ࣮ࣜࣥࢢ࠾࠸࡚ࠊࣜࢳ࣒࢘

┤ឤὝᐹຊࢆᚓࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ

ࡾࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࢩ࣮࣐ࣕࢽࢵࢡ࡞࣮࣡ࢡ࠾࠸࡚ᚲせ࡞Ὕᐹຊࢆ㧗ࡵࡿຊ
࡞ࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
ࣄ࣮ࣜࣥࢢࡢሙ࠾࠸࡚ࡣࠊグ᠈ࡢ႙ኻࡸᢚᅽᑐࡋ࡚⏝ࡍࡿࡇࢆ࠾⸀

ࢆⴠࡕ╔ࡏࢫࢺࣞࢫࢆゎᨺࡋࡲࡍࠋࣁ

ࣜࢳ࣒࢘ࣛࢺࡣࢡࣥࢶࢺࠊࢺ࣐ࣝࣜࣥࠊࣄࢹࢼࢺࠊ࣌ࢱࣛࢺࠊࣞ
ࢆᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼ࢆ㌟ࡘࡅࡓࡾᣢࡕṌࡃࡇࡼࡗ࡚ࡼࡾ᫂ᬓ࡞
ࡵࡋࡲࡍࠋᮍ᮶ᑐࡋ࡚ࡢྜ⌮࡞ᜍࢀࡸ㐣࡞Ᏻࢆඞ᭹ࡍࡿࡇࢆຓࡅࡲ
ࡋࡲࡍࠋࢫࢺࣞࢫࡸᏳࡀᘬࡁ㉳ࡇࡍ
ࣆࢻࣛࢺࠊࢫࢠࣛࢺࠊࢧ࢘ࣛࣛࢺࢮࢶࣛࢺࠊࣁࢽ࣮࣭ࢡ࣮࣒ࣜࢮ
ࡍࠋ࣮ࣜ࣋ࣞࢩࣙࣥࢫࢺ࣮ࣥࡣឤࡸ⫗యࡔࡅ࡛࡞ࡃ⬻ࡸ࣐ࣥࢻᑐࡋ࡚ࡶ
┤ឤὝᐹຊࢆᚓࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
ࢶࣛࢺㄪࡋࡲࡍࠋࣇ࢙ࢼ࢝ࢺࡸ࣊ࣝࢹࣛࢺࠊࢡ࣏ࣜࣇࣛࢺ
ࡍࠋ࣐ࢵࢧ࣮ࢪࡸࣄ࣮ࣜࣥࢢࡢࢭࣛࣆࢫ
☜࡞⒵ࡋࡢຠᯝࢆⓎࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࣄ࣮ࣜࣥࢢࡢሙ࠾࠸࡚ࡣࠊグ᠈ࡢ႙ኻࡸᢚᅽᑐࡋ࡚⏝ࡍࡿࡇࢆ࠾⸀
࡞ࡢ㧗Ἴືࡢ▼ࡓࡕࡶࡲࡓࠊࣜࢳ࣒࢘ࣛࢺࡢඃࢀࡓࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮࡞ࡿ࡛

ࡃࡇࢆ࠾⸀ࡵࡋࡲࡍࠋࢡࣛࣥࢺࢆ
ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
ࡵࡋࡲࡍࠋᮍ᮶ᑐࡋ࡚ࡢྜ⌮࡞ᜍࢀࡸ㐣࡞Ᏻࢆඞ᭹ࡍࡿࡇࢆຓࡅࡲ

ࡵࡲࡍࠋࡑࢀࡼࡗ࡚ࢡࣛࣥࢺࡣ῝
ࡍࠋ࣮ࣜ࣋ࣞࢩࣙࣥࢫࢺ࣮ࣥࡣឤࡸ⫗యࡔࡅ࡛࡞ࡃ⬻ࡸ࣐ࣥࢻᑐࡋ࡚ࡶ

☜࡞⒵ࡋࡢຠᯝࢆⓎࡋࡲࡍࠋ
࡞ࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
February 2013
Available
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™

シナゼツ
ࢩࢼࢮࢶࡣࠊࢮࢶࣛࢺ࣭ࢡ࢛࣮ࢶࢩ࡛ࣜ࢝⿕そࡉࢀࡓࢩࢼࣂ࣮ࡢΰ

Auralite-23
Auralite-23
オーラライト−23
Auralite-23

࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺ㸫ࡣ࣓ࢪࢫࢺࢆ࣮࣋ࢫࡋࡓ▼࡛ࠊ࢝ࢼࢲ࡛Ⓨぢࡉࢀࡲࡋ
オーラライト−23
ࡓࠋ࣓ࢪࢫࢺ௨እᑡ࡞ࡃࡶ㸰㸰✀௨ୖࡢ㖔≀ࢆྵࢇࡔಶᛶⓗ࡞ᙧ≧ࡢࢡ

࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺ㸫ࡣ࣓ࢪࢫࢺࢆ࣮࣋ࢫࡋࡓ▼࡛ࠊ࢝ࢼࢲ࡛Ⓨぢࡉࢀࡲࡋ
ࡊࡗࡓ▼࡛࠶ࡾࠊࢽ࣮ࣗࢪ࣮ࣛࣥࢻࡢࢧ࢘ࢫࣛࣥࢻ࡛᪂ࡋࡃⓎぢࡉࢀࡲࡋ
ࢩࢼࢮࢶࡣࠊࢮࢶࣛࢺ࣭ࢡ࢛࣮ࢶࢩ࡛ࣜ࢝⿕そࡉࢀࡓࢩࢼࣂ࣮ࡢΰ
ࣜࢫࢱ࡛ࣝࡍࠋ

ࡓࠋ࣓ࢪࢫࢺ௨እᑡ࡞ࡃࡶ㸰㸰✀௨ୖࡢ㖔≀ࢆྵࢇࡔಶᛶⓗ࡞ᙧ≧ࡢࢡ
࠙ࣟࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢩࣔࣥࢬⴭ᭩ࡼࡾࠚ࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺ㸫ࡣᣢࡘேࡢ࢞ࢻࡸᏲㆤ
ࣜࢫࢱ࡛ࣝࡍࠋ
ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࢫࣆࣜࢵࢺࡢࢸࣞࣃࢩ࣮ⓗ࡞ࢥࢿࢡࢩࣙࣥࢆᙉࡵࠊࡼࡾ㧗࠸ぬ㓰ࡢ
࠙ࣟࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢩࣔࣥࢬⴭ᭩ࡼࡾࠚࢩࢼࢮࢶࡣ㐍ⓗ࡞ᡂ㛗ࢆಁ㐍ࡋࡲࡍࠋ⬻
࠙ࣟࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢩࣔࣥࢬⴭ᭩ࡼࡾࠚ࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺ㸫ࡣᣢࡘேࡢ࢞ࢻࡸᏲㆤ
≧ែࢆࡶࡓࡽࡋࡲࡍࠋࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢෆഃࡣࠊࠕ㨱ἲⓗᏑᅾࠖࡤࢀࡿᏑᅾ
࠙ࣟࣂ࣮ࢺ࣭ࢩࣔࣥࢬⴭ᭩ࡼࡾࠚࢩࢼࢮࢶࡣ㐍ⓗ࡞ᡂ㛗ࢆಁ㐍ࡋࡲࡍࠋ⬻
୰ኸ⚄⤒ࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࢆ่⃭ࡋࠊࡑࡢேࡢཷᐜຊ⌮ゎຊࢆ㧗ࡵࡲࡍࠋࢫࣆࣜ
ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࢫࣆࣜࢵࢺࡢࢸࣞࣃࢩ࣮ⓗ࡞ࢥࢿࢡࢩࣙࣥࢆᙉࡵࠊࡼࡾ㧗࠸ぬ㓰ࡢ
ࡀ࠶ࡾࡲࡍࠋࡑࢀࡣࠊ᪥ᖖ࡛⮬ぬࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ᪥ᖖࡢ⾜ືࡸே⏕ࡢ㐠ⓗࣃࢱ࣮ࣥ
୰ኸ⚄⤒ࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࢆ่⃭ࡋࠊࡑࡢேࡢཷᐜຊ⌮ゎຊࢆ㧗ࡵࡲࡍࠋࢫࣆࣜ
≧ែࢆࡶࡓࡽࡋࡲࡍࠋࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢෆഃࡣࠊࠕ㨱ἲⓗᏑᅾࠖࡤࢀࡿᏑᅾ
ࢳࣗࣝ࡞ၥࡸၥ㢟ࡢ⟅࠼ࢆ᥈ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿேࡸࠊ࢝ࢩࢵࢡ࣭ࣞࢥ࣮ࢻࢡ
ࡢᙳ㡪ࢆ㉸㉺ࡋࡓࠊ㨦ࡢ┿ࡢ┠ⓗࡑࡢࡶࡢࢆ⏕ࡁ࡚࠸ࡿ⮬ศ⮬㌟࡛ࡍࠋࡑࡋ࡚
ࡀ࠶ࡾࡲࡍࠋࡑࢀࡣࠊ᪥ᖖ࡛⮬ぬࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ᪥ᖖࡢ⾜ືࡸே⏕ࡢ㐠ⓗࣃࢱ࣮ࣥ
ࢳࣗࣝ࡞ၥࡸၥ㢟ࡢ⟅࠼ࢆ᥈ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿேࡸࠊ࢝ࢩࢵࢡ࣭ࣞࢥ࣮ࢻࢡ
ࡇࡢࢡࣜࢫࢱࣝࡣ࠶࡞ࡓ⮬㌟ࡢࠕ㨱ἲⓗᏑᅾࡋ࡚ࡢ⮬ᕫࠖࢲࣞࢡࢺࠊ
ࢭࢫࡋࡓ࠸ᮃࢇ࡛࠸ࡿேࢆຓࡅࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࢩࢼࢮࢶࡣࡑࡢேࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮
ࡢᙳ㡪ࢆ㉸㉺ࡋࡓࠊ㨦ࡢ┿ࡢ┠ⓗࡑࡢࡶࡢࢆ⏕ࡁ࡚࠸ࡿ⮬ศ⮬㌟࡛ࡍࠋࡑࡋ࡚
ࡑࡋ࡚༶ᗙ⧅ࡆ࡚ࡃࢀࡲࡍࠋ
ࢭࢫࡋࡓ࠸ᮃࢇ࡛࠸ࡿேࢆຓࡅࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࢩࢼࢮࢶࡣࡑࡢேࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮
ࣇ࣮ࣝࢻࢆ่⃭ࡋࠊ࠶ࡽࡺࡿࣞ࣋ࣝࡢ࣏ࢪࢸࣈ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆࡾࡲࡵࠊ
ࡇࡢࢡࣜࢫࢱࣝࡣ࠶࡞ࡓ⮬㌟ࡢࠕ㨱ἲⓗᏑᅾࡋ࡚ࡢ⮬ᕫࠖࢲࣞࢡࢺࠊ
࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺࡣࡲࡓࠊෆ࡞ࡿίࡢࣉࣟࢭࢫᚲせ࡞㧗ḟࡢどⅬࢆ࠼ࡲ
ࣇ࣮ࣝࢻࢆ่⃭ࡋࠊ࠶ࡽࡺࡿࣞ࣋ࣝࡢ࣏ࢪࢸࣈ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆࡾࡲࡵࠊ
ࡑࡋ࡚༶ᗙ⧅ࡆ࡚ࡃࢀࡲࡍࠋ
ୖᡭᢅ࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࡋࡲࡍࠋ⚄⪷࡞ཿᬛࡽࡸࡗ࡚ࡃࡿᑗ᮶ࡢࣦ
ࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼ࡢᜠᜨࢆཷࡅࡾࡓ࠸ᮃࡴேࡓࡕࡢෆഃ࠶ࡿࠊࡉࡲࡊࡲ࡞ࢿ࢞
ୖᡭᢅ࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࡋࡲࡍࠋ⚄⪷࡞ཿᬛࡽࡸࡗ࡚ࡃࡿᑗ᮶ࡢࣦ
࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺࡣࡲࡓࠊෆ࡞ࡿίࡢࣉࣟࢭࢫᚲせ࡞㧗ḟࡢどⅬࢆ࠼ࡲ
ࢸࣈ࡞ሢࡢࡼ࠺࡞⤖ࡧ┠ࢆ⢭ᰝࡋࠊゎࡁࡄࡋࡲࡍࠋᚰ㓄ࡸᜍࢀࡢࣇ࣮ࣜ
ࢪࣙࣥࡸࠊ࣓࣮ࢪࢆཷࡅྲྀࡿ⬟ຊࢆ㧗ࡵࡲࡍࠋ㔠ᒓࡢ࣏ࢫࢺ㞾ࡀⴠࡕࡸࡍ
ࢪࣙࣥࡸࠊ࣓࣮ࢪࢆཷࡅྲྀࡿ⬟ຊࢆ㧗ࡵࡲࡍࠋ㔠ᒓࡢ࣏ࢫࢺ㞾ࡀⴠࡕࡸࡍ
ࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼ࡢᜠᜨࢆཷࡅࡾࡓ࠸ᮃࡴேࡓࡕࡢෆഃ࠶ࡿࠊࡉࡲࡊࡲ࡞ࢿ࢞
ࣥࢢࢆゎᨺࡋࠊ᪂ࡋ࠸ே⏕ࡢྍ⬟ᛶྥࡅ࡚㟋ⓗࠊࡘ⣽⬊࡛ࣞ࣋ࣝ┠ぬࡵࡿ
࠸ࡢྠࡌࡼ࠺ࠊ᪂ࡋ࠸ཿᬛࡸὝᐹຊࢆᘬࡁᐤࡏࡸࡍ࠸Ꮡᅾ࡞ࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ
ࢸࣈ࡞ሢࡢࡼ࠺࡞⤖ࡧ┠ࢆ⢭ᰝࡋࠊゎࡁࡄࡋࡲࡍࠋᚰ㓄ࡸᜍࢀࡢࣇ࣮ࣜ
࠸ࡢྠࡌࡼ࠺ࠊ᪂ࡋ࠸ཿᬛࡸὝᐹຊࢆᘬࡁᐤࡏࡸࡍ࠸Ꮡᅾ࡞ࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ
ࡇࢆಁࡋࡲࡍࠋࡲࡓࠊࡑࡢࡓࡵᚲせ࡞ᴦほⓗ࡞ឤぬࢆࡶࡓࡽࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࣥࢢࢆゎᨺࡋࠊ᪂ࡋ࠸ே⏕ࡢྍ⬟ᛶྥࡅ࡚㟋ⓗࠊࡘ⣽⬊࡛ࣞ࣋ࣝ┠ぬࡵࡿ
ࢩࢼࢮࢶࡣࠊࣁ࣮ࢺࡢ▱ᛶࢆ㧗ࡵࠊࣁ࣮ࢺ࣐ࣥࢻࡢ㛫ࡢࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢣ࣮
࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺ㸫ࡢຠᯝࡣᵝࠎ࡛ࠊࢧ࢟ࢵࢡ࡞▱ぬຊࡸ┿ᐇࢆឤࡌྲྀࡿຊ
ࢩࢼࢮࢶࡣࠊࣁ࣮ࢺࡢ▱ᛶࢆ㧗ࡵࠊࣁ࣮ࢺ࣐ࣥࢻࡢ㛫ࡢࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢣ࣮
ࡇࢆಁࡋࡲࡍࠋࡲࡓࠊࡑࡢࡓࡵᚲせ࡞ᴦほⓗ࡞ឤぬࢆࡶࡓࡽࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࢆቑᙉࡍࡿࡇࠊࡢゎᾘࠊࢡࣥࢲ࣮ࣜࢽࡢぬ㓰ࠊỌຕព㆑㸦࠸ࡲࡇࡇ࠶ࡿ
ࢩࣙࣥࢆࡶࡓࡽࡍࡓࡵ㔜せ࡞⚄⤒⣔⤫ࡢാࡁࢆᙉࡋࡲࡍࠋࣁ࣮ࢺࡢኌࢆ⫈
ࢩࣙࣥࢆࡶࡓࡽࡍࡓࡵ㔜せ࡞⚄⤒⣔⤫ࡢാࡁࢆᙉࡋࡲࡍࠋࣁ࣮ࢺࡢኌࢆ⫈
࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺ㸫ࡢຠᯝࡣᵝࠎ࡛ࠊࢧ࢟ࢵࢡ࡞▱ぬຊࡸ┿ᐇࢆឤࡌྲྀࡿຊ
Ọ㐲ᛶࡢẼࡁ㸧ࠊᑗ᮶ࡢฟ᮶ࡢࣦࢪࣙࣥࠊ᫂ᬓክࡸ㨦ࡢ᪑ࡢᣑࠊ
ࡃຊࢆࡶࡓࡽࡋࠊࣁ࣮ࢺ࠶ࡿཿᬛࡘ࡞ࡀࡾࠊࡑࡢཿᬛᚑ࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ
ࡃຊࢆࡶࡓࡽࡋࠊࣁ࣮ࢺ࠶ࡿཿᬛࡘ࡞ࡀࡾࠊࡑࡢཿᬛᚑ࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ
ࢆቑᙉࡍࡿࡇࠊࡢゎᾘࠊࢡࣥࢲ࣮ࣜࢽࡢぬ㓰ࠊỌຕព㆑㸦࠸ࡲࡇࡇ࠶ࡿ
ኳࡓࡕಙࡍࡿ⤒㦂࡞ࢆࡶࡓࡽࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࡼ࠺࡞ࡾࡲࡍࠋࣁ࣮ࢺࡢ▱ᛶࡢ┠ぬࡵࡋࡓࡀࡗ࡚ࠊኳⓗ࡞Ꮡᅾࠊḟඖ
ࡼ࠺࡞ࡾࡲࡍࠋࣁ࣮ࢺࡢ▱ᛶࡢ┠ぬࡵࡋࡓࡀࡗ࡚ࠊኳⓗ࡞Ꮡᅾࠊḟඖ
Ọ㐲ᛶࡢẼࡁ㸧ࠊᑗ᮶ࡢฟ᮶ࡢࣦࢪࣙࣥࠊ᫂ᬓክࡸ㨦ࡢ᪑ࡢᣑࠊ
࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺ㸫ࡣࠗ⪷࡞ࡿࣈ࣮ࣝࣉࣜࣥࢺࡢ▼࠘ࡋ࡚ࠊࡑࡢேࡀᮏ᮶
ኳࡓࡕಙࡍࡿ⤒㦂࡞ࢆࡶࡓࡽࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࢆ㉸࠼ࡓࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢣ࣮ࢩࣙࣥࢆࡍࡿ⬟ຊࡶ㛤ࢀ࡚࠸ࡃ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࢩࢼࢮࢶࡣ
ᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿᛶࡢࣃࢱ࣮ࣥࢆࠕࣥࢫࢺ࣮ࣝࠖࡍࡿຠᯝࡀ࠶ࡾࡲࡍࠋᮏ᮶
ࢆ㉸࠼ࡓࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢣ࣮ࢩࣙࣥࢆࡍࡿ⬟ຊࡶ㛤ࢀ࡚࠸ࡃ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࢩࢼࢮࢶࡣ
࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺ㸫ࡣࠗ⪷࡞ࡿࣈ࣮ࣝࣉࣜࣥࢺࡢ▼࠘ࡋ࡚ࠊࡑࡢேࡀᮏ᮶
ࡢᛶࢆྲྀࡾᡠࡍࡇࡼࡗ࡚ࠊ㌟యࡢࡍ࡚ࡢ㒊ศᑐࡋ࡚⒵ࡋࣂࣛࣥ
ࠕෆ࡞ࡿ㘐㔠⾡ࡢ▼ࠖࡪࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ
ࠕෆ࡞ࡿ㘐㔠⾡ࡢ▼ࠖࡪࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ
ᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿᛶࡢࣃࢱ࣮ࣥࢆࠕࣥࢫࢺ࣮ࣝࠖࡍࡿຠᯝࡀ࠶ࡾࡲࡍࠋᮏ᮶
ࢫࡀࡶࡓࡽࡉࢀࡲࡍࠋ࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺ㸫ࡣࠊ㌟యࡸ⣽⬊ᮏ᮶ഛࢃࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ㐺
ࣜ࢟ࢵࢻࢡࣜࢫࢱࣝ࣎ࢹ࣐ࢺࣜࢵࢡࢫࢆࡼࡾ⃰ᐦ࡛ᙉຊ࡞ࡿࡼ࠺่⃭ࡋ
ࣜ࢟ࢵࢻࢡࣜࢫࢱࣝ࣎ࢹ࣐ࢺࣜࢵࢡࢫࢆࡼࡾ⃰ᐦ࡛ᙉຊ࡞ࡿࡼ࠺่⃭ࡋ
ࡢᛶࢆྲྀࡾᡠࡍࡇࡼࡗ࡚ࠊ㌟యࡢࡍ࡚ࡢ㒊ศᑐࡋ࡚⒵ࡋࣂࣛࣥ
ษ࡞⏕ࡢᶵ⬟ࢆᛮ࠸ฟࡉࡏࡲࡍࠋⱝ㏉ࡾࡸάࠊ⏕ࡢ▼ࡋ࡚ാࡃࡢ࡛
ࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢἼࡣࡍ࡚ࡢ⣽⬊ᒆࡁࠊࡑࢀࡀ࠸ㄪࡋ࡚
ࢫࡀࡶࡓࡽࡉࢀࡲࡍࠋ࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺ㸫ࡣࠊ㌟యࡸ⣽⬊ᮏ᮶ഛࢃࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ㐺
ࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢἼࡣࡍ࡚ࡢ⣽⬊ᒆࡁࠊࡑࢀࡀ࠸ㄪࡋ࡚
ࡍࠋឤ࡛ࣞ࣋ࣝࡣࠊᖹⓗ࡛ᖜᗈ࠸Ẽࡁࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ࠊឤయࡢᶵ⬟ᙳ
ࡣࡓࡽࡃࡼ࠺ࢧ࣏࣮ࢺࡋࡲࡍࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡀᮏ᮶ᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿග㡢
ษ࡞⏕ࡢᶵ⬟ࢆᛮ࠸ฟࡉࡏࡲࡍࠋⱝ㏉ࡾࡸάࠊ⏕ࡢ▼ࡋ࡚ാࡃࡢ࡛
㡪ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿྂࡃࡽᢪ࠼࡚࠸ࡿၥ㢟ࢆゎᾘࡍࡿࡇࢆຓࡅࡲࡍࠋࡲࡓࠊ㐣ཤ⏕
ࡣࡓࡽࡃࡼ࠺ࢧ࣏࣮ࢺࡋࡲࡍࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡀᮏ᮶ᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿග㡢
ࡍࠋឤ࡛ࣞ࣋ࣝࡣࠊᖹⓗ࡛ᖜᗈ࠸Ẽࡁࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ࠊឤయࡢᶵ⬟ᙳ
⧅ࡀࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ಁࡋࡲࡍࠋ㟋ⓗ࡞㏻㊰ࡸ፹⪅࡞ࡾࡓ࠸ᮃࢇ࡛
ࡢグ᠈ࡶാࡁࡅࠊ࣐࢝ࣝⓗ࡞ࣃࢱ࣮ࣥࡢ࡞࡛ᡭᨺࡍᚲせࡢ࠶ࡿࡶࡢẼ
⧅ࡀࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ಁࡋࡲࡍࠋ㟋ⓗ࡞㏻㊰ࡸ፹⪅࡞ࡾࡓ࠸ᮃࢇ࡛
㡪ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿྂࡃࡽᢪ࠼࡚࠸ࡿၥ㢟ࢆゎᾘࡍࡿࡇࢆຓࡅࡲࡍࠋࡲࡓࠊ㐣ཤ⏕
࡙ࡏࡲࡍࠋ
࠸ࡿேࡗ࡚ࠊࢩࢼࢮࢶࡣࡑࡢ㐨࡛ࡢᡂ㛗ࣉࣟࢭࢫࢆ᪩ࡵࡲࡍࠋࢩࢼࢮࢶࢆ
ࡢグ᠈ࡶാࡁࡅࠊ࣐࢝ࣝⓗ࡞ࣃࢱ࣮ࣥࡢ࡞࡛ᡭᨺࡍᚲせࡢ࠶ࡿࡶࡢẼ
࠸ࡿேࡗ࡚ࠊࢩࢼࢮࢶࡣࡑࡢ㐨࡛ࡢᡂ㛗ࣉࣟࢭࢫࢆ᪩ࡵࡲࡍࠋࢩࢼࢮࢶࢆ
࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺ㸫ࡣ࣐ࢮࢶࣃ࣡ࣇࣝ࡞ඹ㬆ຠᯝࢆⓎࡋࠊ࠸ࡢ▼ࡢຊ
㌟ࡘࡅࡓࡾᣢࡘࡇࡼࡗ࡚ࠊே⏕ࢩࣥࢡࣟࢽࢩࢸࡀቑ࠼ࠊࡑࡢពࢆ
࡙ࡏࡲࡍࠋ
ࢆ࠸ቑᖜࡋ࡚ാࡁࡲࡍࠋࣃ࣮ࣉࣝࣥࢪ࢙ࣛࣥࡶྠᵝ࡛ࡍࠋࡲࡓࠊࡍ
㌟ࡘࡅࡓࡾᣢࡘࡇࡼࡗ࡚ࠊே⏕ࢩࣥࢡࣟࢽࢩࢸࡀቑ࠼ࠊࡑࡢពࢆ
᫂ᬓឤࡌྲྀࢀࡿࡼ࠺࡞ࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
࣮࢜ࣛࣛࢺ㸫ࡣ࣐ࢮࢶࣃ࣡ࣇࣝ࡞ඹ㬆ຠᯝࢆⓎࡋࠊ࠸ࡢ▼ࡢຊ
࡚ࡢࢮࢶࣛࢺࡸ࣮ࣟࢰࣇࡶㄪࡋࡲࡍࠋࠉಖㆤࡢຊࠊίຊ࠸
᫂ᬓឤࡌྲྀࢀࡿࡼ࠺࡞ࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
ࢆ࠸ቑᖜࡋ࡚ാࡁࡲࡍࠋࣃ࣮ࣉࣝࣥࢪ࢙ࣛࣥࡶྠᵝ࡛ࡍࠋࡲࡓࠊࡍ
ࢩࢼࢮࢶࡣࣇ࢙ࢼ࢝ࢺࠊࡑࡋ࡚✀ࡢࢮࢶࣛࢺ࡚ࡶࡼࡃㄪࡋ࡚
࠺≉㉁ࡣ࣮࢞ࢹࢼࢺࡼࡗ࡚ቑᖜࡋࡲࡍࠋ࣑ࢫࢸࢵࢡ࣓ࣝࣜࢼࢺ
࡚ࡢࢮࢶࣛࢺࡸ࣮ࣟࢰࣇࡶㄪࡋࡲࡍࠋࠉಖㆤࡢຊࠊίຊ࠸
ࢩࢼࢮࢶࡣࣇ࢙ࢼ࢝ࢺࠊࡑࡋ࡚✀ࡢࢮࢶࣛࢺ࡚ࡶࡼࡃㄪࡋ࡚
ാࡁࡲࡍࠋࢩࢼࢮࢶࡀࢰࢮ࢜ࡼࡗ࡚㉸άᛶࡉࢀࡿࠊࡼࡾࣃ࣡ࣇࣝ࡞
ࡶ࣮࣡ࢡࡍࡿࡇ࡛ࠊ࣏ࢪࢸࣈ࡞㨱ἲࢆ㉳ࡇࡍ⬟ຊࢆᣑࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛
࠺≉㉁ࡣ࣮࢞ࢹࢼࢺࡼࡗ࡚ቑᖜࡋࡲࡍࠋ࣑ࢫࢸࢵࢡ࣓ࣝࣜࢼࢺ
ࡁࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ࣐ࢫࢱ࣮ࢩ࣮࣐ࣕࢼࢺാࡃࠊί῝࠸▂ࡢ⤒㦂ࢆࡶ
ാࡁࡲࡍࠋࢩࢼࢮࢶࡀࢰࢮ࢜ࡼࡗ࡚㉸άᛶࡉࢀࡿࠊࡼࡾࣃ࣡ࣇࣝ࡞
ࡾࠊ⣲᪩࠸ኚᐜࢫࣆࣜࢳࣗࣝ࡞┠ぬࡵࢆᘬࡁ㉳ࡇࡍ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
ࡶ࣮࣡ࢡࡍࡿࡇ࡛ࠊ࣏ࢪࢸࣈ࡞㨱ἲࢆ㉳ࡇࡍ⬟ຊࢆᣑࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛
ࡓࡽࡍ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
ࡾࠊ⣲᪩࠸ኚᐜࢫࣆࣜࢳࣗࣝ࡞┠ぬࡵࢆᘬࡁ㉳ࡇࡍ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ ࡁࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ࣐ࢫࢱ࣮ࢩ࣮࣐ࣕࢼࢺാࡃࠊί῝࠸▂ࡢ⤒㦂ࢆࡶ
ࡓࡽࡍ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
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ࠉࢼࣥࢲࣛࢺࡣࢡ࢛࣮ࢶࡢ୍✀࡛ࡍࠋࢧࣥࢫࢡࣜࢵࢺࡢࠕ⚄ࡢ⮳⚟ࠖࢆព
࣮࢞ࢹࢼࢺࡣࠊ࢚ࢪࣜࣥࠊࣇ࢙ࣝࢻࢫࣃ࣮ࠊࢿࣇ࢙ࣜࣥࠊࠊࢼࣝ
ࠉࢼࣥࢲࣛࢺࡣࢡ࢛࣮ࢶࡢ୍✀࡛ࡍࠋࢧࣥࢫࢡࣜࢵࢺࡢࠕ⚄ࡢ⮳⚟ࠖࢆព
࣮࢞ࢹࢼࢺࡣࠊ࢚ࢪࣜࣥࠊࣇ࢙ࣝࢻࢫࣃ࣮ࠊࢿࣇ࢙ࣜࣥࠊࠊࢼࣝ
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ࡾࠊࡑࢀࡣࡲࡿ࡛࢚ࣥࢪ࢙ࣝࡓࡕࡀࢳ࣮࣒ࢆ⤌ࢇ࡛ࡸࡗ࡚ࡁ࡚ࠊே㢮ࡀ࠸

ࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࢆ࣮ࣝࢺࢳࣕࢡࣛࡽࢡࣛ࢘ࣥࢳࣕࢡࣛࡲ࡛ࠊ⬨᳝ἢࡗ࡚῝ࡃ่⃭
ࡾࠊࡑࢀࡣࡲࡿ࡛࢚ࣥࢪ࢙ࣝࡓࡕࡀࢳ࣮࣒ࢆ⤌ࢇ࡛ࡸࡗ࡚ࡁ࡚ࠊே㢮ࡀ࠸
ࡲ┤㠃ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡁ࡞ኚࡢࣉࣟࢭࢫࢆࢧ࣏࣮ࢺࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊಖㆤࠊί

ࡋ࡚ࡺࡁࡲࡍࠋࡑࢀࡣὠἼࡢࡼ࠺࡞ᚤ⣽࡞㟁ὶࡢἼࡋ࡚࡚ࡶᛌࡃ㌟ࢆࡘ
ࡲ┤㠃ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡁ࡞ኚࡢࣉࣟࢭࢫࢆࢧ࣏࣮ࢺࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊಖㆤࠊί
ࠊࣂࣛࣥࢫࠊᙉࡉࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ࠼࡚ࡃࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡼ࠺࡛ࡍ㸟࢚࣮ࢸࣝ
ࡘࡴ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࣁ࣮ࢺ࠾࠸࡚ࢼࣥࢲࣛࢺࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣឡḼࡧࡢࣇ
࣮ࣜࣥࢢࢆࡁୖࡀࡽࡏࡲࡍࠋࡑࡢࡁ⣲᪩ࡃࡓࡃࡉࢇࡢ࣓࣮ࢪࡀᢲࡋᐤࡏ
ࡲ┤㠃ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡁ࡞ኚࡢࣉࣟࢭࢫࢆࢧ࣏࣮ࢺࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊಖㆤࠊί
ࡘࡴ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࣁ࣮ࢺ࠾࠸࡚ࢼࣥࢲࣛࢺࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣឡḼࡧࡢࣇ
ࠊࣂࣛࣥࢫࠊᙉࡉࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ࠼࡚ࡃࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡼ࠺࡛ࡍ㸟࢚࣮ࢸࣝ
యࡢࢲ࣓࣮ࢪࢆಟࡋࠊᨺᑕ⬟࡞ࡢ᭷ᐖ࡞ග⥺ࡸࢩࣙࢵࢡࡸᛧࢀ࡞
࣮ࣜࣥࢢࢆࡁୖࡀࡽࡏࡲࡍࠋࡑࡢࡁ⣲᪩ࡃࡓࡃࡉࢇࡢ࣓࣮ࢪࡀᢲࡋᐤࡏ
ࡿࡼ࠺࡞ឤぬࡀࡸࡗ࡚ࡃࡿࡶࡋࢀࡲࡏࢇࠋࡲࡿ࡛ࣁ࣮ࢺࡀࡑࡇ࠶ࡿḼ႐ࡢ

ࠊࣂࣛࣥࢫࠊᙉࡉࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ࠼࡚ࡃࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡼ࠺࡛ࡍ㸟࢚࣮ࢸࣝ

࣮ࣜࣥࢢࢆࡁୖࡀࡽࡏࡲࡍࠋࡑࡢࡁ⣲᪩ࡃࡓࡃࡉࢇࡢ࣓࣮ࢪࡀᢲࡋᐤࡏ
ࡿࡼ࠺࡞ឤぬࡀࡸࡗ࡚ࡃࡿࡶࡋࢀࡲࡏࢇࠋࡲࡿ࡛ࣁ࣮ࢺࡀࡑࡇ࠶ࡿḼ႐ࡢ
యࡢࢲ࣓࣮ࢪࢆಟࡋࠊᨺᑕ⬟࡞ࡢ᭷ᐖ࡞ග⥺ࡸࢩࣙࢵࢡࡸᛧࢀ࡞
࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ⬻ᤝࡆ࡚࠸ࡿࡢࡼ࠺࡞ឤࡌࡀࡍࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࢼࣥࢲࣛ
ࡽཷࡅࡓ࣮࢜ࣛࡢയࢆಟࡍࡿຊࡀ࠶ࡿࢃࡓࡋࡣឤࡌࡲࡍࠋ

యࡢࢲ࣓࣮ࢪࢆಟࡋࠊᨺᑕ⬟࡞ࡢ᭷ᐖ࡞ග⥺ࡸࢩࣙࢵࢡࡸᛧࢀ࡞

࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ⬻ᤝࡆ࡚࠸ࡿࡢࡼ࠺࡞ឤࡌࡀࡍࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࢼࣥࢲࣛ
ࢺࡢ᭷ຠ࡞࠸᪉ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ୧᪉ࡢᡭࡦࡘࡎࡘ▼ࢆᣢࡕࠊ࣮ࣝࢺࢳࣕࢡࣛ
ࡿࡼ࠺࡞ឤぬࡀࡸࡗ࡚ࡃࡿࡶࡋࢀࡲࡏࢇࠋࡲࡿ࡛ࣁ࣮ࢺࡀࡑࡇ࠶ࡿḼ႐ࡢ
ࡽཷࡅࡓ࣮࢜ࣛࡢയࢆಟࡍࡿຊࡀ࠶ࡿࢃࡓࡋࡣឤࡌࡲࡍࠋ
ࠉ࣮࢞ࢹࢼࢺࡢ⥲ྜⓗ࡞ാࡁࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ࣮࢜ࣛࢆᙉࡋࠊίࡍࡿ

ࡽཷࡅࡓ࣮࢜ࣛࡢയࢆಟࡍࡿຊࡀ࠶ࡿࢃࡓࡋࡣឤࡌࡲࡍࠋ
ࢺࡢ᭷ຠ࡞࠸᪉ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ୧᪉ࡢᡭࡦࡘࡎࡘ▼ࢆᣢࡕࠊ࣮ࣝࢺࢳࣕࢡࣛ
ࡽࢡࣛ࢘ࣥࢳࣕࢡࣛࡅ࡚㠃⫼㠃ࡽࠊ⬨᳝ἢࡗ࡚ୖ᪼ࡉࡏࡿࡼ࠺
࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ⬻ᤝࡆ࡚࠸ࡿࡢࡼ࠺࡞ឤࡌࡀࡍࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋࢼࣥࢲࣛ
ࠉ࣮࢞ࢹࢼࢺࡢ⥲ྜⓗ࡞ാࡁࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ࣮࢜ࣛࢆᙉࡋࠊίࡍࡿ
ຊࠊࡑࡋ࡚ࡼࡾᖾࡏ࡛ࡸ࡛⮬ಙ‶ࡕࡓ≧ែࢆ⤒㦂࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ᛮ⪃య

ࡽࢡࣛ࢘ࣥࢳࣕࢡࣛࡅ࡚㠃⫼㠃ࡽࠊ⬨᳝ἢࡗ࡚ୖ᪼ࡉࡏࡿࡼ࠺
⛣ືࡉࡏࡲࡍࠋࡲࡓࠊ୧ᡭᣢࡗ࡚▂ࡍࡿࡢࡶⰋ࠸࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
ࠉ࣮࢞ࢹࢼࢺࡢ⥲ྜⓗ࡞ാࡁࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ࣮࢜ࣛࢆᙉࡋࠊίࡍࡿ
ࢺࡢ᭷ຠ࡞࠸᪉ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ୧᪉ࡢᡭࡦࡘࡎࡘ▼ࢆᣢࡕࠊ࣮ࣝࢺࢳࣕࢡࣛ
ຊࠊࡑࡋ࡚ࡼࡾᖾࡏ࡛ࡸ࡛⮬ಙ‶ࡕࡓ≧ែࢆ⤒㦂࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ᛮ⪃య
┠ぬࡵࢆࡶࡓࡽࡍࡇ࡛ࡍࠋࡑࢀࡣ࡚ࡶࢩࣥࣉࣝࢃࡾࡸࡍࡃேࠎ
⛣ືࡉࡏࡲࡍࠋࡲࡓࠊ୧ᡭᣢࡗ࡚▂ࡍࡿࡢࡶⰋ࠸࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
ࠉႃࡢ࢚࡛ࣜࡣࠊ᭱ึࠕࡢࡢࡘ࠼ࠖࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࡶࡢࢆឤࡌࡿࡶࡋࢀࡲࡏ
ࡽࢡࣛ࢘ࣥࢳࣕࢡࣛࡅ࡚㠃⫼㠃ࡽࠊ⬨᳝ἢࡗ࡚ୖ᪼ࡉࡏࡿࡼ࠺
ࠉႃࡢ࢚࡛ࣜࡣࠊ᭱ึࠕࡢࡢࡘ࠼ࠖࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࡶࡢࢆឤࡌࡿࡶࡋࢀࡲࡏ
ࢇࠋࡑࢀࡣࡼࡾࡁ࡞ࣂࣈ࣮ࣞࢩࣙࣥࡀࡸࡗ࡚ࡃࡿࡶࢡࣜ࡞ࡿ࡛

ຊࠊࡑࡋ࡚ࡼࡾᖾࡏ࡛ࡸ࡛⮬ಙ‶ࡕࡓ≧ែࢆ⤒㦂࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ᛮ⪃య
┠ぬࡵࢆࡶࡓࡽࡍࡇ࡛ࡍࠋࡑࢀࡣ࡚ࡶࢩࣥࣉࣝࢃࡾࡸࡍࡃேࠎ
ࡢẼศᚰᆅࡼࡉࢆࡶࡓࡽࡋࡲࡍ㸟ࡇࡢᚰᆅࡼ࠸ឤぬࡣࠊࡇࡢ▼㛵㐃ࡋ

⛣ືࡉࡏࡲࡍࠋࡲࡓࠊ୧ᡭᣢࡗ࡚▂ࡍࡿࡢࡶⰋ࠸࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ ࡢẼศᚰᆅࡼࡉࢆࡶࡓࡽࡋࡲࡍ㸟ࡇࡢᚰᆅࡼ࠸ឤぬࡣࠊࡇࡢ▼㛵㐃ࡋ
┠ぬࡵࢆࡶࡓࡽࡍࡇ࡛ࡍࠋࡑࢀࡣ࡚ࡶࢩࣥࣉࣝࢃࡾࡸࡍࡃேࠎ
࡚࠸ࡿኳⓗ࡞ຊࡢࡣࡓࡽࡁࡼࡿࡶࡢࡔ⚾ࡣឤࡌ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼
ࢇࠋࡑࢀࡣࡼࡾࡁ࡞ࣂࣈ࣮ࣞࢩࣙࣥࡀࡸࡗ࡚ࡃࡿࡶࢡࣜ࡞ࡿ࡛
ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ㢌㒊࠾࠸࡚ࢼࣥࢲࣛࢺࡣ➨㸱ࡢ┠ࢡࣛ࢘ࣥࢳࣕࢡࣛࢆ⤫ྜࡍ
ࠉႃࡢ࢚࡛ࣜࡣࠊ᭱ึࠕࡢࡢࡘ࠼ࠖࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࡶࡢࢆឤࡌࡿࡶࡋࢀࡲࡏ
࡚࠸ࡿኳⓗ࡞ຊࡢࡣࡓࡽࡁࡼࡿࡶࡢࡔ⚾ࡣឤࡌ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼
࣮࣡ࢡࡍࡿࠊࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢᏲㆤᏑᅾࡓࡕࡢ⧅ࡀࡾࡀࡼࡾᙉࡃព㆑ࡉ
ࡢẼศᚰᆅࡼࡉࢆࡶࡓࡽࡋࡲࡍ㸟ࡇࡢᚰᆅࡼ࠸ឤぬࡣࠊࡇࡢ▼㛵㐃ࡋ
ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ㢌㒊࠾࠸࡚ࢼࣥࢲࣛࢺࡣ➨㸱ࡢ┠ࢡࣛ࢘ࣥࢳࣕࢡࣛࢆ⤫ྜࡍ
ࡿാࡁࢆࡋࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼ࡼࡗ࡚ࠊ㟋ⓗ࡞┠ぬࡵࡸࠊ⮬ศ⮬㌟Ẽ࡙ࡃࡁࡢ

ࢇࠋࡑࢀࡣࡼࡾࡁ࡞ࣂࣈ࣮ࣞࢩࣙࣥࡀࡸࡗ࡚ࡃࡿࡶࢡࣜ࡞ࡿ࡛
࣮࣡ࢡࡍࡿࠊࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢᏲㆤᏑᅾࡓࡕࡢ⧅ࡀࡾࡀࡼࡾᙉࡃព㆑ࡉ
ࢀࡿࡢࢆឤࡌࡲࡍࠋࡑࢀࡣࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢ㟋ⓗ࡞ᡂ㛗ࠊࡇࡢᆅ⌫ୖ࡛ࡢே
࡚࠸ࡿኳⓗ࡞ຊࡢࡣࡓࡽࡁࡼࡿࡶࡢࡔ⚾ࡣឤࡌ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼

ࡿാࡁࢆࡋࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼ࡼࡗ࡚ࠊ㟋ⓗ࡞┠ぬࡵࡸࠊ⮬ศ⮬㌟Ẽ࡙ࡃࡁࡢ
ࢃࡃࢃࡃࡍࡿࡼ࠺࡞ឤぬࡀࡧ㉳ࡉࢀࡲࡍࠋ᪂ࡋ࠸┠ぬࡵࡢḼࡧேࠎࡢࡼࡾ

ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ㢌㒊࠾࠸࡚ࢼࣥࢲࣛࢺࡣ➨㸱ࡢ┠ࢡࣛ࢘ࣥࢳࣕࢡࣛࢆ⤫ྜࡍ
ࢀࡿࡢࢆឤࡌࡲࡍࠋࡑࢀࡣࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢ㟋ⓗ࡞ᡂ㛗ࠊࡇࡢᆅ⌫ୖ࡛ࡢே
⏕ࢆᐇࡉࡏࡿࡓࡵࡢຊ࡞ࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ
࣮࣡ࢡࡍࡿࠊࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢᏲㆤᏑᅾࡓࡕࡢ⧅ࡀࡾࡀࡼࡾᙉࡃព㆑ࡉ

ࢃࡃࢃࡃࡍࡿࡼ࠺࡞ឤぬࡀࡧ㉳ࡉࢀࡲࡍࠋ᪂ࡋ࠸┠ぬࡵࡢḼࡧேࠎࡢࡼࡾ
㐍ࡋࡓ┠ⓗࢆ⤒㦂ࡍࡿࡓࡵാࡃ࡚ࡶ⌮ⓗ࡞▼࡞ࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ

ࡿാࡁࢆࡋࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢ▼ࡼࡗ࡚ࠊ㟋ⓗ࡞┠ぬࡵࡸࠊ⮬ศ⮬㌟Ẽ࡙ࡃࡁࡢ
⏕ࢆᐇࡉࡏࡿࡓࡵࡢຊ࡞ࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ
㐍ࡋࡓ┠ⓗࢆ⤒㦂ࡍࡿࡓࡵാࡃ࡚ࡶ⌮ⓗ࡞▼࡞ࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ
ࢀࡿࡢࢆឤࡌࡲࡍࠋࡑࢀࡣࢃࡓࡋࡓࡕࡢ㟋ⓗ࡞ᡂ㛗ࠊࡇࡢᆅ⌫ୖ࡛ࡢே
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Heaven & Earth

ࢃࡃࢃࡃࡍࡿࡼ࠺࡞ឤぬࡀࡧ㉳ࡉࢀࡲࡍࠋ᪂ࡋ࠸┠ぬࡵࡢḼࡧேࠎࡢࡼࡾ

Available in Tucson from

㐍ࡋࡓ┠ⓗࢆ⤒㦂ࡍࡿࡓࡵാࡃ࡚ࡶ⌮ⓗ࡞▼࡞ࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ
The Tucson
MetaGuide

⏕ࢆᐇࡉࡏࡿࡓࡵࡢຊ࡞ࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ

™
™
Master Shamanite
Shamanite
Master
Shamanite™
マスター・シャーマナイト
™
Master Shamanite
マスター・シャーマナイト

ミスティック・メルリナイト
ミスティック・メルリナイト
Mystic
Merlinite™

www.heavenandearthjewelry.com

Master

™™
Mystic
Merlinite
Mystic
Merlinite
™
Mystic
Merlinite

マスター・シャーマナイト
マスター・シャーマナイトは、アメリカのロッキー山脈地帯で見つかる
ミスティック・メルリナイト
ミスティック・メルリナイトは、インド洋の孤島で産出する白と黒の渦巻
ミスティック・メルリナイトは、インド洋の孤島で産出する白と黒の渦巻
マスター・シャーマナイトは、アメリカのロッキー山脈地帯で見つかる
輝くブラックのジェムストーンで、炭素、カルサイト、多種の微量元素や
き模様を持ったユニークな石で、フェルドスパー、クォーツ、微量元素の
マスター・シャーマナイトは、アメリカのロッキー山脈地帯で見つかる
ミスティック・メルリナイトは、インド洋の孤島で産出する白と黒の渦巻
化石が混ざりあった珍しい鉱物です。
輝くブラックのジェムストーンで、炭素、カルサイト、多種の微量元素や
き模様を持ったユニークな石で、フェルドスパー、クォーツ、微量元素の
組み合わせで形成されます。
輝くブラックのジェムストーンで、炭素、カルサイト、多種の微量元素や
き模様を持ったユニークな石で、フェルドスパー、クォーツ、微量元素の
【ロバート・シモンズ著書より】マスター・シャーマナイトはスピリチ
化石が混ざりあった珍しい鉱物です。
組み合わせで形成されます。
【ロバート・シモンズ著書より】ミスティック・メルリナイトは、見え
化石が混ざりあった珍しい鉱物です。
組み合わせで形成されます。
ュアルなクレンジングと浄化に最高の石です。ネガティブな思考、夢、記
【ロバート・シモンズ著書より】マスター・シャーマナイトはスピリチ
【ロバート・シモンズ著書より】マスター・シャーマナイトはスピリチ
る世界と見えざる世界の間にあるヴェールをとり、より深い直観的能力の
【ロバート・シモンズ著書より】ミスティック・メルリナイトは、見え
【ロバート・シモンズ著書より】ミスティック・メルリナイトは、見え
憶、中毒、心霊的な存在からの影響に悩まされているのであれば、あなた
ュアルなクレンジングと浄化に最高の石です。ネガティブな思考、夢、記
ュアルなクレンジングと浄化に最高の石です。ネガティブな思考、夢、記
扉を開きます。透視、透聴、超感覚そして予言的ヴィジョンといったサイ
を制限したり衰弱させるようなものをオーラ場やエーテル体から浄化し、
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ダバイトが見つかる地域で発見されたクォーツです。色は不透明かつさま
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サチャ・マニ・クォーツは、ハートとの繋がりによって真実の光をマイ
げるようになるでしょう。
アグニ・ゴールド・ダンビュライトのエネルギーは、第三チャクラ(意思
が宿る場所)及び第三の目(内なるヴィジョンの窓)と共鳴します。太陽神経
がりあうすべての存在とその活動に対して心から祈り、感謝や優しさを注
ンドに招き入れる悟りの石です。内なるハートの輝きを目覚めさせ、ジャ
アグニ・ゴールド・ダンビュライトのエネルギーは、第三チャクラ(意思
が宿る場所)及び第三の目(内なるヴィジョンの窓)と共鳴します。太陽神経
叢から頭蓋骨の底部まで上昇してくる波動を感じることができます。その
サチャ・マニ・クォーツは、ハートとの繋がりによって真実の光をマイ
ッジメントの入り込まない純粋な慈悲と思いやりを通して真実を表現する
が宿る場所)及び第三の目(内なるヴィジョンの窓)と共鳴します。太陽神経
叢から頭蓋骨の底部まで上昇してくる波動を感じることができます。その
エネルギーはさらにあたたかな波動を第三の目の領域に運び、最終的には
ンドに招き入れる悟りの石です。内なるハートの輝きを目覚めさせ、ジャ
力をもたらします。この波動はハートと高次の脳の間及び第三の目とクラ
叢から頭蓋骨の底部まで上昇してくる波動を感じることができます。その
クラウンチャクラまで届きます。
エネルギーはさらにあたたかな波動を第三の目の領域に運び、最終的には
ッジメントの入り込まない純粋な慈悲と思いやりを通して真実を表現する
げるようになるでしょう。
ウンチャクラの意識のサークルを強化します。サチャ・マニ・クォーツは
エネルギーはさらにあたたかな波動を第三の目の領域に運び、最終的には
アグニ・ゴールド・ダンビュライトは喜びのエネルギーを持っていま
クラウンチャクラまで届きます。
力をもたらします。この波動はハートと高次の脳の間及び第三の目とクラ
クラウンチャクラまで届きます。
夢の実現の石でもあり、夢を叶えるために必要な意志の力と明晰なヴィジ
す。ただ見つめたり持ったりするだけでも歓びの感覚が目覚めるでしょ
アグニ・ゴールド・ダンビュライトは喜びのエネルギーを持っていま
サチャ・マニ・クォーツは、ハートとの繋がりによって真実の光をマイ
ウンチャクラの意識のサークルを強化します。サチャ・マニ・クォーツは
う。アグニ・ゴールド・ダンビュライトとともに朝の瞑想をすると、その
す。ただ見つめたり持ったりするだけでも歓びの感覚が目覚めるでしょ
アグニ・ゴールド・ダンビュライトは喜びのエネルギーを持っていま
ョンを持ち続けることをサポートします。
ンドに招き入れる悟りの石です。内なるハートの輝きを目覚めさせ、ジャ
夢の実現の石でもあり、夢を叶えるために必要な意志の力と明晰なヴィジ
一日を明晰で力強く、自らの最も高い意図の達成のために過ごすことがで
う。アグニ・ゴールド・ダンビュライトとともに朝の瞑想をすると、その
す。ただ見つめたり持ったりするだけでも歓びの感覚が目覚めるでしょ
サチャ・マニ・クォーツとアゼツライトの共鳴は、この石がアゼツライ
ョンを持ち続けることをサポートします。
ッジメントの入り込まない純粋な慈悲と思いやりを通して真実を表現する
きるように、自分自身の意識の調律をすることができます。
一日を明晰で力強く、自らの最も高い意図の達成のために過ごすことがで
う。アグニ・ゴールド・ダンビュライトとともに朝の瞑想をすると、その
トと関連している可能性を示しています。かねてより、世界の新しい地域
サチャ・マニ・クォーツとアゼツライトの共鳴は、この石がアゼツライ
アゼツライトと同様に、アグニ・ゴールド・ダンビュライトは永遠の歓
きるように、自分自身の意識の調律をすることができます。
力をもたらします。この波動はハートと高次の脳の間及び第三の目とクラ
一日を明晰で力強く、自らの最も高い意図の達成のために過ごすことがで
（特にインドで）アゼツライトが発見されるだろうと言われていました。
トと関連している可能性を示しています。かねてより、世界の新しい地域
びと祝福のエネルギーのなかでグレートセントラルサンに参加している天
アゼツライトと同様に、アグニ・ゴールド・ダンビュライトは永遠の歓
きるように、自分自身の意識の調律をすることができます。
サチャ・マニ・クォーツの親戚的な石であるサチャロカ・アゼツライトは
ウンチャクラの意識のサークルを強化します。サチャ・マニ・クォーツは
（特にインドで）アゼツライトが発見されるだろうと言われていました。
使的存在と繋がっています。 この石は私たちに生命そのものの喜びと感
びと祝福のエネルギーのなかでグレートセントラルサンに参加している天
アゼツライトと同様に、アグニ・ゴールド・ダンビュライトは永遠の歓
この石と関連した霊的なエネルギーのパターンを持っていると言われてい
夢の実現の石でもあり、夢を叶えるために必要な意志の力と明晰なヴィジ
謝の感覚をもたらすでしょう。その感覚のなかでは、自分が明晰で穏やか
使的存在と繋がっています。
この石は私たちに生命そのものの喜びと感
サチャ・マニ・クォーツの親戚的な石であるサチャロカ・アゼツライトは
びと祝福のエネルギーのなかでグレートセントラルサンに参加している天
ます。これらすべての石は「The Nameless Light（名無き光）」の波動を
で、生き生きとしていて、真の強さを持っていることを感じられるでしょ
謝の感覚をもたらすでしょう。その感覚のなかでは、自分が明晰で穏やか
この石と関連した霊的なエネルギーのパターンを持っていると言われてい
ョンを持ち続けることをサポートします。
使的存在と繋がっています。 この石は私たちに生命そのものの喜びと感
運び、個人の身体の細胞ひとつひとつに、同時に世界全体に対して生命力
う。これこそが、この希少で美しい石が私たちのなかに生み出してくれる
で、生き生きとしていて、真の強さを持っていることを感じられるでしょ
ます。これらすべての石は「The Nameless Light（名無き光）」の波動を
を与えます。サチャ・マニ・クォーツとアゼツライトの共鳴は、この石がアゼツライ
贈り物なのです。謝の感覚をもたらすでしょう。その感覚のなかでは、自分が明晰で穏やか
う。これこそが、この希少で美しい石が私たちのなかに生み出してくれる
運び、個人の身体の細胞ひとつひとつに、同時に世界全体に対して生命力
贈り物なのです。で、生き生きとしていて、真の強さを持っていることを感じられるでしょ
トと関連している可能性を示しています。かねてより、世界の新しい地域
を与えます。

Available in Tucson from Heaven & Earth
サチャ・マニ・クォーツの親戚的な石であるサチャロカ・アゼツライトは

（特にインドで）アゼツライトが発見されるだろうと言われていました。
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う。これこそが、この希少で美しい石が私たちのなかに生み出してくれる
贈り物なのです。

Good Vibes Continued from Page 151
healing sessions, Healer’s Gold brings about a
synergy in which both practitioner and client are
likely to feel a marked increase in their energy levels
both during and after a session.
Healer’s Gold can be used on any chakra. This
stone is a source of prana, as well as an integrative
balancer of all one’s energy systems. Healer’s Gold
promotes a positive outlook and facilitates the initiation of new creative projects. Wearing Healer’s
Gold can create an overall sense of well-being,
comfort in the body, confidence in oneself, acceptance of others and balance on all levels. Healer’s
Gold harmonizes with Moldavite, which can speed
and strengthen its effects. It also works in synergy
with Seraphinite, Sugilite, Aegirine, Smoky Quartz,
Carnelian, Phenacite and Black Tourmaline.

Crimson Cuprite

Crimson Cuprite is a copper oxide mineral
with a hexoctahedral crystal system and a hardness
of 3.5 to 4. It is bright red, sometimes with blue
inclusions of Chrysocolla. It is from a single find
in Mexico.
Crimson Cuprite is a profoundly helpful stone
for those working on healing issues, irrational
anxieties or fears around one’s mortality. It offers
pure first-chakra energy, and its abundant flow
of prana is a boon to anyone whose first chakra is
closed or weak. Meditation with Crimson may be
instrumental in awakening the kundalini energies.
As a stone of prana, it offers vibrational support for
healing lung dysfunctions, circulation difficulties,
prostate or lower-bowel issues or problems with the
sexual organs. Crimson Cuprite is a stone of feminine power, and it activates the feminine archetype
of the Earth goddess. Women who wish to find
their own connection to Her are advised to wear,
sleep or meditate with it, and to imagine their own
base chakra with a red root extending deep into
the Earth. Crimson Cuprite can also be a stone of
alchemy, and it resonates with the archetypes of
the Magician and the High Priestess. Just as copper
conducts electricity, Crimson Cuprite carries divine
energies from the inner world to their manifestation in the outer world.
Crimson Cuprite harmonizes with Ruby, Master
Shamanite, Mystic Mer-linite and Rosophia. The
Azeztulites elevate its energy. Guardianite amplifies
is power, strengthening and protecting the body.

Moldavite

Moldavite is a member of the Tektite group,
a glassy, deep green mixture of silicon dioxide,
aluminum oxide and other metal oxides, with an
amorphous crystal system and a hardness of 5.5 to
6. It is found only in the Bohemian plateau of the

Czech Republic.Moldavite has long been known as
a sacred stone. It was found in altar amulets from
25,000 bce, and has been linked in legend to the
fabled Stone of the Holy Grail. It was believed in
Czech folklore to guide one to one’s destiny and to
help one find and preserve true love.
In current times, Moldavite is known as a stone
of rapid and powerful spiritual transformation. It
can catalyze major priority shifts and even physical
life changes. Its tendency is to attract all that relates
to one’s spiritual evo-lution and highest good, and
to dissolve one’s connections with whatever hinders
that evolution. These can include changes in career,
relationships, diet, health and personal goals, as well
as inner awakenings, prophetic dreams, and visions
of one’s true destiny. Moldavite has often caused a
sudden opening of the heart chakra, known as the
‘Moldavite flush.’ It can stimulate any chakra and
it brings healing wherever it is needed in the body.
Moldavite also has the capacity to disappear and
reappear, displaying a Trickster quality.
Moldavite can energize the effects of many
stones; it harmonizes especially well with Herkimer
‘Diamonds’ and all types of Quartz.

Moldau Quartz

Moldau Quartz is a silicon dioxide mineral
with a hexagonal crystal system and a hardness of 7.
Its colors are white, gray, brown and rusty orange.
It is found in the Moldavite fields of the Czech
Republic.
Moldau Quartz has spent millions of years in
the same soil where Moldavite is found. These
stones have, in a sense, been “taught” by the presence of Moldavite. They are stones of the Earth
that have been attuned to the frequencies of the
higher worlds. In this, they hold the pattern we
ourselves are reaching toward. The infusion of
Light is the most important activity in the spiritual
transformation now happening all over the world.
Moldau Quartz is particularly helpful in this area.
In meditation, one senses a distinct pull of Light
energy into the body from above as one holds the
stone over the heart. The heart itself resonates with
Moldau Quartz more than most other varieties of
Quartz. Moldau Quartz’s vibration is a kind of
synthesis of Moldavite and Azeztulite. Azeztulite

is resonant with the highest spiritual realms, and
Moldavite is deeply attuned to the Divine spark
in our hearts. These realms are not truly separate,
yet their vibrations are of different qualities. The
bridge offered through Moldau Quartz allows
one to incorporate much of Azeztulite’s high frequencies with the heart-resonance characteristic
of Moldavite. Moldau Quartz harmonizes with
Moldavite and with all the Azeztulites.

Libyan Gold Tektite

Libyan Gold
Tektite is a glassy
yellow material
with an amorphous
crystal
system and a
hardness of 5 to
6. It is found in
Libya and Egypt.
In ancient Egypt,
the
funerary
necklace of King
Tu t a n k h a m e n
contained a carved scarab made from a Libyan
Gold Tektite.
Libyan Gold Tektites carry remarkable energies
for enhancing the strength of one’s will, one’s ability
to create, and one’s power of manifestation. Libyan
Gold Tektites can be powerful access keys to the
Akashic records. They can aid in recovering the ties
of the early Egyptian civilizations to the influ-ence
of extraterrestrial entities. They can link one with
the energies of Isis and Osiris, the mythic figures
said to have given birth to civilization. Meditation
and ritual performed with Libyan Gold Tektite
will be strongly enhanced, particularly for realizing
desired outcomes in the material world. If one
feels that one has yet to realize one’s full potential,
working with these stones is highly recommended.
Combining them with Moldavite is ideal for the
achievement of self-transformation to one’s highest
calling. Adding Tibetan Tektite will greatly speed
the process of manifestation of one’s goals. Using
all three together can facilitate rapid transformation, under the guidance of one’s higher Will.
Libyan Gold Tektite links with Yellow Sapphire
for creating financial abundance. Phenacite aids in
manifesting one’s spiritual visions.

Nuummite

Nuummite
is a unique
combination of
Anthophyllite,
a magnesium
iron silicate,
and Gedrite, a
lithium-bearing amphibole.
The hardness
of Nuummite
is about 6. It
is found only in Greenland and is very ancient—
about three billion years old. It is characterized by
closely intergrown crystals which display flashes of
iridescent color. (continued on next page)
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powerful and dynamic energies into expression in
the physical world. It links us to a source of unlimited power through alignment with the Earth’s chi,
and it facilitates the connection through which we
and the earth nourish one another in an unending
love partnership. This full link with the Earth’s chi
is a key to the regeneration and rejuvenation of the
body, as the ancient Chinese alchemists knew and
practiced.
Guardianite is an ideal partner for the high
vibration stones which awaken the Light Body.
It is a new member of the Ascension stones,
providing strength and stability to the evolving
and expanding Body of Light. It is an essential
aid for those who work with any and all forms
of Azeztulite, as well as Anandalite, Phenacite,
Danburite, Herderite, Natrolite, Scolecite, Petalite,
Brookite and Satya Mani Quartz. It has an astonishingly strong resonance with Sauralite, the newly
discovered Azeztulite from New Zealand.
The overall effect of Guardianite, from my
perspective, is the activation of a strong, clear, pure
and positive vibrational field, as well as a more
awakened mental state and a confident and happy
emotional tone. It just plain makes me feel good!
I believe that this overall feeling is kindled by the
presence in one’s own field of the beneficial angelic
forces that are combined in Guardianite. As we
work with them, I sense that our alliance with this
crew of Guardians will become stronger and more
conscious, facilitating our spiritual growth and our
effectiveness in living the fullness of our earthly
destiny. f

It took only a few minutes to settle into deep
meditation with two pieces of the new Azeztulites
and my inner question about their name. Once
again, my head was filled with delicious pulsations,
moving into the heart, then spreading from the
heart to fill the body with joy and Light. As I sat,
the joy turned to ecstatic rapture. An unknown
time passed. I felt bathed in Light, and thoughts
emptied from my mind. Somewhere, the words
“Great Central Sun” drifted through. Then I heard,
“Saura Agni––Holy Light,” and finally, “Sauralite.”
A beautiful feminine name, evoking the Nameless
Light of the Great Central Sun, and the grace with
which it is carried by these stones, for the joy of us,
its human partners.
A stone that carries such delight may not need
further description, but I will try anyway to describe
more of its qualities.
Sauralite Azeztulite carries a highly-evolved
form of the Azeztulite vibrational spectrum. It is
both gentle and powerful, both Divinely exalted
and intimately personal, a boost to one’s awakening and a friend of one’s happiness. It emanates an
amazing amount of prana, filling the cells with vitality as well as Heavenly Light. It is a bridging stone
that integrates the physical body with the Body of
Light. It can help us make the transition through
the unknown territory from that lies between our
present state and our destiny as Spiritual Human
Beings.
I feel that Sauralite Azeztulite has emerged at
this time because our spiritual evolution has reached
an important level. There are now numerous individuals who are aware of the Light in the cells and
of their own subtle body makeup. Working with
Sauralite Azeztulite can aid these people to fully
awaken the Liquid Crystal Body Matrix to its own
autonomous consciousness. The heart is the Bridge
of Light between the mental consciousness with
which we are familiar and the bodily knowing of
the New Human. I glimpse that this transition
can bring us into co-creative partnership with the
Soul of the World. Sauralite carries the quickening
energies to stimulate this transformation. This is a
happy awakening––truly an ecstatic one––and the
great Question posed to us by Sauralite Azeztulite
is, “Will you give up your old life for a new,
unknown joy?”
In spiritual healing, Sauralite Azeztulite is particularly well suited to cleansing the body of the
vibrations of fear, anger, frustration and defeat.
It can reach the cellular mind and reprogram the
cells to experience joy, awakening them to the fullness of health and life. Bathing in the inner Light
of Sauralite Azeztulite is recommended to anyone
wishing to overcome autoimmune illnesses, cancer
or heart disease, as well as difficult emotional maladies such as depression and anxiety. In particular,
these stones can help erase negative fixations carried
over from past lives, as well as their physical manifestations.
Sauralite Azeztulite is a high stone of the
angelic realm, it can lead one into communion with
numerous angelic beings, on multiple levels. It is
a stone for wishing, because it delights in making
one’s most beautiful dreams come true. It can help
one remember happiness when one is lost in sorrow.
It can aid in calling forth one’s courage when one
is in fear. And when one is simply present to what
it offers, one can enter into Sauralite’s world and
experience unlimited joy. In this world, the joy is
also Light, and it is this Light that enters us when we
invite it into ourselves through Sauralite’s gate. f

These are stones of the deepest aspect of the
Earth element. They draw upon the fiery energies
of the Earth’s core, and they offer us the gift of
inner power. In regard to power, it is said that the
difference between a tyrant and a magician is that a
tyrant wants power over others, while the magician
wishes for power only over herself (or himself ).
In the great work of mystic realization, the magician makes much more progress than the tyrant.
Nuummite, as a stone of inner power, can be used
on the magician’s quest for self-mastery.
Nuummite has the power to take one on a
journey into the depths of the psyche. It can help
one to release energies trapped in the subconscious—parts of the self that may have been lost to
fear, trauma, guilt or shame. It can help one recall
and release fixated energies from childhood, birth,
or even past lives. It is a solid ally that reinforces
one’s courage and determination to do whatever
inner work is necessary to be healed and whole.
In addition, Nuummite may be used as a
gazing stone, helping one move into altered states
of consciousness. It can enhance clairvoyance and
intuition; it can help one learn the language of the
body and channel healing energies for oneself and
others. It can assist one in attuning to the elemental
forces of the Earth, so one may call upon them
in times of need. It is a stone of personal magic
that can increase the frequency of synchronicities
and ‘good luck’ in one’s life. Nuummite facilitates
one’s efforts to transform ungrounded fantasy into
magical reality.

ffffffff ffffffffff

2021 Continued from Page 162
“While all of the 2021 Bracelets are attuned to
Vibrational Ascension, each combination of stones
emphasizes certain energetic properties. (As readers
might imagine, the Azeztulites figure strongly into
this plan, but there are a number of other important stones included.) The 2021 White Ray Azeztulite Bracelet stimulates connection to the Azez,
caretakers of humanity and avatars of the Nameless
Light, who are here to facilitate our awakening and
Ascension. The 2021 Guardian Angels Bracelet,
made from pure Guardianite, is intended to provide protection, grounding, purification and personal power, all of which are essential during the
times we are entering. The Protection and Power
Bracelet brings together a team of strong stones for
grounding and shielding oneself from any type of
negative influence, as well as asserting one’s own
spiritual power. The 2021 Azeztulite Awakening
Bracelet combines six different varieties of Azeztulite to bring the power of the Nameless Light fully
into one’s cellular energy matrix. The 2021 New
Consciousness works to actualize one’s unimagined
latent spiritual capacities with the aid of Satyaloka
Clear Azeztulite, Circle Stone, Rosophia, Mystic
Merlinite and White Azeztulite. The 2021 Vibrational Ascension Bracelet draws together a symphony of the highest-vibration stones––White Azeztulite, Scolecite, Satya Mani Quartz, Satyaloka Clear
Azeztulite and Anandalite–– to fill one’s vibrational field with the highest possible frequencies. f
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Z Stones

Among the most immediately popular stones
to enter the metaphysical marketplace are Z Stones.
These quirky concretions from the Sahara desert
caught on like wildfire, and suppliers have tended
to sell out very quickly. Gem Show shoppers are
advised to keep their eyes open for these little powerhouses!
For those who wish to travel interdimensionally
and explore the subtle realms of consciousness, Z
Stones could provide an interesting ticket. They
powerfully stimulate the third eye and crown
chakras, although they do not immediately take
one ‘up’ to the angelic realms. Instead, it is as
though the Z Stones widen one’s awareness, allowing one to see and explore the nearer realms which
are normally overlooked in our everyday state. The
astral realm can be readily accessed with Z Stones.
Another more rarified realm, that of the ‘living
geometries’ can be reached by using Z Stones along
with meditative focus on the Merkaba or other
forms of Sacred Geometry.
At the mention of the Merkaba, I am reminded

of the type of interdimensional travel that utilizes
the ‘Merkaba Vehicle of Light.’ This is visualized
as two counter-rotating tetrahedrons, extending
above, through and below the body, with one’s
heart at the center. If one works to visualize this
energetic vehicle while holding a Z Stone at the
third eye, one may experience a much quicker and
more vivid transition to the ‘traveling’ state. With
this vehicle, one can potentially move, as a point
of consciousness, anywhere in the universe, almost
instantaneously. Such travel may be the most dramatic utilization of the currents available through
Z Stones.
Z Stones can be helpful for those wishing to
work with elemental energies. They can be excellent tools for working magically, especially in the
area of sympathetic magic. When one works with Z
Stone to focus awareness and will, the connection
between the subject and the magical talisman is
readily made.
Those using Z Stones are urged to work with
a focused positive intention. Without an intention, these stones may simply make one ‘high,’
as they did with a friend, who said Z Stones were
like ‘mineral marijuana.’ It may be easier to keep
the beneficial focus if one combines the Z Stone
with a spiritually attuned stone such as Danburite,
Anandalite, Rosophia or Azeztulite. For certain, Z
Stones are powerful, and their energies are rather
freewheeling, so one is advised to have a purpose
in mind when beginning to work with them. Also,
staying centered in the heart is most helpful. And
remember to keep a grounding/protective stone
such as Black Tourmaline, Black Andradite Garnet,
Guardianite or Merlinite nearby. If want wishes
to enhance the already considerable power of Z
Stones, using them in combination with Magnifier
Quartz can provide a very strong experience.

Cryolite

Cryolite is a sodium aluminum fluoride mineral
with a monoclinic crystal system and a hardness of
2.5 to 3. Most Cryolite has been found at the
Ivigtut site on Greenland’s west coast. It has been
found in Colorado, usa; Quebec, Canada; and at
Miask, Russia.
The energies of Cryolite focus directly on the
most needed component of human evolution at
this time—the awakening of our awareness to the
intelligence of the heart, and the partnering of the
most evolved areas of the brain with that intelligence. Cryolite powerfully stimulates the third eye,
as well as the entire pre frontal cortex of the brain.
It also stimulates the heart and crown chakras,
linking them with the third eye and facilitating
inner vision. Further, it opens the channels through
which the holographic knowing of the heart and its

language of silent understanding can be received
and comprehended by the conscious mind. It also
switches on dormant capacities in the “silent areas”
of the brain. The emotional tone of Cryolite is one
of peace and quiet joy.
It encourages an inner surrender that is actually
a release into liberation, as one realizes that oneself
and the Divine purpose are one and the same.
Cryolite is a excellent stone to use in combination with Hollandite Quartz. Moldavite, Phenacite,
Natrolite, Scolecite, Herderite, Azeztulite and
Petalite can aid in further activating the High
Brain.

Shantilite

Shantilite is the name of a gray Agate from
Madagascar.
It is a silicon
dioxide with
a hexagonal crystal
system and a
hardness of
7. The name
comes from
the Sanskrit “shanti,” meaning Divine peace.
Shantilite’s currents enter the body like a
“whoosh” or wave of energy rushing through.
With that wave comes an immediate flow of peace
throughout the body, instilling a state of profound
relaxation. Shantilite is an excellent stone for
meditation. It can bring one into a state of deep
inner silence, aiding one in feeling attuned with
the living Silence of the spiritual realms. It stills the
inner dialog, because its peace is so attractive to the
psyche that the “thought train” tends to dissipate.
Shantilite can help one clear the repeating loops of
worry and anxiety. Its deep, slow, loving resonance
works to dissolve the vicious circle of tension and
worry. As a stone of deep peace, Shantilite can be
of benefit to those working spiritually to alleviate
all sorts of stress-related pathologies. Because it is
strong enough to be felt throughout the etheric
body, it is ideal for those recuperating from any
illness or injury. Shantilite can be an aid to prayer,
as it quiets the mental side and draws one’s attention to the sacred. It helps one find communion
with the angelic realm, and it aids in the Ascension
process by bringing one’s vibrational field into a
state of quiet receptivity and harmony.
Shantilite works well with all of the Azeztulites,
as well as Anandalite, Guardianite, Rosophia,
Scolecite, Danburite and Petalite.

Covellite

Covellite is a copper sulfide mineral with a
hexagonal crystal system and a hardness of 1.5 to
2. Its color is deep blue to black, usually with a
play of gold or deep red on its surfaces. Covellite

has been found in Montana, usa, as well as in Italy
and Peru.
Covellite connects strongly with physical reality
and Earth energies and at the same time carries
much of the higher spectrum of vibrations from
the etheric planes. It makes an energetic bridge
between worlds, and it can be an important ally
for anyone attempting the evolutionary leap to the
next level of being. Covellite is also a facilitator of
the deep journey into the self and can be of great
assistance in bringing the unconscious Shadow
side into one’s awareness. This is where the energy
necessary for fully awakened consciousness has
been frozen—in old traumas, losses, shame and
fear. Those who work with Covellite in meditation
or dreaming may find themselves unearthing and
reliving memories of old traumas, losses, shame
and fear. This can facilitate a healing release.
Covellite harmonizes with Nuummite for added
emphasis on the deep journey. Adding Azeztulite
helps one “carry a Light into dark places.” Phenacite or Cinnabar Quartz can bring forth additional
powers of insight for understanding the symbols
and ideas that emerge from the depths of the
unconscious.

Petalite

Petalite is lithium sodium aluminum silicate
with a monoclinic crystal system and a hardness
of 6 to 6.5. Its color can be white, colorless, gray,
pinkish or yellow. It is found in Australia, Brazil
and Afghanistan.
Petalite has a deep connection to the realm of
Spirit. It can take one to a dimension of rest and
healing, allowing one to bathe in the quiet bliss of
the unencumbered spirit. Petalites are also stones
of vision. They can open the inner eye to the
many mansions of the higher dimensions, allowing the questing mind to discover multiple new
horizons. Petalite can be used to enhance all the
psychic powers, such as clairvoyance and telepathy,
and to help one attune to the knowledge of one’s
dharma, or path of highest destiny. Petalite also has
a grounding aspect that helps one stay connected to
earthly life while one explores the inner dimensions
it opens. Thus it is also a stone of manifestation,
helping one bring to physical reality the exalted
visions one finds as one journeys to the higher
worlds. Healers are advised to wear Petalite during
sessions with clients and to place Petalites on the
client in appropriate places, as this will help to
open spiritual channels of healing.
Petalite is one of the Synergy Twelve Stones. It
also works harmoniously with Merkabite Calcite,
Papagoite, Elestial Calcite, Ajoite, Lepidolite,
Gel Lithium Silica, Tourmaine, Amblygonite and
Morganite. f
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Rosophia Continued from page 177

Crystal Water Continued from Page 100
article, I’ll sketch out my theory and first results.
Crystals and precious stones have been valued
throughout world cultures over many centuries for
their healing virtues, as well as their capacities to
imbue one with courage, strength, invulnerability,
clairvoyance, love and numerous other qualities.
In current times, an even wider range of beneficial
properties is ascribed to stones. If crystals can help
us attune to such patterns and bring them into
our own being, how does that work? The theory of
crystal resonance suggests that the characteristic energy patterns emanated by any stone can
be transferred into the liquid crystal medium
of our bodies through resonance. Our bodies,
being composed of tunable liquid crystal, can
mirror and mimic any consistent pattern with
which we come into contact. Just as we fall into
cheerful resonance with happy people, we can
resonate with the healthful qualities of Amethyst,
or the evolutionary quickening of Moldavite.
If we want to expose our bodies to the
benefits of the vibrational patterns of stones,
the fuller and more penetrating the contact, the
better. This is where the idea of drinking water
enhanced by crystal energies comes from. If water
takes the imprints of what is projected into it,
as Emoto suggests, it stands to reason that water
can carry stone energy patterns. If we drink
that water, those patterns travel throughout our
bodies, into the tissues and all the cells. By this
theory, we can, for example, “teach” the cells of
the body the pattern of good health transmitted by Amethyst by the bringing Amethystcharged water we drink right into the cells.
I have worked on my own with stone-charged
waters over the years, and the results have been
promising. In recent years, I wondered if the
nature of the water used made a difference. I
wanted to avoid chlorinated or fluoridated water,
since chlorine and fluoride both carry their own
energy patterns which can deplete or harm the
body. Spring water is good, and I thought it would
be my choice until I found crystal water from
Arkansas,
Ron Coleman owns one of the most prolific
and high-quality Quartz crystal mines in Arkansas.
Recently he has begun to bring out some very
delicious, pure water from a special well on his
property. The Earth in this area is full of crystals,
and the ground water is filtered right through the
crystal layers. This water comes out of the ground
already patterned with the beneficial properties
of the Quartz which has permeated it for millions of years. My sense of this water is that it
carries a strong pattern of Quartz, which is the
most “programmable” of stones. Quartz is said
to be capable of amplifying and strengthening
any intention placed within it. The Quartzenhanced water of Crystal Source is ideal for
making drinking water and elixirs enhanced with
other stones, in addition to its native Quartz.
Since discovering Crystal Source, it has become
my water of choice for making stone elixirs and
stone-charged drinking water. My feeling is that
it holds the patterns more effectively and longer,
and it magnifies the desired effects. My own
experiences have convinced me to research this
area more thoroughly, and write about the results
in my new book, Stones of the New Consciousness.
I encourage those interested in these possibilities to try them out for yourself and keep track of
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your results. Here are two simple recipes––one for
Healing water and one for a Meditation elixir.
There is no limit to the possibilities here, so I
hope readers will pursue this and write me with
your results. (email heavenandearth@earthlink.
net) If you are able to get your hands on some
Crystal Source water, that is the best. Otherwise
try it with spring water and see what happens!
Note: Crystal Source Water is available from
Ron Coleman Mining, by mail order, or at the
Mineral and Fossil Coop at the 2013 Tucson
show. Also, a Special Azeztulite Stone Essence
called Azozeo, made with Crystal Source water,
is available from Heaven and Earth, at the
Howard Johnsons Catcus Room.
Recipe for Healing Water: Take two liters of
spring water in a glass container. Write the words,
“Pattern of Perfect Health for My Body” on a piece
of paper and tape it to the bottle. (You can add
other words like Love, Well Being, Strength, etc.)
Take a clear, clean Amethyst point, and a clear
Quartz point and hold them while you meditate,
imagining the intention for your optimal health
going into the crystals and filling them. (You can
add Rutilated Quartz to speed up the process, or
other healing stones of your choice.) Then place
the crystals in the water. Put the glass container
in the sun for a couple of hours to charge it. Then
refrigerate the water and drink it as you normally
would over a few days. Repeat as you wish to.
Recipe for Meditation Elixir:
Take a one-pint or one-quart glass
jar of spring water. Add 20% vodka
or other alcohol. Write the words
“Deepest and Most Beneficial
Meditation” or the phrase of your
choice, on paper and tape it to
the container as described above.
Other helpful words can be
added. For this elixir, I recommend Moldavite, Phenacite,
Danburite, Azeztulite and
Petalite be placed in the
container. Prepare the stones
beforehand by holding them
and placing your intention within them, as above.
Tighten the lid on the jar
and place it in sunlight for
an entire day, or several days.
Moonlight, especially of the
full moon, is also recommended. After at least
twenty-four hours of this charging, dispense the
liquid into clean dropper bottles. Before meditation, place a few drops under the tongue. Note
your inner experiences.
Both of these recipes are the simplest possible.
Much more can be done to make the preparation
process more powerful, and many more stones can
be brought together to create the perfect blends
for one’s desired purposes. Since this water is for
consumption, take special care that the stones you
use are completely clean, and do not use stones
which could be poisonous or leech any of their
constituents into the water. Don’t use porous
stones. Crystals are best. When in doubt, check
for potential toxicity before trying a specific stone.
Don’t use any stone or material soluble in water
or alcohol. These are experiments. No results are
promised or implied, but I hope to hear about
yours! f

arose. In her feminine attributes, her resonance with our
hearts, and her affinity for Earth, Rosophia is, of all stones,
the most resonate with Sophia. Sophia is the one in myth
who imbued the universe with the qualities of beauty and
wisdom. This occurred through her sacrifice, which caused
some of her Divine nature to remain “fallen”––as the
gnostics have said––in the material world. In this mythos,
which pervades many gnostic teachings and those of other
spiritual streams, the descent of the Christ was intended to
free Sophia from her bondage to the Earth. Some of these
tales say that Sophia chose to remain here, out of her love
for the world.
The mythic pattern of Sophia as the feminine, the
Soul of the World, and Christ as the embodiment of the
heavenly Light, or the Solar Logos, is reflected, rather
astonishingly, in the resonance of Rosophia and Azeztulite.
As I described, the stone Rosophia emanates qualities like
those one might associate with Sophia––dark, intimate,
undulating currents which are gentle, comforting, nurturing and loving. Azeztulite displays some of the qualities one
could associate
with the pattern
of Christ––its
mode is Light,
its energies have
“d e s c e n d e d ”
from the Great
Central Sun, and
its purpose is
to fill the world
with Light and
awaken humanity. There is
much more that
I could say here, but I only want to sketch this picture. (I
do not mean to take any sort of religious position, except
to say that I believe the primal mythic patterns manifest
again and again, on all levels of reality. Prior myths reflect
the patterns of both Christ and Sophia. The leap I am
making here is to say that the stones can also reflect these
patterns.)
When I first encountered Rosophia, I began wearing
two strands of tumbled nuggets––one of Rosophia and
one of my other favorite, Azeztulite. After a couple of days,
I noticed that I was feeling some amazing and powerful
energies while wearing these two stones together. At odd
times, even when I was eating dinner or watching a movie,
I felt sudden infusions of strong currents pouring down
through the top of my head and coming up from below
as well. They seemed to be reaching for one another, and
they sometimes did link at the heart. I sensed feelings of
intense longing between these two streams. When they
both entered my heart, I experienced a great sense of joy
and fulfillment.
When one holds or wears Rosophia and Azeztulite at
the same time, their currents combine in an amazing way.
I sense the currents of Azeztulite as the Light reaching
down into matter, as the spiritual realms extending themselves in a gesture of love and blessing. I see these currents
inwardly as golden Light descending into the body from
the crown chakra, pouring Light into and through the
Liquid Crystal Body Matrix. Emotionally, Azeztulite feels
like utter benevolence and love from the vastness of the
luminous Divine.
Human beings are destined to be the living bridge
between the realms of matter and spirit, just as a tree literally bridges heaven and Earth, drawing nourishment from
below and the Light of life from above. The image of the
Tree of Life as our own divine template helps us bring our
conscious will into alignment with this purpose. Rosophia
and Azeztulite can help us embody the Tree of Life, bridging the realms of Spirit and Matter. f
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Price Just Reduced to $495,000! (was $695,000)

Front View

Dining & Family Room
Spacious Kitchen
Sit Beside,
or take a
dip in the
Waterfall

Second Living Area/Media Room

Gazebo by the Waterfall
Lots of Outdoor
Living Space

Stairway
from Lower
Gardens
& Gazebo
Raised Bed Gardens

Master Bedroom
Live in harmony with Nature in beautiful Vermont. 4800 square foot home on 15 acres has 5 bedrooms, including huge master bedroom with
loft and deck overlooking waterfall. Full size office on 1st floor. Three full baths plus 3/4 bath, large open kitchen, walk-in pantry, library with
built-in oak shelves, new furnace, large 3rd floor game room with pool table, 2 living areas, 2nd floor laundry, oak bar, oak floors, large master
bath with double shower and large whirlpool tub, flower and vegetable gardens, Rose Quartz hearth, Azeztulite labyrinth, much more.

Your own private heaven: Call 802-426-3368 or email vtparadise@together.net

visit www.vermontparadise.com for more info and pictures
February 2013
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Tucson 2013 Show Locations & Dates
1) A.B.C. Direct West
355 E. Ft. Lowell Road
January 23 - February 9
37) A Bead Carnival
3301 E. Pennsylvania Street
January 15 - February 16
2) The Clarion Gem &
Mineral Show
The Clarion Inn
750 W. Starr Pass Blvd.
February 1-16
3) Howard Johnson’s Gem
& Mineral Show
Howard Johnson’s
1010 S. Freeway
February 1-16
4) American Gem Trade
Association (AGTA)
Tucson Convention Center
260 S. Church Street
February 5-10
5) American Indian
Exposition
Quality Flamingo Hotel
1300 N. Stone Avenue
January 27 - February 17
7) Arizona Mineral &
Fossil Show
Hotel Tucson City Center
475 N. Granada Avenue
February 2-16
8) Arizona Mineral &
Fossil Show
Mineral & Fossil
Marketplace
1333 N. Oracle Road
February 2-16
9) Arizona Mineral &
Fossil Show
Ramada Limited
665 N. Freeway Avenue
February 2-16
11) The Best Bead Show
Kino Veteran’s Memorial
Community Center
2805 E. Ajo Way
February 6-10

14) Executive Inn Mineral
& Fossil Show
345 W. Speedway Blvd.
February 2-17
15) Fine Minerals
International
450 N. Granada Avenue
February 3-16
16) Gem & Lapidary
Dealers Association
Starr Pass Marriott Resort
3800 W. Starr Pass Blvd.
February 4-10
17) Gem & Lapidary
Wholesalers
Gem Mall
4475 S. Country Club Road
February 2-15
18) Grant Inn Gem &
Mineral Show
Grant Inn
1365 W. Grant Road
February 2-15
19) Gem & Lapidary
Wholesalers
Holidome, Holiday Inn
4550 S. Palo Verde Road
February 7-15
20) GJX Gem & Jewelry
Exchange
198 S. Granada Avenue
February 5-10
21) Globe-X/Days Inn
Days Inn - Convention
Center
222 S. Freeway Avenue
February 1-16
22) Granada Avenue
Mineral Show
Next to InnSuites Hotel
350 N. Granada Avenue
February 1-16
23) Jewelry, Gem &
Mineral Expo
JG&M Expo
601 W. Simpson Street
February 2-17

24) Jewelry, Gem &
Mineral Expo
JG&M Expo
3300 E. Michigan Street
February 2-17
25) J.O.G.S.
Tucson Exposition Center
3750 E. Irvington Road
February 1-12
26) Madagascar Minerals
Gem Show
Norcross-Madagascar Gallery
201 W. Lester Street
January 25 - February 18
(Jump Jan 23-24)
28) Mineral & Fossil Co-op
1635 N. Oracle Road
February 2-17
29) Pueblo Gem & Mineral
Show at Riverpark Inn
350 S. Freeway Avenue
February 2-14
30) Rapa River Gem &
Mineral Show
292 S. Freeway Avenue
February 1-17
31A & 31B) The Tucson
Sculpture Festival
The Whistle Stop Depot
127 West 5th Street
AND
Sculpture Resource Center
640 N. Stone Avenue
Both February 1-15
32) 22nd Street Mineral,
Gem & Fossil Show
600 22nd Street & I-10
January 31 - February 17
33) To Bead True Blue
Doubletree at Reid Park
445 S. Alvernon Way
February 3-8
34) 1820 Oracle Wholesale
Show
1835-1893 N. 11th Avenue
January 30 - February 17

35) TWO Shows!
Kino Gem & Mineral Show
AND
The Rock Show
Kino Sports Complex
2500 E. Ajo Way
February 2-17
36) Tucson Gem &
Mineral Show™
Tucson Convention Center
260 S. Church Street
February 14-17
39) Tucson Showplace
1530 S. Freeway Avenue
February 1-17
40) Tucson Westward
Look Mineral Show
Westward Look Resort
245 E. Ina Road
February 8-11
42) The Whole Bead Show
Viscount Suite Hotel
4855 East Broadway
February 5-10
45) African Art Village
1134 S. Farmington Road
February 1-17
46) Main Avenue Mineral &
Fossil Show
1223-1243 North Main Ave.
February 2-17
49) Tucson Bead Show
Doubletree at Reid Park
445 S. Alvernon Way
February 9-11
50) Arizona Independent
Warehouse Show
2200 E. Benson Highway
January 28 - February 16
51) Tucson Store Fixtures
Wholesale Show
500 W. Grant Road
February 5-6
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Visit us and discover the many exclusive stones introduced in The Pocket Book of Stones, including
Sauralite Azeztulite, Satyaloka Rose Azeztulite, Satyaloka Yellow Azeztulite and Guardianite
STONES
OF THE NEW
CONSCIOUSNESS

THE POCKET

ROBERT SIMMONS

THE POCKET BOOK OF STONES

n
t.

Robert Simmons, author of Stones of the New Consciousness, and
co-author of The Book of Stones and Moldavite: Starborn Stone of Transformation.

Meet him at the Heaven and Earth show, at The Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room.
He will be available to autograph copies of all his books from Jan. 30th to Feb. 16th, 2013

well as
t Simwing:

”

Meet the Author!

rd
Howa us Ballroom

BOOK OF STONES

Healing, Awakening & Co-creating
with Crystals, Minerals & Gems

who they are & what they teach

ROBERT SIMMONS

Heaven & Earth
PUBLISHING

North
Atlantic
Books

Co-author of The Book of Stones
Introduction by Robert Sardello

ROBERT SIMMONS
8/5/11 2:22:13 PM

Azezetulite Story
& The Tale of Azozeo

Now Available: The
Our 2
Year!

nd

hnson’s
Howard Jo s
Cactu
Ballroom

Robert Simmons

Co-Author of The Book of Stones
Author of Stones of the New Consciousness
in a Two-Hour DVD Video Presentation

Retail Price $14.95, or FREE with $100 purchase from Heaven & Earth in Tucson!

Azeztulite is one of the most beloved stones in
the mineral kingdom, and one of the most mysterious. In this two-hour video presentation, Robert
Simmons takes you on the journey of Azeztulite’s
prophesized arrival and subsequent discovery. He
reveals his knowledge of Azeztulite’s origin, spiritual qualities, and effects on the human body, mind
and spirit. He discusses its link to the Great Central
Sun, and its connection to the Azez, angelic guardians and evolutionary quickeners of our species.
He brings forward provocative information on the
possibility that Azeztulite may be the key to awakening the Body of Light and instigating the process
of vibrational Ascension.
In the second section, Robert describes the vision which led him to attempt a new spiritual technology, for stimulating and activating all types of
Azeztulite to a radically more powerful level. This
vision links back nearly two thousand years to an
ancient Gnostic spiritual ascension manual, where
Robert found the key word for initiating--with the
help of an Azeztulite-and-Phenacite-charged labyrinth and pyramid--the energic shift capable of
transmuting Azeztulite into Azozeo, and human
beings into Beings of Light.

Available in Tucson from:

Heaven & Earth

Howard Johnson’s Cactus Room
Showroom: 802-477-2505 / VT Office: 802-476-4775

www.heavenandearthjewelry.com
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a

Vendor Directory

b

Advertisers in the 2013 Tucson MetaGuide
1820 Oracle Wholesale Show
110
A Lotta Storage & Mail Etc.
121
Agate West
138
AhhhMuse
29
Amber No1
125
Aragon Enterprises
79
Archy’s Rock Shop
62
Art’s King
16
Aurora Mineral Corp
26
Aurora West
27
Avalon Trading Company
66
Balinesia
138
Barlow’s Gems
89
Beads 101
28
Bolva Group
43
California Rock & Mineral
124
Carlos Oddi
88
Carnival USA
131
Casa Crystals
65
Ceridwen’s
50-51
CGM Findings
7
Clarion Gem & Mineral Show
115
Coning Works
126
Craftstones
41
Crystal City
61
Crystal Fireworks
34
Crystal Springs Mining Co.
98-99
Crystal Tones
20
Crystal Universe / Ausrox
22
David Geiger Minerals
21
Days Inn / Globe-X Gem & Mineral Show
117
Denver Coliseum Show		
3
Enter The Earth
IFC-1
El Paso Rock Shop
74-75
Erich Haiderer
13, 15, 53
Fenn’s Gems & Minerals
42
Fluorescent Ranch
131
G&LW Gem Shows
112-113
Gem Arts Studio
61
Gemstone Material Interiors
57
Giebfried Fossil-Mineral
87
Go Jolly Jewelry
85
Grant Inn Gem & Mineral Show
118-119
Heaven & Earth
8-9, 64, 81-83, 97, 100,
123, 132-133, 135, 137,
148-149, 152-182, OBC
Heaven & Earth Publishing
143-147, 206
Highland Park Lapidary
91
Hotel Taddart
33
Howard Johnson’s Gem & Mineral Show
116
INATS New Age Trade Show
120
Indus Valley Commerce
49
Inner Traditions & Bear Company
141
International Gems & Minerals
195-202
ITA Crystals Brazil
126
JC Enterprises
139
Jewelry Institute of America
92
JG&M Expo
56-57, 108-109, 150-151
Jim Coleman Crystal Mines
136
JOGS Gem & Jewelry Show
23
Khalid Moroccan
5
Kino Gem & Mineral Show
114

Kristall Galerie
Kristall Ocean Export
Larimar Conlight
Leandro Designs
Marvelous Gems
Michal & Company
Midelt Mineral & Fossil Show
Midwest Minerals
Minec Expresso Mineral
Mineral India
MineraliA
Moldavite/TW Designs
Mountain Mark Trading
Moussa Minerals
National Minerals
Norcross-Madagascar
Pelham Grayson
Pema Arts
Peru Minerals
Pueblo Gem & Mineral Show
Ra’s Rocks & Lapidary
Rachid & Aziz Adnane
Red Metal Minerals
Really Old Rocks
Rhodo Co.
Rod Griffin Australian Opal
Ron Coleman Mining
Rosley’s Rock & Gems
Serenity Tibet
Seth Maranuk Designs
Siberian Star
Skyline Business
Spheres To You
Spirit Whisperings
Starborn Creations
Stephen Mauldin Stone Company
Sun’s Eye
Sweetwater
The BioMat Company
The Gem Connection
The Gem Shop
The Gemstone Factory
The Lopacki Collection
The Munich Show
The Rare Earth Trading Company
The Sugilite Co.
The UnCarved Block
Throwin Stones
Tika
TopGem Minerals
Tucson Showplace
Two Hawks Gallery
Vasconcelos
Vermont Paradise
Vicjon Enterprises
Village Originals
Vision Industries
Washington Gem & Mineral
Xeonix Divination
Yee On Gems & Jewelry
Zen U Wear
Zeppo Merchandisers

90
18
17
69
12
IBC
32
10
84
11
136
86
94-95
87
127
208
52, 125-126, 130
93
96
111
85
33
139
130
31, 37
124
63, 101-103, 129
76
138
30
106
14
55
126
38-39
70-71
121
46-47
73
124
60, 62
134
105
4
91
19, 77
36
130
6
110
58-59
72
40
203
89
44-45
104
107
128
24-25
35
54
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MICHAL & COMPANY
V

isit us at Tucson Electric Park (Corner Tent, back of the parking lot)
and at the Rapa River Gem Show (next to the Days Inn)

M IC H A L AN D COMPA N Y .C O M
T h e N e w F a ce of Rock O ur Wor ld

866 . 231 . ROCK

C O P Y R I G H T © 2 0 1 2 M I C H A L & C O M PA N Y , I N C . N O RT H H O L LY W O O D , C A

Our 2nd Year!

Howard Johnson’s
Cactus Ballroom

The Cactus Room
is located at the rear of
the Howard Johnson’s

STO NES
OF THE NEW
USNESS
CONSCIO
Awakening Co-creating
&
Healing,
with Crystals, Minerals & Gems

body, mind & spirit/crystals

ROBERT SIMMONS

Praise for The Book of Stones
“Filled with information and beauty!”
—Melody, author of Love Is in the Earth: A Kaleidoscope of Crystals
“This beautiful and unusual work opened a new and unknown world for me.”
—Joseph Chilton Pearce, author of The Crack in the Cosmic Egg

THE POCKET BOOK OF STONES

“There is no one more heart-filled with the Wisdom of Stones than Robert Simmons.”
—Robert Sardello, PhD, author of Love and the Soul

(Previously at
La Quinta Inn /
Clarion)

THE POCKET

A WORLD OF STONES IN YOUR POCKET!
An ideal introduction to stones and their energies for those who are new to the field, as well as
an invaluable reference for well-versed readers, The Pocket Book of Stones is author Robert Simmons’ portable version of the much-loved classic The Book of Stones that includes the following:
 Vivid color photographs to help you accurately identify every crystal
 A quick-look guide to the qualities of each stone
 Twenty-five stones not included in the original Book of Stones
 An updated index of physical, emotional, and spiritual correspondences

g

HoJo
Main
Lobby

BOOK OF STONES
who they are & what they teach

ROBERT SIMMON S

Robert Simmons is the cofounder of Heaven and Earth, a company offering more than
Co-author of The Book of Stones
5,000 gem and jewelry items for self-healing and spiritual and emotional development.
He is a lecturer and crystal teacher offering Stone Intensives around the world. Introduction by Robert Sardello

US $14.95 / $16.95 CAN
ISBN 978-1-58394-317-5

Heaven & Earth
PUBLISHING

Our Proven
Best-Sellers!

East Montpelier, VT

North Atlantic Books
Berkeley, California

heavenandearthjewelry.com

www.northatlanticbooks.com

BOS full cover.indd 1

Heaven & Earth
PUBLISHING

North
Atlantic
Books

Showroom Phone: 802-477-2505

ROBERT SIMMONS
8/5/11 2:22:13 PM

Shungite

Sauralite Azeztulite™

Healerite™

Amazez™

Golden Azeztulite™

Ascension Jewelry

Guardianite™

Honey & Cream Azeztulite™

Pink Azeztulite™

Lithium Light™

Satyaloka Clear Azeztulite™

Moldavite

Original White
Azeztulite™

Circle Stones™ (Crop Circle Flint™)

Ajoite
Wire Wrap Pendants

Nuummite

Mystic Merlinite™

Rosophia™

Healer’s Gold™

www.heavenandearthjewelry.com

Himalaya Gold Azeztulite™

Crimson Cuprite™

For a Free 352 Page Color Catalog,
call 802-476-4775 or
email heavenandearth@earthlink.net

Goddess Jewelry

Phenacite

